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“Our purpose is to power
global investments to help
our clients succeed and to
play an important role in

 fueling economic growth.” 
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Overview
 

Our CSR Strategy Pillars
 

Responsibility is at the core of our business strategy.
Our CSR practices help us earn the trust of our
clients and other stakeholders. They also promote
transparency and encourage innovation for a
better world. 

We are guided by our Corporate Social
Responsibility Statement: 

Corporate social responsibility is crucial to how
we fulfill our role as a major global financial
institution. At BNY Mellon, we are invested in
market integrity, our people and our world. Our
clients trust us every day with their investments,
and we depend on our talented and diverse
workforce to meet client needs with the highest
standards of excellence and integrity. That’s
why it’s important that we build an inclusive and
supportive environment where our people are
empowered to contribute and succeed. Together,
we can contribute to the resiliency of global
markets and solutions for some of the world’s most
pressing issues, building healthy economies and
sustainable communities over time. 

We earn clients’ trust every day by upholding the 
highest standards of integrity and responsibility 
in our practices and products. We contribute to the 
health of global markets through the resiliency and 
effectiveness of our operations.

We provide our talented, diverse workforce with the 
opportunities they need to grow and succeed.

We make our local communities better places to 
live and work and contribute to solutions for the 
world’s most pressing issues.

Market Integrity 
Risk and Reliability 

Strong Governance 
Our World 
Social Finance 

Community Commitment 

Environmental Management 

Our People 
Leadership and Development 

Engagement and Wellbeing 

Diversity and Inclusion 
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Our CSR reporting highlights our firm’s ongoing
progress, including our approach and activities
related to the most material CSR areas for our
business. We have organized our reporting by the
three pillars of our CSR strategy: 

• Market Integrity 

• Our People 

• Our World 

These pillars and related priority areas aim to focus
our efforts where we can have the greatest impact. 

The data and examples presented throughout this
report represent our global operations, unless
otherwise noted. 

A PDF version of our CSR content can be downloaded
along with our Global Reporting Initiative (GRI) G3
index and a data summary. All data included within
this report is as of December 31, 2014, unless
otherwise stated. To learn more about BNY Mellon
and our businesses, visit Who We Are and What We
Do. For an overview of our CSR highlights, please view
our highlights document. We welcome any questions,
comments or feedback you may have about our
reporting or about CSR at BNY Mellon.

*All data included within this publication is as of December 31, 2014, unless otherwise stated. 

https://www.bnymellon.com/us/en/who-we-are/social-responsibility/csr-report.jsp
https://www.bnymellon.com/us/en/who-we-are/social-responsibility/csr-report.jsp
https://www.bnymellon.com/us/en/who-we-are/social-responsibility/csr-report.jsp
https://www.bnymellon.com/us/en/who-we-are/index.jsp
https://www.bnymellon.com/us/en/what-we-do/index.jsp
https://www.bnymellon.com/us/en/what-we-do/index.jsp
https://www.bnymellon.com/us/en/_locale-assets/pdf/csr/csr_sf_overview_final.pdf
https://www.bnymellon.com/us/en/contact.jsp?id=csr 
https://www.bnymellon.com/us/en/contact.jsp?id=csr 
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Investments Company for the World 

We are a global investments company. We provide
investment management and investment services that
help institutions and individuals succeed in markets
all over the world. With a dedicated business presence
on six continents and in 35 countries, we deliver global
scale at the local level. 

Our values of client focus, integrity, teamwork
and excellence guide each decision we make and
transaction we process. Our diverse global workforce
is more than 50,000 strong, with some of the
sharpest minds and most innovative thinkers in
the investment industry. 

All statistics represent the minimum number of BNY Mellon client relationships in each category · Fortune 500 // Fortune Magazine, Copyright 2014 Time Inc. ·
Pensions & EB Funds // Reprinted with permission of Pensions & Investments, Copyright 2014 · Endowments // Reprinted with permission of NACUBO, Copyright
2014 · Life & Health Insurance Companies // Reprinted with permission of A.M. Best Company Inc., Copyright 2014 · QS World University Rankings® Top 50 //
www.topuniversities.com/university-rankings/world-university-rankings/2014 · Central Banks // The World Bank, Copyright 2014 

We deliver expertise at  
each stage of the  
investment lifecycle: 

CREATE ASSETS

TRADE, CLEAR &  
SETTLE ASSETS 

HOLD & SERVICE 
ASSETS

MANAGE ASSETS

DISTRIBUTE  
ASSETS

 RESTRUCTURE 
ASSETS

INVESTMENT  
SERVICES 

INVESTMENT  
MANAGEMENT

50% 
of the top 200
life/health insurance
companies 

46% 
of the top 50
universities 

76% 
of Fortune 500
companies 

90% 
Our central bank
clients’ assets make
up over 90% of global
central bank reserves 

67% 
of the top 1,000
pension and employee
benefit funds 

75% 
of the top 100
endowments 

C

O
RPORATION

S 

IN
VESTORS 

IN
STITUTIONS 

Asset Managers

Banks

Broker-Dealers

Central Banks

Companies

Family Offices

Financial 
Intermediaries

Governments

High-Net-Worth 
Individuals

Insurance 
Companies

Investment  
Advisers

Nonprofit 
Organizations

Pension Funds

Sovereign  
Institutions

Who we are Who we serve Our reach 
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What global trends are you seeing this year? 

Our role as the investments company for the world
gives us a unique perspective on the forces that shape
opportunities for our clients, which include a unique
set of financial market leaders encompassing a broad
range of industries and markets. For more than a
decade, one of the most pervasive trends we’ve seen
play out across financial services and the broader 
business world is the accelerating pace of global
change, enabled by technological advances. 

We believe that trend is approaching an inflection
point. New thinking is transforming industries,
seemingly overnight. Companies such as ours are
expected to deliver more, better and faster than we 
did before. 

The challenge for this generation of business leaders
is to drive that transformation. Change can no longer
be incremental. 

At BNY Mellon, we’ve been taking action from top
to bottom to further transform our company. We’ve
strengthened our executive management team by
hiring and promoting outstanding new leaders with
proven track records of driving change and improving

CEO Message 
–Gerald Hassell 

performance — some from other industries or segments
of financial services, allowing them to bring fresh eyes
and new perspectives. Our new Chief Risk Officer,
for example, is a recognized expert in his field who
will help us continue to meet or exceed regulatory
requirements with respect to our financial strength,
risk management practices and integrity. We’re also
challenging ourselves, from how we’re organized to
how we operate. The creation of a Markets Group
that brings together the capabilities and talents of
our Foreign Exchange, Securities Finance, Collateral
Management and Segregation, Capital Markets, and
Prime Brokerage businesses. That is helping us deliver
improved value to both the buy and sell side. 

How has CSR evolved over the last several years? How
is the mindset on business alignment and the benefits
of CSR changing? 

The scope of CSR programs has traditionally been
quite narrow, consisting largely of community support
and environmental initiatives. That has significantly
evolved in the past decade. We’ve seen a recognition
from CEOs and boards that a company’s responsibility
to and impact on society doesn’t end with its community
support and environmental commitments. 
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Those commitments remain core components of CSR
programs, but companies are increasingly aligning
their CSR strategy with their purpose by honing in
on issues of significant importance to the business.
They’re applying more rigor and developing
interdisciplinary CSR strategies that are mutually
reinforcing and aligned with the company’s role, brand
and values. 

While a company’s top executives, board and CSR
specialists are instrumental in business alignment,
employees throughout an organization have a
significant role to play in CSR alignment and success.
Over the past few years, there’s been more of a focus
on broader participation from our business lines at
all levels. 

At BNY Mellon, we’ve aligned our CSR strategy with
business objectives by considering our critical role
in the markets and identifying the issues that are
likely to most significantly impact our stakeholders.
We periodically revisit our analysis because global
trends not only impact our business, but also our CSR
strategy. The rapid pace of change, particularly in
technology, presents risks as well as opportunities,
and we’d be remiss if we didn’t account for those in
our CSR efforts. 

What are some key accomplishments this year? 

Our focus on social finance (see Q&A with our
President on page 15) represents a more coordinated
and strategic approach to CSR aligned with our role
as part of the global financial markets. We are tapping
into our investments expertise to create products
that aim to address our clients’ needs for attractive
financial returns and also support positive social and
environmental outcomes. 

Reflecting our continued progress, our company has
been named to the Dow Jones Sustainability World
Index (DJSI World,1 which is one of the most highly
regarded global sustainability indices. We were one of
only two U.S. diversified financial services companies
selected for inclusion in 2014. In addition, we received
perfect scores for climate change disclosure and
performance in CDP’s S&P 500 Climate Performance
Leadership Index 2014 and its S&P 500 Climate
Disclosure Leadership Index 2014,2 becoming the only
U.S. financial company and one of only two S&P 500
companies to achieve the top score two years in a row. 

We are proud to be among the leaders in CSR and
excited to explore and pioneer new opportunities to
strengthen our impact. It’s the right thing to do and
it’s good for business.

1 Dow Jones Sustainability Indices, 2014.

2 CDP S&P 500 Climate Change Report, 2014. 

http://www.sustainability-indices.com/images/DJSI_Review_Presentation_09_2014_final.pdf
http://www.sustainability-indices.com/images/DJSI_Review_Presentation_09_2014_final.pdf
https://www.cdp.net/CDPResults/CDP-SP500-leaders-report-2014.pdf
https://www.cdp.net/CDPResults/CDP-SP500-leaders-report-2014.pdf
https://www.cdp.net/CDPResults/CDP-SP500-leaders-report-2014.pdf
https://www.cdp.net/CDPResults/CDP-SP500-leaders-report-2014.pdf
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Materiality


As the investments company for the world, it is our
business to understand where resources can have
the greatest impact and how our firm can engage
and enrich society. We apply this thinking to our
CSR strategy, identifying areas where we can foster
positive change. Additionally, we are increasingly
focused on connecting programs to create
interdisciplinary strategies that allow for optimized
value and performance. 

In 2014, we conducted a materiality refresh through
a comprehensive evaluation to ensure that we are
focusing on areas with the highest importance
and relevance to our firm. The evaluation included
research and interviews with a diverse group of
internal and external stakeholders to gather their
feedback on our existing CSR framework and the
proposed evolution of our CSR strategy. The outcomes
of the materiality refresh were reviewed by our
Executive Committee and by the CSR Committee of
the Board of Directors. While some areas have evolved
from our materiality analysis completed in 2011, our
core strategy continues to comprise the three pillars
of Market Integrity, Our People and Our World, which
are described as follows: 

•	 Market Integrity: We earn clients’ trust every day
by upholding the highest standards of integrity and
responsibility in our practices and products. We
contribute to the health of global markets through
the resiliency and effectiveness of our operations. 

•	 Our People: We provide our talented, diverse
workforce with the opportunities they need to
grow and succeed. 

•	 Our World: We make our local communities better
places to live and work and contribute to solutions
for the world’s most pressing issues. 

Based on key findings from the materiality refresh, our

strategy has evolved in the following ways:
 

Market Integrity

An increased emphasis on risk.
 

•	 Effective risk management helps to protect
markets, which is core to our responsibility
as a financial institution that safeguards one-
fifth of the world’s assets.3 Under the pillar of
Market Integrity, our focus on Risk and Reliability
comprises Risk Management (on page 30),
Financial Strength (on page 38), Ethics and
Operational Reliability (on page 47). 

Our People
An emphasis on how we achieve excellent talent and
are invested in our employees. 

•	 We cultivate excellent talent through Leadership
and Development (on page 62), Engagement and
Wellbeing (on page 71), and Diversity and Inclusion
(on page 78). 

Our World
The addition of Social Finance and the expansion of
Environmental Management. 

•	 Due to client demand, Social Finance (on page 85)
has emerged as both a business driver and a
way to have a positive impact on society and the
environment. Working with our clients, we can
use investments to help solve some of the world’s
toughest challenges. 

•	 Environmental Management has been broadened
to include all areas related to our environmental
efforts such as Climate Change Leadership
(on page 111) and Environmental Efficiency (on
page 113). 

3 Based upon the value of assets held in custody reported by the top 51 custodians, as reported by GlobalCustody.net in March 2014. 

http:GlobalCustody.net
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Objectives, Research Methods,
and Stakeholder Engagement 

As the investments company for the world, it is our
business to understand where resources can have
the greatest impact and how our firm engages and
enriches society. We apply this thinking to our CSR
strategy, identifying areas where we can foster
positive change. 

In 2014, we refreshed our 2011 materiality assessment
to ensure that we are focusing on CSR topics with the
highest importance and relevance to our firm. The
evaluation process included research and interviews
with a diverse group of internal and external
stakeholders to gather feedback on our existing CSR
framework and evolution of our CSR strategy. The
outcomes of the materiality refresh were reviewed by
our Executive Committee and CSR Committee of the
Board of Directors. 
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CSR Materiality
 

Tier 1: 
Topics that are critically important

to society and our business

INCLUDES:
Risk Management

Financial Stability

Ethics & Compliance

Operational Reliability 

Tier 3: 
Topics that are beneficial to society and

some of our business and operations 

Tier 2: 
Topics that are important to society

and our firm’s strategy

RISK AND RELIABILITY COMMUNITY COMMITMENT 

ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT 

DIVERSITY AND INCLUSION 

ENGAGEMENT AND WELLBEING 

LEADERSHIP AND DEVELOPMENT 

SOCIAL FINANCE 

STRONG GOVERNANCE 

Tier 1
Risk and Reliability 

Why It’s Important
BNY Mellon processes more than 3 billion transactions
every month, making our ability to manage risks
essential for the global economy. We recognize that this
fundamental importance to the health and operations
of the financial markets carries with it a responsibility
to maintain the highest standards of excellence. Our
ability to manage risk and operate reliably is critical to
our business and the needs of our stakeholders.

Strategy 
To help meet business and stakeholder needs in light
of shifting regulations, risks and client demands, we
focus our approach on risk management (including
embedding a risk culture), financial stability, ethics
and operational reliability.

Tier 2
Diversity and Inclusion 

Why It’s Important
In this global marketplace, we rely on our workforce to
provide creative insights and innovative solutions that
meet the wide-ranging needs of our clients around the
world. To adequately serve our stakeholders, we aim
to have the very best talent and provide an engaging
and inclusive environment that leverages diversity and
differences, so that all of our employees can thrive.

Strategy 
We strive for continuous improvement in diversity
trends for our management and leadership ranks
globally and sustain positive trends in diversity and
inclusion on employee survey scores. 
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Tier 2
Engagement and Wellbeing 

Why It’s Important
Our ability to meet and exceed client needs depends
on maintaining an engaged, motivated workforce.
We believe that caring for our people, including their
wellbeing, promotes higher levels of engagement to
best serve our clients.

Strategy 
Engagement — We enhance key drivers of employee
engagement including leadership, management,
empowerment, collaboration and career
opportunities. Wellbeing — We educate, encourage
and empower employees to enjoy healthy, happy and
fulfilled lives.

Tier 2
Leadership and Development 

Why It’s Important
By driving a high-performance culture that stems from
great talent, leadership and learning, we will achieve
business success and help to build meaningful
careers for our people.

Strategy 
We support a learning culture that builds leaders at all
levels. By providing employees with opportunities to
learn, develop and receive ongoing feedback, we help
them realize their full potential. 

Tier 2
Social Finance 

Why It’s Important
We believe that investments are key to enabling
positive change in society and for the environment.
Capital will be needed in sectors from health to
education to agriculture to meet the needs of a
growing population as the world becomes increasingly
resource constrained.

Strategy 
We formalized a focus on social finance that leverages
our collective knowledge, skills and resources to
help attract mainstream investors, unlock capital,
and shift more financing toward positive social and
environmental outcomes. We drive progress in three
areas: products and services, thought leadership and
research, and partnerships. 

Tier 2
Strong Governance 

Why It’s Important
Good governance promotes accountability,
compliance and the highest ethical standards from
the Board of Directors to all levels of the firm.

Strategy 
We meet evolving stakeholder needs and expectations
by enhancing and sustaining practices for substantive
stakeholder engagement, corporate social
responsibility, and responsible political engagement. 
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Tier 3
Community Commitment 

Why It’s Important
Operating in 35 countries, our global presence gives
us a unique vantage point on major problems facing
society today. We are committed to contributing
solutions to address these challenges and target our
efforts toward programs that make our communities
better places to live and work.

Strategy 
We demonstrate a measurable positive impact in our
communities through philanthropic activity, employee
community involvement, supplier management and
relationships and human rights advocacy.

Tier 3
Environmental Management 

Why It’s Important
Prudent management of natural resources is one of
the world’s most pressing issues. We strive to make
our operations as efficient and effective as possible,
driving increased standards for environmental
performance. Our strategic management of resources
achieves a positive effect on the bottom line, helps
manage risk, inspires ways to help our clients succeed
and supports our communities around the world.

Strategy 
We integrate continuous environmental improvement
and sustainability across our operations and into
everything we do — from cutting carbon emissions
in the way we travel and the design of our offices to
providing our clients with investment options that
manage climate risks and opportunities.
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How did BNY Mellon’s approach to corporate social
responsibility change in 2014? 

Corporate social responsibility is deeply embedded
in who we are as a company. It’s woven into our
culture, from the way we engage and develop our
global workforce to the way we partner with clients to
develop solutions. Because CSR is inextricably linked
to our business, we refreshed our approach in 2014,
which was driven by the financial markets and the
trends we saw across our business. 

As a leading global financial institution, risk management
continues to be among BNY Mellon’s highest priorities.
We have a responsibility to our clients, the financial
markets and society to effectively identify and mitigate 
risk. Risk management has always been a core tenet of
our investment in market integrity. We’re emphasizing
that commitment as a part of our culture by explicitly
connecting risk and reliability to our CSR strategy in
our 2014 materiality analysis. 

We also see investment implications emerging from
global environmental, social and governance trends.
In 2014, we formalized a focus on social finance, as we
recognized the potential for investors to protect and
generate long-term value, while driving positive social
and environmental change. 

Q&A with 
the President 
–Karen Peetz 

Describe some of the ways BNY Mellon has made
understanding and managing risk a priority. 

Risk management has always been a significant
priority for us. Under the leadership of our Chief Risk
Officer, James Wiener, who joined BNY Mellon in
2014, we’re furthering that focus by strengthening
the integration of risk into our culture and throughout
our lines of defense. We’re continuing to instill a
sense of accountability about risk management in
our employees at every stage of their employment,
starting with recruitment. 

Tell us more about social finance at BNY Mellon. How
is the firm responding to macro environmental and
societal challenges with its products and services? 

We define social finance as any investment activity
that includes both financial returns and significant
social and/or environmental impact. By expanding
the definition of “social finance” to include socially
responsible investing, development finance,
environmental investing and impact investing, we
demonstrate that BNY Mellon has a significant
footprint in a growing segment that addresses both
clients’ needs for financial return and their desire to
see positive impact.
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Our focus on this area is both a response to the
opportunities and risks we see from complex global
issues and recognition that creating a bridge between
strategies allows investors to put more of their money
to work to earn financial return and — for those that
value it — have a social impact. Because we work
with corporations, institutions and investors across
every stage of the investment process, we see social
finance’s full potential from investment servicing to
investment management. 

It sounds like social finance is a significant
opportunity for BNY Mellon. How will it
benefit clients? 

It’s an exciting area of innovation for our company.
We have significant expertise in areas of social
finance including socially responsible investing.
Clients are looking for innovative, strategic ideas and
opportunities. Our social finance focus is one way
we’re delivering those. 

How are you building capacity internally so
BNY Mellon can deliver a diversified and integrated
suite of social finance offerings to clients? 

We’re building from a strong base of internal
expertise. Several of our investment boutiques have
been active in socially responsible investing for over
a decade. A number of highly skilled investment
employees have also come forward with ideas and
enthusiasm about social finance. With their cross-
business expertise, they’re developing practical
financial solutions that meet our clients’ needs and
offer social benefits at the same time. 

Product development, employee engagement
and partnerships are important areas of focus
for us in the year ahead as we expand our social
finance capabilities. 

What do you hope to achieve in 2015? 

Social finance could be a tremendous opportunity
for our clients, our firm, the broader investment
community and society — and it doesn’t end with our
business capabilities. We’re partnering with leading
organizations to conduct research, contribute to
the conversation and advance the field to positively
impact our world through investments. 

We believe one of the areas with the most potential
is making investing in developing and emerging
markets safer and more attractive to mainstream
investors. Increasing capital flow to these markets
requires strong rule of law and improved governance
to decrease investment and business risk. This could
lead to business opportunities for our firm and also
contribute to economic development and improved
social conditions in these nations. 

To support the inclusion of a robust goal calling for
broad access to rule of law within the forthcoming
post-2015 United Nation’s Sustainable Development
Goals (SDGs), we began a partnership with the United
Nations Foundation (UNF) in 2014. The SDGs will set
the global stage and norms for development from 2016
to 2030. Through our partnership with UNF, we are
building a coalition of support from the private sector
and civil society. We look to advance the rule of law
within the SDGs, helping to impact trillions of dollars
in investments and billions of lives between 2016
and 2030. 
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CSR Governance 

CSR Governance Structure 

We have in place a strong CSR governance structure 
that starts at the top of our firm. Our robust governance 
and reporting practices enable transparency and
accountability at BNY Mellon. The independent
Corporate Social Responsibility Committee of the
Board of Directors regularly and actively reviews our
CSR program, monitors progress against our Long-
Term Goals and provides guidance on our CSR efforts.
Our firm’s executive management holds ultimate
responsibility for our CSR progress and success, as

CSR COMMITTEE OF
THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS 

Made up of independent directors who regularly
review our CSR program and monitor progress
against our Long-Term Goals 

Has ultimate responsibility for our firm’s
progress and success in CSR and Social 
Finance; oversees progress on key performance
indicators and Long-Term Goals, anticipates
market trends and future client needs, and 
drives business innovation 

EXECUTIVE MANAGEMENT 

SOCIAL FINANCE
BUSINESS COUNCIL 

Representatives from across
the company who provide
guidance on overall strategy
and ensure activities are
driven by client needs 

CSR SUBJECT-MATTER
EXPERTS (SMEs) 

Manage day-to-day 
execution of CSR policies, 
practices and programs
across the company 

CSR WORKING
GROUP 

Subject-matter experts
whose oversight includes
CSR in the areas of  
measuring and monitoring, 
reporting and reputational
management within their
designated areas of 
expertise 

CENTRAL CSR TEAM 

CSR Strategy:
Lead development and 
management of our CSR
strategy; work with each
program area to develop 
CSR initiatives, monitor
progress, manage public 
reporting, and interface 
with leading experts in the 
industry and CSR field 

Social Finance:
Lead and coordinate 
cross-business product 
and capability development 
efforts; oversee thought 
leadership and research 
strategy; develop and
support a network of 
external partnerships 

SOCIAL FINANCE
BUSINESS LEADERS 

Manage execution of social
finance objectives to build 
awareness and dialogue,
develop products, and
explore specific client needs 
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they review and evaluate Key Performance Indicators
and Long-Term Goals in their respective business
units and associated management. 

Internal CSR specialists and subject-matter experts
work to instill CSR practices and behavior throughout
our company. Our core team of CSR specialists works
with each area to develop initiatives specific to our
businesses, monitors progress on material issues,
facilitates dialogue and develops strategies that
coordinate across disciplines. These specialists also
engage with experts in the financial services industry
and the CSR field. More than 50 subject-matter
experts help manage the day-to-day execution of CSR
policies, practices and programs across the company.
These experts are responsible for achieving targets
related to annual CSR key performance indicators,
and often organize groups and committees to engage
employees and communities on CSR initiatives.
Subject-matter experts also engage with the CSR
Committee of the Board. 

In 2014, we established two specialized working
groups to replace our former CSR Council. The CSR
Working Group and the Social Finance Business
Council are able to provide focused guidance across a
broader range of topics and functions than the Council
that they replaced. The CSR Working Group members
have day-to-day responsibilities that are tied
directly to the measuring, monitoring, reporting and
reputational management of major CSR topics. This
group is tied to tangible output, including CSR Long-
Term Goals, reporting activities and engagement
with the CSR Committee of the Board. Its members
advocate for CSR advancement and engagement
within their respective areas and the broader firm.
The Social Finance Business Council consists of
representatives across our company who ensure
social finance activities are coordinated and driven by
client needs. This group informs the corporate-wide
effort, builds on each other’s knowledge of the field
and drives related growth opportunities in their own
businesses. Learn more on page 85 about our work on
social finance. 
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Annual CSR Goal-Setting & Implementation Process 

Note: In Progress Toward CSR Goals on page 21, the ‘Notable 2014 Progress’ column provides information on 2014 results. 

CSR 
GOVERNANCE 
GROUPS 

CSR COMMITTEE 
OF THE BOARD OF 
DIRECTORS (CSR 
BOARD COMMITTEE) 
Independent directors
who review BNY Mellon’s 
CSR program and monitor 
progress against 
Long-Term Goals. 

EXECUTIVE 
MANAGEMENT 
Oversee progress on key 
performance indicators
and Long-Term Goals, 
and have ultimate 
responsibility for CSR 
progress and success. 

CSR SPECIALISTS 
Lead the development and 
management of BNY Mellon’s 
CSR strategy, help create 
initiatives, monitor progress, 
manage public reporting, 
and interface with leading 
experts in the industry and 
CSR field. 

CSR WORKING GROUP 
Subject matter experts 
whose responsibilities are
tied directly to CSR in the 
areas of measuring and 
monitoring, reporting and 
reputational management. 

GROUPS & 
COMMITTEES 
Groups which engage
employees locally and 
regionally on CSR initiatives. 
Examples of these include 
employee resource groups, 
as well as committees 
focused on volunteering and
philanthropic fundraising. 

CSR SPECIALISTS 
CSR WORKING GROUP 
DRAFT GOALS 
REVIEWED 

EXECUTIVE MANAGEMENT 
CSR BOARD COMMITTEE 

FEEDBACK AND 
SUGGESTIONS 

GROUPS & COMMITTEES 
ASSISTANCE WITH 
ROLLING OUT INITIATIVES 

CSR SPECIALISTS 
SUGGESTIONS AND EXPERTISE 
FOR PROGRAM ROLLOUTS 

CSR WORKING GROUP 
CREATE SPECIFIC INDICATORS 

CSR WORKING GROUP 
OVERSEE PROGRESS 

AND ADDRESS 
CHALLENGES 

CSR SPECIALISTS 
GATHER PROGRESS 

UPDATES FROM CSR 
WORKING GROUP 

CSR SPECIALISTS 

NOTABLE RESULTS 
PUBLISHED IN 
CSR REPORT 

EXECUTIVE MANAGEMENT 
CSR BOARD COMMITTEE 

INPUT, OVERSIGHT AND 
RECOMMENDATIONS 

GOAL-SETTING PHASE 

GOAL-SETTING PHASE 

IMPLEMENTATION PHASE 

TRACKING PHASE INTERIM GOAL-REVIEW PHASE 

REPORTING PHASE

CSR SPECIALISTS 
MATERIALITY ANALYSIS 
STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT 

CSR WORKING GROUP 
REVIEW PROGRESS AGAINST 
LONG-TERM GOALS 

CSR WORKING GROUP 

DRAFT ANNUAL 
GOALS CREATED 

EXECUTIVE MANAGEMENT 
ANNUAL 

GOALS 
APPROVED 

CSR SPECIALISTS & 
CSR WORKING GROUP 
COMPILE RESULTS 
FOR REPORTING 

EXECUTIVE MANAGEMENT 
CSR BOARD COMMITTEE 
REVIEW ANNUAL 
GOAL RESULTS 
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Stakeholder
Engagement 
We actively solicit feedback and adapt our products
and practices to match the evolving demands of our
diverse stakeholders. We believe dialogue and
engagement contribute to business excellence. We use a
multidimensional approach to stakeholder engagement. 

Stakeholder engagement is an overarching mechanism
for achieving strong performance within each of our
CSR strategic priorities. Throughout our reporting, we
have highlighted specific examples that emphasize
the importance of engaging key stakeholders.
For instance, when developing our Social Finance
initiative, we participated in extensive dialogue
with clients, investors and employees, among other
stakeholders, to gather feedback. For specific
examples of these engagements, see our section
on Social Finance on page 85. 

Stakeholder Engagement Mechanisms


SHAREHOLDERS

Annual and

quarterly reports 

Webcasts and

conference calls 

Financial services

conferences 

Proxy voting 

Annual meeting 

COMMUNITIES

Direct meetings

with local leaders and

advocacy groups 

Board membership 

Financial support

(grants, sponsorships) 

Employee volunteering

and fundraising 

CLIENTS 

Direct meetings 

Conference advisory boards 

Client conferences 

Client satisfaction survey 

External surveys 

EMPLOYEES

Direct meetings

with managers 

Performance management

and development programs 

Town halls and Employee

Resource Groups 

Engagement survey 

The four groups above represent our key stakeholders, as defined during a comprehensive strategic analysis to refine our CSR 
focus. External partners, suppliers, peer companies, nonprofits and industry associations are also important stakeholders for 
our firm. 

Transparency 

We build trust with stakeholders
and enable collaborative
problem-solving by promoting
transparency throughout
our business operations and
communications. We play a
vital role in the global financial
markets, and it is important
that our stakeholders see that
we are conducting business
openly and with integrity and
endeavor to hold our business
partners and suppliers to the
same high standard. This year,
we have increased the depth of
our CSR reporting around some
key issues, including: 

Our business activities:
A robust discussion of our
technology improvements
related to operational reliability,
including cybersecurity, system
availability and transaction
execution quality 

BNY Mellon University (BKU):
A more detailed overview of
learning and development
offerings, as well as of
the strategy employed to
streamline our curriculum and
our processes for tracking and
analyzing the effectiveness of
our training 

Environmental disclosure:
An in-depth discussion of
how and why we manage our
environmental footprint through
investments in environmental
efficiency, and the formation
of our new Business and
Environmental Sustainability
group in 2014 
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Progress Toward
CSR Goals 
We have made long-term commitments for each of our
CSR priority areas, measuring our progress through
Key Performance Indicators. We provide regular
status updates to the CSR Committee of the Board of
Directors using the color-coded rating system below
to indicate our progress. Executive management has

Progress in 2014

More than 80%

50% to 80%

Below 50% 

Ethics & Transparency
 

ultimate responsibility for achieving progress toward
the Long-Term Goals. 

The long-term commitments listed below are
based on our 2011 materiality analysis, and we will
continue reporting on these through the end of 2015.
Next year’s report will provide highlights of our
accomplishments from 2012 through 2015. Starting in
2015, we will also be transitioning to new Long-Term
Goals to align with outcomes based on our refreshed
2014 materiality analysis (on page 10).

Long-Term Goal 

Uphold high standards for fostering and maintaining a
culture that promotes mutual respect, avoids
conflicts, conducts business based on honest
competition, and observes the heightened diligence
required in government interactions. We do this
through leadership and transparent communication of
material and critical information, and by ensuring our
training and program resources remain relevant
and engaging. 

Notable 2014 Progress 

• We increased the number of monitored employees
on our personal security trading platform. 

• We continue to engage and educate our
employees about significant and evolving matters
within the organization, across the industry and
at applicable regulatory bodies throughout the
world via focused training sessions and routine
internal communication mechanisms. 

• We are seeing heightened employee engagement
scores in employees’ understanding of our
risk framework.

Learn more:

Ethics on page 43

Transparency on page 20 

Note: In 2015, our long-term goals will be changing as a result of the 2014 materiality analysis refresh to better align with the areas that are of
prominent concern to our business and that could benefit from CSR oversight.
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Operational Reliability & Effectiveness 

Long-Term Goal 

Contribute to the health of the financial system
through excellence in transaction quality, reliability of
systems and service providers, and resiliency during
potential disruptions; demonstrate leadership in the
effective use of resources, including those with
environmental impacts 

Strong Governance

Long-Term Goal 

Meet evolving stakeholder needs and expectations by
enhancing and sustaining practices for substantive
stakeholder engagement, corporate social
responsibility, and responsible political engagement 

Notable 2014 Progress 

•	 Core and significant applications achieved
99.7 percent availability 

•	 Launched ISO 27001 program with the objective of
enhancing information security management of our
global operations 

•	 We are working towards including cyber-specific
metrics, as we believe the topic is relevant to
Operational Reliability based on the current environment.
In the interim, we have taken the position of rating this
goal at amber due to the complexity and impact of
potential cybersecurity attacks. We recognize that
cybersecurity threats are constantly evolving and will
continue to strengthen our controls that are designed
to detect, prevent and respond to such threats.

Learn more:

Risk Management on page 30


Operational Reliability on page 47


Environmental Efficiency on page 113
 

Notable 2014 Progress 

•	 One of only two U.S. diversified financial services
companies listed on the Dow Jones Sustainability
World Index,4 and one of only two S&P 500
companies with a perfect score on CDP indexes
for two consecutive years5 

•	 Improved company score on CPA-Zicklin Index of 
Corporate Disclosure and Political Accountability6

 by 50 percent since 2012 

•	 Renewed our CSR strategy to reflect industry and
company evolution, and successfully created a
programmatic structure for a social finance focus

Learn more:

Stakeholder Engagement on page 20

Advocacy and Political Engagement on page 56

Corporate Governance on page 54 

4 Dow Jones Sustainability Indices, 2014.


5 CDP S&P 500 Climate Change Report, 2014.


6 CPA-Zicklin Index of Corporate Disclosure and Political Accountability, 2014.
 

http://www.sustainability-indices.com/images/DJSI_Review_Presentation_09_2014_final.pdf
http://www.sustainability-indices.com/images/DJSI_Review_Presentation_09_2014_final.pdf
https://www.cdp.net/en-US/Results/Pages/leadership-index.aspx
http://www.politicalaccountability.net/?ht=a/GetDocumentAction/i/8642
http://www.politicalaccountability.net/?ht=a/GetDocumentAction/i/8642
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Responsible Investments
 

Long-Term Goal 

Be highly focused on clients’ interests by providing
substantive programs to support clients’
environmental, social and governance (ESG) needs,
and be mindful of ESG risks and impact when lending
and investing company funds 

Excellent Talent 

Long-Term Goal 

Be a performance-driven organization with an  
inclusive culture that attracts, engages, develops and 
retains a talented team of diverse professionals, 
experts and leaders 

Notable 2014 Progress 

•	 Launched two new boutique-led ESG products in
Investment Management and laid the groundwork
for 2015 penetration across the ESG platform 

•	 Developed ESG education materials for
investment staff in select boutiques 

•	 Maintained the number of clients using the ESG
screening services in Asset Servicing through
2014, while increasing the number of screens by
23 percent and growing assets screened by
34 percent

Learn more:

Social Finance on page 85


ESG Risk Management on page 36
 

Notable 2014 Progress 

•	 Built a 3-year strategy map to achieve our long
term extraordinary talent goal aspirations, with
aligned annual incremental goals throughout all
levels of our company

•	 Significant progress in building an innovative and
dynamic learning and development curriculum and
improving learning experiences for employees;
received two prestigious industry awards
for excellence 

•	 Perceptions about diversity and inclusion
initiatives trended favorably both in our employee
engagement survey and among the talent pool;
some progress has been made in diverse
representation overall and this continues to be a
key focus area for improvement 

•	 Overall employee engagement survey scores were
largely unchanged from our 2012 survey

Learn more:

Leadership and Development on page 62

Engagement and Wellbeing on page 71

Diversity and Inclusion on page 78 
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Community Commitment
 

Long-Term Goal 

Demonstrate a measurable positive impact in our
communities through philanthropic activity, employee
community involvement, environmental stewardship,
diverse supplier development, and human
rights advocacy 

Notable 2014 Progress 

•	 $38.1 million: Total company and employee cash
donations, a $3.7 million year-over-year increase 

•	 127,000: Total employee volunteer hours, a
20 percent year-over-year increase 

•	 Advancing our commitment to human rights
advocacy through a partnership with the
United Nations Foundation to support rule of
law and engaging with key suppliers related
to human rights practices 

•	 Published a Supplier Code of Conduct 

•	 Achieved a 32.4 percent reduction in our Scope 1
and 2 carbon emissions, surpassing our target of
a 10 percent reduction by 2016, against a 2008
baseline for our global-tracked real estate
portfolio. We have established a new goal to
achieve a 40 percent reduction in global carbon
emissions by 2020, against a 2008 baseline.

Learn more:

Social Finance on page 85

Philanthropy and Community
Involvement on page 96

Supplier Responsibility on page 106

Climate Change Leadership on page 111

Environmental Efficiency on page 113 
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Performance Data Please find below a summary of our performance
data. For a comprehensive list of our key
performance indicators and performance see
our performance data spreadsheet. 

Dollar amounts in billions USD, unless otherwise noted 2014 2013 2012 

MARKET(a) 

Assets under custody and/or administration (AUC/A) $28,500 $ 27,600 $26,300 

Assets under management $ 1,710 $ 1,583 $ 1,386 

Total revenue $15,692 $15,048 $14,555 

Non-U.S. total revenue 38% 37% 37% 

Market capitalization $ 45.4 $ 39.9 $ 29.9 

Company credit rating (S&P credit rating of 
long-term senior debt) 

A+ A+ A+ 

Number of countries of operations 35 35 36 

Capital levels (Estimated Basel III Tier 1  
common equity ratio — Non-GAAP)(b) 

Standardized approach  
Advanced approach 

10.6% 
9.8%

10.6% 
11.3%

N/A
9.8% 

Active employees certified compliant with  
the Code of Conduct 

100% 100% 100% 

OUR PEOPLE 

Global employees (full-time) 50,300 51,100 49,500 

Total compensation(c) $ 3.63 $ 3.62 $ 3.53 

Training hours per employee, on average 21 28 31 

Employee retention 88% 90% 91% 

Managing Director and above positions held by women 26% 26% 26% 

Employee engagement globally 
(percentage of overall positive survey results) 

76% 78% 77% 

https://www.bnymellon.com/us/en/who-we-are/social-responsibility/csr-report.jsp
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Dollar amounts in billions USD, unless otherwise noted 2014 2013 2012 

OUR WORLD 

Assets explicitly screened for ESG factors $ 80.0 $ 73.0 $ 35.0 

Assets covered by the UN Principles for 
Responsible Investment 

38% 40% 23% 

Cash donations (millions USD)(d) $ 38.1 $ 34.4 $ 33.6 

Grants and charitable sponsorships (millions USD) $ 22.9 $ 19.9 $ 19.1 

Employee contributions and company match 
(millions USD) 

$ 15.2 $ 14.5 $ 14.5 

Total employee volunteering hours 127,000 105,000 84,000 

CDP score (disclosure and performance) 100 A 100 A 90 B 

Global greenhouse gas emissions reductions 
(from 2008 baseline)(e) 32.4% 30.6% 28.5% 

Global electricity usage offset by alternative energy 63% 63% 72% 

Internal paper reduction (from 2008 baseline, U.S. only) 52% 42% 38% 

Annual savings through owned or controlled buildings’
energy-efficiency projects (millions USD) 

$ 13.3 $ 12.6 $ 12.0 

Real estate certified for sustainability (by at least 
one third party, including LEED, ISO 14001 or ENERGY
STAR, and by percentage of sq. ft.) 

34.3% 34.1% 34%

(a) For a full explanation of statistics, please see www.bnymellon.com/csr or the corporate 2014 Annual Report. 

(b) Beginning in 2014, risk-based capital ratios include the net impact of the total consolidated assets of certain consolidated investment management
funds in risk-weighted assets. These assets were not included in the risk-based ratios prior to 2014. At Dec. 31, 2014, the CET1 risk-based regulatory
capital ratios are based on Basel III components of capital, as phased-in, and asset risk-weightings using the Advanced Approach framework. The
capital ratios prior to Dec. 31, 2014 are based on Basel I rules (including Basel I Tier 1 common in the case of the CET1 ratio). The estimated fully
phased-in CET1 ratios are based on our interpretation of the final capital rules released by the Federal Reserve on July 2, 2013 (the “Final Capital
Rules”), which are being gradually phased-in over a multi-year period. For further explanation of the capital ratios, please see the “Capital” section
of the 2014 Annual Report. Please also see “Supplemental Information — Explanation of GAAP and Non-GAAP Financial Measures” beginning on
page 128 of the 2014 Annual Report for a calculation of these ratios. 

(c) A full estimate of total compensation and other staff expense is available within the corporate 2014 Annual Report under “Noninterest Expense.” 

(d) Employee and company giving, includes our two foundations: BNY Mellon Foundation and BNY Mellon Foundation of Southwestern Pennsylvania. 

(e) Includes Scope 1 and 2 CO2e emissions percentage reduction compared to a 2008 baseline for global tracked properties, excluding data centers. 

http://www.bnymellon.com/csr
https://www.bnymellon.com/us/en/investor-relations/index.jsp
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Select Awards


•	 Dow Jones Sustainability World Index 
—DJSI World7 

• Dow Jones Sustainability North America Index 
—DJSI North America, for second

consecutive year8 

• S&P 500 Climate Disclosure Leadership
Index (CDLI)
—CDP, for third consecutive year9 

• S&P 500 Climate Performance Leadership 
Index (CPLI) 
—CDP, for second consecutive year10 

•	 FTSE4Good Global Benchmark Index 
—FTSE4Good, for third consecutive year11 

• Best in Asset Servicing/Securities in Lending/ 
Collateral Management/Custody Mandate/ 
Corporate Trust Mandate 
—Triple A Asset Servicing Awards12 

• Financial Services Diversity Corporation of
the Year 
—National Business Inclusion Consortium (NBIC)13 

• Human Rights Campaign Foundation’s Corporate
Equality Index, 2015 
—for seventh consecutive year with a perfect,

100-percent score14 

• Most Innovative Company for Asian
Pacific Americans15 

—Asia Society 

• Most Innovative Project of the Year (Wholesale
Margin Segregation (SM)) 
—Custody Risk Americas Awards16 

•	 No. 1 Global Custodian 
—R&M GlobalCustody.net Survey17 

• No. 1 Global Provider of Corporate Trust Services
for Corporate and Insurance Debt Issuance and
Financial Institution Stand-Alone Debt Issuance 
—Thomson Reuters, Dealogic18 

•	 Top Companies for Women Technologists Award 
—Anita Borg Institute19 

• Top U.S. Private Bank and Top Private Bank
Offering for Family Offices 
—Family Wealth Report20 

7 Dow Jones Sustainability Indices, 2014. 12 The Asset, 2014. 17 R&M GlobalCustody.net, 2014.

8 Dow Jones Sustainability Indices, 2014. 13 National Business Inclusion Consortium. 18 Clearstream, 2014.

9 CDP S&P 500 Climate Change Report, 2014. 14 HRC Corporate Equality Index, 2015. 19 Anita Borg Institute, 2015. 

10 CDP S&P 500 Climate Change Report, 2014. 15 Asia Society, 2014. 20 Family Wealth Report, 2014. 

11 FTSE4Good Index, 2014. 16 Custody Risk, 2014.

http:GlobalCustody.net


 Market
Integrity 
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Overview 
As the investments company for the world, we play a
significant role in helping financial markets remain
stable, efficient and resilient. We are committed to
a rigorous risk culture across our businesses. We
provide employees and clients with the guidance,
skills and tools to anticipate and mitigate risk,
enabling them to make profitable decisions for
the long term. A foundation of strong governance
complements an evolving suite of policies,
training and technologies that support consistent
performance and high ethical standards in all
market conditions. 

Our Leaders Discuss How Risk Culture is
Embedded in BNY Mellon 

Gain insight into our risk culture and hear from James
Wiener, Chief Risk Officer; Monique Herena, Chief
Human Resources Officer; and Lucille Mayer, Chief
Information Officer of Client Experience Delivery. 

Risk and Reliability 
Our brand is built on trust. BNY Mellon processes
more than 3 billion transactions every month,
making our ability to manage risks essential for the
global economy. We recognize that this fundamental
importance to the health and operation of the capital
markets carries a responsibility to maintain the
highest standards of excellence. Our ability to manage
risk and operate reliably is critical to our business and
the needs of our clients. To help meet these needs in
light of shifting regulations, risks and client demands,
we focus our approach on risk management, financial
stability, ethics and operational reliability. 

https://www.bnymellon.com/us/en/our-thinking/risk-culture.jsp
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Risk Management 
Stable, well-functioning markets help communities
around the world grow and thrive. As a leading global
financial institution, we have a critical role to play —
we want to contribute to the stability and integrity of
these markets by conducting business in a reliable,
trustworthy manner. This responsibility makes our
company’s superior risk management framework
essential to safeguarding the financial markets. 

In order to be successful, we have to be innovative and
precise and our risk framework widely understood.
We have incorporated risk management practices
throughout our organization, giving employees the
tools to manage risk in their roles through the entirety
of their careers. Our Three Lines of Defense framework
holds all employees accountable for risk management,
and informs how we work together to protect the
company’s assets, brand and reputation. 

Risk Appetite 

BNY Mellon defines risk appetite as the aggregate
level of risk we are normally willing to assume after
considering topics such as its strategic business
objectives and business plan, the major risks facing
the company and its risk capacity. 

The company’s risk management framework has been
designed to: 

•	 Ensure that appropriate risk tolerances (“limits”)
are in place to govern our risk-taking activities
across all businesses and risk types 

•	 Ensure that our risk appetite principles permeate
the company’s culture and are incorporated into
our strategic decision-making processes 

•	 Ensure rigorous monitoring and reporting of key
risk metrics to senior management and the Board
of Directors 

•	 Ensure that there is an ongoing and forward-
looking capital planning process to support our
risk-taking activities 

For more information about the company’s risk
appetite, please visit our 2014 Annual Report. 

https://www.bnymellon.com/_global-assets/pdf/investor-relations/annual-report-2014.pdf
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Primary Risk Categories


T Y P E  O F  R I S K  D E S C R I P T I O N  

O P E R AT I O N A L  

Operational risk arises from inadequate or failed internal processes 
or systems, human errors or misconduct, or adverse external events.
Operational losses result from internal fraud; external fraud; inadequate 
or inappropriate employment practices and workplace safety; failure to 
meet professional obligations involving clients, products, and business 
practices; damage to physical assets; business disruption and systems 
failures; and failures in execution, delivery, and process management. 

M A R K E T  

Market risk arises from changes in the value of either trading portfolios 
or other obligations that are entered into as part of distributing risk.
These portfolios typically are subject to daily price movements and are 
accounted for primarily on a mark-to-market basis. This risk occurs 
most significantly from market-making, dealing and position-taking in 
interest rate, foreign exchange, equity, commodities and credit markets.

C R E D I T  

Credit risk arises from the potential loss we would suffer if any of our 
borrowers or other counterparties were to default on their obligations.
Credit risk is found in all activities in which settlement or repayment 
depends on counterparty, issuer or borrower performance. It exists 
any time bank funds are extended, committed, invested or otherwise 
exposed through actual or implied contractual agreements, whether 
reflected on or off the balance sheet.

L I Q U I D I T Y  

Liquidity risk arises from an inability to meet obligations when they 
come due. Liquidity risk includes the inability to access funding sources 
or manage fluctuations in funding levels.
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BNY Mellon’s Three Lines of Defense Against Risk
 

INTERNAL AUDIT 

RIS
K AND COMPLIANCE 

B
U

S
IN

ESSES/LEGAL EN
T
IT

IE
S

 

BNY MELLON
ASSETS,

BRAND AND
REPUTATION 

1 ST / BU SI N E S SE S/L E G A L E N T I T I E S 

Own risks associated with activities 

Each employee understands and manages the risks 
inherent in their jobs 

Controls and sound, business-level policies are in place 

Operate within their “risk appetite” 

Issues escalated in a timely fashion 

Includes risks owned primarily by business partners 

2 N D / R I SK A N D C OM PL I A NC E 

Independent oversight and monitoring 

Consistent corporate-level policies and standards 

Reliable and timely enterprise-wide reporting 

Issues escalated in a timely fashion 

Includes Corporate Security, Business Continuity,
Financial Management and Analysis within Finance,
HR, and Legal 

3R D / I N T E R NA L AU DI T 

Independent from first two lines of defense 

Conducts risk-based audits 

Reports on the company’s effectiveness in identifying 
and controlling risks 
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Risk Culture 

BNY Mellon has a comprehensive risk management
framework in place — one that encompasses
company policies, internal controls, corporate
governance, training and more. Yet, the most
important components are our people and the values
and behaviors we share as an organization. This is
confirmed by our employee engagement survey, where
96 percent of our employees indicated that they are
aware of the risks relevant to their work. This result

The Four Principles of Risk Culture

stems from all we have done to underscore every
employee’s role as a risk manager in the workplace. 

In addition, we are strengthening risk culture in ways
that further embed the core concepts of personal
responsibility for risk awareness and management in
our organization. This approach brings our four key
risk principles to life and makes risk management
something our people think about and take
appropriate action around. 

L E A D I N G 

B Y  E X A M P L E  

Our senior leaders continue to play a visible and vocal role in 
supporting enterprise-wide risk management through robust 
communications on key concepts, such as Risk Appetite and Three 
Lines of Defense that underscore personal responsibility and expand 
on risk initiatives 

P U T T I N G  O U R

C L I E N T S  F I R S T  

Enhancing our processes for measuring business and client risk;
developing a consistent framework for addressing client issues; and 
creating a gauge for the impact of our decisions on clients 

O R G A N I Z I N G

A R O U N D 

O W N E R S H I P  

Strengthening first-line (all employees) risk ownership; creating risk 
business plans; and making sure all employees understand their roles 
in managing risk 

I N S T I T U T I O N A L I Z I N G

E T H I C A L B E H AV I O R  

Embedding risk management throughout the employee lifecycle from 
recruitment to selection to career advancement to transitions from 
the company; measuring all employees against a risk goal in their 
annual performance evaluations 

Our risk culture will continue to evolve as regulations,
markets and businesses evolve, but our commitment
to a risk culture of personal responsibility, prudent
risk-taking and excellence in all we do will never change. 

Working Together: Business
Acceptance Committees 

At BNY Mellon, Business Acceptance Committees
(BACs) across our businesses and regions make
critical judgments in evaluating opportunities. BACs

reinforce the concept that risk management starts
with risk ownership. This idea is not new to our
company; our businesses have had vetting processes
all along. We have now built a formalized and codified
structure across the company. Together senior
business leaders and their partners in Risk, Legal,
Operations and other key areas measure a transaction
against a checklist of factors to determine if it is
acceptable to the company. For example, there have
been instances where the company has turned down
new business because of risk concentration.
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Principles of 
Risk Culture 

LEAD BY EXAMPLE 
• Visible and vocal senior 

leaders 

• Robust communication 
on key risk concepts and 
personal responsibility 

• Role model behavior 
is recognized 

INSTITUTIONALIZE 
ETHICAL BEHAVIOR 
Risk management embedded 
throughout employee lifecycle 

• Recruitment 

• Training 

• Performance Evaluation 

• Progression 

PUT CLIENTS FIRST 
• Enhanced measurement of 

business and client risks 

• Consistent framework for 
addressing issues and 
assessing client impact 

ORGANIZE AROUND 
OWNERSHIP 
• Risk appetite statements 

embedded across our 
global organization 

• All employees are risk 
owners and understand 
risk management roles 

Appropriate 
Resolution Developed 

Value delivered to clients 

Company and reputation protected 

Responsibility to society upheld 

Risk Culture at BNY Mellon 

Employees Consider 
Risk and Take Action 

Decisions made with long-term 
perspective in mind 

Concerns escalated immediately 

Risk, Compliance and Legal 
functions consulted as needed 

O
R

G
A

N
IZE

AROUND
OWNERSHIP 

PUT CLIE
NTS

FIR
ST 

LE
AD

BY

EXAMPLE 
INSTITUTIONALIZE ETHICAL

B
EH

AV
IO

R
 

Risk 
Situation Arises 

Primary risk categories: 

OPERATIONAL MARKET 

CREDIT LIQUIDITY 
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Our Leaders Discuss How Risk Culture is
Embedded in BNY Mellon 

Gain insight into our risk culture and hear from James
Wiener, Chief Risk Officer; Monique Herena, Chief
Human Resources Officer; and Lucille Mayer, Chief
Information Officer of Client Experience Delivery. 

Accuracy 

Consistently delivering accuracy in all of the work we
perform is core to our business. Our clients and the
global community rely on the rigor of our processes
and controls to help pursue economic stability
and vehicles for growth. We expect accurate and
predictable outputs from all of our processes while
emphasizing a responsibility for accuracy from all
of our teams that work within a strong controlled
environment. A few examples include our internal
auditing procedures, marketing activities and the
safeguarding of data and transactions. 

Audit 

Internal Audit is an independent, objective assurance
function that reports directly to the Audit Committee
of the company’s Board of Directors. It helps the
company accomplish its objectives by bringing a
systematic, disciplined, risk-based approach to
evaluating and improving the effectiveness of the
company’s risk management, control and governance
processes. The scope of Internal Audit’s work
includes the review and evaluation of the adequacy,
effectiveness and sustainability of risk management
procedures, internal control systems, information
systems and governance processes. Internal Audit
provides assurance related to the effectiveness of
the company’s internal control environment and the
safeguarding of company and client assets. 

The Audit Committee meets on a regular basis to
perform an oversight review of the (i) integrity of
the financial statements and financial reporting
process, (ii) compliance with legal and regulatory
requirements, (iii) our independent registered public
accountant’s qualifications and (iv) independence and
the performance of our registered public accountant
and internal audit function. The Audit Committee also
reviews management’s assessment of the adequacy of
internal controls. 

Responsible Marketing 

We are committed to maintaining and protecting
our reputation, with a clear focus on integrity and
transparency in our communications with our key
stakeholders, including clients and prospects,
partners, regulators and the communities in which
we live and work. We understand that our success
depends on our clients’ trust in our management of
their financial assets and expectations that we are
always acting in their best interest. With that in mind,
our approach to responsible marketing centers on
adherence to global compliance principles and on
managing our risks while highlighting topics that are
critical to our clients.

Our Partnerships 

We realize that there is strength in having an external
perspective, which is why we continue to partner with
leading research, consulting and media organizations
to provide our clients with innovative and varied
thinking. We actively host and participate in client,
executive and network roundtables to ensure we are
considering and sharing comprehensive information
to support our thought leadership and client
service communications. 

A Commitment to Risk Management 

Given the globally complex regulatory environment,
our marketing and communications efforts are
assessed and reviewed on a regular basis. Our
approach to maintaining best-in-class standards
includes a cross-functional effort between our
Business Marketing, Corporate Marketing, Corporate
Communications, and Global and Regional Legal teams
to ensure we are maintaining and, when necessary,
evolving our marketing and communications policies
to ensure compliance. 

Accuracy in Transactions 

When we execute transactions properly, we advance
the goals of our clients and help the markets run
smoothly. We seek to meet our execution goals
through comprehensive oversight processes and the
deployment of advanced technology. With a complex
network of systems, processes and employees
handling data, we have a comprehensive mechanism
for ensuring the accuracy of information. This
approach includes the use of advanced encryption

https://www.bnymellon.com/us/en/our-thinking/risk-culture.jsp
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techniques, such as Enforced Transport Layer
Security, for storing and sending information, which
allows all emails to be automatically secured with
no additional steps taken by sender or recipient. For
clients without this facility, we provide a dedicated
messaging portal that also encrypts information and
requires a password to access messages. 

ESG Risk Management 

Our firm mitigates environmental, social and
governance (ESG) risk to protect our business,
investors and society. For more information on our
products that address ESG risk, see our work in Social
Finance on page 85. 

The Equator Principles 

Financial institutions seeking to assess social
and environmental risks in their lending activities
have generally turned to the Equator Principles,
an internationally recognized framework. These
principles, modeled after the World Bank’s
environmental standards and the International
Finance Corporation’s social policies, are meant to
serve as a baseline for a financial institution’s policies
and procedures around responsible project finance. 

Because we are not active in project financing, BNY
Mellon is not a signatory to the Equator Principles.
However, consistent with industry best practices, we
recognize the need to apply social and environmental
criteria to lending activities related to large-scale
infrastructure projects. While we have no current
plans to change the scope of our activities, our lending
guidelines reflect a framework consistent with the
Equator Principles. Our lending professionals will be
required to follow these guidelines for future project
finance activities. 

We also periodically evaluate our lending portfolio
against guidelines based on the Equator Principles
to determine our exposure to potential social and
environmental risks through non-project finance
lending activities. The evaluations reveal a minimal
level of environmental and social risk based on
these guidelines. 

Community Reinvestment Act 

The 1977 U.S. Community Reinvestment Act (CRA)
encourages banks and savings associations to

help meet the needs of borrowers in low- and
moderate-income neighborhoods. We seek to provide
meaningful, beneficial and innovative community
development solutions through our CRA activities. 

Our most recent CRA ratings for BNY Mellon Bank,
N.A., our private wealth bank, and The Bank of New
York Mellon, our institutional bank, are “Outstanding”
and “Satisfactory,” respectively. These performance
evaluations can be found by clicking here for BNY
Mellon Bank, N.A. and by clicking here for The Bank of
New York Mellon. Our private wealth bank is regulated
by the Office of the Comptroller of the Currency, while
our institutional bank is regulated by the Federal
Reserve Bank of New York and New York State
Department of Financial Services. 

Both our private wealth and institutional banks
continue to identify and finance new CRA-related
opportunities that meet community development
needs in their very competitive CRA markets. Both
banks target affordable housing opportunities
for low- and moderate-income residents as their
primary community development focus. Other
investments promote small business growth
through small business investment companies
under the Small Business Investment Act, and
community development initiatives through national
equity funds created by community development
financial institutions. 

Our CRA efforts are complemented by our community
involvement activities, many of which also target
underserved communities. For more on these efforts,
please visit Our World on page 84. 

Financing Wind Energy Projects 

BNY Mellon has a long-standing commitment to
high-quality projects that have a positive social
impact, as well as attractive risk-adjusted financial
returns. In the U.S., financing alternative energy
projects provides investors with economic benefits
that include tax credits, while enabling support
for renewable energy expansion. In 2014, BNY
Mellon committed approximately $380 million in
financing to various energy companies responsible
for the development and operation of five wind
energy projects.

https://www.bnymellon.com/_global-assets/pdf/csr/community-reinvestment-act-performance-evaluation-bny-mellon-bank,-n.a.-2009.pdf
https://www.bnymellon.com/_global-assets/pdf/csr/community-reinvestment-act-performance-evaluation-bny-mellon-bank,-n.a.-2009.pdf
https://www.bnymellon.com/_global-assets/pdf/csr/community-reinvestment-act-performance-evaluation-the-bank-of-new-york-mellon-2011.pdf
https://www.bnymellon.com/_global-assets/pdf/csr/community-reinvestment-act-performance-evaluation-the-bank-of-new-york-mellon-2011.pdf
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Proxy Voting and Issuer Engagement 

Our Proxy Voting and Governance Committee
(PVGC) seek to provide transparency to the issuer
community through its publication of the firm’s proxy
voting guidelines. The committee members, equity
professionals who represent their member firms,
vote their clients’ shares to maximize the value of
the investments. The PVGC has established detailed,
predetermined and written voting guidelines for
specific types of proposals and matters commonly
submitted to shareholders; for more information, see
PVGC Voting Guidelines. 

We leverage this disclosure to engage with U.S. and
international companies on issues including boards,
governance, compensation, transactions, contested
meetings and shareholder proposals. The PVGC
focuses on three areas that strengthen the alignment
between company leadership and shareholders: 

•	 Overall review of corporate governance at the firm 

•	 Consideration of how the Board of Directors
represents our underlying shareholder interests 

•	 Structure and execution of the executive
compensation program relative to performance
and benchmarked to peers 

In reviewing the proxy voting guidelines, the
committee considers the evolving regulatory
environment and investor sentiment to ensure BNY
Mellon delivers best practices. 

The committee has implemented a revised policy on
direct voting to allow more detailed consideration
of proxies with the most material economic impact.
Further, the direct voting policy and the PVGC
accommodate our member firms that are signatories
to the UN Principles of Responsible Investing on
environmental, social and governance matters. 

The Proxy Voting and Governance Research team
supports the committee’s efforts to employ corporate
governance research and financial analytics to discern
value-enhancing vote decisions at nearly 12,000
meetings for U.S. and international issuers each
year. The team researches voting proposals for the
committee, leads engagement efforts and maintains
oversight of all operational aspects of the proxy-
voting process. The concerted efforts of the equity
professionals who serve on the committee, and the
research professionals who frame and implement
the voting requirements, provide our clients with
proxy-voting best practices to enhance the value of
their investments. 

https://www.bnymellon.com/us/en/what-we-do/investment-management-proxy/investment-management-proxy.jsp#ir/voting-guidelines
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Financial Strength 
Our ability to maintain stability in the face of market
volatility is essential. In 2014, a year in which there
were promising signs of a recovery following the
financial crisis, geopolitical events continued to
jeopardize growth. From conflict in the Middle
East to the crashing of oil prices, to the economic
uncertainty in the European Union, we have worked
hard to maintain consistent high performance for
our clients and protect the larger financial markets.
Our strong capital position and low-risk business
model is designed to enable us to meet obligations to
clients and shareholders, as well as help protect the
stability of the larger financial markets. We also offer
products and services to our clients to help protect
their financial strength. In 2014, we formed the BNY
Mellon Markets Group (on page 42), and continued
to reinforce our business continuity, internal stress
testing and cybersecurity programs. 
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Stress Testing
 

Well-Positioned for Stress Scenarios
 

Impact of DFAST
Stress Test
Severely Adverse
Scenario
on Basel I Tier 1
Common Ratio 

Change from
Q314 ratio to
minimum ratio 

Northern Trust Corporation 
American Express Company 
Discover Financial Services 

U.S. Bancorp. 
The Bank of New York Mellon Corp. 

Huntington Bancshares Incorporated 
KeyCorp 

SunTrust Banks, Inc. 
The PNC Financial Services Group, Inc. 

Comerica Incorporated 
Santander Holdings USA, Inc. 

Fifth Third Bancorp 
Ally Financial Inc. 

Deutsche Bank Trust Corporation 
State Street Corporation 

Citizens Financial Group, Inc. 
BB&T Corporation 

BMO Financial Corp. 
M&T Bank Corporation 

Capital One Financial Corporation 
Wells Fargo & Co. 

Regions Financial Corporation 
Bank of America Corporation 

JPMorgan Chase & Co. 
MUFG Americas Holdings Corporation 

BBVA Compass Bancshares, Inc. 
HSBC North American Holdings Inc. 

Citigroup Inc. 
Zions Bancorporation 

The Goldman Sachs Group, Inc. 
Morgan Stanley 

LEAST IMPACT 

0.5% 
0.7%
 
0.9%
 
1.0%
 

1.3% 
1.3%
 
1.4%
 
1.4%
 
1.5%
 
1.6%
 
1.6%
 
1.7%
 
1.8% 
1.9% 
1.9% 

2.2% 
2.4% 
2.5% 
2.5% 

3.2% 
3.3% 

3.5% 
4.2% 
4.4% 

4.7% 
4.7% 

5.1% 
5.2% 

6.8% 
8.1% 

8.8% 

MOST IMPACT 

X-AXIS: STRESS IMPACT 

Source: Federal Reserve — Dodd-Frank Act Stress Test (DFAST) 2015: Supervisory Stress Test Methodology and Results. 

Our focus on capital adequacy and business continuity
excellence is the foundation of our stress-testing
program. Through enterprise-wide stress tests,
we gauge our resiliency to macroeconomic and
idiosyncratic risk scenarios, such as adverse market
events, counterparty defaults, liquidity pressures,
technology failures, operational events (such as
cyberattacks) and litigation. 

These tests evaluate BNY Mellon’s financial and
capital position under adverse conditions, as well
as second-order impacts on counterparties, clients
and markets, to increase awareness of our potential
to affect financial markets and the potential impact
stressed markets have on us, given our unique

business profile and significant role in the global
markets. BNY Mellon’s processes for managing and
allocating capital resources are critical not only to our
own health and performance, but also to the stability
and effective functioning of the financial system. 

We have developed our stress-testing program that
is designed to meet industry best practices and
regulatory expectations. The tests are also a critical
component of BNY Mellon’s capital adequacy and
risk management frameworks. BNY Mellon is fully
committed to maintaining a well-capitalized position
under the new Basel III framework and has revised its
stress-testing practices to include metrics related to
the revised rules. 
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BNY Mellon Capital Levels 
as of December 31, 2014 

Estimated Basel III Common Equity 
Tier 1 ratio — Non-GAAP 

Federal 
Reserve
Minimums2 

10.6% 9.8% 
8% by 2019 

4.5% by 2015 

STANDARDIZED ADVANCED
APPROACH APPROACH1 

1) For further explanation of the capital ratios, please see the
“Capital” section of the 2014 Annual Report. Please also see
“Supplemental Information — Explanation of GAAP and Non-
GAAP Financial Measures” beginning on page 128 of the 2014
Annual Report for a comparison of fully phased-in Basel III
capital components and ratios to those amounts determined
under the currently effective rules using the transitional
phase-in requirements. 

2) On a fully phased-in basis, we expect to satisfy a minimum
CET1 ratio of at least 7% (4.5% minimum CET1 plus 2.5%
conservation buffer), expected to rise to 8% or more,
assuming an additional buffer of at least 1%. BNY Mellon
could be subject to a greater G-SIB buffer than 1%. 

The governance structure for enterprise-wide stress
tests includes senior representatives from Risk,
Legal, Finance and all businesses, demonstrating
that a broad spectrum of expertise is represented
across working groups and committees. Our Board of
Directors oversees our stress-testing activities and
approves the annual capital plan for the company
before submitting it to the Federal Reserve. 

In addition to enterprise-wide stress tests, BNY
Mellon conducts reverse stress tests to analyze risk
sensitivities across primary businesses, liquidity
stress tests to identify significant vulnerabilities
with respect to liquidity, and entity-specific stress
tests to understand risks to the enterprise’s unique
legal entities, as well as a variety of business-specific
stress tests. Stress testing is appropriately integrated
with the Capital Management program at BNY Mellon.
Lessons learned from stress tests inform our risk
culture and contribute to decision-making on strategic
initiatives and continuous improvement across
BNY Mellon. 

Measuring Core Equity
Capital Against Risk-
Weighted Assets

Results of the Dodd-Frank Act Stress Test on
Our Basel III Common Equity Tier 1 (CET1)
Ratio and Leverage Ratio:21 Following stress
testing under the supervisory severely
adverse scenario, BNY Mellon’s risk-based
capital ratios remain resilient. In the Federal
Reserve’s Dodd-Frank Act disclosures made
as part of the 2015 Dodd-Frank Act annual
stress tests, for example, BNY Mellon had
one of the highest projected minimum CET1
ratios at 12.6 percent over the nine-quarter
planning horizon in the severely adverse
scenario. BNY Mellon also had one of the
highest projected minimum CET1 ratios of
12.7 percent over the nine-quarters in the
adverse scenario. BNY Mellon maintained a
resilient minimum U.S. Tier 1 leverage ratio of
5.2 percent in both the severely adverse and
adverse scenarios.

21 Federal Reserve — Dodd-Frank Act Stress Test (DFAST) 2015: Supervisory Stress Test Methodology and Results. 
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Risk-Related Products

Following the financial crisis, and with fast-evolving
technologies and an expanding global market, The
Bank of New York Mellon (BNY Mellon) operates in
an increasingly complex and regulated environment.
To reduce BNY Mellon’s and its clients’ exposure to
these risks, we continue to invest in new and improved
technologies and services. In 2014, this included,
among other important work by our Broker-Dealer
Services (BDS) line of business, BDS key initiatives to
reduce intraday credit risk as part of the BNY Mellon
U.S. tri-party repo infrastructure reform efforts.
These initiatives are geared toward reducing systemic
risk, “practically eliminating” intraday credit risk and
enabling market participants to continue to efficiently
and effectively fund their operations. 

Broker-Dealer Services —
U.S. Tri-Party Repo 

BDS has been at the forefront in developing
technology to significantly reduce our intraday credit
risk associated with the U.S. tri-party repurchase
(repo) market, where we are the industry leader. We
have made significant investments in technology
enhancements to implement new processes,
procedures, controls and reporting — an investment
that sets BDS apart in the financial industry. Given our
role in the U.S. clearing and tri-party repo market, we
recognize the importance of reducing intraday credit
risk without creating market disruptions. 

BNY Mellon is a leader in both global and U.S. 
Government securities clearance. We settle securities 
transactions in over 100 markets, act as a clearing 
agent for 18 of the 22 primary dealers and handle 
most of the transactions cleared through the Federal 
Reserve Bank of New York (by volume). As more fully 
described below, we are a leader in servicing tri-party 
repo collateral with approximately $2.2 trillion globally.
We currently service approximately $1.4 trillion of the 
$1.7 trillion tri-party repo market in the U.S. 

BNY Mellon offers tri-party collateral agency services
to dealers and cash investors active in the tri-party
repurchase, or repo, market and currently has
approximately 86 percent of the market share of the
U.S. tri-party repo market. 

BNY Mellon has reduced the amount of secured
intraday credit it provides to dealers in connection
with their tri-party repo trades in a number of ways,
including limiting the collateral used to secure
intraday credit to certain more liquid asset classes,
reducing the amount of time during which we extend
intraday credit, reducing the amount of credit
provided in connection with processing collateral
substitutions, introducing a functionality that enables
us to “roll” maturing trades into new trades without
extending credit, and requiring dealers to prefund
their repayment obligations in connection with trades
collateralized by Depository Trust Company sourced
securities. This combination of measures, together
with the technological enhancements put in place
in 2014, have practically eliminated intraday credit
related to tri-party repo processing. 

U.S. Tri-Party Repo

Services Explained
 

BNY Mellon offers U.S. tri-party repo services
as agent and intermediary in tri-party
repurchase (or “repo”) trades to its clearing
clients (sellers) and their investor counter-
parties (buyers). BNY Mellon facilitates
settlement between the two principals. Our
involvement in a transaction commences
after a buyer and seller agree to a tri-party
repo trade and send instructions to us. BNY
Mellon settles the trade, maintains custody
of the collateral (i.e., the subject securities
of the tri-party repo trade), monitors the
eligibility and sufficiency of the collateral,
and executes payment and delivery instruc
tions provided to BNY Mellon by the parties.
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BNY Mellon Markets Group 

Regulations and the changing dynamics of financial
transactions worldwide are pushing risk management
to the forefront of the financial marketplace. To help
our clients manage risk, capital and liquidity needs
in this new environment, we formed the BNY Mellon
Markets Group, which brings together our broad suite
of foreign exchange, securities finance, collateral
management and segregation, capital markets,a and 
prime brokerageb services. 

The BNY Mellon Markets Group has more than
1,000 professionals across four continents, delivering
services such as equity and fixed income investment
solutions, equity and debt underwriting, public
finance, global tri-party collateral management,
derivatives collateral management, collateral
segregation, foreign exchange execution, and agent
lending. These services leverage our expertise,
technology and operational strength to support
clients around the globe throughout the investment
lifecycle, helping them manage risk and liquidity and
drive performance. 

The Markets Group at a Glance 

F O R E I G N 

E X C H A N G E  

S E C U R I T I E S

F I N A N C E  

C O L L AT E R A L 

M A N A G E M E N T A N D

S E G R E G AT I O N  

C A P I TA L

M A R K E T S ( a ) 

P R I M E

B R O K E R A G E ( b) 

Broad range of Securities Segregation, Access to A comprehensive 
currency execution financing tools to collateral execution and suite of global 
channels, source liquidity, optimization and underwriting prime brokerage 
analytics, reporting borrow securities  liquidity services services for a solutions for 
and world-class (as needed), and to help mitigate wide range of alternative 
commentary to lend securities counterparty equity and debt fund managers 
support your cross- to help enhance risk and manage instruments 

border needs
 portfolio returns liquidity to help you 

and margin enhance your 
requirements portfolio or capital 

raising needs 

See corresponding disclaimer on page 138. 

(a) Services are provided by BNY Mellon Capital Markets, LLC, a FINRA-registered broker-dealer. 

(b) Pershing Prime Services is a service of Pershing LLC, member FINRA, NYSE, SIPC, a wholly owned subsidiary of The Bank of New York Mellon
Corporation (BNY Mellon). 
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Ethics 
At BNY Mellon, ethics and honesty drive our corporate
culture. Our employees at every level are dedicated
to “Doing What’s Right,” and we are steadfast in our
belief that the benefits of their commitment extend
beyond our businesses to the broader financial
services industry and society as well. Our commitment
to ethical behavior and transparent communication
builds trust with our clients, service providers,
communities and employees, while reducing risk to
the company and the financial services industry. Our
Code of Conduct reinforces the high ethical standards
that guide our global employee base. 

Ethics and Transparency
Long-Term Goal 

To uphold high standards for fostering and maintaining 
a culture that promotes mutual respect, avoids 
conflicts, conducts business based on honest 
competition and observes the heightened diligence 
required in government interactions. We accomplish
this through effective leadership, transparent
communication of material and critical information
and ensuring that our training and program resources
remain relevant and engaging. 

We also create and nurture a risk-aware culture, and
protect against unnecessary risks through the use of a
well-defined risk management framework with clear
cut roles, policies, responsibilities and boundaries for
all employees. 

Notable 2014 Progress 

•	 100 percent of our active employees certified
having read and understood all of the provisions of
our Code of Conduct and the Personal Securities
Trading Policy 

•	 We continue to engage and educate our employees
about personal security trading and other evolving 
matters within the organization, across the industry
and at applicable regulatory bodies throughout the 
world via focused training sessions and routine 
internal communication mechanisms 

https://www.bnymellon.com/us/en/who-we-are/social-responsibility/ethics-and-compliance.jsp
https://www.bnymellon.com/us/en/who-we-are/social-responsibility/ethics-and-compliance.jsp
https://www.bnymellon.com/us/en/who-we-are/social-responsibility/ethics-and-compliance.jsp
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Employee Commitment 

We operate with integrity in all aspects of our
business and promote this quality to every employee.
Through training, we ensure that employees have
the tools to support our commitment to ethical
business practices and require that they speak up if
they notice questionable behavior and escalate their
concern if they feel it is not being addressed. We
also emphasize transparency in our communications
with stakeholders. 

Code of Conduct 

All BNY Mellon employees certified having read
and understood all of the provisions of our Code of
Conduct, which outlines six key principles: 

R E S P E C T I N G  O T H E R S : We insist on a respectful, inclusive and professional workplace. 

A V O I D I N G  C O N F L I C T S  O F  I N T E R E S T : We help our workforce navigate all potential conflicts of 
interest and require that conflicts be identified and mitigated. 

C O N D U C T I N G  B U S I N E S S : We inform our employees in detail about fair competition, antitrust,
anti-corruption, and improper or illegal activities that can occur in our sector and require compliance 
with all applicable laws, rules and regulations. 

W O R K I N G  W I T H  G O V E R N M E N T S : Our employees learn and comply with the obligations and 
principles related to working with governments. 

P R O T E C T I N G  A S S E T S : Our Code and related training stress the importance of financial integrity,
privacy and data protection. 

S U P P O R T I N G  O U R  C O M M U N I T I E S : We take an active part in our communities around the 
world, both as individuals and as a company. Our long-term success is linked to the strength of the 
global economy and the strength of our industry. We are honest, fair and transparent in every way we 
interact with our communities and the public at large. 
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Over the past year, 100 percent of active employees*
certified having read and understood all of the
provisions of the Code of Conduct through our 
Annual Code of Conduct Questionnaire/Certification
attestation program. 

*May vary because of launch date, employee
acquisitions or legal restrictions. 

Ethics, Risk and Compliance Training 

We continually reinforce the importance of ethics,
compliance and managing risk for our overall success.
This is evidenced by the development and rollout of
three new training programs (Global Anti-Corruption,
Information Risk Refresher and the Three Lines
of Defense) in 2014 and the annual Anti-Money
Laundering Refresher course. Each of these online
courses was deployed to the vast majority of our
employees and used a series of narrative scenarios to
help them understand how ethics, compliance and risk
awareness apply to their everyday work experience. In
2014, we launched the first two “missions” in a series
titled “Navigate through Risk — The Journey,” which
address overviews of BNY Mellon’s major business
areas along with the risks they face and electronic
communication protocols. 

Additionally, all new employees receive
comprehensive training in: 

• 	 The BNY Mellon Code of Conduct 

• 	 Escalation and speaking up 

•	 Global anti-corruption 

• 	 Ethics at BNY Mellon 

• 	 Global anti-money laundering and suspicious
activity reporting 

•	 Information protection and
classification standards 

•	 Information risk awareness 

• 	 Securities firewalls and personal
securities trading 

New employees in applicable roles and regions also
receive courses in: 

•	 Government-contracting compliance 

•	 Insider trading 

•	 The importance of risk culture at BNY Mellon 

• 	 UK conflicts of interest 

•	 UK data protection 

•	 CASS awareness 

For more information on the Global USA PATRIOT Act
certification, click here. 

https://www.bnymellon.com/us/en/who-we-are/social-responsibility/global-usa-patriot-act-certification.jsp
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Employee Resources 

We encourage transparency by requiring employees
at every level of our company to speak up promptly to
their managers, or to our Compliance or Legal teams,
about any issue of concern, and to continue to escalate
concerns until a satisfactory answer is provided.
In addition, we prohibit and monitor for retaliation
against any employee who raises a concern in good
faith. Finally, to ensure that our ethical standards are
followed, we provide our staff with various resources
to raise issues or concerns, including: 

E T H I C S  H E L P L I N E : Operated by the BNY Mellon Ethics Office (anonymous reporting available) 

E T H I C S  H O T L I N E : Operated by EthicsPoint,® an independent hotline administrator  
(anonymous reporting available) 

I N C I D E N T  R E P O R T I N G  S Y S T E M : An easy-to-use desktop application for reporting  
suspicious activity 

D I R E C T O R ’ S  M A I L B O X : Communications may be directed to an independent director  
of the Board 

As an additional resource for our leadership team, BNY
Mellon maintains a sponsoring partner membership
in the Ethics and Compliance Officers Association.
This nonprofit group allows members to enhance their
expertise and works to advance ethics and integrity
globally. Our participation in the Corporate Executive
Board’s Compliance and Ethics Leadership Council
Roundtable also helps us promote ethical leadership. 

To contact Ethics regarding the above resources,
please click here for more information. 

Anti-Corruption 

We have a zero-tolerance policy regarding bribery
and corruption. Both our Code of Conduct and
our Directors’ Code of Conduct spell out detailed
expectations regarding anti-corruption compliance.
We help monitor potential conflicts through our
Anti-Corruption Compliance program, which covers
business dealings and relationships in countries
where BNY Mellon or our subsidiaries or associates
operate. The Compliance program is designed to
facilitate compliance with national and international
laws, including the U.S. Foreign Corrupt Practices
Act and the UK Bribery Act. Key program components
cover various business activities and regulatory
requirements, including oversight of gifts and
entertainment, charitable contributions, hiring
practices and third-party intermediary due diligence. 

https://www.bnymellon.com/us/en/who-we-are/social-responsibility/contact-ethics.jsp
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Operational
Reliability 
BNY Mellon plays an integral role in transactions that
keep the global economy functioning, and therefore
we must strive to operate reliably and effectively.
In an effort to improve reliability, we continue to

Operational Reliability and
Effectiveness Long-Term Goal 
Contribute to the health of the financial system
through excellence in transaction quality, reliability of
systems and service providers, and resiliency during
potential disruptions; demonstrate leadership in the
effective use of resources, including those with
environmental impacts. 

seek to enhance our systems availability, business
continuity, transaction execution quality, technology
improvements and cybersecurity. Our approach is
intended to provide a first line of defense against risks
for our firm and our clients, and to help maintain the
stability of financial markets we serve. 

Notable 2014 Progress 

•	 Core and significant applications:
99.7 percent availability 

•	 Launched ISO 27001 program, with the objective
of enhancing information security management of
our global operations 

•	 We are working toward including cyber-specific
metrics, as we believe the topic is relevant to
Operational Reliability based on the current
environment. In the interim, we have rated this goal
at amber* due to the complexity and impact of
potential cybersecurity attacks. We recognize that
cybersecurity threats are constantly evolving and
will continue to strengthen our controls that are
designed to detect, prevent and respond to
such threats. 

*For more information on this rating, see our Progress Toward CSR Goals section. 
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Operational Reliability 

What We Strive to Protect Against What We Strive to Protect 

All technology and frontline  
professionals globally are  

expected to act as risk managers

Geographic diversification of 
our processing centers

Multiple backup 
facilities

 

 

Enterprise-wide 
stress tests

Tracking system 
for IT risk issues

Hack assessments

Automated transaction processes

Monitoring of manually 
processed transactions

How We 
Do It

Powe r  O u t a ge s  

N at u ra l  o r
H u m a n

D i s a ste rs  

H u m a n  E rro r  

C y b e rat t a cks  a n d
E m a i l  V i ru s e s  

Te ch n o lo g y
Fa i l u re  

Ad ve rs e  M a r ket
Eve n t s  

3.7B
M a i n f ra m e  

t ra n s a ct i o n s  a  m o n t h

$3.1T
Ave ra ge  i n  t re a s u r y 

s e c u r i t i e s  a n d 
d e p o s i t a r y  re c e i pt s 

s e r v i c e d  a n n u a l ly

$190B 
I n  p r i v ate  

c l i e n t  a s s et s

$1.7T 
A s s et s  u n d e r 
m a n a ge m e n t

$28. 5T 
A s s et s  u n d e r 

c u sto d y  a n d /o r 
a d m i n i st rat i o n

35.7

Pet a by te s  of
d i g i t a l  sto ra ge  
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System Availability 

With an average of more than 3.7 billion transactions
per month, we continue to invest in the robustness
and performance of our technology. In 2014, we
achieved a 21.2 percent improvement over the
previous year in production and stability incidents
that could cause significant disruptions to our clients,
exceeding our goal of a 20 percent reduction. We also
ensured our Core and Significant applications were
available 99.7 percent of the time. We achieved these
improvements through a number of enhancements,
including expanded use of our BNY Mellon Extreme
Platform (BXP), our cloud-based platform-as-a
service, which virtualizes applications, making them
less vulnerable to failures. For more information, read
more about our Client Technology Solutions. 

Investments in Digital Pulse, our proprietary big data
and analytics platform, have also increased stability.
By instrumenting many of our systems and processes,
we are harvesting large amounts of real-time data,
helping us to better understand overall performance
and quickly identify activity patterns that could
indicate potential system or security issues. 

Business Continuity 

As a global company, we conduct business 24 hours a
day in markets around the world. We strive to minimize
operational risk at all times, and one element of these
efforts focuses on business continuity. Our centrally
coordinated Business Continuity program is designed
with the goal of allowing critical operations to
continue under foreseeable circumstances, including
significant power outages and natural or human-made
disasters. Our comprehensive program encompasses
crisis management, technology recovery and business
resumption, and is updated and tested in an effort to
respond to market and industry changes. 

Our strategy focuses on geographic diversification
of our processing centers, use of multiple backup
facilities and resources dedicated to the business
continuity process. We have recovery plans in place
that cover our business units and technology facilities
around the globe. Plans are evaluated and modified
to reflect our corporate footprint as needed. Our
Board reviews and approves our Business Continuity
program annually. 

In 2014, our Business Continuity program included
work to prepare for incidents around the FIFA World
Cup in Brazil, where we have offices. We planned for a
number of scenarios, including civil unrest, terrorist
attacks and power failures that could affect our
operations. Fortunately our team’s work was not put
to the test, but the exercise was useful in helping us
prepare for future mass-participation events. 

Transaction Execution 

Executing transactions efficiently helps us meet
our clients’ goals, reduce risks and contribute to the
stability of the global markets we serve. In 2014, we
continued to refine our systems, deploying technology
and training at a strategic level in an effort to increase
the management and performance of our processes. 

This year, we implemented our Digital Pulse big data
capability. By digitizing transactions, we can now
gather and analyze high volumes of information that
can help to reduce processing times, increase service-
level quality and refine the client experience. Digital
Pulse can also assess transaction data and alert us
to unusual behaviors or patterns that could indicate
an error. 

https://www.bnymellon.com/_global-assets/pdf/investor-relations/investor-day-2014/investor-day-2014-kumar-transcript.pdf
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Technology Excellence 

The Client Technology Solutions team manages our
firm’s continuous improvements of our systems and
processes. One way we evaluate our capabilities
is through the IT Capability Maturity Framework
(IT-CMF). Developed by the Innovation Value Institute, 
which was cofounded by Intel and the National
University of Ireland-Maynooth, this program helps
transform technology management and improve its
business relevance. IT-CMF is helping us improve
our maturity while saving money, reducing waste,
enhancing risk management and increasing our
clients’ satisfaction with the technology services
we provide. BNY Mellon was the first global financial
services company to join the IT-CMF. 

We focus on enhancing: 

V A L U E  L E A D E R S H I P : Integrated strategic planning, leadership, relationship management  
and value management 

S T R AT E G I C  E X E C U T I O N : An integrated set of disciplines connecting strategic thinking to  
the implementation of business-ready solutions 

S E R V I C E  E X C E L L E N C E : Investments in service management, business intelligence,
sustainability, and business impact management to enable high quality service throughout BNY Mellon 

C O N T I N U A L  I M P R O V E M E N T : Effective assessment processes and applying rigorous 
improvement programs to deliver an improved organization, year after year 

E N A B L I N G  C A PA B I L I T I E S : Areas of focus include architecture, people management, risk 
management and knowledge management that provide a critical foundation for the performance of  
the organization 

F I N A N C I A L  M A N A G E M E N T : Investments in financial transparency and managing total cost  
of ownership that have generated more value from investments in technology assets and services,
while maintaining high-quality service 

https://ivi.nuim.ie/it-cmf
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Systems Improvements

In 2014, we continued to improve our infrastructure
with strategic investments by increasing
virtualization, with a focus on both consolidating and
retiring redundant systems. 

We migrated more than 130 applications to BNY
Mellon Extreme (BXP), our cloud-based platform
as-a service, providing clients with a more seamless
experience and lowering maintenance costs. BXP
also offers application developers improved tools
and automation, making it easier and faster to build
new solutions. 

A new initiative to automate payment activity has
increased straight-through-processing rates,
improving the speed and accuracy of transactions.
It also helps ensure that contracts are honored
on time, while reducing exposure to risks such as
market volatility. 

How we apply cutting-edge big data thinking to create more value for our clients 

We have formed a Decision Science Community of Excellence, to collaborate and share knowledge
to advance our use of big data. Decision Science is applying the latest big data techniques across
BNY Mellon. From advanced analytics to data science, Decision Science is enabling our businesses
to acquire the skills to perform these functions for themselves. 

In 2014, we set out to increase our straight-through-processing rates, reducing the number 
of transactions requiring human intervention, thus increasing efficiency and reducing risk.
Using Digital Pulse, our proprietary big data analytics platform, Decision Science monitored the
transactions that we are processing by building a use case in which Decision Science is applied to
a particular need. 

Analysis of this transaction data is fed directly to a dashboard that is used to pinpoint issues 
preventing straight-through processing, allowing us to work with clients to fix the problem. The
results are significant. This approach increases the value we can deliver to our clients and reduces
the risks of recurring errors. 
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Cybersecurity 

With the increasing frequency of cyberattacks
targeting financial institutions, we have continued
to expand our security infrastructure. In 2014, our
Client Technology Solutions (CTS) team took on
the responsibility of cybersecurity at BNY Mellon.
CTS has supervised continued investment in key
areas of technology, people and processes to
improve prevention, detection and responses to
cybersecurity risks. 

Using cyber threat intelligence, reporting and
analytics to anticipate and predict threats, we have
implemented a layered series of cybersecurity
controls in an effort to prevent, detect and respond
to potentially damaging incidents, both malicious
and accidental. In 2014, we enhanced security by
increasing controls over software installation,
implementing new firewall capabilities, and assessing

and improving our understanding of our enterprise and
the IT assets that enable our business. 

We have also refined our approach to protecting and
securing sensitive data, and are working to implement
enhanced controls over data at rest and in transit. We
launched an ISO 27001 program to provide uniform
standards for the assessment, remediation and
management of our applications and systems. In 2015,
we expect this program to become a key element in
our enterprise cybersecurity strategy. 

Our employees are a critical first line of defense against 
risk. Over the last three years, many employees across 
all of our major businesses and regions participated
in facilitated cyber-incident tabletop exercises. These
experiential exercises are simulations of cyber threats
facing the business, and help us better understand
the risk landscape and implement preventive
strategies against current and emerging threats. 

http://www.iso.org/iso/home/standards/management-standards/iso27001.htm
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Strong Governance 
Good governance aims to promote full accountability,
compliance and the highest ethical standards, from
the Board of Directors to all levels of the firm. As a
leading financial institution, strong governance is
critical to our success and our ability to meet client
needs, manage risk and operate over the long term.
We aim for consistent, high standards for responsible
business practices and are guided by best practices in
corporate governance, and by the core values of client
focus, integrity, teamwork and excellence. 

Strong Governance
Long-Term Goal 

Meet evolving stakeholder needs and expectations by
enhancing and sustaining practices for substantive
stakeholder engagement, corporate social
responsibility and responsible political engagement. 

Notable 2014 Progress 

•	 One of only two U.S. diversified financial services 
companies listed on the Dow Jones Sustainability 
World Index,22 and one of only two S&P 500
companies with a perfect score on CDP23 indices  
for two consecutive years 

•	 Improved company score on CPA-Zicklin Index of 
Corporate Political Accountability and Disclosure
by 50 percent since 2012 

•	 Renewed our CSR strategy to reflect industry and
company evolution, and successfully created a
programmatic structure for a Social Finance focus

22 Dow Jones Sustainability Indices, 2014.

23 CDP S&P 500 Climate Change Report, 2014. 

https://www.cdp.net/en-US/Results/Pages/leadership-index.aspx
http://www.politicalaccountability.net/?ht=a/GetDocumentAction/i/8642
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Corporate
Governance 
Strong corporate governance helps us act ethically
and enables our clients to succeed. Our Board
of Directors is responsible for the oversight of
company management and works to advance the
interests of our company and our shareholders. All
Board members are subject to our Director’s Code
of Conduct, which provides guidelines on ethics
and accountability. 

As of April 14, 2015, the Board consists of
13 independent members and one non-independent
member, our Chairman and Chief Executive Officer. The
definition of independence is available in our Corporate
Governance Guidelines. Independent directors meet in

Committees of the Board of Directors 

executive sessions, presided over by our Lead Director,
at each regularly scheduled Board meeting. Average
director attendance at Board and committee meetings
in 2014 was more than 93 percent. 

The Board of Directors has eight standing committees, 
with the roles and responsibilities of each set forth in a 
charter, and each committee other than the Executive 
Committee consisting entirely of independent
directors. Committee charters and information on
committee members are available on our website. 

A U D I T  

C O M M I T T E E  

C O R P O R AT E  

G OV E R N A N C E  

A N D 

N O M I N AT I N G  

C O M M I T T E E  

C O R P O R AT E  

S O C I A L 

R E S P O N S I B I L I T Y  

C O M M I T T E E  

E X E C U T I V E

C O M M I T T E E  

F I N A N C E

C O M M I T T E E  

H U M A N

R E S O U R C E S

A N D 

C O M P E N S AT I O N

C O M M I T T E E  

R I S K 

C O M M I T T E E  

T E C H N O L O G Y

C O M M I T T E E  

For more information on corporate governance, including our corporate governance structure, executive compensation
program and updated voting policies, please see our Proxy Statement. For more information on our governance approach,
click here. 

https://www.bnymellon.com/us/en/who-we-are/corporate-governance/corporate-governance-guidelines.jsp
https://www.bnymellon.com/us/en/who-we-are/corporate-governance/corporate-governance-guidelines.jsp
https://www.bnymellon.com/us/en/who-we-are/corporate-governance/audit-committee.jsp
https://www.bnymellon.com/us/en/who-we-are/corporate-governance/audit-committee.jsp
https://www.bnymellon.com/us/en/who-we-are/corporate-governance/corporate-governance-and-nominating-committee.jsp
https://www.bnymellon.com/us/en/who-we-are/corporate-governance/corporate-governance-and-nominating-committee.jsp
https://www.bnymellon.com/us/en/who-we-are/corporate-governance/corporate-governance-and-nominating-committee.jsp
https://www.bnymellon.com/us/en/who-we-are/corporate-governance/corporate-governance-and-nominating-committee.jsp
https://www.bnymellon.com/us/en/who-we-are/corporate-governance/corporate-governance-and-nominating-committee.jsp
https://www.bnymellon.com/us/en/who-we-are/corporate-governance/corporate-social-responsibility-committee.jsp
https://www.bnymellon.com/us/en/who-we-are/corporate-governance/corporate-social-responsibility-committee.jsp
https://www.bnymellon.com/us/en/who-we-are/corporate-governance/corporate-social-responsibility-committee.jsp
https://www.bnymellon.com/us/en/who-we-are/corporate-governance/corporate-social-responsibility-committee.jsp
https://www.bnymellon.com/us/en/who-we-are/corporate-governance/executive-committee.jsp
https://www.bnymellon.com/us/en/who-we-are/corporate-governance/executive-committee.jsp
https://www.bnymellon.com/us/en/who-we-are/corporate-governance/finance-committee.jsp
https://www.bnymellon.com/us/en/who-we-are/corporate-governance/finance-committee.jsp
https://www.bnymellon.com/us/en/who-we-are/corporate-governance/human-resources-committee.jsp
https://www.bnymellon.com/us/en/who-we-are/corporate-governance/human-resources-committee.jsp
https://www.bnymellon.com/us/en/who-we-are/corporate-governance/human-resources-committee.jsp
https://www.bnymellon.com/us/en/who-we-are/corporate-governance/human-resources-committee.jsp
https://www.bnymellon.com/us/en/who-we-are/corporate-governance/human-resources-committee.jsp
https://www.bnymellon.com/us/en/who-we-are/corporate-governance/risk-committee.jsp
https://www.bnymellon.com/us/en/who-we-are/corporate-governance/risk-committee.jsp
https://www.bnymellon.com/us/en/who-we-are/corporate-governance/technology-committee.jsp
https://www.bnymellon.com/us/en/who-we-are/corporate-governance/technology-committee.jsp
https://www.bnymellon.com/_global-assets/pdf/investor-relations/finann2014.pdf
https://www.bnymellon.com/us/en/who-we-are/social-responsibility/csr-report.jsp
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Tax Policy 

Our firm’s culture of “Doing What’s Right,” as codified
in our Code of Conduct, extends to our approach to
paying taxes. We emphasize strong internal controls
and that all communications with regulatory agencies
are to be “responsive, complete and transparent.”
Internal controls include periodic analysis and review
of the financial impact of taxes on our company and
business operations ensuring taxes are paid to all
taxing authorities in accordance with applicable
laws. Transparency includes open communication
with tax authorities and regulators and developing
real-time working relationships, where possible. More
information related to our taxes can be found in our
Annual Report. 

https://www.bnymellon.com/_global-assets/pdf/investor-relations/annual-report-2014.pdf
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Advocacy and
Political Engagement 
The financial industry globally is subject to an
extensive framework of laws and regulations,
continuously evolving and affecting the way we do
business in the United States and internationally.
We believe it is important to engage in the political
process to ensure that the concerns of our clients,
shareholders and employees are represented and
enable us to advance and protect the long-term
interests of the company. Opportunities to engage in
the political process can take many forms including
discussions with policy makers, providing thought
leadership and making political contributions. 

Public Policy and Lobbying 

Our Office of Public Policy and Regulatory Affairs,
working closely with our Government Affairs Office,
monitors legislative and regulatory activities in the
United States and EMEA on a daily basis and actively
analyzes the potential impacts that each relevant
proposed law or regulation might have on BNY Mellon,
and on the broader financial markets. We contribute to
industry policy discussions in a meaningful way that
benefits our clients, investors and other stakeholders,
and that strengthens our reputation for responsible
political engagement. 

Priorities are set through a coordinated effort
between the Office of Public Policy and Regulatory
Affairs and Government Affairs, reporting up to and
engaging with senior management and the specific
businesses that may be impacted. We are actively
engaged in implementing all changes required by
recent regulatory reforms around the world, including
those arising from the Dodd-Frank legislation in
the U.S. and similar reforms in EMEA, changes to
the Basel Accord, updated leverage ratios, and new
liquidity standards and similar regulatory issues in
EMEA. We devote significant time and effort educating
policy makers globally about BNY Mellon. When
considering new reforms or regulations, it is important
for policy makers to understand our business model
of investment management and investment servicing,
how this model impacts our balance sheet and how we
differ from other large financial institutions. 

On our own, through our membership in industry and
trade organizations, or together with peer banks,
we have submitted comment letters, responded
to financial industry surveys and participated in
meetings with legislators and regulatory agencies
in the U.S. and internationally to exchange ideas on
the financial industry and regulatory and tax reform.
Because our business model differs significantly
from those of other large financial institutions, we are
often impacted differently by industry regulations and
therefore need to engage with policy makers to explain
potential unintended effects. 

In addition to lobbying efforts by members of our
Government Affairs Office, we have retained lobbying
firms to advocate for our legislative interests on the
federal and state level. These activities and applicable
disclosure reports are regulated pursuant to federal
and state laws. In 2014, we spent approximately
$1.4 million in federal lobbying expenses, which
includes those paid directly as well as indirectly (e.g.,
trade associations). Our federal lobbying disclosure
reports can be found at http://lobbyingdisclosure. 
house.gov/index.html. Our state and local legislative
lobbying efforts are concentrated in New York and
Pennsylvania where the company’s main business
operations are located. Expenses are of a de
minimis nature and are disclosed where required by
applicable law. 

Trade Associations 

BNY Mellon is a member of various trade associations
that represent the interests of the financial industry,
as well as the business community in general. These
groups produce analyses or white papers on topical
issues as well as advocate on public policy issues
important to their members. Trade associations also
offer opportunities for professional development
and networking. While we regularly review our trade
association memberships to ensure they align with
our priorities, it should be understood that we may not
always agree with the positions of the association or
its other members or share their priorities. 

Some of the principal trade associations to which
we belong are American Bankers Association,
Investment Company Institute, The Clearing House,
SIFMA (Securities Industry and Financial Markets
Association), Financial Services Forum, GFMA (Global
Financial Markets Association), AFME (Association for

http://lobbyingdisclosure.house.gov/index.html
http://lobbyingdisclosure.house.gov/index.html
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Financial Markets in Europe), EFAMA (European Fund
and Asset Management Association), The Investment
Association, The CityUK, ASIFMA (Asia Securities
Industry and Financial Markets Association),
New York Bankers Association and Pennsylvania
Bankers Association. 

During the course of this year, we will be requesting
our principal trade organizations to not use our
membership dues or fees for funding election-
related activity at the federal, state or local level,
including contributions and expenditures (including
independent expenditures) in support or opposition of
any candidate for any office, political party committee
or political committee. 

Political Contributions 

We also engage in the political process through
political contributions. BNY Mellon has two political
action committees (PACs) funded entirely by voluntary
contributions from our employees. Employees are not
reimbursed or compensated in any way for political
activities or contributions. In accordance with
applicable federal, state and local regulations, the
PACs have the ability to make contributions to U.S.
federal candidates, and/or state and local candidates,
political party committees and other political
action committees. 

Our PACs are regulated by the Federal Election
Commission (FEC), and file reports, as required, with
the FEC and relevant state election commissions.
Reports filed with the FEC are available to the public
at www.fec.gov. 

Our PAC contributions totaled $364,200 in 2014. In
addition to the summary below, a list of the 2014 PAC
contributions is available here. 

BNY Mellon did not make any corporate contributions
in 2014. It has been our practice to disclose any
corporate contributions** that we make. When we do
make such contributions, we will continue to disclose
that information annually in this report. 

In addition, BNY Mellon does not use corporate funds
for independent political expenditures in support of,
or opposition to, any candidate for office. 

Compliance and Oversight 

Our Government Affairs Office is under the supervision
of the company’s General Counsel. The Government
Affairs Office is responsible for all political activity by
or on behalf of BNY Mellon, including administration
of our PACs. When making specific contribution
decisions, the PAC officers, in consultation with
the Government Affairs staff, consider a number of
factors, including the candidates’ views on issues
related to our business, their leadership positions
and legislative committee memberships, and the
communities they represent. 

The Corporate Social Responsibility Committee
of our Board of Directors, which consists entirely
of independent directors, provides oversight of
our public policy advocacy, lobbying focus and
political contributions. 

We encourage our employees to stay informed of

Our Political Action Committee Contributions in 2014 
U.S. House	 U.S. Senate Total

$108,750  $60,250  $169,000 
  
Republican	 (51% Republicans) 

$92,000  $68,000  $160,000  
Democrat (49% Democrats) 

Total $200,750  $128,250  $32 9,000*
(61% House)	 (39% Senate) 

*	 Additional contributions include $27,700 made to Pennsylvania candidates, and $7,500 made to trade association political action committees
resulting in $364,200 total disbursements.

** A corporate contribution is defined to include a state candidate committee, a 501(c)4, 527 or ballot initiatives. 

https://www.bnymellon.com/us/en/_locale-assets/pdf/csr/all-contributions-2014.pdf 
http://www.fec.gov
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political issues and candidates and to take an active
interest in political affairs. Employees may participate
in the political process by making voluntary
contributions on their own behalf to candidates
and related political entities, in accordance with
applicable federal and state laws and regulations
and company policies. In addition, employees must
comply with the company’s Code of Conduct and
company policy with respect to engaging in personal
political activities. 

Employees are not reimbursed or compensated in
any way for attending political events, engaging in
political activities or making political contributions.
Employees engaging in political activities must do
so on their own time and with their own resources.
Our Compliance and Ethics Department reviews
all individual employee contributions that may be
affected by federal, state or local “pay-to-play”
laws. These laws limit the ability of corporations to
compete for business if certain employees have made
contributions to officials who have the authority to
award business. 



 Our 
People 
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Overview 
In 2014, we created a 3-year strategic roadmap to
increase and focus investment in our people globally.
We developed a strategy with four major focus areas
including: making talent a competitive advantage;
cultivating a winning culture; and delivering integrated
solutions to employees and clients. We have made
significant progress against these areas. 

At BNY Mellon we are invested in our people and our
employee value proposition is grounded in our world-
class ambition that thrives on a global stage. This
employee value proposition is driven by three pillars: 

•	 Powering our collective purpose — We’ve been
revolutionizing the financial services industry for
230 years, proving that innovative thinking and
exceptional achievements arise when you put
clients first, helping them to pursue their personal
goals and financial dreams. 

•	 Investing in success — As one of the world’s most
trusted financial institutions, we provide unique
opportunities for our employees to learn, grow and
take ownership of one’s career while delivering
new investment solutions that will make a
difference for investors everywhere. 

•	 Evolving to a high performance team culture —
Our employees contribute to our inclusive,
collaborative culture surrounded by colleagues
with diverse perspectives and a deep commitment
to achieving the best outcomes. 

Excellent Talent Long-Term
Goal 

Be a high performing team-based culture that is driven
to succeed via an inclusive culture that attracts,
engages, develops and retains a talented team of
diverse professionals, experts and leaders. 

Notable 2014 Progress 

•	 Built a 3-year strategy map to achieve our
long-term extraordinary talent goal aspirations 

•	 Aligned annual incremental goals with the 3-year
strategy map starting with the CEO and the
Executive Committee and cascaded throughout
the organization 

•	 Designed a global, integrated talent management
strategy to accelerate our progress against our
Long-Term Goal 

•	 Continued to build out a business-driven,
innovative and dynamic curriculum with high-
impact learning experiences through
BK University (BKU) 

•	 Received two prestigious awards for technology
and innovation in learning and development 

•	 Heightened our focus on risk culture stewardship,
including compliance training via BKU resulting
in highly favorable employee engagement scores in
understanding our risk framework 

•	 Overall employee engagement survey scores were
largely unchanged from our 2012 survey 

•	 Increased employee engagement on diversity and
inclusion, risk management and client focus 

•	 Attracted senior-level diverse talent hires and
increased representation at those levels 
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Embedding Our Risk Culture 

At BNY Mellon, managing risk is an expected norm,
and is everyone’s responsibility and a core part of
everyone’s role. As a globally important financial
institution, we are held to a very high standard and
we take it extremely seriously. Our brand is our
reputation, and our reputation is built on trust. That
is why we have been intently focused on continuing
to strengthen our risk culture and framework at our
company at every stage of the employee lifecycle. 

Throughout an employee’s career with BNY Mellon,
we emphasize the importance of carrying a strong
risk culture. Our risk culture is embedded within every
point in an employee’s career — including recruitment
and hiring, training, leadership development,
advancement and mobility — as well as through
our compensation and performance management

Integrating Risk Culture and
the Employee Lifecycle 

PROGRESSION 
Serious consideration

for role placement 
and advancement 

Clear linkage to base pay,

24 Towers Watson (benchmarking data). 

SELECTION 
Critical lens for 
hiring decisions 

TRAINING 
Ongoing development
of skills in accordance
with role type 

REWARD 

incentive award and
clawback provisions 

TRANSITION 
Part of every

exit interview 

PERFORMANCE
MANAGEMENT 

Robust component of 
Performance Management Process

discussion and rating 

processes. Beyond compliance, employees are held
accountable for being effective stewards of a risk
excellence culture, and how they carry the culture is
evaluated and reinforced at each stage in their career.
Results are continuously measured, reinforced and
reported using multiple tools. Our 2014 employee
engagement survey revealed that Risk Management
had the highest score (81 percent) of all categories
in the survey and was 2 percent higher than the
financial services benchmark.24 Ninety-six percent of
employees reported that they were aware of the key
risks relevant to their work. 

We continue to refine our efforts and coordinate
across key areas to ensure that all employees, at every
level, are engaged in our risk management efforts and
employ balance and judgment in everything they do.
To learn more, see our risk culture section on page 33.

RECRUITMENT 
Part of BNY Mellon’s Brand &
Employee Value Proposition 

ONBOARDING 
Clear communication 
of importance and
accountability 

http:benchmark.24
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Leadership
and Development 
At BNY Mellon, we invest in the development of our
people so that they can reach their full potential,
realize their aspirations and ambitions and help our
clients to do the same. We are invested in achieving
business success by: 

•	 Driving a winning, high-performance culture that
stems from great talent, high expectations and
accountability, leadership, learning and diversity 

•	 Partnering with employees to ensure they have the
tools and resources they need to build successful
careers and that they understand how the entire
system is integrated. We cultivate a learning and
development culture that builds leaders at all
levels. By providing employees with opportunities
to learn, develop and receive ongoing feedback,
we are helping them realize their full potential. We
are also focused on continuously increasing the
effectiveness and capabilities of our managers
and leaders. 

Key to building a high-performance culture is our
ability to provide great leadership and development
opportunities for employees at all levels. We have
an integrated talent management strategy that
works to develop the company’s future leaders and
our standards of success. It encompasses rigorous
talent processes and ensures that the quality of
our management and leadership offerings are
differentiating factors in the marketplace. 

At BNY Mellon, we focus on not just “the what” of
working, managing and leading, but “the how”. It isn’t
only about what you do to contribute to business
success, but it is equally about how you do it.
Through clear communication around expectations,
our Leadership Competency Model defines our
standards of excellence which include 20 skill sets,
grounded in our values and that reflect four areas
of leadership: Thought, People, Results and Self. A
diverse and inclusive set of stakeholders was involved
in the Model’s design to ensure accuracy and global

BNY Mellon Competency Model


360° & 
Upward 

Feedback 

Engagement
& Culture 

Diversity &
Inclusion 

HR 
Systems, 

Tools &
Solutions 

Talent
Acquisition 

Career Mobility,
Succession &

Talent Planning 

BNY Mellon
University

(BKU) 

Total
Rewards 

Performance
Management

Process 

Workforce
Planning & 
Analytics 

INVESTED IN 
OUR TALENT 

BNY Mellon
Leadership 

Competency
Model 

relevance, including Board members, and Executive
Committee and Operating Committee members from
all regions, businesses and functions. 

In 2014, we defined what excellence “looks like”
through these competencies and delivered a
consistent framework for all talent processes, along
with a robust plan for communicating, measuring
and embedding them into the 2015 talent processes.
This includes: selection for Operating Committee
leaders; the Managing Director promotions process;
Talent and Succession planning; the Performance
Management process; and our Executive Development
programs. In 2015, we will also begin to assess leaders
against these capabilities and provide customized
feedback, resulting in targeted development actions
and accountability. 

The entire talent management system is built to
reinforce and integrate the right expectations for
performance, desired behaviors, rewards and learning
to ensure we achieve a high-performance team-
based culture. 
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BNY Mellon University (BKU) 

Launched in 2013, BNY Mellon University (BKU) is
at the center of a multi-year plan to transform and
innovate Learning and Development at the company.
BKU houses and manages most of our learning and
development curricula, which is specifically designed
to continually enhance the knowledge, skills, careers
and engagement of employees in the pursuit of
outstanding service for our clients. The top priorities
of the University include manager effectiveness,
fostering a strong culture of managing risk and
helping all BNY Mellon employees realize their career
potential by providing business-relevant learning and
development solutions. 
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 * Includes employees and covered contractors and vendor employees

750
total courses offered 
through BKU in 2014 

after streamlining

17.2
learning hours per 
employee annually

55,015
active unique learners*

Understanding Unconscious Bias

Financial Markets — An Introduction

Foreign Accounting Tax Compliance Act

Bonds — An Introduction

Lifecycle of a Trade

1

2

3

4

5

TOP 5 ELECTIVE COURSESDELIVERY METHOD

39%

61%

took in-person classes 
and virtual sessions

(conducted by live instructor)

took online courses

Our 2014 Offerings and Enrollment

With the launch of BKU, we have consolidated and realigned learning programs to 
meet the specific needs of the individual and the business, providing enriched 
training content and learning delivery methods and receiving better-quality feedback 
from our participants.

Transforming Learning at BNY Mellon
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He joined BNY Mellon as 
part of our Client Service 
Delivery team in Pune, 
India in 2014. He 
completed 37 courses 
overall, and now has a 
more comprehensive 
undeunderstanding of the 
investment accounting 
and custody systems he 
uses daily. He has also 
completed overviews of 
equities, bonds, mutual 
funds, foreign exchange, 
and and other areas of general 
financial knowledge. His 
next step is to continue 
his Risk and Compliance 
training by taking the 
mandatory Anti-Money 
Laundering course.

1.5 years at BNY Mellon

Client Service 
Delivery Analyst

 * The student scenarios provided are hypothetical and represent how a typical BNY Mellon employee may interact with BKU based on 
position, location, and tenure at the company.

A Corporate Trust 
Relationship Manager in 
New York, she has been 
with BNY Mellon since 
2005. Her role requires 
extensive knowledge of 
BNY Mellon’s regulatory 
enenvironment and the 
impact of regulation on 
her client base, so she 
participated in training 
focused on FATCA, the 
Volcker Rule, Regulation 
W, and the Shareholders 
CommunicCommunication Act. As 
part of her ongoing 
learning and development 
efforts, she has 
registered for the course 
Credit Strategy 
Essentials: Major Capital 
aand Liquidity Initiatives.

10 years at BNY Mellon

Corporate Trust 
Relationship 
Manager

She became a Human 
Resources Manager 
in 2013, and is based in 
Brussels, Belgium. She 
participated in the New 
tto Management program, 
and has completed 
Feedback Simulation and 
The Critical Few. She 
has also learned how to 
address risk and 
compliance issues with 
her her team through the BKU 
courses. In 2015, she will 
continue to develop her 
management skills 
through The Power of 
Recognition/Manager 
RRole and WOW-Winning 
Our Way.

16 years at BNY Mellon

Human Resources 
Manager

Student Scenarios*
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BKU has gained significant impact and recognition 
since our launch one year ago. I am encouraged that we 
are able to valuably support the ongoing development 
of our diverse global workforce that is more than 
50,000 strong, including some of the sharpest minds 
and innovative thinkers in the investment industry.”
Monique Herena, Chief Human Resources Officer

Given the dynamic and rapidly changing business 
environment, we continue to evolve BKU’s operating 
model to deliver best-in-class learning that supports 
the company’s strategy. ”
Dave DeFilippo, Chief Learning Officer

“

“

Where We Are Headed
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In 2014, we delivered a total of 1,051,000 hours of
training, an average of 21 hours per employee, and
focused on two major themes: 

R I S K  M A N A G E M E N T : Ensuring that every employee understands and knows how to mitigate the 
risks inherent in their particular business or role 

M A N A G E R  D E V E L O P M E N T : Giving managers the skills that they need to manage people, results 
and change 

BKU consolidated 24 separate learning organizations
into a single, centralized learning and development
center. Our internal teams streamlined the core
curriculum to focus on the delivery of key programs,
reduce course durations in line with best practices,
and implement processes to ensure that learners
do not repeat courses on topics they have already
mastered. This has resulted in a 53 percent reduction
in classroom training hours while simultaneously
allowing us to improve the quality of learning and the
user experience and focus training on critical business
priorities. We have seen a 35 percent increase in
the number of e-learning hours, indicating that our
methods of delivery are better aligned with our
employees’ learning objectives. 

BKU by the Numbers

21 
Average number of training hours
per employee in 2014

12% 

Increase in the number of learning
participants from 2013

7% 
Increase in professional
development and professional
external training hours from 2013

5% 
Increase in professional
qualifications training hours
(UK and U.S.) from 2013
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Embedding Risk Through Learning and Development

Through BKU’s School of Risk & Compliance, we are creating a consistent and comprehensive
program of learning at both the corporate and business levels on the topic of risk management. 

The Three Lines of Defense training launched in 2014 was highly effective in helping employees
understand their risk responsibilities and how the Lines of Defense work together. Employees
have a critical role in managing risk — understanding which Line of Defense applies to them
and their job, the risks of their particular roles, and how to communicate and cooperate with
the Risk and Compliance and Internal Audit teams.

The Three Lines of Defense approach has become an industry best practice that brings
transparency and perspective on how employees manage risk within a company.

•	 The First Line of Defense is management and staff at the business or business partner
level. They own the risks associated with their business activities, and manage those risks
and related control processes and procedures on a day-to-day basis.

•	 The Second Line of Defense includes our Risk Management and Compliance functions.
They own the overall risk management framework and provide independent oversight of
the First Line of Defense. The Second Line also includes Corporate Security, Business
Continuity, Financial Management and Analysis within the Finance, Human Resources and
Legal departments.

•	 The Third Line of Defense is Internal Audit, which maintains independence from the first
two lines and provides the Board of Directors and senior management with assurance of
the effectiveness of governance structures, risk management and internal controls.

In July 2014, we announced a partnership with the New York University Polytechnic School
of Engineering to provide an online master’s degree program in cybersecurity for eligible
employees worldwide. Lisa Humbert, BNY Mellon’s Chief Information Risk Officer said,
“BNY Mellon’s continuous focus and drive towards strengthening global cybersecurity
corporate controls is a necessity in today’s era of rapid change, increasing threats and fierce
competition. We are proud to create this relationship with the NYU Polytechnic School
of Engineering and offer our employees the cybersecurity education and skills needed
to develop their own fulfilling careers and enhance the firm’s overall information risk
management posture.”
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We continually assess the effectiveness and
outcomes of our training. Using a combination of
operational reporting, advanced analytics and
predictive analytics, we can measure program uptake
as well as impact on individuals and the broader
business. In 2014, we launched the first online,
interactive BKU Efficiency Metrics Scorecard, which
enables the four BKU schools to understand their
impact and manage their business more efficiently.
We are also working to improve our measurement of
the effectiveness of our training and its correlation
with business outcomes, allowing us to better align
our learning strategies for the future. 

Recognition for BKU 

BNY Mellon is proud of the recognition BKU has
received for its efforts and achievements in learning
and development in 2014. 

In 2014, we scored above the benchmark as a
“high-impact learning organization” (organizations
that are able to drive engagement, retention and
other business-critical results), as part of a report
prepared by Bersin, the research arm of Deloitte
LLP that specializes in enterprise learning and
development. Bersin noted that high-impact learning
organizations of our maturity level take a more
strategic and business-driven approach to learning
and development.25 It observed that we are sufficiently

advanced by streamlining learning processes rather
than expanding them, and by fostering a learning
culture, not just individual programs. 

The Wall Street Journal featured BKU in an article
about corporations that are partnering with massive
open online courses (MOOCs), such as Coursera and
edX, to offer virtual courses to employees. The article
highlighted our 2015 plans to develop and launch
classes through Coursera to educate employees on
the fundamentals of finance and capital markets. 

Dave DeFilippo, Chief Learning Officer, and Alan Gray,
Head of Instructional Design and Development for
BKU, were each honored by Chief Learning Officer
magazine26 with Learning in Practice Awards for BKU’s
accomplishments in transforming the company’s
workforce development initiatives. Dave received the
Silver Trailblazer Award,27 given to learning executives
who have launched a new enterprise learning function
or overhauled existing workforce development
initiatives in the past year. Alan received the Bronze
Technology Award28 for delivering new and unique
applications of emerging technology to employee
learning and development initiatives. 

While we are proud of the external awards received
and the acknowledgement that we are building a
strong learning and development foundation at the
company, the most important recognition we receive

Transforming Learning and Development to Drive Business Results 

Within twelve months of operating under a new centralized organization, BKU had pared down
its course offerings from 9,000 to 750, representing a decrease of approximately 90 percent.
Our internal teams streamlined the core curriculum to focus on the delivery of key programs,
reduce course durations in line with best practices and implement processes to ensure that
learners do not repeat courses on topics they have already mastered. This has had a large
financial impact, yielding more than $3 million in savings in the first year of BKU operations.

BKU has transformed the company’s learning and development strategy, structure and
infrastructure over the past 18 months, leading to improved organizational alignment,
operational efficiency and higher-quality learning solutions. These changes will serve as the
basis for continued innovation for BKU and are an integral part of the transformation of its
Human Resources approach. 

25 High-Impact Learning Organization Maturity Diagnostic Report, Bersin by Deloitte, September 11, 2014.

26 Chief Learning Officer, Learning in Practice, 2014.

27 Chief Learning Officer, Learning in Practice, 2014. http://www.clomedia.com/articles/5971-learning-in-practice-2014-trailblazer-award-division-1. 

28 Chief Learning Officer, Learning in Practice, 2014. http://www.clomedia.com/articles/5962-learning-in-practice-2014-technology-division-1-winners. 


http://www.wsj.com/articles/corporate-training-gets-an-online-refresh-1412194344
http://www.clomedia.com/articles/5971-learning-in-practice-2014-trailblazer-award-division-1
http://www.clomedia.com/articles/5962-learning-in-practice-2014-technology-division-1-winners
http:development.25
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is from our own employees, and this was reflected in
the 2014 Employee Engagement Survey results. This
recognition was indicated by our favorable Risk, and
Learning and Development, scores of 96 percent and
76 percent, respectively. 

Development Programs 

Our success is built on the strengths of all of the
individuals who comprise our workforce. Our 50,000+
employees across our global offices, businesses
and functions each have unique skills and abilities.
Individual development plans help employees
establish goals and connect to resources and training
from which they can benefit. In 2014, 77 percent
of our employees had documented individual
development plans in place. In addition, we continued
to implement new and enhanced offerings intended
to help employees identify and manage their own
development needs, including the following:

•	 An online development management tool that allows employees and managers to formulate 
effective development plans and follow their progress.

•	 The Upward Feedback survey, an online tool that gives employees the opportunity to provide 
valuable feedback to their managers on behaviors aligned with the Manager Standards of 
Excellence. This tool was piloted in our Technology group in 2014 and was launched to the entire 
organization in early 2015. Thousands of managers received feedback from their teams against 
12 management behaviors and BKU has shaped the curriculum offerings to support ongoing 
development in these areas.

•	 Design of an executive development planning process for deployment in Q1 2015 — enabling 
75 of our senior leaders to create customized, high-impact plans for their continued growth.

•	 A refreshed mentoring resource site intended to encourage greater adoption of effective 
mentoring practices and provide information on our corporate programs.

•	 The MyCareer Center, an online resource for developing and managing a career at BNY Mellon  
and navigating available opportunities within the company. 

For more information on positions within BNY Mellon, click here. 

https://jobs.bnymellon.com/jobs?page=1
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Engagement
and Wellbeing 
Our ability to best serve client needs depends on
maintaining an engaged and motivated workforce. We
believe that providing a workplace where employees
can learn and grow through meaningful work, as
well as care for the wellbeing of our people, leads to
higher levels of engagement. Engaged employees have
greater levels of productivity and innovation to drive
results, meet and exceed the needs of our clients, and
ultimately, help the company succeed. 

In 2014, we continued to focus efforts on five key
drivers of employee engagement. 
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Employee Engagement Drivers and Achievements 

L E A D E R S H I P  

Communicating our company’s strategic priorities through the Plan to Win and
emphasizing the importance of risk management to long-term business sustainability

• We revised our company-wide Plan to Win in 2014. To fully engage our
employees, we have held educational forums for managers and supported
them in aligning their planning efforts with corporate objectives. 

M A N AG E M E N T  

Enhancing overall management effectiveness through new BKU course offerings
(see page 63) and improved performance management and development tools

• Through BKU, we have created many new programs to improve manager
effectiveness, including our New to Management and New to Middle
Management training programs. Our goal is to provide support and enhance
learning and performance at critical turns in the careers of our managers. 

E M P O W E R M E N T  

Creating innovative platforms to encourage the development of new ideas and
processes for implementation, and building a new global platform to recognize
employee contributions

• As part of our ongoing efforts to identify and invest in future opportunities
for our company, we expanded our innovation efforts. The Global Innovation
Program aims to invest in and leverage the diversity and expertise of our
employees to develop incremental, cross-business and transformative
solutions to support our clients. 

• In 2014, we established a new global recognition platform, featuring a special
Service Appreciation Program, to celebrate the contributions and milestones
of our employees.

C O L L A B O R AT I O N  

Breaking down silos and using technology solutions to work more effectively across
functions and businesses to enhance the employee and client experience

• Our technology efforts around enhancing the Digital Workplace have given
employees better tools to communicate with each other and to perform tasks
more efficiently for clients. 

C A R E E R

O P P O R T U N I T I E S  

Developing tools and resources to support employees’ growth and development
throughout the journey of their careers at BNY Mellon

• In 2014, we launched a Talent Profile tool for all employees. It is designed as an
easy-to-use, online resource to capture and showcase rich talent information.
One of the focus areas for BNY Mellon in Employee Engagement is Career
Development, and this tool enables employees to populate key information
about themselves, their background, skills and qualifications, as well as their
career aspirations. This tool is now actively utilized by managers during the
talent review process.

• Our ongoing work through talent reviews and people analytics have helped
enhance leaders’ capabilities to develop talent within teams and businesses.
We also have implemented a Rotational Development Program in the U.S. and
Europe to provide opportunities for select key talent to develop their skills.
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Empowering Our People Through
the Digital Workplace

Our business is global and so is our workforce. Working together across time zones and
locations, we deliver expert service to all of our clients, leveraging a seamless technology
experience to facilitate communications, collaboration and efficiency. 

Our Digital Workplace program serves an important role in empowering employees with the
tools and information to harness their best thinking and to deliver optimum results. Through
innovative technology solutions and enhanced service offerings — including desktop and
collaboration tools, support, archiving and compliance capabilities, messaging and mobility —
the Digital Workplace keeps employees at BNY Mellon connected, informed and engaged. 

MySource, the company intranet, provides employees with quick, easy access to company
news and information. In 2014, we added MySource Social, an internal social media site,
to enable employees to have greater opportunity to collaborate and connect with internal 
experts. We encourage the use of virtual meeting software that allows employees to connect
“face-to-face”, wherever they are located. Our enhanced Global Customer Service Desk
provides responsive service for all our employees’ technology needs. 

Employee satisfaction is the metric of success for Digital Workplace. We measure engagement
by analyzing a variety of indicators, including the fact that: 

• 77 percent of employees are generally happy with their technology 

• 67 percent are satisfied with the Global Customer Service Desk, up 17 percent since 2013 

• 42,000+ unique visitors used MySource Social 

In 2015, the Digital Workplace will roll out more than 150 individual enhancements to employee
technologies, including an evolved MySource intranet, an easier-to-use wireless network,
“follow-me” printing capabilities and virtual desktop computing. 
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Engagement Survey 

We continue to measure engagement and solicit
feedback from our employees. We conduct a full
engagement survey every other year, with a “pulse
check” survey in the interim to maintain a close
connection with employee sentiment. In 2014,
80 percent of our employees shared their feedback
through a full engagement survey, reporting an overall
engagement score of 76 percent, a positive result that
was consistent with our last full-length survey. Our
overall goal is to achieve continuous improvement in
employee engagement trends, year-over-year. 

Although the overall engagement score was virtually
flat from the 2012 full survey, we saw some indices
with decreased scores around leadership and career
opportunities. We are invested in improving these
areas in 2015 by: 

•	 Establishing a new leadership competency model that specifies the attributes of being a leader 
of our company

•	 Creating a centralized talent profile database; enabling more purposeful career conversations,
development actions and mobility

•	 Implementing upward feedback and 360˚ tools to create solid accountability for managers

•	 Emphasizing talent-review processes and tools to understand personal strengths, optimize 
development and leverage talent 

Our employees ranked our risk management focus
among the categories with the highest favorable
ratings, indicating that they feel engaged, empowered
and informed on this topic. Ninety-six percent of
employees reported that they are aware of the key
risks relevant to their work. This demonstrates
that our concerted efforts to embed a risk culture
throughout the company and across the employee
lifecycle are succeeding and strengthening our
company in the process. 

Our firm outperforms the financial services
benchmark on a significant diversity and inclusion
indicator that measures how positively our employees
feel the company supports diversity in the workplace.

See more in the Diversity and Inclusion section of 
this report. 

While we are proud of what we have achieved, we
strive to continually improve. Each year, we develop
action plans within our businesses, business
partner groups and regions to specifically respond
to the survey data and other forms of employee
feedback. Based on insights derived from the survey,
we will focus over the next year and beyond on
improving career development support, incentivizing
good performance and empowering leaders to
rapidly deploy good ideas from their action plans
into practice. 
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Retention 

One of our success measures in employee engagement 
is strong performance and retention, which we track 
globally and regionally by gender and business segment. 

Our company-wide retention rate in 2014 was 87.7 percent,
representing a 2.1 percent decrease from 89.8 percent 
in 2013. We view these results as reflective of the
economic recovery that is underway globally and across 
the banking and financial services industry, and see
regional trends in line with market patterns. 

Global Voluntary Retention Rates,
2013 to 2014 

Gender 2013 2014 

Women 90.1% 87.8% 

Men 89.5% 87.6% 

Overall 89.8% 87.7% 

2014–2013 Voluntary Retention Rates,
by Region/Gender 

2013 2014 

Region Female Male Total Female Male Total 

Asia Pacific 83.7% 85.5% 84.9% 80.1% 84.0% 82.7% 

Europe, Middle East
& Africa 

90.2% 89.9% 90.0% 87.6% 87.5% 87.6% 

Latin
America 

89.2% 87.8% 88.4% 87.3% 87.6% 87.5% 

U.S. &
Canada

91.6% 91.8% 91.7% 90.0% 89.6% 89.8% 

Total 90.1% 89.5% 89.8% 87.8% 87.6% 87.7% 
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Employee Health

and Wellbeing 

Our Live Well program, launched in the U.S. in 2011,
is committed to empowering employees and their
families to enjoy healthy, happy and fulfilling lives.
Live Well brings together a range of resources,
including tools, information, professional guidance
and referrals to healthcare services, to help
employees and their families make healthy choices
every day. Services include on-site health clinics in
some locations; Best Doctors, a free resource that
allows employees to get second opinions on health
diagnoses and develop appropriate treatment plans;
physical activity challenges; resources to address
emotional and financial wellbeing; flexible work
arrangements; domestic violence resources; and
much more. 

We plan to expand the Live Well program and integrate
it effectively with wellbeing initiatives offered in
international locations. In 2014, we started providing
on-site physical examinations in key locations and
created a global Employee Assistance Program to
help connect our employees around the world with the
services they need. 

Varying by region, we have health and wellbeing
programs; leave policies and programs designed
to assist with personal and family responsibilities;
Employee Assistance Programs; and flexible work
arrangements. In the U.S., our highly competitive
benefit programs include the following: health
insurance, retirement plans, holiday and vacation
time, and commuter benefits; voluntary benefits
such as long-term care insurance, pet insurance,
homeowners insurance and legal services; and paid
time off to volunteer. 

For the first time, the 2014 Employee Engagement
Survey included a question on the health and
wellbeing program efforts, specifically asking
employees whether, “The health- or wellness-related
initiatives and programs offered by the company
have encouraged me to live a healthier lifestyle.”
We found that 56 percent of employees agreed with
this statement, which was 8 percent higher than the
financial services benchmark.29

2014 Health and
Wellbeing Results 

31,400 
wellbeing assessments conducted 

26,500 
biometric assessments conducted 

17,300 
participants in wellness coaching 

14,000 
participants from 33 countries in
the Global Activity Challenge

29 Towers Watson (benchmarking data). 

http:benchmark.29
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Health and Safety 

We invest in programs and policies to help ensure the
health, safety and wellbeing of our employees and
their families. This commitment is closely aligned
with the company’s goals of sustaining an engaged,
high-performance work culture and offering a wide
range of competitive benefits that are important to
our people. Our commitment to protecting the health
and safety of our employees is presented in a Health
and Safety Statement. 

Healthy Workspaces 

Sustaining a safe, healthy and efficient work
environment also requires investing in facilities
design and maintenance. As of 2014, 35 of our global
locations are LEED certified, which accounts for
23 percent of our global footprint. Certification
means that these facilities demonstrate best-in
class environmental sustainability building strategies
and practices. The LEED rating system takes into
consideration multiple aspects of a healthy and
high-performance workspace, including a reduction
in emissions associated with transportation to
the location, water management techniques and
sustainable construction practices. 

We have implemented LEED certification at many
U.S. and international locations. Even though we do
not pursue LEED certification for every design and
construction project, all projects are implemented
using energy and environmental design principles
that follow our Operations and Maintenance Best
Practices program. 

In buildings where we have operational control but
have not yet pursued LEED certification, we implement
our Sustainable Operations and Maintenance program
to ensure that all facilities provide safe and healthy
workplaces for our employees. As of 2014, we had
100 percent participation with our established
sustainable best practices, including green cleaning
requirements, waste management, integrated
pest management and other indoor environmental
quality measures. 

At locations where we lease space but do not have
operational control, we are engaging with landlords
through our Sustainable Leasing program to assess all
of these spaces and to improve them where needed. 

Read more about how we are working to minimize our
environmental impact in Climate Change Leadership
on page 111 and Environmental Efficiency on page 113. 

Workforce Human Rights 

We are committed to the protection and wider
promotion of human rights throughout our company,
and through our global footprint. We make every effort
to ensure that all employees are treated with fairness,
dignity and respect in the workplace. Our commitment
to human rights is embedded in the culture and values
that define our company, and are reflected in our
policies, including: 

•	 Human Rights Statement 

•	 Equal Employment Opportunity/Affirmative Action
(EEO/AA) policy 

•	 Notice of Affirmative Action Programs and Notice
to Veterans and Individuals with Disabilities 

•	 Sexual and Other Discriminatory
Harassment policy 

•	 Drug- and Alcohol-Free Workplace policy 

•	 Health and Safety Statement 

Read more on how we work to protect human rights
(on page 103) and how we engage with our suppliers
(on page 106) around this commitment.

https://www.bnymellon.com/us/en/who-we-are/social-responsibility/human-rights-statement.jsp
https://www.bnymellon.com/_global-assets/pdf/csr/equal-employment-opportunity-and-affirmative-action.pdf
https://www.bnymellon.com/_global-assets/pdf/csr/equal-employment-opportunity-and-affirmative-action.pdf
https://www.bnymellon.com/_global-assets/pdf/csr/notice-of-affirmative-action-programs-and-notice-to-veterans-and-individuals-with-disabilities.pdf
https://www.bnymellon.com/_global-assets/pdf/csr/notice-of-affirmative-action-programs-and-notice-to-veterans-and-individuals-with-disabilities.pdf
https://www.bnymellon.com/_global-assets/pdf/csr/sexual-and-other-discriminatory-harassment.pdf
https://www.bnymellon.com/_global-assets/pdf/csr/sexual-and-other-discriminatory-harassment.pdf
https://www.bnymellon.com/_global-assets/pdf/csr/drug-and-alcohol-free-workplace.pdf
https://www.bnymellon.com/_global-assets/pdf/csr/health-and-safety-statement.pdf
https://www.bnymellon.com/_global-assets/pdf/suppliers/bny-mellon-health-and-safety-statement.pdf
https://www.bnymellon.com/_global-assets/pdf/suppliers/bny-mellon-health-and-safety-statement.pdf
http://www.usgbc.org/articles/about-leed
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Diversity and Inclusion 
Our company operates in 35 countries and serves
100 markets around the world. Our workforce is
equally global, with nearly half of the workforce
located outside North America. In this international
marketplace, we look to our workforce to provide
creative insights and innovative solutions to meet
the wide-ranging needs of our clients. To serve our
stakeholders, we aim to have the very best talent and
to provide an engaging and inclusive environment that
leverages diversity and differences, so that all of our
employees can thrive. 

Our goals call for continuous improvement in
diversity trends for our management and leadership
globally and for sustained positive trends in diversity
and inclusion scores, measured by our Employee
Engagement surveys. 

Employee Engagement Survey Results Related to Diversity*

2014 
Change from
2012 Survey 

Management of this company supports diversity in 
the workplace, recognizing and respecting the value of 
people’s differences 85%* 0% 

My immediate manager creates an equitable and 
inclusive work environment 75% +2% 

My immediate manager takes action to ensure the 
workplace is free of all kinds of discrimination  
and harassment 79% 0% 

* Employee Engagement scores related to Diversity and Inclusion are 3% higher than the financial services benchmark [Towers Watson
(benchmarking data)] 
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Diversity by the Numbers 
Gender Diversity 

43% 
Of our total global workforce
are women** 

26% 
Of employees at the Director level
or above are women

37% 
Of employees at the Vice President
level are women 

A Global Strategy 

In 2014, we deployed our refreshed global diversity
and inclusion strategy across the company, using a
new governance model and measurement framework
to embed the approach across all regions. Our global
strategy is grounded in five strategic priorities that
come together to support our vision of promoting
an inclusive and respectful environment. Our aim
is to leverage diversity and differences, and to
recognize and promote top talent through a culture
of meritocracy. 

Hiring Diversity 

41%
Of new hires globally in 2014
were women 

37% 
Of new hires in the U.S. were from
diverse ethnic/racial backgrounds*

*As of December 31, 2014.

**As of December 31, 2014. 
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Strategic Priority 

Enhance diverse talent 
acquisition capabilities 

Continue to increase 
management awareness 
and training 

Promote culture change 

Support distinctive key talent 
development and experiences 

Advance client relationships/ 
business development 

2014 Highlights

Diverse emerging and senior-level leadership forums 
sponsored by BNY Mellon were held in New York, Pune and 
London, and contributed to significant candidate pipeline 
development and talent acquisition.

We launched VetNet, our newest employee resource 
group, which is dedicated to recruiting, developing and 
supporting veterans at BNY Mellon and returning military 
service members.

Among the key programs supported by VetNet is Boots to 
Business and the UK Returning Military Program, which pursue 
two main goals:

•	 Facilitate the transition of veterans into the 
civilian workforce 

•	 Build the capacity of hiring managers to recognize and 
leverage the skills and capabilities of veterans 

We rolled out Unconscious Bias, our first global diversity
training program, through BKU. Unconscious Bias provides a
bespoke leadership module for Managing Directors, and an
edition that is relevant to all employees. The goal of this course
was to help educate employees on how to be aware of and avoid
bias in the workplace. The company achieved a 94 percent
completion rate of the training among all employees. 

Our Global Diversity and Inclusion Council was refreshed and
consists of over 40 leaders from around the company. This
key group convenes three times a year to discuss and share
leading practices and advance our five strategic priorities,
with members serving as stewards and culture carriers of
our diversity and inclusion agenda. Additionally, regional
councils are fully operational in APAC and EMEA, along with
local councils in nine other locations. 

To improve the management of diversity and inclusion issues,
we deployed dashboards for Executive Committee (EC)
members that provide detailed diversity demographics and
data for each member’s organization area. This new tool is
helping EC members to better understand and manage diversity
and to identify key talent within their businesses or areas. 

We hosted an executive women’s symposium in London,
attended by clients, industry professionals and prominent
journalists. The forum focused on the growth of women
in the investment sector and the impact of technology
on investors. 

https://www.bnymellon.com/us/en/who-we-are/social-responsibility/employee-resource-groups.jsp
https://www.bnymellon.com/us/en/who-we-are/social-responsibility/employee-resource-groups.jsp
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Diversity and Inclusion Governance 

As of 2014, all diversity and inclusion efforts have
been managed through new global, regional and local
governance bodies. Within this enhanced structure,
the role of Global Head of Diversity and Inclusion has
been appointed to the Operating Committee and is
now a direct report to the Chief Human Resources
Officer, providing increased visibility and access to
the Executive Committee. 

Supporting Women in Technology 

Our employee resource groups (ERGs) are an
important component of our diversity commitment.
Read more about our six cross-company employee

resource groups, which recognize the value of our
diverse global workforce and serve as catalysts for
advancing diversity and inclusion across the company
by clicking here. 

In affiliation with WIN, our women’s network, and the
Anita Borg Institute (ABI), the new BNY Mellon Women
in Technology group works to recruit, retain and
advance women in technology.

In recognition of our efforts throughout 2014,
BNY Mellon was named the 2015 winner of the
Anita Borg Institute’s Top Company for Women in
Technology. This is a national award that leverages
a rigorous statistical methodology to recognize
companies who have advanced the development and
success of technical women at all career levels.30 

BNY Mellon Women in Technology: 2014 Activity Highlights
 

L E A N  I N

C I R C L E S  

The company hosted Lean In Circles with participants worldwide,
and a Circle of Circles event to celebrate the accomplishments of 
all teams. 

S P O N S O R S H I P

I N I T I AT I V E  

This program is designed to pair a technology executive sponsor 
with a high-potential woman protégé. Through this relationship,
the sponsor helps develop the protégé with career leadership and 
development. In 2014, protégés were paired with executives for a 
16-month period. 

C O M M U N I T Y

O U T R E AC H 

The company works with community-based organizations to increase 
awareness of opportunities for women in technology. In 2014, we 
established key relationships, including ABI New York, and continue 
to explore opportunities with clients to share best practices. 

S P E C I A L 

E V E N T S  

We supported the Grace Hopper Celebration of Women in computing 
events in the U.S. and India, including the world’s largest gathering of 
women technologists. We hosted an event in support of International 
Women’s Day and participated in or hosted multiple events with 
universities and schools.

30 http://anitaborg.org/awards-grants/top-companies-for-women-technologists/. 

https://www.bnymellon.com/us/en/who-we-are/social-responsibility/employee-resource-groups.jsp
http://anitaborg.org/awards-grants/top-companies-for-women-technologists/
http:levels.30
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Awards 

We are proud to have been recognized with 26 awards
for our corporate diversity and inclusion efforts as
well as the achievements of individual employees in
2014. Individual highlights include: 

Select Individual Awards 

100 Influential Women — Financial News31

Jeannine Lehman, Head of Global Collateral 
Services, EMEA 
Helena Morrissey, CEO of Newton Investment 
Management 

Elaine Edmonds Award, Black Achievers in 
Industry — Harlem YMCA32

Wanda Hill, Managing Director, BKU 

Most Powerful Women in Banking —
American Banker33

Karen Peetz, President 

Outstanding Visionary Women Leadership 
Award — World Women Leadership Congress34

Jyoti Chopra, Global Head of Diversity  
and Inclusion 

President’s Award for Leadership & 
Excellence — National Association of Black 
Accountants, New York Chapter35

Lenny Singletary, Chief of Staff, Treasury 

Top 100 LGBT Business Role Models —
OUTstanding36

Jim McEleney, Chief Operating Officer, EMEA

31 Financial News, October 27, 2014.
32 Black Achievers in Industry, Harlem YMCA, 2014.
33 American Banker, September 22, 2014.
34 World Women Leadership Congress, 2014.
35 National Association of Black Accountants, Inc., New York Chapter, 2014.
36 OUTstanding, 2014. 

http://www.americanbanker.com/women-in-banking/gallery/the-25-most-powerful-women-in-banking-1042515-1.html
https://www.bnymellon.com/us/en/newsroom/news/press-releases/bny-mellons-jim-mceleney-named-in-top-100-list-of-most-inspiring-lgbt-business-role-models.jsp
https://www.bnymellon.com/us/en/newsroom/news/press-releases/bny-mellons-jim-mceleney-named-in-top-100-list-of-most-inspiring-lgbt-business-role-models.jsp
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Overview
As a global investments company, we have a central
role to play in supporting markets, empowering
the communities in which we live and work, and
promoting sustainable practices. Our thinking, skills
and resources can help investors intelligently finance
solutions for the world’s most pressing issues and
make our local communities better places to live
and work. 

We work with corporations, institutions and investors
across the investment lifecycle and can see social

Responsible Investments
Long-Term Goal 

Be highly focused on clients’ interests by providing
substantive programs to support clients’
environmental, social and governance (ESG) needs,
and be mindful of ESG risks and impact when lending
and investing company funds. 

finance’s full potential. As mainstream investors —
from individuals to institution`s — continue to seek
strategies that allow them to better incorporate ESG
risk, maximize attractive risk-adjusted returns and
protect and generate long-term value, we believe
there’s untapped market potential in social finance.
We bring the breadth of our business to bear in
developing and delivering innovative social and
environmental solutions for clients, and our social
finance capabilities in this space continue to grow. Our
commitment to social finance enables us to harness
the power of investments to help our clients succeed
and effect positive change in the process. 

Notable 2014 Progress 

•	 Launched two new boutique-led ESG products in
Investment Management and laid the groundwork
for 2015 penetration across the ESG platform 

•	 Developed ESG education materials for
investment staff in select boutiques (e.g., Returns
to Issuer Engagement and Proxy Voting training to
be delivered in early 2015) 

•	 Maintained the number of clients using the ESG
screening service in Asset Servicing through
2014 while increasing the number of screens by
23 percent and growing assets screened
by 34 percent 
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Social Finance 
We believe that investments are key to enabling
positive change in society and for the environment.
Investments will be needed in sectors from health
to education to agriculture to meet the needs of a
growing population as the world becomes increasingly
resource constrained. 

With this need in mind, we have formalized a focus on
social finance that leverages our collective knowledge,
skills and resources to help attract mainstream
investors, unlock capital, and shift more financing
toward positive social and environmental outcomes.

We define social finance as any investment activities
that include both financial returns and material social
and/or environmental impact. It covers areas such
as impact investing, socially responsible investing
(SRI), environmental investing and development
finance. Our approach is intentionally holistic,
reflecting our perspective and capabilities at every
stage of the investment process. We believe that
this comprehensive approach will help increase our
clients’ understanding of the breadth and depth of
the market and provide a wider range of investment
opportunities to mainstream investors. We estimate
through our research that the current social finance
market is already worth approximately $2237 trillion. 

Partnerships
We cultivate partnerships with key influencers, 
providing our resources to develop the field, and 
we invest in intermediaries that can contribute 
to the long-term growth of social finance.

Thought Leadership
We focus on advancing social finance 
and addressing the needs of mainstream 
investors by leveraging our own investment 
expertise and collaborating with leading 
thinkers to drive research.

Products and Services
We develop and deliver innovative social 
finance solutions to meet client needs 
across the investment spectrum.

Social Finance at BNY Mellon

37 The value of the global social finance market has been calculated using verified public data. For more information on
our methodology, please see our performance data sheet. 
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Our Corporate Social Responsibility team is leading
the company’s focus on social finance. They
leverage their existing relationships throughout the
organization and with strategic oversight by executive
management and the Corporate Social Responsibility
Committee of the Board of Directors to facilitate a
coordinated effort across the company. We have also
established a Social Finance Business Council made
up of representatives from across the businesses
that ensures that our social finance activities are
driven by client needs and business opportunities.
The members of this council and other business

leaders execute on social finance objectives to build
awareness and dialogue with clients, and to develop
and grow products and services. 

With this structure, the social finance initiative
focuses on progress in three areas: products and
services, thought leadership and research, and
partnerships. The Social Finance Business Council
increases awareness of results in individual
business lines across the enterprise, better allowing
us to deliver the entire company in the Social
Finance arena. 

INVESTMENT 
MANAGEMENT

$80B
Assets under management

explicitly screened for
ESG factors 

ASSET 
SERVICING 

$559B
Assets under custody
and/or administration

screened for
ESG criteria 

INVESTMENT 
MANAGEMENT 

Boutique signatories to
UN PRI: Insight, Meriten,

Newton, Standish, Siguler
Guff, Mellon Capital 

INVESTMENT 
MANAGEMENT 

Offerings range from SRI
funds and ESG screening

to full integration, 
proxy voting and issuer 

engagement 

CORPORATE
TRUST 

Provides product
solutions for green bonds,
environmental trusts and
escrows, project finance

and social housing
bonds 

CORPORATE TRUST 
Recognized trustee of

catastrophe bonds with
30% market share 

DEPOSITARY
RECEIPTS 

Collaborates with
Sustainalytics to provide 
ESG advisory services to

securities issuers 

Social Finance Products and Services 

This year, we are expanding and formalizing our
approach to social finances at the firm, but are
not new to the field. We have expertise across our
businesses and our social finance portfolio continues
to grow. We provide social finance solutions including
environmental, social and governance (ESG) factor
integration; socially responsible investment funds;
servicing of environmental trusts and escrows, green
bonds and insurance-linked securities; and global
depositary receipt programs to a wide variety of
clients. We serve their needs across our businesses,
including Asset Management, Wealth Management,
Asset Servicing, Depositary Receipts and Corporate

Trust. Product development is a priority, and we
continue to focus on understanding the changing
nature of our clients’ needs, refining our offerings to
best serve them. 

Learn more about our social finance products
and services: 

• Investment Management on page 87 

• Investment Services on page 90 
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Investment Management 

BNY Mellon’s Investment Management business
is a multi-boutique model with autonomous
investment boutiques, each with its own style,
strategy and management team. Beyond asset
management, Investment Management includes
wealth management services. This model enables
our investment teams to offer a wide range of well-
diversified and customizable investment strategies. 

ESG Investment Strategies 

ESG factors can significantly influence risk-adjusted
investor returns. We offer clients a full set of Socially
Responsible Investing (SRI) capabilities, from ESG
screening to full integration, proxy voting and issuer
engagement. With skilled, experienced investment

professionals, we help clients to choose the solutions
that meet their objectives. 

We provide three primary types of ESG investment
strategies: positive screening, negative screening,
and full ESG integration. Positive screening allows
investors to proactively invest in companies that
demonstrate values or practices that are consistent
with client ESG values. Investors that are interested
in avoiding or divesting from companies that engage
in certain businesses or practices can choose
negative screening. Full ESG integration incorporates
environmental, social and governance risk factors and
opportunities into all investment decisions as a means
of maximizing risk adjusted return. Assets managed
that are explicitly screened for environmental, social
and governance factors totaled $80 billion as of
December 31, 2014. 

Types of ESG Investment Strategies 
POSITIVE SCREENING

PROACTIVELY INVESTING IN
COMPANIES WITH PRACTICES
CONSISTENT WITH CLIENT
ESG VALUES 

EXAMPLE: Only invest in companies
that are actively addressing labor
and human rights concerns in their
supply chain.

NEGATIVE SCREENING FULL ESG INTEGRATION

AVOIDING OR DIVESTING FROM EXPLICITLY INCLUDING ESG
COMPANIES WITH PRACTICES THAT RISKS AND OPPORTUNITIES
CONFLICT WITH CLIENT ESG VALUES INTO ALL ANALYSES

EXAMPLE: Do not invest in utilities 
that rely heavily on fossil fuels. 

EXAMPLE: Consider companies
that have beneficial records in
all areas of concern, such as 
human rights, climate change  
and business ethics. 

https://www.bnymellon.com/us/en/what-we-do/investment-management.jsp
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 Assets Managed According
to ESG Criteria 

We provide opportunities for our 
Investment Management clients 
to incorporate ESG criteria into 
their investment guidelines.

$80B 

United Nations Principles for
Responsible Investment (UN PRI)

We continue to pursue a boutique-specific approach
to the UN PRI, which ensures that each team owns the
requirements of the Principles and is responsible for
their management. This also provides our boutiques
with the flexibility to evaluate the advantages and
costs of becoming a signatory and to enjoy the
branding and business benefits of UN PRI involvement,
while also making certain that compliance and
reporting requirements are met. 

As of year-end 2014, six of BNY Mellon’s boutiques
have chosen to become signatories to the UN PRI. As
of December 31, 2014, $645 billion or 38 percent of our
total assets under management are currently covered
by the Principles. This marks a significant increase
from $148.5 billion in 2011.

Assets Under Management
Covered by the United Nations
Principles for Responsible
Investment 

$645B 
40% 

23% 

11% 

38% 

2011 2012 2013 2014 

Boutique Signatories to
the UN PRI* 

* As of December 31, 2014.
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SRI Training and Education
for Employees 

Staff training is strengthening our expertise in socially
responsible investing (SRI), reducing environmental,
social and corporate governance risks for our clients. 

Key focus areas for 2014 included an analysis of ESG
data providers’ quality and coverage and a literature
survey of the evidence on shareholder ability to
improve returns through governance reforms in the
companies they own. Our Investment Management

professionals and specialist consultants lead our SRI
training efforts. To supplement our ESG education
programs, our businesses also have access to
expert consultants. 

Wealth Management 

Our Wealth Management group offers both internally
and externally managed equity funds for its clients
interested in SRI and ESG integration, including the
Dreyfus Premier Third Century Fund and the DFA
International Sustainability Core Fund. 

Socially Responsible Investment Funds

BNY Mellon boutiques offer a wide range of SRI funds and other ESG products including
proprietary funds such as: 

Dreyfus Premier Third Century
$331 MILLION
One of the first SRI funds on the market, this U.S. equity fund focuses on investments in
companies with business practices that protect and improve the environment, promote
occupational health and safety, promote consumer protection and emphasize equal
employment opportunities. 

Dreyfus Socially Responsible Growth Fund
$284 MILLION
Launched in 1993, this U.S. equity fund invests in companies that meet traditional investment
standards, while also meeting socially responsible criteria related to the environment,
natural resources, occupational health and safety, consumer protection and equal
employment opportunities. 

BNY Mellon Sustainability Fund
€43 MILLION
Launched in 2012, this European equity fund invests in equities included in the STOXX Europe
Sustainability Index. This index represents stocks of companies complying with higher
sustainability standards than companies with comparable revenues. 
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Investment Services 

Asset Servicing 

BNY Mellon has provided environmental, social and
governance (ESG) screening capabilities to our Asset
Servicing client base for more than 10 years. During
this time, we have enhanced our capabilities to cover
a broad range of topics and insights sought by our
clients. By the end of 2014, 117 clients were using our
service across 578 distinct rules or screens on ESG
criteria. Over the last 12 months the market value of
portfolios that we screen for ESG factors increased by
34 percent to $599 billion. 

Our ESG services meet an important need for
institutional investors. Many use this service to
monitor the effectiveness of their investment
managers’ adherence to their investment
guidelines around ESG criteria. To promote these
products and our socially responsible investment
services, we discuss screening with existing and
prospective clients. 

Common Client ESG Screens 

HUMAN RIGHTS / ALCOHOL /  

WEAPONS & MILITARY / ANIMAL WELFARE

TOBACCO / ADULT ENTERTAINMENT /  

ENVIRONMENT

 Assets Under Custody and/ 
or Administration Screened
for ESG Criteria 

In Asset Servicing, we provide 
post-trade analysis of client 
portfolios against ESG  
guidelines and assist clients  
in understanding the nature  
of violations.

$599B 

Depositary Receipts 

Our Depositary Receipts (DR) business plays a major
role in helping securities issuers access the world’s
financial markets. BNY Mellon served as depositary
to 1,279 sponsored American and global depositary
receipt programs as of December 31, 2014, acting
in partnership with leading companies from 65
countries — an estimated 60 percent global market
share. Depositary receipts facilitate cross-border
trading, allowing non-U.S. companies to make their
shares available outside their home markets and
allowing investors in the U.S. and elsewhere to easily
invest in companies on a more global basis. 

The DR Global Investor Relations Advisory (GIRA) team
helps issuers elevate market visibility of their DR
programs and works with them to develop and execute
strategic market outreach plans. One of GIRA’s
areas of focus is ESG disclosure, as issuers benefit
from understanding how investors and financial
intermediaries view their sustainability and corporate
governance practices and performance. Learn more
about our Depositary Receipts business. 

https://www.bnymellon.com/us/en/what-we-do/solutions/index.jsp#!filter/depositary-receipts
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Corporate Trust Services 

Corporate Trust offers infrastructure, technology and
processing services to help financial institutions,
corporations, insurers, governments and not-for-profit
organizations navigate the debt capital markets.
Corporate Trust supports our clients’ ESG needs with
a diverse range of product solutions, including: 

G R E E N  B O N D S  

We administer debt securities that raise proceeds to fund projects 
with specific environmental benefits, such as climate change 
mitigation and adaptation projects. We remain at the forefront of 
market developments through our engagement with associations 
that lead initiatives in support of green bond market growth.

E N V I R O N M E N TA L

T R U S T S  A N D

E S C R O W S  

We help clients to comply with financial responsibility requirements 
enforced by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency and other 
commissions for environmental issues ranging from chemical 
emissions to nuclear decommissioning. 

I N S U R A N C E - L I N K E D

S E C U R I T I E S  

We administer alternative reinsurance capital financings such as 
catastrophe bonds, which reduce the cost of reinsuring risk from 
natural disasters, and longevity risk swaps, which help pension 
funds adjust to demographic changes. These products and solutions 
ultimately help make communities more financially secure, and we 
anticipate demand increasing as the impacts of issues such as global 
population growth become more widely felt. 

S O C I A L  H O U S I N G

B O N D S  

In the UK, we have supported social housing infrastructure by 
administering the bond financings issued by local housing authorities.
These financings help to fund the construction or renewal of 
social and affordable housing, and can help to improve the lives of 
vulnerable people. 

Learn more about how we contribute solutions to
global ESG challenges. 

https://www.bnymellon.com/us/en/our-thinking/business-insights/contributing-solutions-to-global-esg-challenges.jsp
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Thought Leadership

and Research 

Social finance has the potential to protect and create
value for mainstream investors, while generating
positive social and environmental benefits for
communities, economies and people around the
world. Through thought leadership and research, we’re
collaborating with leading thinkers and practitioners
to better address the needs of mainstream investors
who invest primarily for financial returns. 

Social Finance Thinking Across
BNY Mellon 

With our team of investment experts, we regularly
publish our perspective on social finance issues.
Below we highlight a selection. To read more, visit the
Our Thinking pages of our website. 

Standish: U.S. Investor Interest Catching Up
with Europe 

Mike Faloon, Chief Operating Officer, Standish
Mellon Asset Management Company LLC assesses
the changing nature of a market that is waking
up to the relationship between long-term growth
and responsible investment. With more than
$15.5 billion in assets being managed using socially
responsible criteria by Standish, Faloon predicts
strong growth in areas such as green bonds, and he
seeks to clarify some of the confusion around social
finance terminology. 

Read the full interview here. 

Newton Investment Management: Investing
responsibly: Unconventional gas in China 

Ashim Paun, ESG Investment Analyst, Newton, sets 
out the challenges and opportunities for investors and 
international oil companies looking to transform China’s 
carbon-intensive energy production infrastructure.
Using ESG risks as the framing, Paun describes 
the complexities associated with unconventional
gas exploitation, set against a rapidly expanding 
population, the reality of increasing pressure on water 
resources, and an evolving regulatory context. 

Read the full piece here.

Corporate Trust: Contributing Solutions to
Global ESG Challenges 

BNY Mellon’s Jim Maitland, Caroline Cruickshank and
Sonia Chaliha from Corporate Trust and John Buckley
from Corporate Social Responsibility discuss how CSR
is transforming the ways in which companies and their
stakeholders lead positive change in the world. They
also discuss how we contribute solutions to climate
change, and social housing infrastructure, through
our trustee and agency services across our range
of products. 

Watch the video here. 

Partnerships 

Collaboration allows us to apply our investments and
market infrastructure knowledge to help develop a
more resilient global economy in partnership with
leading organizations. In 2014, we continued to
deepen our current relationships with some of the
world’s premiere non-governmental organizations and
develop strategic partnerships that build our capacity
and reach in the social finance space. We focused
on opportunities that would enable businesses and
communities to flourish, such as promoting the rule
of law and developing thought leadership pieces to
advance social finance dialogue. We are also pursuing
innovative philanthropic approaches to develop
and scale opportunities for impact investing in our
key regions. 

Supporting the Rule of Law with the
United Nations Foundation 

As the investments company for the world, we
believe that rule of law is a precursor to unlocking
investment in developing economies and to achieving
global sustainable development goals.38 Rule of law
is the legal principle that law should govern a nation,
as opposed to arbitrary decisions by individual
government officials. It limits criminal activity
and protects human rights, enabling citizens and
businesses to safely and honestly fulfill their goals. 

When the rule of law is applied consistently to a high
standard, responsible businesses can trade and
grow, and risks are reduced for domestic and outside
investors, which in turn leads to new resources and

38 See also: World Bank, “World Bank Development Report 2014,” 2013, 15, http://siteresources.worldbank.org/EXTNWDR2013/Resour 
ces/8258024-1352909193861/8936935-1356011448215/8986901-1380046989056/WDR-2014_Complete_Report.pdf. 

https://www.bnymellon.com/us/en/our-thinking/business-insights/contributing-solutions-to-global-esg-challenges.jsp
https://www.bnymellon.com/us/en/our-thinking/
http://us.bnymellonam.com/core/library/documents/knowledge/Viewpoints/sStandish_Responsible_Investing.pdf
http://www.newton.co.uk/global/file/ri-unconventional-gas-in-china/
http://siteresources.worldbank.org/EXTNWDR2013/Resources/8258024-1352909193861/8936935-1356011448215/8986901-1380046989056/WDR-2014_Complete_Report.pdf
http://siteresources.worldbank.org/EXTNWDR2013/Resources/8258024-1352909193861/8936935-1356011448215/8986901-1380046989056/WDR-2014_Complete_Report.pdf
http:goals.38
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markets. With increased governance, investments
in emerging markets and developing nations
become safer and more attractive, leading to much-
needed development. 

According to the United Nations (UN), 4 billion people
live outside the scope of institutions that effectively
uphold laws.39 To help address this, we have partnered
with the UN Foundation to launch a rapid-response
initiative. We are providing $1 million over two and
a half years to build a coalition of support from the
private sector and civil society that will advance the
rule of law within the UN’s Sustainable Development
Goals (SDGs). 

The SDGs will replace the Millennium Development
Goals, which are due to expire this year, and set the
global stage and norms for development from 2016
to 2030. They will impact trillions in spending and
billions of lives between 2016 and 2030. Working with
partners from top-tier legal and consulting firms,
and other field experts, we are seeking the inclusion
of substantive and comprehensive rule of law in
the SDGs, as we believe it will greatly increase the
likelihood of achieving the global development goals. 

BNY Mellon Social Finance Fund 

In late 2014, we contributed to a donor advised fund 
with ImpactAssets, a nonprofit financial services 
organization with a mission to increase the flow of 
capital into impact investment opportunities. This 
$5 million BNY Mellon Social Finance Fund* will 
serve as a proving ground to inform our own program 
development and, in some regions, focus on developing 
local impact investing markets. 

Impact investments made from the BNY Mellon
Social Finance Fund are intended to catalyze the
development of ecosystems that support impact
investing. We are identifying market gaps and barriers
to scale and, because of the flexibility of the fund, are
then able to deploy capital in a way that targets the
unique needs of regional markets. 

What we learn from these opportunities will deepen
our knowledge of needs in the space, inform product

and service development to meet those needs, and
influence our assessment of gaps in research and
thought leadership topics.

*Any and all contributions to the BNY Mellon Social Finance
Fund are made through charitable donations to ImpactAssets.
These contributions are irrevocable, and ImpactAssets
maintains exclusive legal control over the assets contributed.
Contributions are non-refundable and do not pay dividends or
interest income. 

UpPrize, BNY Mellon Social
Innovation Challenge 

UpPrize, the BNY Mellon social innovation challenge
pilot program launched in 2014, encourages impact
investing activity in southwestern Pennsylvania.
Pittsburgh, PA is home to a robust nonprofit
community and a growing technology sector. This
challenge was developed to bridge the gap between
these communities and increase the supply of
investment-ready solutions targeted to address
critical social challenges. 

UpPrize submissions must meet a rigorous set of
criteria that assesses both the feasibility of their
business models and the impact potential of their
products. Finalists will pitch their solutions to a
panel of expert judges who will evaluate their ideas
in consideration for prize funding — a combination
of impact loans and grants — to bring their products
to market. 

To read more about how UpPrize achieves community
impact objectives, visit our Community Commitment
section on page 95.

39 “Making the Law Work for Everyone: Report of the Commission on Legal Empowerment of the Poor,” UN Development Programme, 2008, 1,
http://www.unrol.org/files/Making_the_Law_Work_for_Everyone.pdf. 

http://www.unrol.org/article.aspx?article_id=26
http://upprize.org/
http://www.unrol.org/files/Making_the_Law_Work_for_Everyone.pdf
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Global Impact Investing Network 

In October 2014, we joined the Global Impact Investing
Network GIIN, a leading nonprofit dedicated to
increasing the scale and effectiveness of investments
made for positive social and financial impact. Impact
investing provides capital, such as incubating funds or
early stage investments, to address major challenges
like sustainable agriculture, accessible healthcare
and clean technology. 

Members include leading asset owners, asset
managers, investment advisors, research centers and
ratings agencies. We look forward to connecting with
members on the latest trends and resources related
to social finance, and to developing new strategic
partnerships that deliver lasting change. 

http://www.thegiin.org/cgi-bin/iowa/resources/about/index.html
http://www.thegiin.org/cgi-bin/iowa/resources/about/index.html
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Community 
Commitment 
We are invested in our communities around the world.
Operating in 35 countries, we support ambitious
initiatives that are designed to have a positive, long
term impact in people’s lives. Our activities include
strategic philanthropy, community involvement,
support for human rights and supplier responsibility

Community Commitment
Long-Term Goal 

Demonstrate a measurable positive impact in our
communities through philanthropic activity, employee
community involvement, environmental stewardship,
diverse supplier development and human
rights advocacy. 

UpPrize, Social Innovation Challenge 

As the investments company for the world, we believe
that impact investments are key to enabling positive
change in our communities. In 2014, BNY Mellon
launched UpPrize, a social innovation challenge
pilot program in Pittsburgh, PA to connect regional
nonprofits to the private sector in pursuit of market-
based approaches to advance critical social missions. 

We partnered with the Forbes Funds and over 100
local nonprofit organizations to identify key systemic
challenges that inhibit the effectiveness of regional
nonprofits. The entrepreneurial community was then
invited to develop and submit their products and ideas
as solutions to these challenges. 

Top contenders will enter an incubation phase in
which they will receive targeted mentoring and
support, including mini-grants, to develop their

efforts. Each plays a significant role, helping us
empower the communities in which we live and work to
reach their full potential and contribute solutions for
the world’s most pressing issues. 

•	 Global corporate philanthropy and community
involvement on page 96 

•	 Support for human rights on page 103 

•	 Supplier responsibility on page 106 

Notable 2014 Progress 

•	 $38.1 million: Total company and employee cash
donations in 2014, a $3.7 million year-over
year increase 

•	 127,000: Total employee volunteer hours
contributed in 2014, a 20 percent year-over
year increase 

•	 Advanced our commitment to human rights
advocacy through a partnership with the United
Nations Foundation to support rule of law 

concepts and prototypes. In the final pitch event,
finalists will have the opportunity to pitch their ideas
in front of a panel of expert judges and be considered
for prize funding made up of a combination of grants
and impact investments. 

UpPrize represents one of the innovative models we
are pursuing as we explore opportunities in social
finance. To learn more about our commitments in this
space, visit the Social Finance section on page 85. 

http://upprize.org/
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Philanthropy
and Community
Involvement 
We are invested in our communities around the
world. Our commitment to the wellbeing of these
communities is an essential part of who we are and
how we do business. Our firm’s global corporate
philanthropy program enables positive change through
philanthropic donations and social investments, and
we empower our employees to use their skills and
resources to make a difference. Our philanthropy
program leverages corporate, foundation and
employee giving, and provides flexibility for regional
and cultural variations. It is also multidimensional to
reflect our stakeholders’ varied interests and goals. 

We identify and support initiatives that improve
social and economic conditions in locations where the
company does business and our employees live and
work. This is accomplished through our philanthropic
focus on Powering Potential, which directs a
significant portion of our corporate donations to
providing vital support and workforce development
opportunities to those in need, with a special
emphasis on supporting vulnerable youth through our
Pathways program. 

In 2014, our total employee and company cash
contributions to charities in communities around
the world increased to $38.1 million, including
donations to support Ebola relief efforts. In addition,
participation by our employees in volunteerism
increased by 20 percent to 127,000 hours. As part
of our Powering Potential philanthropic focus, we
continued to work with our community partners
to provide basic needs such as food, clothing and
housing. We also expanded our support for job training
and development programs that can lead to better
jobs and self-sufficiency. Finally, we continue to look
for opportunities to coordinate across focus areas to
increase our impact. Through our social finance work,
we aim to make a make a positive impact through
investments. Within our community focus, we are
leveraging our knowledge, skills and resources to pilot
a social innovation challenge to bring entrepreneurial
ideas to social problems in a manner that also
produces investment returns.

Learn more: Philanthropy and Employee Community
Involvement At a Glance 

Major Areas of Focus in 2014 
Social Finance was a new philanthropic

priority in 2014


Other Charitable 

Support*
 

18%
Community 
Partnership 

40% Social 
Finance 

15% 

Powering 
Potential** 

27% 

* Includes BNY Mellon business managed giving; support
for the arts, education and some support for diversity
and inclusion.

** Does not include employee giving. 

Total Cash Donations
($ millions) 

$38.1 
$33.8 $33.8 $34.4 

2011 2012 2013 2014 

https://www.bnymellon.com/us/en/who-we-are/social-responsibility/powering-potential.jsp
https://www.bnymellon.com/us/en/_locale-assets/pdf/csr/philanthropy_ataglance_2014.pdf
https://www.bnymellon.com/us/en/_locale-assets/pdf/csr/philanthropy_ataglance_2014.pdf
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Impact of Powering Potential in 2014 

•	 Provided more than 15,000 individuals with job training

•	 Provided more than 15,000 individuals with education (i.e., tutoring, scholarships)

•	 Provided more than 8,000 young people with a mentor

•	 Provided $50,000 in company donations to the American Red Cross and Save the Children
to provide aid for the victims of the Ebola crisis

•	 Contributed $1.2 million, the equivalent of approximately 6 million meals* to provide food
for those in need around the world 

•	 Provided 5,800 vulnerable individuals with emergency, transitional and permanent housing 

•	 Provided clothing to more than 14,000 people 

*Conservative estimate based on calculation methodologies used by reputable charitable organizations including Feeding America. 
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Vulnerable
Youth Empowerment 

In 2011, we launched the Pathways program, a 
coordinated approach to help youth aging out of
foster care, along with other vulnerable groups.
The $6 million suite of projects is helping to equip
individuals with the academic, workforce development
and life skills needed to successfully transition
into adulthood. 

The program also supports basic needs for these
youth, who often lack access to core services and face
high rates of food insecurity and homelessness. 

BNY Mellon Pathways partners reported that, of the
approximately 678 U.S. and UK program participants
in 2014, 504 were either enrolled in education
or employed. 

For information on the BNY Mellon Powering Potential
Thought Leadership Summit, click here. 

Pathways Program Highlights
Since the program began in 2011, we’ve: 

Supported more than

2,000
youth globally 

Mobilized

900
employees through volunteering,
mentoring and events 

Engaged

10 
executives through speaking
opportunities, advisory roles and
board service 

ACTION-Housing in Pittsburgh is BNY Mellon’s client. We provide the organization with 
construction financing and equity investments. One of the investments our company made was 
in Uptown Lofts, which included the construction of 47 apartments in two new buildings. Both 
of these buildings are of a similar scale and design. The North building features 24 apartments 
reserved for young adults aging out of the foster care system. Essential on-site support and 
programs for these youth are also available at this building, made possible through ACTION
Housing’s My Place program, which is partially funded by a philanthropic grant from BNY Mellon.

 Uptown Lofts on Fifth 

https://www.bnymellon.com/us/en/our-thinking/content-library/events/pathways.jsp
https://www.bnymellon.com/us/en/our-thinking/content-library/events/tl_summit.jsp
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Diversity and Inclusion 

Diversity drives innovation. The true inclusion of
people from different backgrounds, with alternative
ways of thinking and varying experiences, is key to a
healthy society and new ideas. In addition to our own
efforts to recruit, develop and retain a diverse and
inclusive workforce, in 2014 we provided $2.9 million
in grants and sponsorships to support organizations
fostering diversity and inclusion in a variety of ways
(see our report section on Diversity and Inclusion
on page 78). Some examples of our support are
as follows:

• 	 BNY Mellon and our employees support Little Flower Convent for the Blind and Deaf in Chennai,
India, a charity that provides free, full-time education, and trains teachers in modern methods of 
educating the deaf and hard-of-hearing. The charity integrates capable deaf and hard-of-hearing 
children into regular schools.

•	 We remained committed to supporting services for military veterans, many of whom are at risk 
for homelessness, struggle with poverty and lack adequate support networks. For example,
we contributed to the Wounded Warrior Project to support the Transition Training Academy,
a hands-on program that trains participants for a range of jobs in the IT sector, adding more 
talented individuals to our recruitment pool.

• 	 BNY Mellon received the Apollo Theater’s Corporate Award at the institution’s annual gala in New 
York’s Harlem neighborhood. Gerald Hassell, our Chairman and CEO, accepted the award, which 
recognized BNY Mellon’s philanthropic work and commitment to diversity.

•	 Boston PFLAG recently honored BNY Mellon with its 2014 Cornerstone of Equality award, which is 
given to “those who inspire love and acceptance of lesbian, gay, bisexual and transgender (LGBT) 
people.” BNY Mellon was honored for our commitment to equality and our history of creating and 
supporting programs that serve socially diverse populations.

•	 BNY Mellon supported Girls Who Code clubs that offer computer science education and 
technology industry exposure nationally throughout the academic year, the program expansion 
in New York for its Summer Immersion Program (SIP), and the recruitment and training of 
13 teachers and 45 teaching assistants to lead additional SIP students. 

http://www.woundedwarriorproject.org/
http://girlswhocode.com/
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Community Partnership 

Our Community Partnership program engages
employees around the world in giving back through
individual donations, fundraising, and individual
and team volunteering. To encourage employee
participation, the company offers incentives that
include matching donations for financial contributions
and volunteer time, paid time off to volunteer, and
employee recognition programs. 

Based on employee feedback, we made several
enhancements to our program this year. We increased
our support for volunteerism with a special focus
on skills-based activities. We also launched a new
program to support and recognize employees who
serve on the boards of eligible charities with a $1,000
company matching donation. 

In 2014, our employees volunteered 127,000 hours,
up 20 percent from 2013. Since the program’s launch
in 2008, employee and company matching donations
have increased by 54 percent. 

Employee Community Involvement 

2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 

Employee donations and 
company match ($M) $9.9 $12.8 $14.0 $14.1 $14.5 $14.5 $15.2 

Volunteer hours 18,900 26,100 43,000 71,000 84,000 105,000 127,000 

Individual volunteering hours were not tracked before 2011. 
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Employee Community Involvement —
ALS Ice Bucket Challenge 

Gerald Hassell and his family participated in the ALS Ice Bucket Challenge to raise
awareness of amyotrophic lateral sclerosis, or Lou Gehrig’s disease, a progressive
neurodegenerative disease that affects nerve cells in the brain and spinal cord. During his
video, Gerald encouraged all employees to support the charities they care about through
Community Partnership. 

He also participated in the Rice Bucket Challenge initiative, kicked off in September by the
Hong Kong Community Partnership Committee. The challenge concluded with more than
2,700kg (2.7 metric tons) of rice donated by Hong Kong colleagues. The rice collected was
equally divided and donated to four local charity partners on World Food Day.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RjOi4RAC87M
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Skills-Based Volunteering 

As global needs mount, the resources of charities are
being stretched like never before. The contributions of
skilled volunteers are invaluable in this climate. 

A few examples of the ways that BNY Mellon
employees leveraged their business skills through
volunteering in 2014 are as follows: 

I N V E S T M E N T S  L I T E R A C Y : With the goal of illustrating how stock markets work and bringing to 
life the process of investing and trading, a BKU employee in the UK created an investments game. This 
game has reached more than 20 schools in Manchester, and several of BNY Mellon’s senior leaders 
have volunteered their time to help deliver sessions. 

L E G A L : Our attorneys around the world have worked on a wide variety of pro bono projects to 
support groups such as senior citizens, military members, veterans, transgender people and low-
income women. For this work, BNY Mellon’s Legal department was one of seven to receive an 
Outstanding Legal Department award from the New York Law Journal in March 2014.40

J O B  A C Q U I S I T I O N  A N D  M A I N T E N A N C E : The Youth Villages Job Prep Training program in 
Massachusetts was developed in collaboration with volunteers from area businesses with a goal of 
preparing former foster care youth to find, secure and maintain employment. Through the program,
corporate professionals serve as career coaches and are matched to a young adult enrolled in the 
program. Together with their career coaches, these young adults attend seven two-hour workshops 
over 10 weeks to learn how to apply for jobs, write a résumé and improve their interviewing and 
networking skills.

40 New York Law Journal — 2014 Outstanding Legal Department Awards: Pro Bono, March 10, 2014. 
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Human Rights
 
Human dignity is of high importance to us, and we work 
to preserve human rights throughout our company and 
our supply chain. For more information on our human 
rights policy, please read our Human Rights Statement. 

We also look for ways to contribute to global initiatives
on human rights, serving as a positive influence
within our industry and beyond. In 2014, we entered
a partnership with the United Nations Foundation to
support the post-2015 United Nations Sustainable
Development Goals (SDGs) and specifically, the rule of
law. We believe the rule of law acts as a precursor to
achieving many of the SDGs and strengthens human
rights broadly. Strengthening rule of law also leads to
decreased business risk, making investments within
developing and emerging markets safer and more
attractive to mainstream investors. The ability to
increase investment flows, both in size and frequency,
can equate to higher impact on economic development
and improved social conditions in these nations. 

https://www.bnymellon.com/us/en/who-we-are/social-responsibility/human-rights-statement.jsp
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Advocating for the Rule of Law 

What good is building a school in a developing nation if a young girl is afraid to walk on the streets
to get there? If there are no strong contract laws in place, how can someone who received a loan
from a microfinance institution make his or her small business a success?

Around the world, violence and a lack of safety represent significant human rights challenges
that too often stand in the way of sustainable development. We believe that violence
and limited access to the rule of law are among the largest factors standing in the way of
alleviating poverty.

Rule of law consists of efforts ranging from creating and enforcing just laws and building
effective judicial systems; to enforcing contracts and preventing violence; to combatting illicit
transfers, trafficking and organized crime.41 Strong rule of law is necessary, in the words of the
UN Secretary-General Ban Ki-moon, for “realizing the rights of every man, woman and child.”42

However, according to a UN study, a staggering 4 billion people live outside the scope of robust
rule of law institutions.43 

As the investments company for the world, BNY Mellon believes this is an important issue.
Increased governance and strong rule of law decreases risk, which makes investing in the
emerging markets and developing nations safer and more attractive. This helps drive economic
growth, alleviate poverty, and promote empowerment and independence for the people of
these nations.

BNY Mellon has partnered with the United Nations Foundation to support a robust goal calling
for broad access to rule of law within the forthcoming UN Sustainable Development Goals
(SDGs). BNY Mellon is a participant with top-tier legal and consulting organizations, and other
rule of law experts, to create metrics for measuring success in the implementation of rule
of law.

Learn more about our partnership with the UN Foundation on page 93.

41 “The Rule of Law and Transitional Justice in Conflict and Post-Conflict Societies,” UN Security Council: S/2004/616, 23 August 2004,
http://www.unrol.org/files/2004%20report.pdf.

42 Ban Ki-moon, remarks made during Contributions of Human Rights and the Rule of Law in the Post-2015 Development Agenda (conference),
New York, 9 June 2014, http://www.un.org/News/Press/docs/2014/sgsm15918.doc.htm. 

43 “Making the Law Work for Everyone: Report of the Commission on Legal Empowerment of the Poor,” UN Development Programme, 2008, 1,
http://www.unrol.org/files/Making_the_Law_Work_for_Everyone.pdf. 

http://www.unrol.org/files/2004%20report.pdf
http://www.un.org/News/Press/docs/2014/sgsm15918.doc.htm
http://www.unrol.org/files/Making_the_Law_Work_for_Everyone.pdf
http:institutions.43
http:crime.41
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Non-Discrimination Policy Certification
for Non-Profits 

We are committed to fostering a culture of inclusion
and to supporting the communities in which we
live and work, and we expect any recipient of the
company’s philanthropic funds to likewise have
a commitment to these principles. Non-profit
organizations (e.g., charities, non-governmental
organizations) applying for financial sponsorship
or donation support will be asked to certify their
compliance with BNY Mellon’s Non-Discrimination
Policy Certification for Non-Profits. For more
information related to protected groups, review our
Equal Employment Opportunity Statement. 

Supporting Marriage Equality 

Our company and employees continue to provide their
support for human rights. As advocates for diversity,
inclusion and equality, in 2013, we were a signatory to
an amicus brief urging the overturn of a section of the
federal Defense of Marriage Act (DOMA) that denied
federal benefits and recognition to same-sex couples.
Most recently, we gave our support to another amicus
brief filed with the U.S. Supreme Court which argued
in favor of the rights of same-sex couples to marry. We
became a signatory to these important documents in
support of the business case for marriage equality,
which seeks a uniform principle that all U.S. couples
share in the right to marry. We have also participated
in similar efforts in Ireland. BNY Mellon has also been
a member of the Human Rights Campaign’s “Business
Coalition” which supports federal legislation to
prohibit workforce discrimination due to sexual
orientation. By lending our support to these and other
efforts, we reaffirmed our commitment to fostering an
inclusive workplace where each person is empowered
to contribute to their fullest potential in serving our
clients around the world. 

In addition, two important legal department pro
bono projects grew. Our employees created a
comprehensive, free online tax resource to assist 
same-sex couples and their tax preparers in
navigating state tax laws and reporting regulations.
The site is updated periodically as state tax laws
impacting LGBT couples change. Employees also led
an effort to expand The Transgender Legal Defense
and Education Fund’s Name Change Project, which
reduces the complexity of changing one’s name to
match their gender identity. 

For more information, see our efforts to support
diversity and inclusion on page 78. 

www.lgbtbar.org/tax/
https://www.bnymellon.com/_global-assets/pdf/csr/equal-employment-opportunity-and-affirmative-action.pdf
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Supplier
Responsibility 
We realize the impacts of our business extend
beyond our organization and into our supply chain.
Our suppliers include both product and service
providers, and range in size from independent
individuals to large, multinational companies. The
social and environmental health, as well as the health

Community Commitment
Long-Term Goal
Demonstrate a measurable positive impact 
in our communities through philanthropic 
activity, employee community involvement,
environmental stewardship, diverse supplier 
development and human rights advocacy. 

Supplier Diversity 

Our commitment to building a diverse and inclusive
culture not only includes our employees, but
also extends to our suppliers (see our report
section on Diversity and Inclusion on page 78). Our
Supplier Diversity program supports companies
owned, operated and managed by minorities,
women, veterans, LGBT individuals and people
with disabilities; we also engage certain certified
small businesses. This approach allowed us to
drive 9.88 percent of our total U.S. spend directly
to diverse suppliers. 

In 2014, BNY Mellon sponsored 54 and hosted 65
supplier diversity events. Our presence helped build
the capacity of these businesses and demonstrate
our commitment to promoting diversity in our
local communities. 

Our U.S. Supplier Diversity program has a strong and
significant presence in the New York, Connecticut,
New Jersey and Pennsylvania regions. The program
provides exposure and opportunities for small

of our business, depends on that of our suppliers.
Therefore, we actively manage these relationships,
promoting responsibility throughout the supply
chain. We demonstrate our investment in the value
of our suppliers in various ways. We work to improve
our relationships, promote supplier diversity and
inclusion, and provide opportunities for our suppliers
to engage in our company’s priority areas, such as risk
management and environmental stewardship. 

2014 Highlights 
We published a Supplier Code of Conduct.
By engaging our key suppliers in a dialogue
about our CSR practices, we confirmed that
56 percent of suppliers identified have agreed
to comply with our Human Rights Standards. 

business partnerships and interaction with local
government programs. It contributes to approximately
one-quarter of the community service units under
the Community Reinvestment Act. To broaden
these positive impacts, we began developing a
U.S. multiregional strategy and increasing our
understanding of the international context. In
2014, we launched a new program to implement
a restructured supplier diversity approach in the
EMEA region. 

We will combine our strong regional presence in
the U.S. and what we have learned from the EMEA
program to construct a refreshed approach to a
global supplier diversity platform. It will encompass
professional service engagements, as well as supplier
development and will align with our global diversity
and inclusion strategy. 
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Supplier Management 

Our Supplier Relationship Management program
integrates environmental, social and governance
(ESG) concerns into the overall approach of working
with our suppliers, including periodic reviews of
their practices. 

In 2014, we convened a diversified group of
relationship managers and subject-matter experts
who helped define the criteria for being considered a
“critical” supplier. 

We also launched the Enterprise Supplier
Management (ESM) program. The objective of ESM is
to design and implement a supplier risk management
program that complies with global regulatory
standards, is clearly communicated and routes
all agreements through a centralized process for
procuring, reviewing and appropriately assessing risks
of services and associated contracts. 

In 2015, we will establish the ESM framework
and a roadmap toward best practices and begin
implementing our enhanced processes. 

Our initial supplier assessments and the ESM
framework will help us structure a program that
enables us to not only fulfill our mutual business
commitments, but also share and promote our
common ESG priorities. 
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Vendor Risk Management 

Effective vendor risk management programs evaluate, monitor and measure external third-
party risk to assess its impact to the business or enterprise, and drive the implementation
of appropriate controls to help mitigate risks. It is important that the program reflects and
enforces an organization’s internal controls framework and policies, ensures compliance with
government or industry regulations, and achieves consistency across vendors.

BNY Mellon has a risk-based, centralized Vendor Risk Management (VRM) program that is 
designed to address the adequacy of information risk practices of external third-party service
providers. The VRM program establishes a set of minimum, risk-weighted due diligence 
requirements, to be completed when engaging external third-party service providers. Medium-
and high-risk vendors are subject to enhanced due diligence related to their information 
risk practices. The program is managed by a central VRM team within the Information Risk 
Management (IRM) organization of the Risk and Compliance Department. 

Each vendor has a BNY Mellon relationship manager. Typically, those relationship managers
reside in a business or business partner (e.g., Legal or Risk) (collectively, “business”) function.
The central VRM team conducts information risk due diligence for vendors referred by a
business or business partner. Our vendor risk assessment process is multi-layered and
tailored to the specific risks that certain vendors represent. Initially, BNY Mellon uses a
concise mechanism to focus on the inherent information risk for each vendor, rating them low,
medium, or high risk. This rating drives the subsequent steps in the process, which emphasizes
a much more in-depth level of due diligence and ongoing monitoring for higher-risk vendors.

Once a vendor is on-boarded, the program demands periodic risk assessments. The
highest-risk service engagements are subjected to a risk assessment annually, while the
moderate-risk service engagements are assessed biennially. Findings resulting from risk
assessments are actively managed and reported. High-risk providers are also subject to
on-site visits at least once every three years. Site visits are in-person physical inspections of
the vendor’s operating environments.

2014 Assessments:

• Remote (questionnaire-based) assessments completed: 579

• Remote (questionnaire-based) assessments in progress: 40

• Site visits completed: 55 

• Site visits in progress: 9
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Supplier Code of Conduct 

Our Supplier Code of Conduct clearly lays out
our expectations for suppliers and their social
responsibility commitments. As a practicing advocate
of health and safety, labor and human rights, ethics
and other responsible business practices, BNY
Mellon holds our suppliers to the same standards of
excellence. Beyond expecting suppliers to comply
with all applicable rules and regulations, we also
encourage the same in their next-level suppliers. 

We recognize that the manner in which our suppliers
address human rights issues, as well as business and
environmental risks in their own operations, is vitally
important to their ability to deliver their products and
services — and in turn, our ability to serve our clients.
By implementing a range of approaches, such as
integrating human rights provisions into our contracts,
requiring disclosure of CSR activities in our RFP
templates, and developing a Supplier Relationship
Management program, our goal is to have our
suppliers’ activities aligned with our company values. 

https://www.bnymellon.com/_global-assets/pdf/suppliers/bny-mellon-supplier-code-of-conduct.pdf
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Environmental
Management 
We strive for the highest standards of environmental
performance across our operations. Our strategic
management of environmental resources increases
profits, helps manage risk, inspires ways to help our
clients succeed and supports our communities around
the world. 

Fostering both business and environmental
sustainability means focusing on activities that enable
our company to operate effectively while considering
financial and environmental responsibility. 

• Climate Change Leadership on page 111
• Environmental Efficiency on page 113 

Notable 2014 Progress 

•	 We continue to offset 63 percent of our global
electricity consumption through investments
in renewable energy and renewable energy
credits. Our goals are to continue reducing our
emissions and waste as we endeavor to identify
opportunities to reduce water consumption and
understand our sources of water. 

•	 We were included in the CDP Climate Change
A List, which comprises the best-performing
187 global companies regarding issues related
to combating climate change. 

Environmental Impact 

As part of our commitment to effectively manage our
environmental impact, including pursuing business
opportunities and mitigating risk, we formed a new
Business and Environmental Sustainability group
in 2014. Our areas of focus include supporting
sustainable business development and risk
management through programs that promote
cost control, revenue generation, climate change
management, supplier diversity and inclusion and
regulatory compliance. Some of our initiatives
include the environmentally prudent management
of our facilities around the world, risk management
in response to increasing climate instability,
collaboration with suppliers to improve our indirect
environmental impacts, environmental sustainability
education programs for employees and suppliers, and
working with our businesses that offer environmental
investments and socially responsible products to
clients (learn more about Social Finance on page 85). 

•	 We achieved a 32.4 percent reduction in our Scope
1 and 2 carbon emissions, surpassing our target
of a 10 percent reduction by 2016, against a 2008
baseline for our U.S.-tracked real estate portfolio.
We have established a new goal to achieve a
40 percent reduction in global carbon emissions
by 2020, against a 2008 baseline. 

•	 We reached a total of 36 LEED certifications
globally which accounts for 23 percent of our
global real estate footprint. We also achieved
ISO 14001 certification for environmental
management at four new locations, for a total of
eight certified locations in the UK. 
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Climate Change
Leadership 
We strive for the highest standards of environmental
performance across our operations. Our strategic
management of environmental resources increases
profits, helps manage risk, inspires ways to help our
clients succeed and supports our communities around
the world. 

Fostering both business and environmental
sustainability means focusing on activities that enable
our company to operate effectively while considering
financial and environmental responsibility. 

We strive to integrate climate change risks and
opportunities into all aspects of our operations,
products and services, and supply chain, and these
investments continue to return impressive results.
To view our Environmental Sustainability Statement,
click here. 

Recognition by CDP 

We report our company-wide carbon emissions
through CDP, the world’s leading environmental
disclosure and performance rating system. This year,
we were proud to be named to CDP’s S&P 500 Climate
Disclosure Leadership Index 2014 (CDLI) and its S&P
500 Climate Performance Leadership Index 2014

CDP Scores 
Disclosure* 

(CPLI) in recognition of our exemplary performance
and levels of disclosure.44 We are also the only U.S.
financial company and one of only two S&P 500
companies to receive perfect scores on both climate
change disclosure and performance two years in a
row. In addition, we were included in the CDP Climate
Change A List, which comprises the best performing
187 global companies regarding issues related to
combating climate change. For our CDP disclosure, our
Scope 1, 2 and partial Scope 3 emissions are verified
externally against ISO standard 14064-3. 

In 2014, BNY Mellon was also named to the Dow Jones
Sustainability World Index (DJSI World), and for the
second consecutive year, to the Dow Jones 
Sustainability North America Index.45 We are one of
only two U.S. financial services companies included in
DJSI World from more than 100 invited companies.
Inclusion in DJSI World and North America is based on
RobecoSAM’s in-depth analysis of economic,
environmental and social criteria.

Greenhouse Gas (GHG) Emissions 

As global citizens, we take our commitment seriously
to reduce our output of harmful greenhouse
gas emissions. 

In 2014, we achieved a 32.4 percent reduction in
our Scope 1 and 2 carbon emissions, against a 2008
baseline for our global tracked operations (not
including data centers). By 2020, we aim to achieve

Performance 

2014 100 A 

2013 100 A 

2012 90 B 

2011 81 B 

2010 66 C 

*Maximum score is 100.

44 https://www.cdp.net/en-US/Pages/events/2014/cdp-leaders.aspx.

45 “BNY Mellon Recognized as a Climate Change Disclosure and Performance Leader by CDP for Second Consecutive Year,” October 7, 2014. 

https://www.cdp.net/en-US/Pages/events/2014/cdp-leaders.aspx
https://www.cdp.net/en-US/Pages/events/2014/cdp-leaders.aspx
http://www.sustainability-indices.com/images/DJSI_Review_Presentation_09_2014_final.pdf
http://www.sustainability-indices.com/images/DJSI_Review_Presentation_09_2014_final.pdf
https://www.bnymellon.com/_global-assets/pdf/csr/environment-sustainability-policy-statement.pdf
https://www.cdp.net/en-US/Respond/Pages/companies.aspx
https://www.cdp.net/en-US/Pages/events/2014/cdp-leaders.aspx
http:disclosure.44
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a 40 percent greenhouse gas emissions reduction in

our global operations, excluding data centers, from a

2008 baseline.
 

Our carbon emission reductions are largely due to

a decrease in energy use, resulting in reductions in

energy costs. Since the program’s inception in 2008,

approximately $62 million cost avoidance has been

realized through energy efficiency and other energy

reduction efforts.
 

Global Scope 1 & 2 GHG
Emissions % Reduction
Global Tracked Operations;

Compared to 2008 Baseline
 

28.5% 30.6% 32.4% 

15.6% 15.8% 

1.04% 

2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 

Investment in Renewables 

As part of our investment in a sustainable future,
BNY Mellon continues to offset at least 62 percent of
global electricity consumption through the purchase
of renewable energy, on-site solar generation and
renewable energy credits. We take our role seriously
as an industry leader in this field, looking for ways
to invest in the renewables market and encouraging
other businesses to do so. Supporting development
of renewable energy is good for our world and our
business. We will continue to assess our commitments
to renewable energy and look to maximize our
positive impacts through purchasing carbon offsets,
renewable energy credits, on-site and distributed
solar generation, and providing financial services to
the renewable energy industry. 
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Environmental
Efficiency 
Due to the nature of our business, the operation
of our office facilities is among our greatest direct
environmental impacts. Our Sustainable Real Estate
program works to drive continuous improvement at
our sites throughout all lifecycle phases of an office
space — from ownership and leasing, to design and
construction, to operations and maintenance. We
employ best-practice sustainability frameworks,
including the U.S. Green Building Council’s LEED
certification program, as well as international
programs such as ISO 14001. These internationally
accepted frameworks are a key proof point of our
programs, and their guidelines and procedures enable
us not only to uphold our environmental commitments,
but also to provide a measure of resilience to climate
change events that may have otherwise affected our
suppliers’ businesses as well as our own. We also
solicit ideas from within the company and continue
to learn from employee behavior to ensure that our
initiatives are best suited to employee lifestyles while
driving efficiency. 

Building Operations 

Our Sustainable Operations and Maintenance program
oversees sustainability efforts and certifications with
our owned buildings and collaborates with landlords in
leased locations. 

This year, we achieved 100 percent sustainable
operations compliance at our U.S.-owned and
controlled locations and began to implement the
program at international locations. To date we have
achieved 36 LEED certifications globally, which
accounts for 23 percent of our global footprint,
and we continue to pursue certifications where
appropriate through the United States Green Building
Council. We also achieved ISO 14001 certification for
environmental management at four new locations for a
total of eight certified locations in the UK, accounting
for 41 percent of total EMEA square footage.*

Our Green Leasing program is also a key part of our
sustainability program’s approach to managing the
impacts of our office locations. In 2014, 100 percent of

all new domestic and international lease transactions
were subject to green leasing criteria. In 2015, we
aim to increase the percentage of existing leases
and properties that we will engage on issues related
to improving environmental impacts and designing
healthy workspaces. 

Real Estate Optimization 

In 2014, we identified real estate as a key area that
could deliver excellence for our clients, enhance our
employees’ wellbeing at work, facilitate operational
effectiveness, and reduce company expenses and
carbon emissions. The goal is to increase office space
utilization efficiency and workplace productivity
while driving down real estate costs, energy use and
carbon emissions. 

In 2014, we began relocating employees in our
New York global headquarters, with an anticipated
completion of the move in 2015. This move will
reduce our office space footprint by 700,000 square
feet and result in a projected 7 percent reduction in
greenhouse gas emissions. Applying our Sustainable
Real Estate program principles to these new locations
will also produce significant cost savings and increase
operational resiliency while providing a sustainable,
healthy, modern office space that contributes to the
overall productivity of our employees for the benefit of
our clients. 

* As of Q3 2014. 



What are the results of our efforts?
Our program helps us to increase energy efficiency,

save costs, and protect business continuity.

45M
kWh saved in 2014, enough 

to power over 

4,000
homes in the U.S. for one year*

Zero
downtime across enterprise 

data centers in 2014

Zero
downtime at primary data 

centers for over 

10
years

Data Center Average Power 
Usage Effectiveness (PUE)
Power entering a data center versus power used 
to run the computer infrastructure within it.
Efficiency improves as PUE decreases.

2.94

2.34
2.03 1.92 1.82 1.76 1.75 1.73 1.75

2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014

Cumulative Program Dollar Savings
(In Millions)

$0
$0.9 $2.7 $4.2

$7.0
$10.9

$15.1
$18.1

$22.8

2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014

*Calculated based on average annual electricity consumption for a U.S. residential utility customer in 2013, as 
reported by the U.S. Energy Information Administration, http://www.eia.gov/tools/faqs/faq.cfm?id=97&t=3
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Seal all unmanaged 
openings and place 
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only where needed

Create contained cold 
supply air aisles

Prevent unwanted mixing of hot and 
cold air and use blanking panels on 

equipment where needed

Raise temperature set points 
within recommended limits 

to reduce energy usage

Automate control of fan 
and pump speeds

Optimize server 
utilization

What do we do to improve efficiency?
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How do we site our data centers to minimize risk? 
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Available low-cost 
power and bandwidth

Seismic safe zoneNo potential 
for flash flood
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Data Centers and Energy 

In our interconnected global economy, information
technology is closely linked to the effective and
efficient flow of ideas, messages and capital. In this
way, BNY Mellon functions as both an investments
company and a technology company. Powering our
operations and data centers requires large amounts
of energy. In 2014, our data centers accounted for
roughly 29 percent of the total electricity consumed at
our global properties and produced roughly 28 percent
of our total Scope 1 and 2 carbon emissions. 

As our business services expand, so does our need
for data storage. Through our Enterprise Data Center
Power Usage Effectiveness (PUE) program, launched
in 2006, we work to use energy as efficiently as
possible while meeting our data storage needs. By
using measures such as airflow management and
improvements to building envelopes and associated
ancillary systems, the program saved 45 million
kilowatt hours (kWh) of electricity in 2014. Our total
electricity cost avoidance since the program’s
inception is nearly $23 million. 

570K 
sq. ft. enterprise 

data center 
building space 

35.7 
petabytes of 
data storage 

24.6K 
servers 

105M 
kWh used in 2014 

Data Center Efficiency and Reliability 

What is the scale of our data centers?
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How do we site our data centers to minimize risk? 
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downtime across enterprise 

data centers in 2014

Zero
downtime at primary data 

centers for over 

10
years

Data Center Average Power 
Usage Effectiveness (PUE)
Power entering a data center versus power used 
to run the computer infrastructure within it.
Efficiency improves as PUE decreases.

2.94

2.34
2.03 1.92 1.82 1.76 1.75 1.73 1.75

2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014

Cumulative Program Dollar Savings
(In Millions)

$0
$0.9 $2.7 $4.2

$7.0
$10.9

$15.1
$18.1

$22.8

2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014

*Calculated based on average annual electricity consumption for a U.S. residential utility customer in 2013, as 
reported by the U.S. Energy Information Administration, http://www.eia.gov/tools/faqs/faq.cfm?id=97&t=3

What do we do to improve efficiency?

10′ above
100-year flood

5′ above
500-year flood

>1/2 mile 
from major highways 

or railways

>3/4 miles 
from gas 

mains

>1 mile 
from hazardous 
manufacturing

>2 miles 
from airports 

and no fly zones

>25 miles 
from nuclear 
power plants

2 
miles

25 
miles

0 
miles

How do we site our data centers to minimize risk? 

Favorable outdoor 
temperature

Available low-cost 
power and bandwidth

Seismic safe zoneNo potential 
for flash flood

570K
sq. ft. enterprise 

data center 
building space

35.7
petabytes of 
data storage

24.6K
servers

What is the scale of our data centers?

105M
kWh used in 2014

Data Center Efficiency and Reliability
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What do we do to improve efficiency? 

Use raised floors 
for air delivery 

Seal all unmanaged 
openings and place 

perforated tiles 
only where needed 

Create contained cold 
supply air aisles 

Prevent unwanted mixing of hot and 
cold air and use blanking panels on 

equipment where needed 

Raise temperature set points 
within recommended limits 

to reduce energy usage 

Automate control of fan 
and pump speeds 

Optimize server 
utilization 

70% 
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Use raised floors 
for air delivery

Seal all unmanaged 
openings and place 

perforated tiles 
only where needed

Create contained cold 
supply air aisles

Prevent unwanted mixing of hot and 
cold air and use blanking panels on 

equipment where needed

Raise temperature set points 
within recommended limits 

to reduce energy usage

Automate control of fan 
and pump speeds

Optimize server 
utilization

What do we do to improve efficiency?

70%
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miles

25 
miles

0 
miles
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Available low-cost 
power and bandwidth
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35.7
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data storage

24.6K
servers

What is the scale of our data centers?
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kWh used in 2014

Data Center Efficiency and Reliability

 
 

 

   

What are the results of our efforts? 
Our program helps us to increase energy efficiency,

save costs, and protect business continuity.

Data Center Average Power 
Usage Effectiveness (PUE) 
Power entering a data center versus power used 
to run the computer infrastructure within it.
Efficiency improves as PUE decreases. 

2.94 

2.34 
2.03 1.92 1.82 1.76 1.75 1.73 1.75 

2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014
 

Cumulative Program Dollar Savings 
(In Millions) 

$22.8 

$18.1 
$15.1 

$10.9 
$7.0 

$4.2 $2.7 $0.9 
$0 

2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014
 

45M
 
kWh saved in 2014, enough 

to power over 

4,000
 
homes in the U.S. for one year* 

Zero
 
downtime across enterprise 


data centers in 2014
 

Zero
 
downtime at primary data 

centers for over 

10
 
years 

*Calculated based on average annual electricity consumption for a U.S. residential utility customer in 2013, as 
reported by the U.S. Energy Information Administration, http://www.eia.gov/tools/faqs/faq.cfm?id=97&t=3 

http://www.eia.gov/tools/faqs/faq.cfm?id=97&t=3
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We continued to develop our comprehensive water
program in 2014. We have made progress on tracking

Water Use 
2014 2013 2012 

In gallons 103,850,649 108,697,628 79,920,383 

In cubic meters 393,117 411,465 302,532 

Waste Diverted from Landfills 
Combined Building Use Categories 

our water use to include all U.S.-based and controlled
locations, and are introducing new systems to track
global locations and reduce water consumption where
feasible. We are also working to continually understand
our water sources, prioritize conservation efforts in
water-stressed regions and promote the responsible
treatment of water runoff. Our developing strategies
related to water management will help support water
reporting frameworks, such as CDP’s Water program, 
which are designed to increase transparency and
performance on water-related issues. 

Waste and Recycling 

As part of our commitment to minimizing waste and
managing our consumable materials responsibly, we
continue to invest in the expansion of our landfill-
diversion efforts. Our objective is to provide higher
quantities of higher-quality recyclable materials that
can be reused to manufacture new products. Reinforced 
with employee education and engagement, we continue 
to implement binless deskside and central collection
programs, collaborate with our technology groups to
recycle our electronics, and work with our suppliers to
provide products that are composed of recycled material
and can be recycled at the end of their use. We are
committed to diverting at least 60 percent of our office 
waste from landfills and upholding our technology
group’s no-landfills policy. Our ISO certifications,
LEED-rated locations and Sustainable Operations and 
Maintenance program help demonstrate that we remain
invested in these priorities in our major locations. 

In 2014, we tracked waste and recycling rates in
9.2 million square feet of our locations, accounting
for 57 percent of our global real estate portfolio and
62 percent of our employees. 

In 2014, we diverted an average of 71 percent of our
waste from landfills (our goal is a 60 percent diversion
rate for office waste), recycled 146 tons of desktop
PC items and decommissioned 61 tons of hardware
and media). 

71%* 69%* 
66% 67% 

59% 

2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 
* Since 2013, our diversion number has expanded to include

compost and incineration.

Current Waste  
Disposal Practices

Waste 
to energy 
Facility 

Recycling 
center 

Landfill 

146
Tons of desktop PC items recycled
in 2014 

61 
Tons of hardware and media
decommissioned in 2014 

https://www.cdp.net/water
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Paper 

Our awareness of the costs related to printing is 
continually evolving. The PaperWise initiative, launched
in 2010, tracks and reports the amount of paper 
purchased as an indicator of actual paper consumption 
in order to encourage waste reduction throughout 
our operations. The program empowers employees to 
make informed choices about paper use by providing 
resources to evaluate process efficiency, including 
communication forums for sharing innovative solutions
and improvements. 

The PaperWise program continues to track and report
copy paper purchasing trends. By the end of 2014,
we reduced office paper purchases in the U.S. by
52 percent, compared to a 2008 baseline, surpassing
our goal of a 30 percent reduction. This translates
to a cumulative saving of approximately $2 million.
Copy paper use in the EMEA region has been reduced
by 34 percent from a 2011 baseline, surpassing the
region’s goal of reducing use by 20 percent by 2016
and our longer-term goal of a 30 percent reduction
by 2019. 

The ability to reduce paper use and overall print costs
are driven by our technology capabilities. As those
capabilities mature, we will gain insight into regional-,
business- and even employee-level trends in terms of
costs, as well as resources. Those metrics will provide
essential details that will help us develop programs,

Paper Use Reductions
From 2008 Baseline (U.S. Only) 

42% 
52% 

38% 

28% 

2011 2012 2013 2014 

tools and trainings to improve our operational
sustainability and productivity. Read more about
how our focus on the Digital Workplace on page 73 is
empowering employees to make smart choices.

Healthy Workspaces 

Sustaining a safe, healthy and efficient work
environment also requires investing in facilities design
and maintenance. As of 2014, 35 global locations
were LEED certified which accounts for 23 percent of
our global footprint. Certification means that these
facilities demonstrate best-in-class environmental
sustainability building strategies and practices. The
LEED rating system takes into consideration multiple
aspects of a healthy and high-performing workspace,
including a reduction in emissions associated with
transportation to the location, water-management
techniques and sustainable construction practices. 

We have achieved LEED certification at many U.S.
and international locations. Even though we do
not pursue LEED certification for every design and
construction project, all projects are implemented
with energy and environmental design principles
that follow our Sustainable Design and Construction
Guidelines program. 

In buildings where we have operational control
but have not yet pursued LEED, we implement our
Sustainable Operations and Maintenance program
to ensure that all facilities provide safe and healthy
workplaces for our employees. As of 2014, we had
100 percent participation with our established
Sustainable Best Practices, including green cleaning
requirements, waste management, integrated
pest management and other indoor environmental
quality measures. 

At locations where we lease space but do not have
operational control, we are engaging with landlords
through our Sustainable Leasing Program to assess
how healthy these spaces are and to improve them
where needed. 

Read more about our programs to increase employee
engagement and wellbeing on page 71, leading to a
more productive workforce. 

http://www.usgbc.org/articles/about-leed
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Sustainability Ambassadors 

Our company’s most valuable assets are our
employees. They produce results and create a
culture of shared values. At BNY Mellon, our global
Sustainability Ambassadors network is powered by
sustainability minded employees who are committed
to helping us make positive environmental impacts
at our offices and within the communities where we
work. Officially launched in 2009, the network includes
more than 300 BNY Mellon employees in 20 locations.
The Ambassadors program empowers employees to
create new initiatives, provides behind the scenes
education about our sustainability program, and
recognizes employees for their dedication, inspiration
and influence. 

Our outreach efforts are centered on BNY Mellon’s
EcoDays, the time period between Earth Day (April
22) and World Environment Day (June 5). In 2014,
the Sustainability Ambassadors hosted more
than 30 events intended to encourage sustainable
practices among employees. Events included
environmental sustainability fairs, local community
cleanup efforts, on-site educational events, and
global awareness celebrations, such as Earth
Hour and Cycle to Work Day. Since Ambassador
membership includes employees from businesses
and business partner groups alike, their fundamental
value is providing a forum to inspire the integration
of business and environmental sustainability. Read
more about how our employees give back to their
local communities through skills-based and other
volunteering efforts on page 102. 
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1.2 

2.1 

2.3 

2.5 

 Global Reporting
Initiative (GRI) Index 
In preparation of the BNY Mellon 2014 CSR Report,
we used the Global Reporting Initiative’s (GRI)
G3.1 Sustainability Guidelines. This year, we are

Profile Disclosures 
#	 Description 

STRATEGY AND ANALYSIS 

1.1 Statement from senior decision-maker CEO Message (p. 8) 

Description of key risks, impacts 
and opportunities 

ORGANIZATIONAL PROFILE 

Name of the organization 

2.2 Primary brands, products, and/or services BNY Mellon Factsheet 

Operational structure of the organization,
including main divisions, operating 
companies, subsidiaries and joint ventures 

2.4 Location of organization’s headquarters BNY Mellon Factsheet 

Number of countries where the organization 
operates, and the names of countries 
with either major operations or that are 
specifically relevant to the sustainability 
issues covered in this report 

2.6 Nature of ownership and legal form BNY Mellon Annual Report (pp. i–ix)* 

2.7	 Markets served (including geographic 
breakdown, sectors served, and types of 
customers/beneficiaries) 

2.8	 Scale of the reporting organization 

self-declaring a “B” application level. This index
provides responses for individual GRI indicators in
one of the four following ways: 1) lists location in the
2014 CSR report, unless otherwise indicated with
an asterisk, 2) includes response within this index,
3) indicates location in another company report, or
4) provides webpage where the information is available. 

Answer/Location 

CEO Message (p. 8) 

Q&A with the President (p. 15) 

Risk Management (p. 30)
 

BNY Mellon Annual Report (p. 4)* 

BNY Mellon Annual Report (pp. 24, 28,

32–33)* 

2015 Proxy (Proxy Corporate Governance 

Highlights)*
 

Diversity and Inclusion (p. 78) 

BNY Mellon Annual Report (p. 36)*
 

Diversity and Inclusion (p. 78) 

BNY Mellon Annual Report (pp. 29–30)*
 

Performance Data (p. 25)
 

https://www.bnymellon.com/us/en/_locale-assets/pdf/news/at-a-glance-corporate-fact-sheet.pdf
https://www.bnymellon.com/us/en/_locale-assets/pdf/news/at-a-glance-corporate-fact-sheet.pdf
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2.9	 Significant changes during reporting period,
regarding size, structure and ownership,
including: 1) the location of, or changes 
in operations, including facility openings,
closings, and expansions, and 2) changes 
in the share capital structure and capital 
formation, maintenance, and alteration 
operations (for private sector organizations) 

2.10	 Awards received during the reporting period 

REPORT PARAMETERS 

Report Profile 

3.1	 Reporting period (e.g. fiscal/calendar year) 
for information provided.

3.2	 Date of most recent previous report 

3.3	 Reporting cycle (annual, biannual, etc.) 

3.4	 Contact point for questions regarding the 
report or its contents 

Report Scope and Boundary 

3.5	 Process for defining report content 

3.6	 Boundary of the report (e.g., countries,
divisions, subsidiaries, leased facilities, joint 
ventures, suppliers) 

3.7	 State any limitations on the scope or 
boundary of the report 

3.8	 Basis for reporting on joint ventures,
subsidiaries, leased facilities, outsourced 
operations, and other entities, that can 
significantly affect comparability from period 
to period and/or between organizations 

3.9	 Data measurement techniques and the 
bases of calculations, including assumptions 
and techniques underlying estimations 
applied to the compilations of the Indicators 
and other information in the report 

BNY Mellon Annual Report (p. 5)* 

Select Awards (p. 27) 

Overview (p. 5) 

2014 

Overview (p. 5) 

CSR Statement (p. 5) 

Overview (p. 5)
 

Overview (p. 5)
 

BNY Mellon Annual Report (p. 4)*
 

Overview (p. 5) 

The Investments Company for the World 

(footnote–p. 7)
 

BNY Mellon Annual Report (p. 4)*
 

Performance Data (footnotes–p. 25) 

The Investments Company for the World 

(footnote–p. 7)
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3.10	 Explanation of the effect of any 
re-statements of information provided in 
earlier reports, and the reason for such 
re-statement (e.g., mergers, acquisitions,
change of base years/periods, nature of 
business, measurement methods) 

3.11	 Significant changes from previous 
reporting periods in the scope, boundary or 
measurement methods applied in the report 

3.12	 Table identifying the location of the Standard 
Disclosures in the report 

Assurance 

3.13	 Policy and current practice with regard 
to seeking external assurance for the 
report. If not included in the assurance 
report accompanying the sustainability 
report, explain the scope and basis of any 
external assurance provided. Also explain 
the relationship between the reporting 
organization and the assurance provider(s).

GOVERNANCE, COMMITMENTS & ENGAGEMENTS 

Governance 

4.1	 Governance structure of the organization,
including committees under the highest 
governance body responsible for specific 
tasks, such as setting strategy or 
organizational oversight

4.2	 Indicate whether Chair of highest governance 
body is also an executive officer (and, if 
so, their function with the organization’s 
management and the reasons for this 
arrangement)

4.3	 For organizations that have a unitary board 
structure, state the number and gender of 
members of the highest governance body 
that are independent and/or non-executive 
members 

4.4	 Mechanisms for shareholders and 
employees to provide recommendations or 
direction to the highest governance body 

BNY Mellon Annual Report (p. 14)* 

Overview (p. 5) 

GRI Index 

Overview (p. 5) 

 2015 Proxy (pp. 19–23)* 

 2015 Proxy (p. 16)* 

Corporate Governance (p. 54) 
2015 Proxy (pp. 16–18)* 

Employee Resources (p. 46) 
Engagement Survey (p. 74) 
2015 Proxy (pp. 24, 70–72)* 
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4.5	 Linkage between compensation for 
members of the highest governance 
body, senior managers, and executives 
(including departure arrangements), and the 
organization’s performance (including social 
and environmental performance) 

4.6	 Processes in place for the highest 
governance body to ensure conflicts of 
interest are avoided 

4.7	 Process for determining the composition,
qualifications and expertise of the members 
of the highest governance body and its 
committees, including any consideration of 
gender and other indicators of diversity 

4.8	 Internally developed statements of mission 
or values, codes of conduct, and principles 
relevant to economic, environmental, and 
social performance and the status of their 
implementation 

4.9 Procedures of the highest governance 
body for overseeing the organization’s 
identification and management of economic,
environmental, and social performance,
including relevant risks and opportunities,
and adherence or compliance with 
internationally agreed standards, codes of 
conduct, and principles 

Charter, Corporate Social 
Responsibility Committee 

4.10	 Processes for evaluating the highest 
governance body’s own performance,
particularly with respect to economic,
environmental and social performance 

Commitments to External Initiatives 

4.11	 Explanation of whether and how the 
precautionary approach or principle is 
addressed by the organization 

2015 Proxy (pp. 23, 25–26, 29–45)* 

2015 Proxy (p. 72)* 

2015 Proxy (pp. 6–12)* 

Supplier Code of Conduct (p. 109) 
Employee Code of Conduct

Directors Code of Conduct

Ethics (p. 43) 

Human Rights (p. 103) 

Proxy Voting and Issuer Engagement (p. 37) 

Health and Safety (p. 77) 

Workforce Human Rights (p. 77) 

CSR Statement (p. 5) 

Environmental Policy Statement
 

2015 Proxy (pp. 33–39)* 

Risk Management (p. 30) 

https://www.bnymellon.com/_global-assets/pdf/corporate-governance/employee-code-of-conduct.pdf
https://www.bnymellon.com/us/en/_locale-assets/pdf/news/at-a-glance-corporate-fact-sheet.pdf
https://www.bnymellon.com/_global-assets/pdf/csr/environment-sustainability-policy-statement.pdf
https://www.bnymellon.com/us/en/who-we-are/corporate-governance/corporate-social-responsibility-committee.jsp
https://www.bnymellon.com/us/en/who-we-are/corporate-governance/corporate-social-responsibility-committee.jsp
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4.12 Externally developed economic,
environmental, and social charters,
principles, or other initiatives to which the 
organization subscribes or endorses. 

4.13 Memberships in associations (such as 
industry associations) and/or national/ 
international advocacy organizations 

Stakeholder Engagement 

4.14	 List of stakeholder groups engaged by 
the organization 

4.15	 Basis for identification and selection of 
stakeholders with whom to engage 

4.16	 Approaches to stakeholder engagement,
including frequency of engagement by type 
and by stakeholder group 

4.17	 Key topics and concerns that have been 
raised through stakeholder engagement, and 
how the organization has responded to those 
key topics and concerns, including through 
its reporting 

United Nations Principles for Responsible 

Investment (p. 88)  

Community Commitment (p. 95) 

Climate Change Leadership (p. 111)
 

Employee Resources (p. 46) 


Stakeholder Engagement (p. 20)
 

Stakeholder Engagement (p. 20)
 

Stakeholder Engagement (p. 20)
 

Stakeholder Engagement (p. 20)
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Performance Indicators 
# Description	 Answer/Location 

ECONOMIC 

DMA Disclosure on Management Approach Market Integrity (p. 29) 

Economic Performance 

EC1 Direct economic value generated and Performance Data (p. 25) 
distributed, including revenues, operating 
costs, employee compensation, donations 
and other community investments, retained 
earnings, and payments to capital providers 
and governments 

EC2 Financial implications and other risks and 
opportunities for the organization’s activities 
due to climate change 

Climate Change Leadership (p. 111) 

EC3 Coverage of the organization’s defined BNY Mellon Annual Report (pp. 192–198)* 
benefit plan obligations 

Indirect Economic Impacts 

EC8	 Development and impact of infrastructure Corporate Trust Services (p. 91) 
investments and services provided primarily 
for public benefit through commercial,
in-kind, or pro bono engagement. 

EC9 Understanding and describing significant 
indirect economic impacts, including the 
extent of impacts. 

Operational Reliability (p. 47) 

ENVIRONMENTAL 

DMA Disclosure on Management Approach Environmental Management (p. 110) 

Energy 

EN3 Direct energy consumption by primary 
energy source 

Fuel Oil — 165,528 gigajoules
Natural Gas — 2,892,154 gigajoules
Passenger Cars Gas — 42,034 gigajoules 
Jet Fuel — 1,114,121 gigajoules 

EN4 Indirect energy consumption by Electricity — 1,315,942,981 gigajoules
primary source Steam — 119,294,658 gigajoules 
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EN5 Energy saved due to conservation and 
efficiency improvements 

Environmental Efficiency (p. 113) 

EN6 Initiatives to provide energy-efficient 
or renewable energy based products 
and services, and reductions in energy 
requirements as a result of these initiatives 

Our approach to SRI allows us to offer clients 
a full set of capabilities, from ESG screening 
to full integration and issue engagement,
allowing clients to choose the solutions 
that fit their objectives while enjoying 
the advantages of skilled, long-tenured 
investment teams.

Investment Management (p. 87) 
Environmental Impact (p. 110) 

EN7 Initiatives to reduce indirect energy 
consumption and reductions achieved 

Performance Data (p. 25) 
Environmental Impact (p. 110) 

Water 

EN8 Total water withdrawal by source We continued to develop our comprehensive 
water program in 2014. We have made 
progress on tracking our water use to include 
all U.S. based controlled locations, and are 
introducing new systems to track global 
locations and reduce water consumption 
where feasible.

Water (p. 118) 

EN10 Percentage and total volume of water 
recycled and reused 

Performance Data (p. 25) 
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Biodiversity 

EN11	 Location and size of land owned, leased,
managed in, or adjacent to, protected areas 
and areas of high biodiversity value outside 
protected areas 

EN12	 Description of significant impacts of 
activities, products, and services on 
biodiversity in protected areas and 
areas of high biodiversity value outside 
protected areas 

BNY Mellon owns, controls and/or leases 
225 offices with 16M sf of space in more 
than 30 countries. As a financial firm with 
only office based operations that are mostly 
located in dense, urban environments with 
limited biodiversity value and opportunities 
for protecting or restoring habitat. However,
there are a few sites which BNY Mellon 
has operational control that do present 
an opportunity to protect and/or restore 
natural habitat. Where BNY Mellon has 
operational control over the land and there is 
an opportunity to protect or restore habitat 
while being appropriate for the use of the 
property, actions are taken to protect areas 
and habitat of biodiversity value. To date, no 
sites have been identified as areas of high 
biodiversity value or in close proximity to 
habitats of endangered species; however,
there are sites that do include habitats for 
local biodiversity which has been protected 
or restored. Two such sites are located in 
Oriskany, New York (0.18 km2 protected 
area) and Nashville, Tennessee (0.13 km2

protected area and 0.001 km2 currently 
undergoing restoration). Both contain office 
operations. Both sites have protected 
areas which provide habitats for local non-
endangered species, including foxes, deer,
boar, turkeys, birds and various rodents 
native to the northeast and southern United 
States, respectively. BNY Mellon continually 
evaluates opportunities to restore habitats 
where appropriate. 

As a financial services institution, BNY
Mellon is not currently undertaking any 
activities on any owned or controlled 
sites near protected areas which could 
significantly negatively affect biodiversity or 
natural habitats.
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EN13 Habitats protected or restored BNY Mellon implements measures to prevent 
and redress the negative impacts associated 
with the operations of its facilities on 
local biodiversity, where possible and 
appropriate. While much of BNY Mellon’s 
physical footprint is contained in urban 
office buildings, several sites do contain 
protected and restored areas, which help 
ensure the integrity of natural habitats. Two 
such sites are in Oriskany, New York, and 
Nashville, Tennessee. The Oriskany location 
contains 0.18 km2 protected area of natural 
forest and the Nashville site contains 
0.13 km2 of protected area with an ongoing 
restoration project of 0.001 km2. This is being 
implemented with the help of a local civil 
engineer and landscape architect.

EN14 Strategies, current actions, and future plans BNY Mellon actively manages its impacts 
for managing impacts on biodiversity on biodiversity in key areas of its operations 

through various methods. The area in which 
BNY Mellon’s activities directly affect 
biodiversity is through the operation of its 
physical facilities and office space. For all 
potential new office space locations, BNY
Mellon, as part of its green leasing program,
issues a request for proposal which includes 
questions pertaining to the biodiversity value 
of the land associated with the building,
if there are any significant impacts to 
endangered species and proximity to water 
bodies and parkland. All RFP responses are 
reviewed by management and assessed 
based on criteria including its effects on 
biodiversity. Currently, all newly-leased 
locations are evaluated for this criteria.
The United States Green Building Council,
the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service’s List of 
Threatened and Endangered Species, and 
the National Marine Fisheries Service’s 
List of Endangered Species are all national 
programs which have influenced the 
company’s program.

EN15 Number of IUCN Red List species and N/A 
national conservation list species with 
habitats in areas affected by operations, by 
level of extinction risk 
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Emissions, Effluents & Waste 

EN16	 Total direct and indirect greenhouse gas 
emissions by weight 

EN17 Other relevant indirect greenhouse gas 
emissions by weight 

EN18 Initiatives to reduce greenhouse gas 
emissions and reductions achieved 

EN19 Emissions of ozone-depleting substances by 
weight 

CDP Response 

EN20 NO, SO, and other significant air emissions 
by type and weight 

EN22 Total weight of waste by type and disposal 
method 

EN23 Total number and volume of significant spills 

EN24 Weight of transported, imported, exported,
or treated waste deemed hazardous under 
the terms of the Basel Convention Annex I,
II, III,and VIII, and percentage of transported 
waste shipped internationally 

EN25 Identity, size, protected status, and 
biodiversity value of water bodies and 
related habitats significantly affected by the 
reporting organization’s discharges of water 
and runoff 

Products & Services 

EN26	 Initiatives to mitigate environmental impacts 
of products and services, and extent of 
impact mitigation 

We disclose our reductions (%) in direct and 
indirect greenhouse gas emissions, as well 
as our Carbon Disclosure Project scores.

Performance Data (p. 25) 
Environmental Management (p. 110) 

We disclose our reductions (%) in direct and 
indirect greenhouse gas emissions, as well 
as our Carbon Disclosure Project scores.

Performance Data (p. 25) 
Environmental Management (p. 110) 

Greenhouse (GHG) Emissions (p. 111) 

CDP Response 

Waste and Recycling (p. 118) 
Performance Data (p. 25) 

Performance Data (p. 25) 

N/A 

N/A 

Paper (p. 119) 

Environmental Management (p. 110)
 

cdproject.net
cdproject.net
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EN27	 Percentage of products sold and their 
packaging materials that are reclaimed 
by category 

Compliance 

EN28	 Monetary value of significant fines and 
total number of non-monetary sanctions 
for noncompliance with environmental laws 
and regulations 

Transport 

EN29	 Significant environmental impacts of 
transporting products and other goods 
and materials used for the organization’s 
operations, and transporting members  
of the workforce 

Overall 

EN30 Total environmental protection expenditures 
and investments by type 

CDP Response 

LABOR 

DMA	 Disclosure on Management Approach 

Employment 

LA1	 Total workforce by employment type,
employment contract, and region, broken 
down by gender 

LA2	 Total number and rate of new employee hires 
and employee turnover by age group, gender,
and region 

N/A 

Performance Data (p. 25) 

Our World (p. 83) 

Healthy Workspaces (p. 119)
 

Our People (p. 59)
 

We list retention by region, women in 

Managing Director/VP level, and we state our 

total employment (50,300).


Performance Data (p. 25) 

Our People (p. 59) 

Retention (p. 75) 

Gender Diversity (p. 79)
 

Partial Answer. We disclose by gender 

and region.


Retention (p. 75)
 

cdproject.net
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Occupational Health & Safety 

LA8	 Education, training, counseling, prevention,
and risk-control programs in place to 
assist workforce members, their families,
or community members regarding serious 
diseases 

Training & Education 

LA10	 Average hours of training per year 
per employee by gender, and by 
employee category 

LA11	 Programs for skills management and 
lifelong learning that support the continued 
employability of employees and assist them 
in managing career endings 

LA12	 Percentage of employees receiving regular 
performance and career development 
reviews, by gender 

Diversity & Equal Opportunity 

LA13	 Composition of governance bodies and 
breakdown of employees per employee 
category according to gender, age group,
minority group membership, and other 
indicators of diversity 

HUMAN RIGHTS 

DMA	 Disclosure on Management Approach 

Health and Safety (p. 77) 

During 2014, we delivered 21 hours on 
average of training per employee.

Leadership and Development (p. 62) 

BNY Mellon University (BKU) (p. 63) 

We report the percentage of employees 
receiving regular performance development 
and career development reviews.

We disclose the composition of governance 
bodies and breakdown of employees per 
employee category according to gender and 
minority group membership.

Performance Data (EEOC1) (p. 25) 
Gender Diversity (p. 79) 

Workforce Human Rights (p. 77) 

Human Rights (p. 103) 

Advocating for Rule of Law (p. 104) 

Supporting Marriage Equality (p. 105) 

Human Rights Statement
 

https://www.bnymellon.com/us/en/who-we-are/social-responsibility/human-rights-statement.jsp
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Investment & Procurement Practices 

HR1	 Percentage and total number of significant 
investment agreements and contracts that 
include clauses incorporating human rights 
concerns, or that have undergone human 
rights screening 

HR2	 Percentage of significant suppliers,
contractors, and other business  
partners that have undergone human  
rights screening, and actions taken 

Child Labor 

HR6	 Operations and significant suppliers 
identified as having significant risk for 
incidents of child labor, and measures  
taken to contribute to the effective  
abolition of child labor 

We incorporate language on human rights 

in all new contracts and ask our suppliers 

to sign a Human Rights Certification letter.

We published a Supplier Code of Conduct.

By engaging our key suppliers in a dialogue 

about our CSR practices, we confirmed 

that 56 percent of suppliers identified 

have agreed to comply with our Human 

Rights Standards.


Human Rights (p. 103) 

Supplier Code of Conduct (p. 109)
 

We incorporate language on human rights 

in all new contracts and ask our suppliers 

to sign a Human Rights Certification letter.

We published a Supplier Code of Conduct.

By engaging our key suppliers in a dialogue 

about our CSR practices, we confirmed 

that 56 percent of suppliers identified 

have agreed to comply with our Human 

Rights Standards.


Human Rights (p. 103) 

Supplier Code of Conduct (p. 109)
 

We have no operations with any risk of child 

labor or forced/compulsory labor. We are 

committed to fair employment practices and 

compliance with local laws in all locations in 

which we operate worldwide.


Workforce Human Rights (p. 77) 

Supplier Code of Conduct (p. 109)
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Forced & Compulsory Labor 

HR7	 Operations and significant suppliers 
identified as having significant risk for 
incidents of forced or compulsory labor, and 
measures to contribute to the elimination of 
all forms of forced or compulsory labor 

Security Practices 

HR8	 Percentage of security personnel trained 
in the organization’s policies or procedures 
concerning aspects of human rights that are 
relevant to operations 

SOCIETY 

DMA	 Disclosure on Management Approach 

Local Communities 

SO1	 Percentage of operations with implemented 
local community engagement, impact 
assessments, and development programs 

We have no operations with any risk of child 

labor or forced/ compulsory labor. We are 

committed to fair employment practices and 

compliance with local laws in all locations in 

which we operate worldwide.


Workforce Human Rights (p. 77) 

Supplier Code of Conduct (p. 109)
 

The security personnel companies providing 

services to BNY Mellon in the U.S. are 

required to provide training on use of 

force, powers of arrest, workplace violence 

and harassment, conflict resolution, and 

demonstration or protest procedures.

The current staff is more than 95 percent 

compliant with this requirement; ongoing 

training in these areas is also available to the 

security staff.


Strong Governance (p. 53)
 

Ethics and Transparency (LTG) (p. 43) 

Ethics (p. 43) 

Our World (p. 83)
 

Our Pathways program is a $6 million, five-

year initiative that provides education,

training and career development to help 

vulnerable youths make the transition 

to adulthood. Beginning in 2011, the 

Pathways program has reached more than 

2,000 young people around the world,

enhancing education, job training and career 

development opportunities for populations 

that are at risk and facing severe challenges 

of chronic unemployment, poverty 

and homelessness.


Vulnerable Youth Empowerment (p. 98)
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SO10	 Prevention and mitigation measures 
implemented in operations with significant 
potential or actual negative impacts on 
local communities 

Corruption 

SO2	 Percentage and total number of business 
units analyzed for risks related to corruption 

SO3 Percentage of employees trained in 
organization’s anti-corruption policies 
and procedures 

SO4 Actions taken in response to incidents 
of corruption 

Public Policy 

SO5	 Public policy positions and participation in 
public policy development and lobbying 

SO6	 Total value of financial and in-kind 
contributions to political parties, politicians,
and related institutions by country 

Anti-Competitive Behavior 

SO7	 Total number of legal actions for 
anticompetitive behavior, anti-trust, and 
monopoly practices and their outcomes 

Compliance 

SO8	 Monetary value of significant fines and 
total number of non-monetary sanctions for 
noncompliance with laws and regulations 

Building Operations (p. 113) 
Real Estate Optimization (p. 113) 

We have a zero-tolerance policy regarding
bribery and corruption. Both our Code of
Conduct and our Directors’ Code of Conduct
spell out detailed expectations regarding
anticorruption. We help monitor potential
conflicts through our anticorruption
compliance program, which covers business
dealings and transactions in countries
where BNY Mellon or our subsidiaries or
associates operate. It is designed to facilitate
compliance with national and international
laws including the U.S. Foreign Corrupt
Practices Act and the UK Bribery Act.

Employee Code of Conduct
Directors Code of Conduct
Risk Culture (p. 33) 

Ethics, Risk and Compliance Training (p. 45) 

Not Reported 

Advocacy and Political Engagement (p. 56) 

Political Contributions (p. 57) 

GRI Index (see footnote–p. 137) 

GRI Index (see footnote–p. 137) 

https://www.bnymellon.com/_global-assets/pdf/corporate-governance/employee-code-of-conduct.pdf
https://www.bnymellon.com/us/en/_locale-assets/pdf/news/at-a-glance-corporate-fact-sheet.pdf
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PRODUCT RESPONSIBILITY 

DMA	 Disclosure on Management Approach 

Financial Services Sector Supplement 

FS1	 Policies with specific environmental 
and social components applied to 
business lines 

FS2	 Procedures for assessing and screening 
environmental and social risks in 
business lines 

FS3	 Processes for monitoring clients’
environmental and social requirements 
included in agreements or transactions 

FS4	 Process(es) for improving staff competency 
to implement the environmental and social 
policies and procedures as applied to 
business lines 

FS5	 Interactions with clients/investees/business 
partners regarding environmental and social 
risks and opportunities 

Customer Health & Safety 

FS6	 Percentage of the portfolio for business 
lines by specific region, size, and by sector 

FS7	 Monetary value of products and services 
designed to deliver a specific social 
benefit for each business line broken down 
by purpose 

FS8	 Monetary value of products and services 
designed to deliver a specific environmental 
benefit for each business line broken down 
by purpose 

FS9	 Coverage and frequency of audits to assess 
implementation of environmental and social 
policies and risk assessment procedures 

Ethics (p. 43)
 

Strong Governance (p. 53) 

Environmental Management (p. 110) 

Ethics (p. 43) 

Responsible Investments (p. 84) 

Social Finance (p. 85)
 

Investment Management (p. 87)
 

Social Finance (p. 85)
 

SRI Training and Education for Employees  

(p. 89) 

Asset Servicing (p. 90) 

BNY Mellon Annual Report (pp. 33, 36)* 

Performance Data (p. 25) — Assets 
specifically screened for ESG factors 

Performance Data (p. 25) — Assets 
specifically screened for ESG factors 

For our CDP disclosure, our scope 1 & 2 
emissions are 100% verified externally 
against ISO standard 14064-3.

Climate Change Leadership (p. 111) 
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FS11 Percentage of assets subject to positive and 
negative environmental or social screening 

Performance Data (p. 25) — Assets 
specifically screened for ESG factors 

FS12 Voting polic(ies) applied to environmental Proxy Voting and Issuer Engagement (p. 37) 
or social issues for shares over which the Responsible Investments (p. 84) 
reporting organization holds the right to vote 
shares or advises on voting 

Customer Health & Safety 

PR1 	 Life cycle stages in which health and safety N/A 
impacts of products and services are 
assessed for improvement, and percentage 
of significant products and services 
categories subject to such procedures 

PR2 Total number of incidents of non-compliance 
with regulations and voluntary codes 
concerning health and safety impacts of 
products and services during their life cycle,
by type of outcomes 

N/A 

Product & Service Labeling 

PR5 Practices related to customer satisfaction,
including results of surveys measuring 
customer satisfaction 

Stakeholder Engagement (p. 20) 
Social Finance (p. 85) 

Customer Privacy 

PR8 Total number of substantiated complaints 
regarding breaches of customer privacy and 
losses of customer data 

GRI Index (see footnote below) 

Compliance 

PR9 Monetary value of significant fines for 
noncompliance with laws and regulations 
concerning the provision and use of products 
and services 

GRI Index (see footnote below)

*As a public company with securities traded on the New York Stock Exchange, The Bank of New York Mellon Corporation (the “Company”) is required
to file periodic reports with the Securities and Exchange Commission (“SEC”), including a quarterly report for the first three calendar quarters on
Form 10-Q and an annual report on Form 10-K. These reports are publicly available from the SEC’s website (sec.gov), and are also available on the
Company’s website. 

Notes:
Under the SEC’s disclosure rules, the Company must disclose certain legal proceedings in its quarterly and annual reports on Form 10-Q or 10-K.

These rules require that the Company describe any material legal proceedings, other than ordinary routine litigation incidental to its business, to

which the Company or any of its subsidiaries is a party or of which any their properties is subject. The description must include the name of the

court or agency in which the proceedings are pending, the date instituted, the principal parties to the proceeding, a description of the factual basis

alleged to underlie the proceeding and the relief sought. The Company must disclose similar information as to any such proceeding known to be

contemplated by government authorities. The SEC’s rules include specific instructions on how these rules are applied, including certain exceptions

for matters that do not need to be disclosed.


The Company’s disclosures as to these legal proceedings can be found under the caption “Legal Proceedings” included in its periodic reports on Form
10-Q or 10-K, as well as the “Legal Proceedings” section in the Notes to Consolidated Financial Statements accompanying the financial statements
included in those reports. 

https://www.bnymellon.com/us/en/investor-relations/financial-reports.jsp
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DISCLAIMER (referenced on page 39) 

BNY Mellon is the corporate brand of The Bank of New York Mellon Corporation and may be used as a generic term to reference the corporation
as a whole and/or its various subsidiaries generally. This material and any products and services may be issued or provided under various
brand names in various countries by duly authorized and regulated subsidiaries, affiliates, and joint ventures of BNY Mellon, which may include
any of the following. The Bank of New York Mellon, in New York, New York a banking corporation organized pursuant to the laws of the State of
New York, and operating in England through its branch, in London, England and registered in England and Wales with numbers FC005522 and
BR000818. The Bank of New York Mellon is supervised and regulated by the New York State Department of Financial Services and the US Federal
Reserve and authorized by the Prudential Regulation Authority. The Bank of New York Mellon, London Branch is subject to regulation by the
Financial Conduct Authority and limited regulation by the Prudential Regulation Authority. The Bank of New York Mellon SA/NV, a Belgian public
limited liability company, with company number 0806.743.159, whose registered office is at 46 Rue Montoyerstraat, B-1000 Brussels, Belgium,
authorized and regulated as a significant credit institution by the European Central Bank (ECB), under the prudential supervision of the National
Bank of Belgium (NBB) and under the supervision of the Belgian Financial Services and Markets Authority (FSMA) for conduct of business rules,
and a subsidiary of The Bank of New York Mellon. The Bank of New York Mellon SA/NV (London Branch) authorized by the ECB, NBB and the FSMA
and subject to limited regulation by the Financial Conduct Authority and the Prudential Regulation Authority. Details about the extent of our
regulation by the Financial Conduct Authority and Prudential Regulation Authority are available from us on request. The Bank of New York Mellon,
Singapore Branch is subject to regulation by the Monetary Authority of Singapore. The Bank of New York Mellon, Hong Kong Branch is subject to
regulation by the Hong Kong Monetary Authority and the Securities & Futures Commission of Hong Kong. The Bank of New York Mellon Securities
Company Japan Ltd acts as intermediary for The Bank of New York Mellon. Not all products and services are offered in all countries. 

The information contained in this material is intended for use by wholesale/professional clients or the equivalent only and is not intended for use
by retail clients. If distributed in the UK, this material is a financial promotion. 

This material, which may be considered advertising, is for general information purposes only and is not intended to provide legal, tax, accounting,
investment, financial or other professional advice on any matter. This material does not constitute a recommendation by BNY Mellon of
any kind. Use of our products and services is subject to various regulations and regulatory oversight. You should discuss this material with
appropriate advisors in the context of your circumstances before acting in any manner on this material or agreeing to use any of the referenced
products or services and make your own independent assessment (based on such advice) as to whether the referenced products or services are
appropriate or suitable for you. This material may not be comprehensive or up to date and there is no undertaking as to the accuracy, timeliness,
completeness or fitness for a particular purpose of information given. BNY Mellon will not be responsible for updating any information contained
within this material and opinions and information contained herein are subject to change without notice. BNY Mellon assumes no direct or
consequential liability for any errors in or reliance upon this material. 

This material may not be distributed or used for the purpose of providing any referenced products or services or making any offers or solicitations
in any jurisdiction or in any circumstances in which such products, services, offers or solicitations are unlawful or not authorized, or where there
would be, by virtue of such distribution, new or additional registration requirements. 

Money market fund shares are not a deposit or obligation of BNY Mellon. Investments in money market funds are not insured, guaranteed,
recommended or otherwise endorsed in any way by BNY Mellon, the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation or any other government agency.
Securities instruments and services other than money market mutual funds and off-shore liquidity funds are offered by BNY Mellon Capital
Markets, LLC. 

The terms of any products or services provided by BNY Mellon to a client, including without limitation any administrative, valuation, trade
execution or other services shall be solely determined by the definitive agreement relating to such products or services. Any products or services
provided by BNY Mellon shall not be deemed to have been provided as fiduciary or adviser except as expressly provided in such definitive
agreement. BNY Mellon may enter into a foreign exchange transaction, derivative transaction or collateral arrangement as a counterparty to
a client, and its rights as counterparty or secured party under the applicable transactional agreement or collateral arrangement shall take
precedence over any obligation it may have as fiduciary or adviser or as service provider under any other agreement. 

Pursuant to Title VII of The Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act of 2010 and the applicable rules thereunder, The Bank
of New York Mellon is provisionally registered as a swap dealer with the Commodity Futures Trading Commission (“CFTC”) and is a swap dealer
member of the National Futures Association (NFA ID 0420990). 

BNY Mellon (including its broker-dealer affiliates) may have long or short positions in any currency, derivative or instrument discussed herein.
BNY Mellon has included data in this material from information generally available to the public from sources believed to be reliable. Any price
or other data used for illustrative purposes may not reflect actual current conditions. No representations or warranties are made, and BNY
Mellon assumes no liability, as to the suitability of any products and services described herein for any particular purpose or the accuracy or
completeness of any information or data contained in this material. Price and other data are subject to change at any time without notice. 

Pershing Prime Services is a service of Pershing LLC, member FINRA, NYSE, SIPC, a wholly owned subsidiary of The Bank of New York Mellon
Corporation (BNY Mellon). Member of SIPC. Securities in your account protected up to $500,000. For details, please see www.sipc.org. 

All references to dollars are in US dollars unless specified otherwise. 

http://www.sipc.org
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The following regulatory disclosure language only applies to BNY Mellon and distribution of this report by BNY Mellon. BNY Mellon is the corporate
brand of The Bank of New York Mellon Corporation and may be used as a generic term to reference the corporation as a whole and/or its various
subsidiaries generally. This material and any products and services may be issued or provided under various brand names in various countries
by duly authorized and regulated subsidiaries, affiliates, and joint ventures of BNY Mellon, which may include any of the following. The Bank of
New York Mellon, in New York, New York a banking corporation organized pursuant to the laws of the State of New York, and operating in England
through its branch, in London, England and registered in England and Wales with numbers FC005522 and BR000818. The Bank of New York Mellon
is supervised and regulated by the New York State Department of Financial Services and the US Federal Reserve and authorized by the Prudential
Regulation Authority. The Bank of New York Mellon, London Branch is subject to regulation by the Financial Conduct Authority and limited
regulation by the Prudential Regulation Authority. The Bank of New York Mellon SA/NV, a Belgian public limited liability company, with company
number 0806.743.159, whose registered office is at 46 Rue Montoyerstraat, B-1000 Brussels, Belgium, authorized and regulated as a significant
credit institution by the European Central Bank (ECB), under the prudential supervision of the National Bank of Belgium (NBB) and under the
supervision of the Belgian Financial Services and Markets Authority (FSMA) for conduct of business rules, and a subsidiary of The Bank of New
York Mellon. The Bank of New York Mellon SA/NV (London Branch) authorized by the ECB, NBB and the FSMA and subject to limited regulation
by the Financial Conduct Authority and the Prudential Regulation Authority. Details about the extent of our regulation by the Financial Conduct
Authority and Prudential Regulation Authority are available from us on request. The Bank of New York Mellon, Singapore Branch is subject to
regulation by the Monetary Authority of Singapore. The Bank of New York Mellon, Hong Kong Branch is subject to regulation by the Hong Kong
Monetary Authority and the Securities & Futures Commission of Hong Kong. The Bank of New York Mellon Securities Company Japan Ltd acts as
intermediary for The Bank of New York Mellon. Not all products and services are offered in all countries. 

The material contained in this report, which may be considered advertising, is for general information and reference purposes only and is not
intended to provide or be construed as legal, tax, accounting, investment, financial or other professional advice on any matter, and is not to
be used as such. The contents may not be comprehensive or up-to-date, and BNY Mellon will not be responsible for updating any information
contained within this report. If distributed in the UK or EMEA, this report is a financial promotion. This report, and the statements contained
herein, is not an offer or solicitation to buy or sell any products (including financial products) or services or to participate in any particular strategy
mentioned and should not be construed as such. This report is not intended for distribution to, or use by, any person or entity in any jurisdiction or
country in which such distribution or use would be contrary to local law or regulation. Similarly, this report may not be distributed or used for the
purpose of offers or solicitations in any jurisdiction or in any circumstances in which such offers or solicitations are unlawful or not authorized,
or where there would be, by virtue of such distribution, new or additional registration requirements. Persons into whose possession this report
comes are required to inform themselves about and to observe any restrictions that apply to the distribution of this document in their jurisdiction. 

Some information contained in this report has been obtained from third party sources and has not been independently verified by BNY Mellon.
Information contained in this report may not be comprehensive or up-to-date, and is subject to change without notice. BNY Mellon will not
be responsible for updating any information contained within this report and makes no representation as to the accuracy or completeness of
such information. BNY Mellon assumes no liability (direct or consequential or any other form of liability) for any errors in or reliance upon the
information contained in the report. 

Reproduction, distribution, republication and retransmission of material contained in this report is prohibited without the prior consent of
BNY Mellon. 

Trademarks, service marks and logos belong to their respective owners. 

All data included within this publication is as of December 31, 2014, unless otherwise stated. 

© 2015 The Bank of New York Mellon Corporation. All rights reserved. 

To find out more about our CSR strategy, commitments and achievements please see www.bnymellon.com/csr.
Additional information is available on www.bnymellon.com or follow us on Twitter @BNY Mellon. 

All data included in this publication is as of December 31, 2014. For a full explanation of statistics, please see
www.bnymellon.com/csr or https://www.bnymellon.com/us/en/investor-relations/index.jsp#ir/annual-report--proxy. 

http://www.bnymellon.com/csr
http://www.bnymellon.com
http://www.bnymellon.com/csr
https://www.bnymellon.com/us/en/investor-relations/index.jsp#ir/annual-report--proxy
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	Our role as the investments company for the worldgives us a unique perspective on the forces that shapeopportunities for our clients, which include a uniqueset of financial market leaders encompassing a broadrange of industries and markets. For more than adecade, one of the most pervasive trends we’ve seenplay out across financial services and the broader business world is the accelerating pace of globalchange, enabled by technological advances. 
	We believe that trend is approaching an inflectionpoint. New thinking is transforming industries,seemingly overnight. Companies such as ours areexpected to deliver more, better and faster than we did before. 
	The challenge for this generation of business leadersis to drive that transformation. Change can no longerbe incremental. 
	At BNY Mellon, we’ve been taking action from topto bottom to further transform our company. We’vestrengthened our executive management team byhiring and promoting outstanding new leaders withproven track records of driving change and improving




	CEO Message 
	CEO Message 
	–Gerald Hassell 
	performance—some from other industries or segmentsof financial services, allowing them to bring fresh eyesand new perspectives. Our new Chief Risk Officer,for example, is a recognized expert in his field whowill help us continue to meet or exceed regulatoryrequirements with respect to our financial strength,risk management practices and integrity. We’re alsochallenging ourselves, from how we’re organized tohow we operate. The creation of a Markets Groupthat brings together the capabilities and talents ofour
	How has CSR evolved over the last several years? Howis the mindset on business alignment and the benefitsof CSR changing? 
	The scope of CSR programs has traditionally beenquite narrow, consisting largely of community supportand environmental initiatives. That has significantlyevolved in the past decade. We’ve seen a recognitionfrom CEOs and boards that a company’s responsibilityto and impact on society doesn’t end with its communitysupport and environmental commitments. 
	Those commitments remain core components of CSRprograms, but companies are increasingly aligningtheir CSR strategy with their purpose by honing inonissues of significant importance to the business.They’re applying more rigor and developinginterdisciplinary CSR strategies that are mutuallyreinforcing and aligned with the company’s role, brandand values. 
	While a company’s top executives, board and CSRspecialists are instrumental in business alignment,employees throughout an organization have asignificant role to play in CSR alignment and success.Over the past few years, there’s been more of a focuson broader participation from our business lines atall levels. 
	At BNY Mellon, we’ve aligned our CSR strategy withbusiness objectives by considering our critical rolein the markets and identifying the issues that arelikely to most significantly impact our stakeholders.We periodically revisit our analysis because globaltrends not only impact our business, but also our CSRstrategy. The rapid pace of change, particularly intechnology, presents risks as well as opportunities,and we’d be remiss if we didn’t account for those inour CSR efforts. 
	What are some key accomplishments this year? 
	What are some key accomplishments this year? 
	Our focus on social finance (see Q&A with ourPresident on page 15) represents a more coordinatedand strategic approach to CSR aligned with our roleas part of the global financial markets. We are tappinginto our investments expertise to create productsthat aim to address our clients’ needs for attractivefinancial returns and also support positive social andenvironmental outcomes. 
	Reflecting our continued progress, our company hasbeen named to the , which is one of the most highlyregarded global sustainability indices. We were one ofonly two U.S. diversified financial services companiesselected for inclusion in 2014. In addition, we receivedperfect scores for climate change disclosure andperformance in  and its , becoming the only
	Dow Jones Sustainability World
	Dow Jones Sustainability World
	Index (DJSI World

	1
	CDP’s S&P 500 Climate Performance
	CDP’s S&P 500 Climate Performance
	Leadership Index 2014

	S&P 500 Climate
	S&P 500 Climate
	Disclosure Leadership Index 2014

	2

	U.S. financial company and one of only two S&P 500companies to achieve the top score two years in a row. 
	We are proud to be among the leaders in CSR andexcited to explore and pioneer new opportunities tostrengthen our impact. It’s the right thing to do andit’s good for business.
	1Dow Jones Sustainability Indices, 2014.2CDP S&P 500 Climate Change Report, 2014. 


	Materiality.
	Materiality.
	Materiality.
	As the investments company for the world, it is ourbusiness to understand where resources can havethe greatest impact and how our firm can engageand enrich society. We apply this thinking to ourCSR strategy, identifying areas where we can fosterpositive change. Additionally, we are increasinglyfocused on connecting programs to createinterdisciplinary strategies that allow for optimizedvalue and performance. 
	In 2014, we conducted a materiality refresh througha comprehensive evaluation to ensure that we arefocusing on areas with the highest importanceand relevance to our firm. The evaluation includedresearch and interviews with a diverse group ofinternal and external stakeholders to gather theirfeedback on our existing CSR framework and theproposed evolution of our CSR strategy. The outcomesof the materiality refresh were reviewed by ourExecutive Committee and by the CSR Committee ofthe Board of Directors. While
	•.
	•.
	•.
	MarketIntegrity: We earn clients’ trust every dayby upholding the highest standards of integrity andresponsibility in our practices and products. Wecontribute to the health of global markets throughthe resiliency and effectiveness of our operations. 

	•.
	•.
	OurPeople: We provide our talented, diverseworkforce with the opportunities they need togrow and succeed. 

	•.
	•.
	OurWorld: We make our local communities betterplaces to live and work and contribute to solutionsfor the world’s most pressing issues. 


	Based on key findings from the materiality refresh, our.strategy has evolved in the following ways:. 
	Market Integrity.An increased emphasis on risk.. 
	•.
	•.
	•.
	•.
	Effective risk management helps to protectmarkets, which is core to our responsibilityas a financial institution that safeguards one-fifth of the world’s assets. Under the pillar ofMarket Integrity, our focus on Risk and Reliabilitycomprises  (on page 30), (on page 47). 
	3
	Risk Management
	Financial Strength
	 (on page 38), Ethics and
	Operational Reliability


	Our PeopleAn emphasis on how we achieve excellent talent andare invested in our employees. 
	3Based upon the value of assets held in custody reported by the top 51 custodians, as reported by  in March 2014. 
	GlobalCustody.net


	•.
	•.
	We cultivate excellent talent through (on page 78). 
	Leadership
	and Development
	 (on page 62), Engagement and
	Wellbeing
	 (on page 71), and Diversity and Inclusion



	Our World
	The addition of Social Finance and the expansion ofEnvironmental Management. 
	•.
	•.
	•.
	Due to client demand,  (on page85)has emerged as both a business driver and away to have a positive impact on society and theenvironment. Working with our clients, we canuse investments to help solve some of the world’stoughest challenges. 
	Social Finance


	•.
	•.
	Environmental Management has been broadenedto include all areas related to our environmentalefforts such as (on page 111) and Environmental (onpage 113). 
	Climate Change Leadership
	 Efficiency




	Objectives, Research Methods,and Stakeholder Engagement 
	Objectives, Research Methods,and Stakeholder Engagement 
	As the investments company for the world, it is ourbusiness to understand where resources can havethe greatest impact and how our firm engages andenriches society. We apply this thinking to our CSRstrategy, identifying areas where we can fosterpositive change. 
	In 2014, we refreshed our 2011 materiality assessmentto ensure that we are focusing on CSR topics with thehighest importance and relevance to our firm. Theevaluation process included research and interviewswith a diverse group of internal and externalstakeholders to gather feedback on our existing CSRframework and evolution of our CSR strategy. Theoutcomes of the materiality refresh were reviewed byour Executive Committee and CSR Committee of theBoard of Directors. 
	CSR Materiality. 

	Tier 1: Topics that are critically importantto society and our businessINCLUDES:Risk ManagementFinancial StabilityEthics & ComplianceOperational Reliability Tier 3: Topics that are beneficial to society andsome of our business and operations Tier 2: Topics that are important to societyand our firm’s strategyRISK AND RELIABILITY COMMUNITY COMMITMENT ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT DIVERSITY AND INCLUSION ENGAGEMENT AND WELLBEING LEADERSHIP AND DEVELOPMENT SOCIAL FINANCE STRONG GOVERNANCE 
	Tier 1Risk and Reliability 
	Tier 1Risk and Reliability 
	Why It’s Important
	Why It’s Important
	BNY Mellon processes more than 3 billion transactionsevery month, making our ability to manage risksessential for the global economy. We recognize that thisfundamental importance to the health and operationsof the financial markets carries with it a responsibilityto maintain the highest standards of excellence. Ourability to manage risk and operate reliably is critical toour business and the needs of our stakeholders.

	Strategy 
	Strategy 
	To help meet business and stakeholder needs in lightof shifting regulations, risks and client demands, wefocus our approach on risk management (includingembedding a risk culture), financial stability, ethicsand operational reliability.
	Tier 2Diversity and Inclusion 

	Why It’s Important
	Why It’s Important
	In this global marketplace, we rely on our workforce toprovide creative insights and innovative solutions thatmeet the wide-ranging needs of our clients around theworld. To adequately serve our stakeholders, we aimto have the very best talent and provide an engagingand inclusive environment that leverages diversity anddifferences, so that all of our employees can thrive.

	Strategy 
	Strategy 
	We strive for continuous improvement in diversitytrends for our management and leadership ranksglobally and sustain positive trends in diversity andinclusion on employee survey scores. 
	Tier 2Engagement and Wellbeing 

	Why It’s Important
	Why It’s Important
	Our ability to meet and exceed client needs dependson maintaining an engaged, motivated workforce.We believe that caring for our people, including theirwellbeing, promotes higher levels of engagement tobest serve our clients.

	Strategy 
	Strategy 
	Engagement—We enhance key drivers of employeeengagement including leadership, management,empowerment, collaboration and careeropportunities. Wellbeing—We educate, encourageand empower employees to enjoy healthy, happy andfulfilled lives.
	Tier 2Leadership and Development 

	Why It’s Important
	Why It’s Important
	By driving a high-performance culture that stems fromgreat talent, leadership and learning, we will achievebusiness success and help to build meaningfulcareers for our people.

	Strategy 
	Strategy 
	We support a learning culture that builds leaders at alllevels. By providing employees with opportunities tolearn, develop and receive ongoing feedback, we helpthem realize their full potential. 
	Tier 2Social Finance 

	Why It’s Important
	Why It’s Important
	We believe that investments are key to enablingpositive change in society and for the environment.Capital will be needed in sectors from health toeducation to agriculture to meet the needs of agrowing population as the world becomes increasinglyresource constrained.

	Strategy 
	Strategy 
	We formalized a focus on social finance that leveragesour collective knowledge, skills and resources tohelp attract mainstream investors, unlock capital,and shift more financing toward positive social andenvironmental outcomes. We drive progress in threeareas: products and services, thought leadership andresearch, and partnerships. 
	Tier 2Strong Governance 

	Why It’s Important
	Why It’s Important
	Good governance promotes accountability,compliance and the highest ethical standards fromthe Board of Directors to all levels of the firm.

	Strategy 
	Strategy 
	We meet evolving stakeholder needs and expectationsby enhancing and sustaining practices for substantivestakeholder engagement, corporate socialresponsibility, and responsible political engagement. 
	Tier 3Community Commitment 

	Why It’s Important
	Why It’s Important
	Operating in 35 countries, our global presence givesus a unique vantage point on major problems facingsociety today. We are committed to contributingsolutions to address these challenges and target ourefforts toward programs that make our communitiesbetter places to live and work.

	Strategy 
	Strategy 
	We demonstrate a measurable positive impact in ourcommunities through philanthropic activity, employeecommunity involvement, supplier management andrelationships and human rights advocacy.
	Tier 3Environmental Management 

	Why It’s Important
	Why It’s Important
	Prudent management of natural resources is one ofthe world’s most pressing issues. We strive to makeour operations as efficient and effective as possible,driving increased standards for environmentalperformance. Our strategic management of resourcesachieves a positive effect on the bottom line, helpsmanage risk, inspires ways to help our clients succeedand supports our communities around the world.

	Strategy 
	Strategy 
	We integrate continuous environmental improvementand sustainability across our operations and intoeverything we do—from cutting carbon emissionsin the way we travel and the design of our offices toproviding our clients with investment options thatmanage climate risks and opportunities.
	Figure
	How did BNY Mellon’s approach to corporate socialresponsibility change in 2014? 
	Corporate social responsibility is deeply embeddedin who we are as a company. It’s woven into ourculture, from the way we engage and develop ourglobal workforce to the way we partner with clients todevelop solutions. Because CSR is inextricably linkedto our business, we refreshed our approach in 2014,which was driven by the financial markets and thetrends we saw across our business. 
	As a leading global financial institution, risk managementcontinues to be among BNY Mellon’s highest priorities.We have a responsibility to our clients, the financialmarkets and society to effectively identify and mitigate risk. Risk management has always been a core tenet ofour investment in market integrity. We’re emphasizingthat commitment as a part of our culture by explicitlyconnecting risk and reliability to our CSR strategy inour 2014 materiality analysis. 
	We also see investment implications emerging fromglobal environmental, social and governance trends.In 2014, we formalized a focus on social finance, as werecognized the potential for investors to protect andgenerate long-term value, while driving positive socialand environmental change. 



	Q&A with the President 
	Q&A with the President 
	–Karen Peetz 
	Describe some of the ways BNY Mellon has madeunderstanding and managing risk a priority. 
	Risk management has always been a significantpriority for us. Under the leadership of our Chief RiskOfficer, James Wiener, who joined BNY Mellon in2014, we’re furthering that focus by strengtheningthe integration of risk into our culture and throughoutour lines of defense. We’re continuing to instill asense of accountability about risk management inour employees at every stage of their employment,starting with recruitment. 
	Tell us more about social finance at BNY Mellon. Howis the firm responding to macro environmental andsocietal challenges with its products and services? 
	We define social finance as any investment activitythat includes both financial returns and significantsocial and/or environmental impact. By expandingthe definition of “social finance” to include sociallyresponsible investing, development finance,environmental investing and impact investing, wedemonstrate that BNY Mellon has a significantfootprint in a growing segment that addresses bothclients’ needs for financial return and their desire tosee positive impact.
	Our focus on this area is both a response to theopportunities and risks we see from complex globalissues and recognition that creating a bridge betweenstrategies allows investors to put more of their moneyto work to earn financial return and—for those thatvalue it—have a social impact. Because we workwith corporations, institutions and investors acrossevery stage of the investment process, we see socialfinance’s full potential from investment servicing toinvestment management. 
	It sounds like social finance is a significantopportunity for BNY Mellon. How will itbenefit clients? 
	It’s an exciting area of innovation for our company.We have significant expertise in areas of socialfinance including socially responsible investing.Clients are looking for innovative, strategic ideas andopportunities. Our social finance focus is one waywe’re delivering those. 
	How are you building capacity internally soBNYMellon can deliver a diversified and integratedsuite of social finance offerings to clients? 
	We’re building from a strong base of internalexpertise. Several of our investment boutiques havebeen active in socially responsible investing for overa decade. A number of highly skilled investmentemployees have also come forward with ideas andenthusiasm about social finance. With their cross-business expertise, they’re developing practicalfinancial solutions that meet our clients’ needs andoffer social benefits at the same time. 
	Product development, employee engagementand partnerships are important areas of focusfor us in the year ahead as we expand our socialfinance capabilities. 
	What do you hope to achieve in 2015? 
	Social finance could be a tremendous opportunityfor our clients, our firm, the broader investmentcommunity and society—and it doesn’t end with ourbusiness capabilities. We’re partnering with leadingorganizations to conduct research, contribute tothe conversation and advance the field to positivelyimpact our world through investments. 
	We believe one of the areas with the most potentialis making investing in developing and emergingmarkets safer and more attractive to mainstreaminvestors. Increasing capital flow to these marketsrequires strong rule of law and improved governanceto decrease investment and business risk. This couldlead to business opportunities for our firm and alsocontribute to economic development and improvedsocial conditions in these nations. 
	To support the inclusion of a robust goal calling forbroad access to rule of law within the forthcomingpost-2015 United Nation’s Sustainable DevelopmentGoals (SDGs), we began a partnership with the UnitedNations Foundation (UNF) in 2014. The SDGs will setthe global stage and norms for development from 2016to 2030. Through our partnership with UNF, we arebuilding a coalition of support from the private sectorand civil society. We look to advance the rule of lawwithin the SDGs, helping to impact trillions of 

	CSR Governance 
	CSR Governance 
	CSR Governance Structure 
	We have in place a strong CSR governance structure that starts at the top of our firm. Our robustgovernance and reporting practices enable transparency andaccountability at BNY Mellon. The independentCorporate Social Responsibility Committee of theBoard of Directors regularly and actively reviews ourCSR program, monitors progress against our Long-Term Goals and provides guidance on our CSR efforts.Our firm’s executive management holds ultimateresponsibility for our CSR progress and success, as
	CSR COMMITTEE OFTHE BOARD OF DIRECTORS Made up of independent directors who regularlyreviewour CSR program and monitor progressagainst our Long-TermGoals Has ultimate responsibility for our firm’sprogress and success in CSR and Social Finance; oversees progress on key performanceindicators and Long-Term Goals, anticipatesmarket trends and future client needs, and drives business innovation EXECUTIVE MANAGEMENT SOCIAL FINANCEBUSINESS COUNCIL Representatives from acrossthe company who provideguidance on overa
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	they review and evaluate Key Performance Indicatorsand Long-Term Goals in their respective businessunits and associated management. 
	Internal CSR specialists and subject-matter expertswork to instill CSR practices and behavior throughoutour company. Our core team of CSR specialists workswith each area to develop initiatives specific to ourbusinesses, monitors progress on material issues,facilitates dialogue and develops strategies thatcoordinate across disciplines. These specialists alsoengage with experts in the financial services industryand the CSR field. More than 50 subject-matterexperts help manage the day-to-day execution of CSRpo
	In 2014, we established two specialized workinggroups to replace our former CSR Council. The CSRWorking Group and the Social Finance BusinessCouncil are able to provide focused guidance across abroader range of topics and functions than the Councilthat they replaced. The CSR Working Group membershave day-to-day responsibilities that are tieddirectly to the measuring, monitoring, reporting andreputational management of major CSR topics. Thisgroup is tied to tangible output, including CSR Long-Term Goals, rep
	Learn more

	Annual CSR Goal-Setting & Implementation Process 
	Note: In Progress Toward CSR Goals on page 21, the ‘Notable 2014 Progress’ column provides information on 2014 results. CSR GOVERNANCE GROUPS CSR COMMITTEE OF THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS (CSR BOARD COMMITTEE) Independent directorswho review BNY Mellon’s CSR program and monitor progress against Long-Term Goals. EXECUTIVE MANAGEMENT Oversee progress on key performance indicatorsand Long-Term Goals, and have ultimate responsibility for CSR progress and success. CSR SPECIALISTS Lead the development and management of

	StakeholderEngagement 
	StakeholderEngagement 
	StakeholderEngagement 
	We actively solicit feedback and adapt our productsand practices to match the evolving demands of ourdiverse stakeholders. We believe dialogue andengagement contribute to business excellence. We use amultidimensional approach to stakeholder engagement. 

	Stakeholder engagement is an overarching mechanismfor achieving strong performance within each of ourCSR strategic priorities. Throughout our reporting, wehave highlighted specific examples that emphasizethe importance of engaging key stakeholders.For instance, when developing our Social Financeinitiative, we participated in extensive dialoguewith clients, investors and employees, among otherstakeholders, to gather feedback. For specificexamples of these engagements, see our sectionon  on page 85. 
	Social Finance

	Stakeholder Engagement Mechanisms.
	Stakeholder Engagement Mechanisms.

	SHAREHOLDERSAnnual andquarterly reports Webcasts andconference calls Financial servicesconferences Proxy voting Annual meeting COMMUNITIESDirect meetingswith local leaders andadvocacygroups Board membership Financial support(grants, sponsorships) Employee volunteeringand fundraising CLIENTS Direct meetings Conference advisory boards Client conferences Client satisfaction survey External surveys EMPLOYEESDirect meetingswith managers Performance managementand development programs Town halls and EmployeeResour
	The four groups above represent our key stakeholders, as defined during a comprehensive strategic analysis to refine our CSR focus. External partners, suppliers, peer companies, nonprofits and industry associations are also important stakeholders for 
	our firm. 
	our firm. 

	Transparency 
	Transparency 
	Transparency 
	We build trust with stakeholdersand enable collaborativeproblem-solving by promotingtransparency throughoutour business operations andcommunications. We play avital role in the global financialmarkets, and it is importantthat our stakeholders see thatwe are conducting businessopenly and with integrity andendeavor to hold our businesspartners and suppliers to thesame high standard. This year,we have increased the depth ofour CSR reporting around somekey issues, including: 

	Our business activities:
	A robust discussion of ourtechnology improvementsrelated to operational reliability,including cybersecurity, systemavailability and transactionexecution quality 
	BNY Mellon University (BKU):
	A more detailed overview oflearning and developmentofferings, as well as ofthe strategy employed tostreamline our curriculum andour processes for tracking andanalyzing the effectiveness ofour training 
	Environmental disclosure:
	Environmental disclosure:
	An in-depth discussion ofhow and why we manage ourenvironmental footprint throughinvestments in environmentalefficiency, and the formationof our new Business andEnvironmental Sustainabilitygroup in 2014 



	Progress TowardCSR Goals 
	Progress TowardCSR Goals 
	Progress TowardCSR Goals 
	We have made long-term commitments for each of ourCSR priority areas, measuring our progress throughKey Performance Indicators. We provide regularstatus updates to the CSR Committee of the Board ofDirectors using the color-coded rating system belowto indicate our progress. Executive management has

	Progress in 2014
	Progress in 2014
	Progress in 2014
	More than 80%50% to 80%Below 50% 
	Figure

	Ethics & Transparency. 
	ultimate responsibility for achieving progress towardthe Long-Term Goals. 
	The long-term commitments listed below arebased on our 2011 materiality analysis, and we willcontinue reporting on these through the end of 2015.Next year’s report will provide highlights of ouraccomplishments from 2012 through 2015. Starting in2015, we will also be transitioning to new Long-TermGoals to align with outcomes based on our refreshed2014  (on page 10).
	materiality analysis


	Long-Term Goal Uphold high standards for fostering and maintaining aculture that promotes mutual respect, avoidsconflicts, conducts business based on honestcompetition, and observes the heightened diligencerequired in government interactions. We do thisthrough leadership and transparent communication ofmaterial and critical information, and by ensuring ourtraining and program resources remain relevantand engaging. Notable 2014 Progress •We increased the number of monitored employeeson our personal security 
	Ethicson page43
	Transparencyon page20 

	Note: In 2015, our long-term goals will be changing as a result of the 2014 materiality analysis refresh to better align with the areas that are ofprominent concern to our business and that could benefit from CSR oversight.
	Operational Reliability & Effectiveness 
	Long-Term Goal 
	Long-Term Goal 
	Contribute to the health of the financial systemthrough excellence in transaction quality, reliability ofsystems and service providers, and resiliency duringpotential disruptions; demonstrate leadership in theeffective use of resources, including those withenvironmental impacts 
	Figure
	Strong Governance
	Long-Term Goal 
	Meet evolving stakeholder needs and expectations byenhancing and sustaining practices for substantivestakeholder engagement, corporate socialresponsibility, and responsible political engagement 
	Figure
	Notable 2014 Progress 
	•.
	•.
	•.
	•.
	Core and significant applications achieved

	99.7percent availability 

	•.
	•.
	Launched ISO 27001 program with the objective ofenhancing information security management of ourglobal operations 

	•.
	•.
	We are working towards including cyber-specificmetrics, as we believe the topic is relevant toOperational Reliability based on the current environment.In the interim, we have taken the position of rating thisgoal at amber due to the complexity and impact ofpotential cybersecurity attacks. We recognize thatcybersecurity threats are constantly evolving and willcontinue to strengthen our controls that are designedto detect, prevent and respond to such threats.


	Learn more:
	Risk Management on page30.
	Risk Management on page30.
	Operational Reliability on page47.
	Environmental Efficiency on page113. 

	Notable 2014 Progress 
	•.
	•.
	•.
	One of only two U.S. diversified financial servicescompanies listed on the , and one of only two S&P 500companies with a perfect score on  indexesfor two consecutive years
	Dow Jones Sustainability
	Dow Jones Sustainability
	World Index

	4
	CDP
	CDP

	5 


	•.
	•.
	•.
	Improved company score on 
	CPA-Zicklin Index of 
	CPA-Zicklin Index of 



	 by 50 percent since 2012 
	Corporate Disclosure and Political Accountability
	Corporate Disclosure and Political Accountability

	6

	4Dow Jones Sustainability Indices, 2014..5CDP S&P 500 Climate Change Report, 2014..6CPA-Zicklin Index of Corporate Disclosure and Political Accountability, 2014.. 

	•.
	•.
	Renewed our CSR strategy to reflect industry andcompany evolution, and successfully created aprogrammatic structure for a social finance focus


	Learn more:
	Stakeholder Engagement on page20
	Stakeholder Engagement on page20
	Advocacy and Political Engagement on page56
	Corporate Governance on page54 


	Responsible Investments. 
	Responsible Investments. 
	Long-Term Goal 
	Be highly focused on clients’ interests by providingsubstantive programs to support clients’environmental, social and governance (ESG) needs,and be mindful of ESG risks and impact when lendingand investing company funds 
	Figure
	Excellent Talent 
	Long-Term Goal 
	Be a performance-driven organization with an  inclusive culture that attracts, engages, develops and retains a talented team of diverse professionals, experts and leaders 
	Figure
	Notable 2014 Progress 
	•.
	•.
	•.
	Launched two new boutique-led ESG products inInvestment Management and laid the groundworkfor 2015 penetration across the ESG platform 

	•.
	•.
	Developed ESG education materials forinvestment staff in select boutiques 

	•.
	•.
	Maintained the number of clients using the ESGscreening services in Asset Servicing through2014, while increasing the number of screens by23 percent and growing assets screened by34 percent


	Learn more:
	Social Finance on page85.
	Social Finance on page85.
	ESG Risk Management on page36. 

	Notable 2014 Progress 
	•.
	•.
	•.
	Built a 3-year strategy map to achieve our longterm extraordinary talent goal aspirations, withaligned annual incremental goals throughout alllevels of our company

	•.
	•.
	Significant progress in building an innovative anddynamic learning and development curriculum andimproving learning experiences for employees;received two prestigious industry awardsfor excellence 

	•.
	•.
	Perceptions about diversity and inclusioninitiatives trended favorably both in our employeeengagement survey and among the talent pool;some progress has been made in diverserepresentation overall and this continues to be akey focus area for improvement 

	•.
	•.
	Overall employee engagement survey scores werelargely unchanged from our 2012 survey


	Learn more:
	Leadership and Development on page62
	Leadership and Development on page62
	Engagement and Wellbeing on page71
	Diversity and Inclusion on page78 

	Community Commitment. 
	Long-Term Goal 
	Demonstrate a measurable positive impact in ourcommunities through philanthropic activity, employeecommunity involvement, environmental stewardship,diverse supplier development, and humanrights advocacy 
	Figure
	Notable 2014 Progress 
	•.
	•.
	•.
	$38.1 million: Total company and employee cashdonations, a $3.7million year-over-year increase 

	•.
	•.
	127,000: Total employee volunteer hours, a20percent year-over-year increase 

	•.
	•.
	Advancing our commitment to human rightsadvocacy through a partnership with theUnitedNations Foundation to support rule oflaw and engaging with key suppliers relatedto human rights practices 

	•.
	•.
	Published a Supplier Code of Conduct 

	•.
	•.
	Achieved a 32.4 percent reduction in our Scope 1and 2 carbon emissions, surpassing our target ofa 10 percent reduction by 2016, against a 2008baseline for our global-tracked real estateportfolio. We have established a new goal toachieve a 40 percent reduction in global carbonemissions by 2020, against a 2008 baseline.


	Learn more:
	Social Finance on page85
	Social Finance on page85

	Philanthropy and Community
	Philanthropy and Community
	Involvement on page96
	Supplier Responsibility on page106
	Climate Change Leadership on page111
	Environmental Efficiency on page113 


	Performance Data 
	Performance Data 
	Performance Data 
	Please find below a summary of our performancedata. For a comprehensive list of our keyperformance indicators and performance seeour performance dataspreadsheet. 
	Please find below a summary of our performancedata. For a comprehensive list of our keyperformance indicators and performance seeour performance dataspreadsheet. 


	Dollar amounts in billions USD, unless otherwise noted 
	Dollar amounts in billions USD, unless otherwise noted 
	2014 
	2013 
	2012 


	MARKET(a) Assets under custody and/or administration (AUC/A)$28,500$27,600$26,300 Assets under management$1,710$1,583$1,386 Total revenue$15,692$15,048$14,555 Non-U.S. total revenue 38% 37% 37% Market capitalization $45.4$39.9$29.9 Company credit rating (S&P credit rating of long-term senior debt) A+ A+ A+ Number of countries of operations 35 35 36 Capital levels (Estimated Basel III Tier 1  common equity ratio—Non-GAAP)(b) Standardized approach  Advanced approach 10.6% 9.8%10.6% 11.3%N/A9.8% Active employe
	Dollar amounts in billions USD, unless otherwise noted 2014 2013 2012 
	OUR WORLD Assets explicitly screened for ESG factors $80.0$73.0$35.0 Assets covered by the UN Principles for ResponsibleInvestment 38% 40% 23% Cash donations (millions USD)(d)$38.1$34.4$33.6 Grants and charitable sponsorships (millions USD) $22.9$19.9$19.1 Employee contributions and company match (millionsUSD) $15.2$14.5$14.5 Total employee volunteering hours 127,000 105,000 84,000 CDP score (disclosure and performance) 100 A 100 A 90 B Global greenhouse gas emissions reductions (from 2008baseline)(e) 32.4%
	(a)
	(a)
	(a)
	For a full explanation of statistics, please see  or the corporate . 
	www.bnymellon.com/csr
	www.bnymellon.com/csr

	2014 AnnualReport
	2014 AnnualReport



	(b)
	(b)
	Beginning in 2014, risk-based capital ratios include the net impact of the total consolidated assets of certain consolidated investment managementfunds in risk-weighted assets. These assets were not included in the risk-based ratios prior to 2014. At Dec. 31, 2014, the CET1 risk-based regulatorycapital ratios are based on Basel III components of capital, as phased-in, and asset risk-weightings using the Advanced Approach framework. Thecapital ratios prior to Dec. 31, 2014 are based on Basel I rules (includi

	(c)
	(c)
	A full estimate of total compensation and other staff expense is available within the corporate 2014 Annual Report under “Noninterest Expense.” 

	(d)
	(d)
	Employee and company giving, includes our two foundations: BNY Mellon Foundation and BNY Mellon Foundation of Southwestern Pennsylvania. 

	(e)
	(e)
	Includes Scope 1 and 2 COe emissions percentage reduction compared to a 2008 baseline for global tracked properties, excluding data centers. 
	2





	Select Awards.
	Select Awards.
	Select Awards.

	Figure
	•.Dow Jones Sustainability World Index 
	•.Dow Jones Sustainability World Index 
	—DJSI World
	7 

	•Dow Jones Sustainability North America Index —DJSI North America, for secondconsecutive year
	8 

	•S&P 500 Climate Disclosure LeadershipIndex (CDLI)—CDP, for third consecutive year
	9 

	•S&P 500 Climate Performance Leadership Index(CPLI) —CDP, for second consecutive year
	10 

	•.FTSE4Good Global Benchmark Index —FTSE4Good, for third consecutive year
	11 

	•Best in Asset Servicing/Securities in Lending/ Collateral Management/Custody Mandate/ Corporate Trust Mandate —Triple A Asset Servicing Awards
	12 


	•Financial Services Diversity Corporation oftheYear —National Business Inclusion Consortium (NBIC)
	13 

	•Human Rights Campaign Foundation’s CorporateEquality Index, 2015 —for seventh consecutive year with a perfect,100-percent score
	•Human Rights Campaign Foundation’s CorporateEquality Index, 2015 —for seventh consecutive year with a perfect,100-percent score
	14 

	•Most Innovative Company for AsianPacific Americans—Asia Society 
	15 

	•Most Innovative Project of the Year (WholesaleMargin Segregation (SM)) —Custody Risk Americas Awards
	16 

	•.No. 1 Global Custodian 
	—R&M GlobalCustody.net Survey
	17 

	•No. 1 Global Provider of Corporate Trust Servicesfor Corporate and Insurance Debt Issuance andFinancial Institution Stand-Alone Debt Issuance —Thomson Reuters, Dealogic
	18 

	•.Top Companies for Women Technologists Award —Anita Borg Institute
	19 

	•Top U.S. Private Bank and Top Private BankOffering for Family Offices —Family Wealth Report
	20 


	7Dow Jones Sustainability Indices, 2014.
	7Dow Jones Sustainability Indices, 2014.
	7Dow Jones Sustainability Indices, 2014.
	12The Asset, 2014.
	17R&M GlobalCustody.net, 2014.

	8Dow Jones Sustainability Indices, 2014.
	8Dow Jones Sustainability Indices, 2014.
	13National Business Inclusion Consortium.
	18Clearstream, 2014.

	9CDP S&P 500 Climate Change Report, 2014.
	9CDP S&P 500 Climate Change Report, 2014.
	14HRC Corporate Equality Index, 2015.
	19Anita Borg Institute, 2015. 

	10CDP S&P 500 Climate Change Report, 2014.
	10CDP S&P 500 Climate Change Report, 2014.
	15Asia Society, 2014.
	20Family Wealth Report, 2014. 

	11FTSE4Good Index, 2014. 
	11FTSE4Good Index, 2014. 
	16Custody Risk, 2014.


	MarketIntegrity 

	Overview 
	Overview 
	As the investments company for the world, we play asignificant role in helping financial markets remainstable, efficient and resilient. We are committed toa rigorous risk culture across our businesses. Weprovide employees and clients with the guidance,skills and tools to anticipate and mitigate risk,enabling them to make profitable decisions forthe long term. A foundation of strong governancecomplements an evolving suite of policies,training and technologies that support consistentperformance and high ethic
	Our Leaders Discuss How Risk Culture isEmbedded in BNY Mellon 
	 into our risk culture and hear from JamesWiener, Chief Risk Officer; Monique Herena, ChiefHuman Resources Officer; and Lucille Mayer, ChiefInformation Officer of Client Experience Delivery. 
	Gain insight
	Gain insight



	Risk and Reliability 
	Risk and Reliability 
	Our brand is built on trust. BNY Mellon processesmore than 3 billion transactions every month,making our ability to manage risks essential for theglobal economy. We recognize that this fundamentalimportance to the health and operation of the capitalmarkets carries a responsibility to maintain thehighest standards of excellence. Our ability to managerisk and operate reliably is critical to our business andthe needs of our clients. To help meet these needs inlight of shifting regulations, risks and client dem

	Risk Management 
	Risk Management 
	Risk Management 
	Stable, well-functioning markets help communitiesaround the world grow and thrive. As a leading globalfinancial institution, we have a critical role to play—we want to contribute to the stability and integrity ofthese markets by conducting business in a reliable,trustworthy manner. This responsibility makes ourcompany’s superior risk management frameworkessential to safeguarding the financial markets. 
	In order to be successful, we have to be innovative andprecise and our risk framework widely understood.We have incorporated risk management practicesthroughout our organization, giving employees thetools to manage risk in their roles through the entiretyof their careers. Our Three Lines of Defense frameworkholds all employeesaccountableforriskmanagement,and informs how we work together to protect thecompany’s assets, brand and reputation. 

	Risk Appetite 
	Risk Appetite 
	Risk Appetite 
	BNY Mellon defines risk appetite as the aggregatelevel of risk we are normally willing to assume afterconsidering topics such as its strategic businessobjectives and business plan, the major risks facingthe company and its risk capacity. 
	The company’s risk management framework has beendesigned to: 
	•.
	•.
	•.
	Ensure that appropriate risk tolerances (“limits”)are in place to govern our risk-taking activitiesacross all businesses and risk types 

	•.
	•.
	Ensure that our risk appetite principles permeatethe company’s culture and are incorporated intoour strategic decision-making processes 

	•.
	•.
	Ensure rigorous monitoring and reporting of keyrisk metrics to senior management and the Boardof Directors 

	•.
	•.
	Ensure that there is an ongoing and forward-looking capital planning process to support ourrisk-taking activities 


	For more information about the company’s riskappetite, please visit our . 
	2014 AnnualReport
	2014 AnnualReport



	Primary Risk Categories.
	TYPE OF RISK DESCRIPTION OPERATIONAL Operational risk arises from inadequate or failed internal processes or systems, human errors or misconduct, or adverse external events.Operational losses result from internal fraud; external fraud; inadequate or inappropriate employment practices and workplace safety; failure to meet professional obligations involving clients, products, and business practices; damage to physical assets; business disruption and systems failures; and failures in execution, delivery, and p
	BNY Mellon’s Three Lines of Defense Against Risk. 
	INTERNALAUDIT RISKANDCOMPLIANCE BUSINESSES/LEGALENTITIES BNY MELLONASSETS,BRAND ANDREPUTATION 
	1ST / BUSINESSES/LEGAL ENTITIES 
	1ST / BUSINESSES/LEGAL ENTITIES 
	Own risks associated with activities 

	Each employee understands and manages the risks inherent in their jobs Controls and sound, business-level policies are in place Operate within their “risk appetite” Issues escalated in a timely fashion Includes risks owned primarily by business partners 
	2ND / RISK AND COMPLIANCE 
	2ND / RISK AND COMPLIANCE 

	Independent oversight and monitoring Consistent corporate-level policies and standards Reliable and timely enterprise-wide reporting Issues escalated in a timely fashion Includes Corporate Security, Business Continuity,
	Financial Management and Analysis within Finance,HR, and Legal 
	3RD/ INTERNAL AUDIT 
	3RD/ INTERNAL AUDIT 

	Independent from first two lines of defense Conducts risk-based audits Reports on the company’s effectiveness in identifying 
	and controlling risks 
	and controlling risks 
	Risk Culture 
	BNY Mellon has a comprehensive risk managementframework in place—one that encompassescompany policies, internal controls, corporategovernance, training and more. Yet, the mostimportant components are our people and the valuesand behaviors we share as an organization. This isconfirmed by our employee engagement survey, where96percent of our employees indicated that they areaware of the risks relevant to their work. This result

	The Four Principles of Risk Culture
	stems from all we have done to underscore everyemployee’s role as a risk manager in the workplace. 
	stems from all we have done to underscore everyemployee’s role as a risk manager in the workplace. 
	In addition, we are strengthening risk culture in waysthat further embed the core concepts of personalresponsibility for risk awareness and management inour organization. This approach brings our four keyrisk principles to life and makes risk managementsomething our people think about and takeappropriate action around. 

	LEADING BY EXAMPLE Our senior leaders continue to play a visible and vocal role in supporting enterprise-wide risk management through robust communications on key concepts, such as Risk Appetite and Three Lines of Defense that underscore personal responsibility and expand on risk initiatives PUTTING OURCLIENTS FIRST Enhancing our processes for measuring business and client risk;developing a consistent framework for addressing client issues; and creating a gauge for the impact of our decisions on clients ORG
	Our risk culture will continue to evolve as regulations,markets and businesses evolve, but our commitmentto a risk culture of personal responsibility, prudentrisk-taking and excellence in all we do will never change. 
	Our risk culture will continue to evolve as regulations,markets and businesses evolve, but our commitmentto a risk culture of personal responsibility, prudentrisk-taking and excellence in all we do will never change. 
	Working Together: BusinessAcceptance Committees 
	At BNY Mellon, Business Acceptance Committees(BACs) across our businesses and regions makecritical judgments in evaluating opportunities. BACs
	At BNY Mellon, Business Acceptance Committees(BACs) across our businesses and regions makecritical judgments in evaluating opportunities. BACs
	reinforce the concept that risk management startswith risk ownership. This idea is not new to ourcompany; our businesses have had vetting processesall along. We have now built a formalized and codifiedstructure across the company. Together seniorbusiness leaders and their partners in Risk, Legal,Operations and other key areas measure a transactionagainst a checklist of factors to determine if it isacceptable to the company. For example, there havebeen instances where the company has turned downnew business 


	Principles of Risk Culture LEAD BY EXAMPLE • Visible and vocal senior leaders • Robust communication on key risk concepts and personal responsibility • Role model behavior is recognized INSTITUTIONALIZE ETHICAL BEHAVIOR Risk management embedded throughout employee lifecycle • Recruitment • Training • Performance Evaluation • Progression PUT CLIENTS FIRST • Enhanced measurement of business and client risks • Consistent framework for addressing issues and assessing client impact ORGANIZE AROUND OWNERSHIP • Ri
	Our Leaders Discuss How Risk Culture isEmbedded in BNY Mellon 
	Our Leaders Discuss How Risk Culture isEmbedded in BNY Mellon 
	 into our risk culture and hear from JamesWiener, Chief Risk Officer; Monique Herena, ChiefHuman Resources Officer; and Lucille Mayer, ChiefInformation Officer of Client Experience Delivery. 
	Gain insight
	Gain insight


	Accuracy 
	Consistently delivering accuracy in all of the work weperform is core to our business. Our clients and theglobal community rely on the rigor of our processesand controls to help pursue economic stabilityand vehicles for growth. We expect accurate andpredictable outputs from all of our processes whileemphasizing a responsibility for accuracy from allof our teams that work within a strong controlledenvironment. A few examples include our internalauditing procedures, marketing activities and thesafeguarding of


	Audit 
	Audit 
	Audit 
	Internal Audit is an independent, objective assurancefunction that reports directly to the Audit Committeeof the company’s Board of Directors. It helps thecompany accomplish its objectives by bringing asystematic, disciplined, risk-based approach toevaluating and improving the effectiveness of thecompany’s risk management, control and governanceprocesses. The scope of Internal Audit’s workincludes the review and evaluation of the adequacy,effectiveness and sustainability of risk managementprocedures, intern
	The Audit Committee meets on a regular basis toperform an oversight review of the (i) integrity ofthe financial statements and financial reportingprocess, (ii) compliance with legal and regulatoryrequirements, (iii) our independent registered publicaccountant’s qualifications and (iv) independence andthe performance of our registered public accountantand internal audit function. The Audit Committee alsoreviews management’s assessment of the adequacy ofinternal controls. 

	Responsible Marketing 
	Responsible Marketing 
	We are committed to maintaining and protectingour reputation, with a clear focus on integrity andtransparency in our communications with our keystakeholders, including clients and prospects,partners, regulators and the communities in whichwe live and work. We understand that our successdepends on our clients’ trust in our management oftheir financial assets and expectations that we arealways acting in their best interest. With that in mind,our approach to responsible marketing centers onadherence to global 
	Our Partnerships 
	Our Partnerships 
	We realize that there is strength in having an externalperspective, which is why we continue to partner withleading research, consulting and media organizationsto provide our clients with innovative and variedthinking. We actively host and participate in client,executive and network roundtables to ensure we areconsidering and sharing comprehensive informationto support our thought leadership and clientservice communications. 

	A Commitment to Risk Management 
	A Commitment to Risk Management 
	Given the globally complex regulatory environment,our marketing and communications efforts areassessed and reviewed on a regular basis. Ourapproach to maintaining best-in-class standardsincludes a cross-functional effort between ourBusiness Marketing, Corporate Marketing, CorporateCommunications, and Global and Regional Legal teamsto ensure we are maintaining and, when necessary,evolving our marketing and communications policiesto ensure compliance. 


	Accuracy in Transactions 
	Accuracy in Transactions 
	When we execute transactions properly, we advancethe goals of our clients and help the markets runsmoothly. We seek to meet our execution goalsthrough comprehensive oversight processes and thedeployment of advanced technology. With a complexnetwork of systems, processes and employeeshandling data, we have a comprehensive mechanismfor ensuring the accuracy of information. Thisapproach includes the use of advanced encryption
	When we execute transactions properly, we advancethe goals of our clients and help the markets runsmoothly. We seek to meet our execution goalsthrough comprehensive oversight processes and thedeployment of advanced technology. With a complexnetwork of systems, processes and employeeshandling data, we have a comprehensive mechanismfor ensuring the accuracy of information. Thisapproach includes the use of advanced encryption
	techniques, such as Enforced Transport LayerSecurity, for storing and sending information, whichallows all emails to be automatically secured withno additional steps taken by sender or recipient. Forclients without this facility, we provide a dedicatedmessaging portal that also encrypts information andrequires a password to access messages. 

	ESG Risk Management 
	Our firm mitigates environmental, social andgovernance (ESG) risk to protect our business,investors and society. For more information on ourproducts that address ESG risk, see our work in  on page 85. 
	Social
	Finance


	The Equator Principles 
	The Equator Principles 
	Financial institutions seeking to assess socialand environmental risks in their lending activitieshave generally turned to the Equator Principles,an internationally recognized framework. Theseprinciples, modeled after the World Bank’senvironmental standards and the InternationalFinance Corporation’s social policies, are meant toserve as a baseline for a financial institution’s policiesand procedures around responsible project finance. 
	Because we are not active in project financing, BNYMellon is not a signatory to the Equator Principles.However, consistent with industry best practices, werecognize the need to apply social and environmentalcriteria to lending activities related to large-scaleinfrastructure projects. While we have no currentplans to change the scope of our activities, our lendingguidelines reflect a framework consistent with theEquator Principles. Our lending professionals will berequired to follow these guidelines for futu
	We also periodically evaluate our lending portfolioagainst guidelines based on the Equator Principlesto determine our exposure to potential social andenvironmental risks through non-project financelending activities. The evaluations reveal a minimallevel of environmental and social risk based onthese guidelines. 

	Community Reinvestment Act 
	Community Reinvestment Act 
	The 1977 U.S. Community Reinvestment Act (CRA)encourages banks and savings associations to
	The 1977 U.S. Community Reinvestment Act (CRA)encourages banks and savings associations to
	help meet the needs of borrowers in low- andmoderate-income neighborhoods. We seek to providemeaningful, beneficial and innovative communitydevelopment solutions through our CRA activities. 

	Our most recent CRA ratings for BNY Mellon Bank,N.A., our private wealth bank, and The Bank of NewYork Mellon, our institutional bank, are “Outstanding”and “Satisfactory,” respectively. These performanceevaluations can be found by  and by . Our private wealth bank is regulatedby the Office of the Comptroller of the Currency, whileour institutional bank is regulated by the FederalReserve Bank of New York and New York StateDepartment of Financial Services. 
	clicking here for BNY
	clicking here for BNY
	Mellon Bank, N.A.

	clicking here for The Bank of
	clicking here for The Bank of
	New York Mellon


	Both our private wealth and institutional bankscontinue to identify and finance new CRA-relatedopportunities that meet community developmentneeds in their very competitive CRA markets. Bothbanks target affordable housing opportunitiesfor low- and moderate-income residents as theirprimary community development focus. Otherinvestments promote small business growththrough small business investment companiesunder the Small Business Investment Act, andcommunity development initiatives through nationalequity fund
	Our CRA efforts are complemented by our communityinvolvement activities, many of which also targetunderserved communities. For more on these efforts,please visit  on page 84. 
	Our World


	Financing Wind Energy Projects 
	Financing Wind Energy Projects 
	BNY Mellon has a long-standing commitment tohigh-quality projects that have a positive socialimpact, as well as attractive risk-adjusted financialreturns. In the U.S., financing alternative energyprojects provides investors with economic benefitsthat include tax credits, while enabling supportfor renewable energy expansion. In 2014, BNYMellon committed approximately $380 million infinancing to various energy companies responsiblefor the development and operation of five windenergy projects.

	Proxy Voting and Issuer Engagement 
	Proxy Voting and Issuer Engagement 
	Our Proxy Voting and Governance Committee(PVGC) seek to provide transparency to the issuercommunity through its publication of the firm’s proxyvoting guidelines. The committee members, equityprofessionals who represent their member firms,vote their clients’ shares to maximize the value ofthe investments. The PVGC has established detailed,predetermined and written voting guidelines forspecific types of proposals and matters commonlysubmitted to shareholders; for more information, see. 
	PVGC VotingGuidelines
	PVGC VotingGuidelines


	We leverage this disclosure to engage with U.S. andinternational companies on issues including boards,governance, compensation, transactions, contestedmeetings and shareholder proposals. The PVGCfocuses on three areas that strengthen the alignmentbetween company leadership and shareholders: 
	•.
	•.
	•.
	Overall review of corporate governance at the firm 

	•.
	•.
	Consideration of how the Board of Directorsrepresents our underlying shareholder interests 

	•.
	•.
	Structure and execution of the executivecompensation program relative to performanceand benchmarked to peers 


	In reviewing the proxy voting guidelines, thecommittee considers the evolving regulatoryenvironment and investor sentiment to ensure BNYMellon delivers best practices. 
	The committee has implemented a revised policy ondirect voting to allow more detailed considerationof proxies with the most material economic impact.Further, the direct voting policy and the PVGCaccommodate our member firms that are signatoriesto the UN Principles of Responsible Investing onenvironmental, social and governance matters. 
	The Proxy Voting and Governance Research teamsupports the committee’s efforts to employ corporategovernance research andfinancial analytics to discernvalue-enhancing vote decisions at nearly 12,000meetings for U.S. and international issuers eachyear. The team researches voting proposals for thecommittee, leads engagement efforts and maintainsoversight of all operational aspects of the proxy-voting process. The concerted efforts of the equityprofessionals who serve on the committee, and theresearch professio



	Financial Strength 
	Financial Strength 
	Financial Strength 
	Our ability to maintain stability in the face of marketvolatility is essential. In 2014, a year in which therewere promising signs of a recovery following thefinancial crisis, geopolitical events continued tojeopardize growth. From conflict in the MiddleEast to the crashing of oil prices, to the economicuncertainty in the European Union, we have workedhard to maintain consistent high performance forour clients and protect the larger financial markets.Our strong capital position and low-risk businessmodel is
	BNY
	Mellon Markets Group

	Stress Testing. 
	Well-Positioned for Stress Scenarios. 
	Impact of DFASTStress TestSeverely AdverseScenarioon Basel I Tier 1Common Ratio 
	Change fromQ314 ratio tominimumratio 
	Change fromQ314 ratio tominimumratio 
	Northern Trust Corporation American Express Company Discover Financial Services 


	U.S. Bancorp. 
	The Bank of New York Mellon Corp. Huntington Bancshares Incorporated KeyCorp SunTrust Banks, Inc. The PNC Financial Services Group, Inc. Comerica Incorporated Santander Holdings USA, Inc. Fifth Third Bancorp Ally Financial Inc. Deutsche Bank Trust Corporation State Street Corporation Citizens Financial Group, Inc. BB&T Corporation BMO Financial Corp. M&T Bank Corporation Capital One Financial Corporation Wells Fargo & Co. Regions Financial Corporation Bank of America Corporation JPMorgan Chase & Co. MUFG Am
	LEAST IMPACT 
	0.5% 
	0.7%. 0.9%. 1.0%. 
	1.3% 
	1.3%. 1.4%. 1.4%. 
	1.5%. 1.6%. 1.6%. 1.7%. 
	1.8% 1.9% 1.9% 
	2.2% 2.4% 2.5% 2.5% 
	2.2% 2.4% 2.5% 2.5% 
	3.2% 3.3% 3.5% 4.2% 
	4.4% 4.7% 4.7% 
	5.1% 5.2% 
	Figure
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	Source: Federal Reserve—Dodd-Frank Act Stress Test (DFAST) 2015: Supervisory Stress Test Methodology and Results. 
	Our focus on capital adequacy and business continuityexcellence is the foundation of our stress-testingprogram. Through enterprise-wide stress tests,we gauge our resiliency to macroeconomic andidiosyncratic risk scenarios, such as adverse marketevents, counterparty defaults, liquidity pressures,technology failures, operational events (such ascyberattacks) and litigation. 
	Our focus on capital adequacy and business continuityexcellence is the foundation of our stress-testingprogram. Through enterprise-wide stress tests,we gauge our resiliency to macroeconomic andidiosyncratic risk scenarios, such as adverse marketevents, counterparty defaults, liquidity pressures,technology failures, operational events (such ascyberattacks) and litigation. 
	These tests evaluate BNY Mellon’s financial andcapital position under adverse conditions, as wellas second-order impacts on counterparties, clientsand markets, to increase awareness of our potentialto affect financial markets and the potential impactstressed markets have on us, given our unique
	These tests evaluate BNY Mellon’s financial andcapital position under adverse conditions, as wellas second-order impacts on counterparties, clientsand markets, to increase awareness of our potentialto affect financial markets and the potential impactstressed markets have on us, given our unique
	business profile and significant role in the globalmarkets. BNY Mellon’s processes for managing andallocating capital resources are critical not only to ourown health and performance, but also to the stabilityand effective functioning of the financial system. 


	We have developed our stress-testing program thatis designed to meet industry best practices andregulatory expectations. The tests are also a criticalcomponent of BNY Mellon’s capital adequacy andrisk management frameworks. BNY Mellon is fullycommitted to maintaining a well-capitalized positionunder the new Basel III framework and has revised itsstress-testing practices to include metrics related tothe revised rules. 
	BNY Mellon Capital Levels 
	BNY Mellon Capital Levels 
	as of December 31, 2014 
	Estimated Basel III Common Equity Tier 1 ratio—Non-GAAP 
	Federal ReserveMinimums
	2 

	10.6% 9.8% 
	8% by 2019 
	4.5% by 2015 
	Figure
	STANDARDIZEDADVANCEDAPPROACHAPPROACH
	1 

	1) For further explanation of the capital ratios, please see the“Capital” section of the 2014 Annual Report. Please also see“Supplemental Information—Explanation of GAAP and Non-GAAP Financial Measures” beginning on page 128 of the 2014Annual Report for a comparison of fully phased-in Basel IIIcapital components and ratios to those amounts determinedunder the currently effective rules using the transitionalphase-in requirements. 
	2) On a fully phased-in basis, we expect to satisfy a minimumCET1 ratio of at least 7% (4.5% minimum CET1 plus 2.5%conservation buffer), expected to rise to 8% or more,assuming an additional buffer of at least 1%. BNY Melloncould be subject to a greater G-SIB buffer than 1%. 
	The governance structure for enterprise-wide stresstests includes senior representatives from Risk,Legal, Finance and all businesses, demonstratingthat a broad spectrum of expertise is representedacross working groups and committees. Our Board ofDirectors oversees our stress-testing activities andapproves the annual capital plan for the companybefore submitting it to the Federal Reserve. 
	In addition to enterprise-wide stress tests, BNYMellon conducts reverse stress tests to analyze risksensitivities across primary businesses, liquiditystress tests to identify significant vulnerabilitieswith respect to liquidity, and entity-specific stresstests to understand risks to the enterprise’s uniquelegal entities, as well as a variety of business-specificstress tests. Stress testing is appropriately integratedwith the Capital Management program at BNY Mellon.Lessons learned from stress tests inform o
	Measuring Core EquityCapital Against Risk-Weighted Assets
	Results of the Dodd-Frank Act Stress Test onOur Basel III Common Equity Tier 1 (CET1)Ratio and Leverage Ratio: Following stresstesting under the supervisory severelyadverse scenario, BNY Mellon’s risk-basedcapital ratios remain resilient. In the FederalReserve’s Dodd-Frank Act disclosures madeas part of the 2015 Dodd-Frank Act annualstress tests, for example, BNY Mellon hadone of the highest projected minimum CET1ratios at 12.6 percent over the nine-quarterplanning horizon in the severely adversescenario. B
	21

	12.7 percent over the nine-quarters in theadverse scenario. BNY Mellon maintained aresilient minimum U.S. Tier 1 leverage ratio of
	5.2 percent in both the severely adverse andadverse scenarios.

	21Federal Reserve—Dodd-Frank Act Stress Test (DFAST) 2015: Supervisory Stress Test Methodology and Results. 
	Risk-Related Products
	Risk-Related Products
	Following the financial crisis, and with fast-evolvingtechnologies and an expanding global market, TheBank of New York Mellon (BNY Mellon) operates inan increasingly complex and regulated environment.To reduce BNY Mellon’s and its clients’ exposure tothese risks, we continue to invest in new and improvedtechnologies and services. In 2014, this included,among other important work by our Broker-DealerServices (BDS) line of business, BDS key initiatives toreduce intraday credit risk as part of the BNY Mellon
	U.S. tri-party repo infrastructure reform efforts.These initiatives are geared toward reducing systemicrisk, “practically eliminating” intraday credit risk andenabling market participants to continue to efficientlyand effectively fund their operations. 

	Broker-Dealer Services—
	Broker-Dealer Services—
	Broker-Dealer Services—
	U.S. Tri-Party Repo 
	BDS has been at the forefront in developingtechnology to significantly reduce our intraday creditrisk associated with the U.S. tri-party repurchase(repo) market, where we are the industry leader. Wehave made significant investments in technologyenhancements to implement new processes,procedures, controls and reporting—an investmentthat sets BDS apart in the financial industry. Given ourrole in the U.S. clearing and tri-party repo market, werecognize the importance of reducing intraday creditrisk without cre
	BNY Mellon is a leader in both global and U.S. Government securities clearance. We settle securities transactions in over 100 markets, act as a clearing agent for 18 of the 22 primary dealers and handle most of the transactions cleared through the Federal Reserve Bank of New York (by volume). As more fully described below, we are a leader in servicing tri-party repo collateral with approximately $2.2 trillion globally.We currently service approximately $1.4 trillion of the $1.7 trillion tri-party repo marke

	BNY Mellon offers tri-party collateral agency servicesto dealers and cash investors active in the tri-partyrepurchase, or repo, market and currently hasapproximately 86percent of the market share of the
	U.S. tri-party repo market. 
	BNY Mellon has reduced the amount of securedintraday credit it provides to dealers in connectionwith their tri-party repo trades in a number of ways,including limiting the collateral used to secureintraday credit to certain more liquid asset classes,reducing the amount of time during which we extendintraday credit, reducing the amount of creditprovided in connection with processing collateralsubstitutions, introducing a functionality that enablesus to “roll” maturing trades into new trades withoutextending 
	U.S. Tri-Party Repo.Services Explained. 
	U.S. Tri-Party Repo.Services Explained. 
	BNY Mellon offers U.S. tri-party repo servicesas agent and intermediary in tri-partyrepurchase (or “repo”) trades to its clearingclients (sellers) and their investor counter-parties (buyers). BNY Mellon facilitatessettlement between the two principals. Ourinvolvement in a transaction commencesafter a buyer and seller agree to a tri-partyrepo trade and send instructions to us. BNYMellon settles the trade, maintains custodyof the collateral (i.e., the subject securitiesof the tri-party repo trade), monitors t


	BNY Mellon Markets Group 
	BNY Mellon Markets Group 
	BNY Mellon Markets Group 
	Regulations and the changing dynamics of financialtransactions worldwide are pushing risk managementto the forefront of the financial marketplace. To helpour clients manage risk, capital and liquidity needsin this new environment, we formed the BNY MellonMarkets Group, which brings together our broad suiteof foreign exchange, securities finance, collateralmanagement and segregation, capital markets, and prime brokerage services. 
	a
	b

	The BNY Mellon Markets Group has more than1,000professionals across four continents, deliveringservices such as equity and fixed income investmentsolutions, equity and debt underwriting, publicfinance, global tri-party collateral management,derivatives collateral management, collateralsegregation, foreign exchange execution, and agentlending. These services leverage our expertise,technology and operational strength to supportclients around the globe throughout the investmentlifecycle, helping them manage ri
	The Markets Group at a Glance 

	FOREIGN EXCHANGE SECURITIESFINANCE COLLATERAL MANAGEMENTANDSEGREGATION CAPITALMARKETS(a) PRIMEBROKERAGE(b) 
	Broad range of 
	Broad range of 
	Broad range of 
	Securities 


	Segregation,
	Access to 
	Access to 

	A comprehensive currency execution 
	financing tools to 
	financing tools to 
	collateral 
	execution and 

	suite of global channels,
	source liquidity,
	source liquidity,

	optimization and 
	underwriting 
	underwriting 

	prime brokerage analytics, reporting 
	borrow securities  
	borrow securities  

	liquidity services 
	services for a 
	services for a 

	solutions for and world-class 
	(as needed), and 
	(as needed), and 

	to help mitigate 
	wide range of 
	wide range of 

	alternative commentary to 
	lend securities 
	lend securities 

	counterparty 
	equity and debt 
	equity and debt 

	fundmanagers support your cross-
	to help enhance 
	to help enhance 

	risk and manage 
	instruments .border needs. 
	portfolioreturns 
	portfolioreturns 
	portfolioreturns 
	liquidity 


	to help you and margin 
	enhance your requirements 
	portfolio or capital raising needs 
	portfolio or capital raising needs 
	See corresponding disclaimer on page 138. 

	(a)
	(a)
	(a)
	 Services are provided by BNY Mellon Capital Markets, LLC, a FINRA-registered broker-dealer. 

	(b) 
	(b) 
	Pershing Prime Services is a service of Pershing LLC, member FINRA, NYSE, SIPC, a wholly owned subsidiary of The Bank of New York MellonCorporation (BNY Mellon). 




	Ethics 
	Ethics 
	At BNY Mellon, ethics and honesty drive our corporateculture. Our employees at every level are dedicatedto “Doing What’s Right,” and we are steadfast in ourbelief that the benefits of their commitment extendbeyond our businesses to the broader financialservices industry and society as well. Our commitmentto ethical behavior and transparent communicationbuilds trust with our clients, service providers,communities and employees, while reducing risk tothe company and the financial services industry. OurCode of
	Ethics and TransparencyLong-Term Goal 
	To uphold high standards for fostering and maintaining a culture that promotes mutual respect, avoids conflicts, conducts business based on honest competition and observes the heightened diligence required in government interactions. We accomplishthis through effective leadership, transparentcommunication of material and critical informationand ensuring that our training and program resourcesremain relevant and engaging. 
	We also create and nurture a risk-aware culture, andprotect against unnecessary risks through the use of awell-defined risk management framework with clearcut roles, policies, responsibilities and boundaries forall employees. 
	We also create and nurture a risk-aware culture, andprotect against unnecessary risks through the use of awell-defined risk management framework with clearcut roles, policies, responsibilities and boundaries forall employees. 
	Notable 2014 Progress 
	•.
	•.
	•.
	100 percent of our active employees certifiedhaving read and understood all of the provisions ofour  and the 
	Code of Conduct
	Code of Conduct

	Personal Securities
	Personal Securities
	TradingPolicy 



	•.
	•.
	We continue to engage and educate our employeesabout personal security trading and other evolving matters within the organization, across the industryand at applicable regulatory bodies throughout the world via focused training sessions and routine internal communication mechanisms 



	Employee Commitment 
	Employee Commitment 
	We operate with integrity in all aspects of ourbusiness and promote this quality to every employee.Through training, we ensure that employees havethe tools to support our commitment to ethicalbusiness practices and require that they speak up ifthey notice questionable behavior and escalate theirconcern if they feel it is not being addressed. Wealso emphasize transparency in our communicationswith stakeholders. 
	Code of Conduct 
	Code of Conduct 
	All BNY Mellon employees certified having readand understood all of the provisions of our Code ofConduct, which outlines six key principles: 
	RESPECTING OTHERS:We insist on a respectful, inclusive and professional workplace. 
	AVOIDING CONFLICTS OF INTEREST:We help our workforce navigate all potential conflicts of interest and require that conflicts be identified and mitigated. 
	CONDUCTING BUSINESS:We inform our employees in detail about fair competition, antitrust,anti-corruption, and improper or illegal activities that can occur in our sector and require compliance with all applicable laws, rules and regulations. 
	WORKING WITH GOVERNMENTS:Our employees learn and comply with the obligations and principles related to working with governments. 
	PROTECTING ASSETS:Our Code and related training stress the importance of financial integrity,privacy and data protection. 
	SUPPORTING OUR COMMUNITIES:We take an active part in our communities around the world, both as individuals and as a company. Our long-term success is linked to the strength of the global economy and the strength of our industry. We are honest, fair and transparent in every way we interact with our communities and the public at large. 
	Over the past year, 100 percent of active employees*certified having read and understood all of theprovisions of the Code of Conduct through our AnnualCode of Conduct Questionnaire/Certificationattestation program. 
	Over the past year, 100 percent of active employees*certified having read and understood all of theprovisions of the Code of Conduct through our AnnualCode of Conduct Questionnaire/Certificationattestation program. 
	*May vary because of launch date, employeeacquisitions or legal restrictions. 


	Ethics, Risk and Compliance Training 
	Ethics, Risk and Compliance Training 
	Ethics, Risk and Compliance Training 
	We continually reinforce the importance of ethics,compliance and managing risk for our overall success.This is evidenced by the development and rollout ofthree new training programs (Global Anti-Corruption,Information Risk Refresher and the Three Linesof Defense) in 2014 and the annual Anti-MoneyLaundering Refresher course. Each of these onlinecourses was deployed to the vast majority of ouremployees and used a series of narrative scenarios tohelp them understand how ethics, compliance and riskawareness app
	Additionally, all new employees receivecomprehensive training in: 
	• .
	• .
	• .
	The BNY Mellon Code of Conduct 

	• .
	• .
	Escalation and speaking up 

	•.
	•.
	Global anti-corruption 

	• .
	• .
	Ethics at BNY Mellon 

	• .
	• .
	Global anti-money laundering and suspiciousactivity reporting 

	•.
	•.
	Information protection andclassification standards 

	•.
	•.
	Information risk awareness 

	• .
	• .
	Securities firewalls and personalsecurities trading 


	New employees in applicable roles and regions alsoreceive courses in: 
	•.
	•.
	•.
	Government-contracting compliance 

	•.
	•.
	Insider trading 

	•.
	•.
	The importance of risk culture at BNY Mellon 

	• .
	• .
	UK conflicts of interest 

	•.
	•.
	UK data protection 

	•.
	•.
	CASS awareness 


	For more information on the Global USA PATRIOT Actcertification,. 
	clickhere
	clickhere




	Employee Resources 
	Employee Resources 
	Employee Resources 
	We encourage transparency by requiring employeesat every level of our company to speak up promptly totheir managers, or to our Compliance or Legal teams,about any issue of concern, and to continue to escalateconcerns until a satisfactory answer is provided.In addition, we prohibit and monitor for retaliationagainst any employee who raises a concern in goodfaith. Finally, to ensure that our ethical standards arefollowed, we provide our staff with various resourcesto raise issues or concerns, including: 

	ETHICS HELPLINE:Operated by the BNY Mellon Ethics Office (anonymous reporting available) 
	ETHICS HOTLINE:Operated by EthicsPoint, an independent hotline administrator  (anonymous reporting available) 
	®

	INCIDENT REPORTING SYSTEM:An easy-to-use desktop application for reporting  suspicious activity 
	DIRECTOR’S MAILBOX:Communications may be directed to an independent director  
	of the Board 
	of the Board 
	As an additional resource for our leadership team, BNYMellon maintains a sponsoring partner membershipin the Ethics and Compliance Officers Association.This nonprofit group allows members to enhance theirexpertise and works to advance ethics and integrityglobally. Our participation in the Corporate ExecutiveBoard’s Compliance and Ethics Leadership CouncilRoundtable also helps us promote ethical leadership. 
	To contact Ethics regarding the above resources,please for more information. 
	click here
	click here





	Anti-Corruption 
	Anti-Corruption 
	We have a zero-tolerance policy regarding briberyand corruption. Both our Code of Conduct andour Directors’ Code of Conduct spell out detailedexpectations regarding anti-corruption compliance.We help monitor potential conflicts through ourAnti-Corruption Compliance program, which coversbusiness dealings and relationships in countrieswhere BNY Mellon or our subsidiaries or associatesoperate. The Compliance program is designed tofacilitate compliance with national and internationallaws, including the U.S. For


	OperationalReliability 
	OperationalReliability 
	OperationalReliability 
	BNY Mellon plays an integral role in transactions thatkeep the global economy functioning, and thereforewe must strive to operate reliably and effectively.In an effort to improve reliability, we continue to
	Operational Reliability andEffectiveness Long-Term Goal 
	Contribute to the health of the financial systemthrough excellence in transaction quality, reliability ofsystems and service providers, and resiliency duringpotential disruptions; demonstrate leadership in theeffective use of resources, including those withenvironmental impacts. 
	seek to enhance our systems availability, businesscontinuity, transaction execution quality, technologyimprovements and cybersecurity. Our approach isintended to provide a first line of defense against risksfor our firm and our clients, and to help maintain thestability of financial markets we serve. 
	Notable 2014 Progress 
	•.
	•.
	•.
	•.
	Core and significant applications:

	99.7percent availability 

	•.
	•.
	Launched ISO 27001 program, with the objectiveof enhancing information security management ofour global operations 

	•.
	•.
	We are working toward including cyber-specificmetrics, as we believe the topic is relevant toOperational Reliability based on the currentenvironment. In the interim, we have rated this goalat amber* due to the complexity and impact ofpotential cybersecurity attacks. We recognize thatcybersecurity threats are constantly evolving andwill continue to strengthen our controls that aredesigned to detect, prevent and respond tosuch threats. 


	*For more information on this rating, see our . 
	Progress Toward CSR Goalssection
	Progress Toward CSR Goalssection



	Operational Reliability 
	What We Strive to Protect Against What We Strive to Protect Power Outages Natural orHumanDisasters Human Error Cyberattacks andEmail Viruses TechnologyFailure Adverse MarketEvents Petabytes ofdigital storage 
	System Availability 
	System Availability 
	With an average of more than 3.7 billion transactionsper month, we continue to invest in the robustnessand performance of our technology. In 2014, weachieved a 21.2 percent improvement over theprevious year in production and stability incidentsthat could cause significant disruptions to our clients,exceeding our goal of a 20 percent reduction. We alsoensured our Core and Significant applications wereavailable 99.7 percent of the time. We achieved theseimprovements through a number of enhancements,including 
	Client TechnologySolutions
	Client TechnologySolutions


	Investments in Digital Pulse, our proprietary big dataand analytics platform, have also increased stability.By instrumenting many of our systems and processes,we are harvesting large amounts of real-time data,helping us to better understand overall performanceand quickly identify activity patterns that couldindicate potential system or security issues. 
	Business Continuity 
	As a global company, we conduct business 24 hours aday in markets around the world. We strive to minimizeoperational risk at all times, and one element of theseefforts focuses on business continuity. Our centrallycoordinated Business Continuity program is designedwith the goal of allowing critical operations tocontinue under foreseeable circumstances, includingsignificant power outages and natural or human-madedisasters. Our comprehensive program encompassescrisis management, technology recovery and busines
	Our strategy focuses on geographic diversificationof our processing centers, use of multiple backupfacilities and resources dedicated to the businesscontinuity process. We have recovery plans in placethat cover our business units and technology facilitiesaround the globe. Plans are evaluated and modifiedto reflect our corporate footprint as needed. OurBoard reviews and approves our Business Continuityprogram annually. 
	In 2014, our Business Continuity program includedwork to prepare for incidents around the FIFA WorldCup in Brazil, where we have offices. We planned for anumber of scenarios, including civil unrest, terroristattacks and power failures that could affect ouroperations. Fortunately our team’s work was not putto the test, but the exercise was useful in helping usprepare for future mass-participation events. 
	Transaction Execution 
	Executing transactions efficiently helps us meetour clients’ goals, reduce risks and contribute to thestability of the global markets we serve. In 2014, wecontinued to refine our systems, deploying technologyand training at a strategic level in an effort to increasethe management and performance of our processes. 
	This year, we implemented our Digital Pulse big datacapability. By digitizing transactions, we can nowgather and analyze high volumes of information thatcan help to reduce processing times, increase service-level quality and refine the client experience. DigitalPulse can also assess transaction data and alert usto unusual behaviors or patterns that could indicatean error. 
	Technology Excellence 
	The Client Technology Solutions team manages ourfirm’s continuous improvements of our systems andprocesses. One way we evaluate our capabilitiesis through the IT Capability Maturity Framework(IT-CMF). Developed by the , which was cofounded by Intel and the NationalUniversity of Ireland-Maynooth, this program helpstransform technology management and improve itsbusiness relevance. IT-CMF is helping us improveour maturity while saving money, reducing waste,enhancing risk management and increasing ourclients’ s
	Innovation Value Institute
	Innovation Value Institute


	We focus on enhancing: 

	VALUE LEADERSHIP:Integrated strategic planning, leadership, relationship management  and value management 
	STRATEGIC EXECUTION:An integrated set of disciplines connecting strategic thinking to  the implementation of business-ready solutions 
	SERVICE EXCELLENCE:Investments in service management, business intelligence,sustainability, and business impact management to enable high quality service throughout BNY Mellon 
	CONTINUAL IMPROVEMENT:Effective assessment processes and applying rigorous improvement programs to deliver an improved organization, year after year 
	ENABLING CAPABILITIES:Areas of focus include architecture, people management, risk management and knowledge management that provide a critical foundation for the performance of  the organization 
	FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT:Investments in financial transparency and managing total cost  of ownership that have generated more value from investments in technology assets and services,while maintaining high-quality service 
	Systems Improvements
	Systems Improvements
	In 2014, we continued to improve our infrastructurewith strategic investments by increasingvirtualization, with a focus on both consolidating andretiring redundant systems. 
	We migrated more than 130 applications to BNYMellon Extreme (BXP), our cloud-based platformas-a service, providing clients with a more seamlessexperience and lowering maintenance costs. BXPalso offers application developers improved toolsand automation, making it easier and faster to buildnew solutions. 
	A new initiative to automate payment activity hasincreased straight-through-processing rates,improving the speed and accuracy of transactions.It also helps ensure that contracts are honoredon time, while reducing exposure to risks such asmarket volatility. 

	Figure
	How we apply cutting-edge big data thinking to create more value for our clients 
	How we apply cutting-edge big data thinking to create more value for our clients 
	We have formed a Decision Science Community of Excellence, to collaborate and share knowledgeto advance our use of big data. Decision Science is applying the latest big data techniques acrossBNY Mellon. From advanced analytics to data science, Decision Science is enabling our businessesto acquire the skills to perform these functions for themselves. 
	In 2014, we set out to increase our straight-through-processing rates, reducing the number oftransactions requiring human intervention, thus increasing efficiency and reducing risk.UsingDigital Pulse, our proprietary big data analytics platform, Decision Science monitoredthetransactions that we are processing by building a use case in which Decision Science is applied toa particular need. 
	Analysis of this transaction data is fed directly to a dashboard that is used to pinpoint issues preventing straight-through processing, allowing us to work with clients to fix the problem.Theresults are significant.This approach increases the value we can deliver to our clients and reducesthe risks of recurring errors. 
	Cybersecurity 
	Cybersecurity 
	With the increasing frequency of cyberattackstargeting financial institutions, we have continuedto expand our security infrastructure. In 2014, ourClient Technology Solutions (CTS) team took onthe responsibility of cybersecurity at BNY Mellon.CTS has supervised continued investment in keyareas of technology, people and processes toimprove prevention, detection and responses tocybersecurity risks. 
	Using cyber threat intelligence, reporting andanalytics to anticipate and predict threats, we haveimplemented a layered series of cybersecuritycontrols in an effort to prevent, detect and respondto potentially damaging incidents, both maliciousand accidental. In 2014, we enhanced security byincreasing controls over software installation,implementing new firewall capabilities, and assessing
	Using cyber threat intelligence, reporting andanalytics to anticipate and predict threats, we haveimplemented a layered series of cybersecuritycontrols in an effort to prevent, detect and respondto potentially damaging incidents, both maliciousand accidental. In 2014, we enhanced security byincreasing controls over software installation,implementing new firewall capabilities, and assessing
	and improving our understanding of our enterprise andthe IT assets that enable our business. 

	We have also refined our approach to protecting andsecuring sensitive data, and are working to implementenhanced controls over data at rest and in transit. Welaunched an  program to provide uniformstandards for the assessment, remediation andmanagement of our applications and systems. In 2015,we expect this program to become a key element inour enterprise cybersecurity strategy. 
	ISO 27001
	ISO 27001


	Our employees are a critical first line of defense against risk. Over the last three years, many employees across all of our major businesses and regions participatedin facilitated cyber-incident tabletop exercises. Theseexperiential exercises are simulations of cyber threatsfacing the business, and help us better understandthe risk landscape and implement preventivestrategies against current and emerging threats. 



	Strong Governance 
	Strong Governance 
	Good governance aims to promote full accountability,compliance and the highest ethical standards, fromthe Board of Directors to all levels of the firm. As aleading financial institution, strong governance iscritical to our success and our ability to meet clientneeds, manage risk and operate over the long term.We aim for consistent, high standards for responsiblebusiness practices and are guided by best practices incorporate governance, and by the core values of clientfocus, integrity, teamwork and excellenc
	Strong GovernanceLong-Term Goal 
	Meet evolving stakeholder needs and expectations byenhancing and sustaining practices for substantivestakeholder engagement, corporate socialresponsibility and responsible political engagement. 
	Notable 2014 Progress 
	•.
	•.
	•.
	One of only two U.S. diversified financial services companies listed on the Dow Jones Sustainability World Index, and one of only two S&P 500companieswith a perfect score on  indices  for two consecutive years 
	22
	CDP
	CDP

	23


	•.
	•.
	Improved company score on  of Corporate Political Accountability and Disclosureby 50 percent since 2012 
	CPA-Zicklin Index
	CPA-Zicklin Index



	•.
	•.
	Renewed our CSR strategy to reflect industry andcompany evolution, and successfully created aprogrammatic structure for a Social Finance focus


	22Dow Jones Sustainability Indices,2014.23CDP S&P 500 Climate Change Report,2014. 

	CorporateGovernance 
	CorporateGovernance 
	Strong corporate governance helps us act ethicallyand enables our clients to succeed. Our Boardof Directors is responsible for the oversight ofcompany management and works to advance theinterests of our company and our shareholders. AllBoard members are subject to our Director’s Codeof Conduct, which provides guidelines on ethicsand accountability. 
	As of April 14, 2015, the Board consists of13independent members and one non-independentmember, our Chairman and Chief Executive Officer. Thedefinition of independence is available in our . Independent directors meet in
	Corporate
	Corporate
	Governance Guidelines


	Committees of the Board of Directors 
	executive sessions, presided over by our Lead Director,at each regularly scheduled Board meeting. Averagedirectorattendance at Board and committee meetingsin 2014 was more than 93 percent. 
	The Board of Directors has eight standing committees, with the roles and responsibilities of each set forth in a charter, and each committee other than the Executive Committee consisting entirely of independentdirectors. Committee charters and information oncommittee members are available on our website. 
	Figure
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	For more information on corporate governance, including our corporate governance structure, executive compensationprogram and updated voting policies, please see our . For more information on our governance approach,. 
	Proxy Statement
	Proxy Statement

	clickhere
	clickhere


	Tax Policy 
	Our firm’s culture of “Doing What’s Right,” as codifiedin our Code of Conduct, extends to our approach topaying taxes. We emphasize strong internal controlsand that all communications with regulatory agenciesare to be “responsive, complete and transparent.”Internal controls include periodic analysis and reviewof the financial impact of taxes on our company andbusiness operations ensuring taxes are paid to alltaxing authorities in accordance with applicablelaws. Transparency includes open communicationwith t
	AnnualReport
	AnnualReport



	Advocacy andPolitical Engagement 
	Advocacy andPolitical Engagement 
	Advocacy andPolitical Engagement 
	The financial industry globally is subject to anextensive framework of laws and regulations,continuously evolving and affecting the way we dobusiness in the United States and internationally.We believe it is important to engage in the politicalprocess to ensure that the concerns of our clients,shareholders and employees are represented andenable us to advance and protect the long-terminterests of the company. Opportunities to engage inthe political process can take many forms includingdiscussions with polic
	Public Policy and Lobbying 
	Public Policy and Lobbying 
	Our Office of Public Policy and Regulatory Affairs,working closely with our Government Affairs Office,monitors legislative and regulatory activities in theUnited States and EMEA on a daily basis and activelyanalyzes the potential impacts that each relevantproposed law or regulation might have on BNY Mellon,and on the broader financial markets. We contribute toindustry policy discussions in a meaningful way thatbenefits our clients, investors and other stakeholders,and that strengthens our reputation for res
	Priorities are set through a coordinated effortbetween the Office of Public Policy and RegulatoryAffairs and Government Affairs, reporting up to andengaging with senior management and the specificbusinesses that may be impacted. We are activelyengaged in implementing all changes required byrecent regulatory reforms around the world, includingthose arising from the Dodd-Frank legislation inthe U.S. and similar reforms in EMEA, changes tothe Basel Accord, updated leverage ratios, and newliquidity standards an
	On our own, through our membership in industry andtrade organizations, or together with peer banks,we have submitted comment letters, respondedto financial industry surveys and participated inmeetings with legislators and regulatory agenciesin the U.S. and internationally to exchange ideas onthe financial industry and regulatory and tax reform.Because our business model differs significantlyfrom those of other large financial institutions, we areoften impacted differently by industry regulations andtherefor
	In addition to lobbying efforts by members of ourGovernment Affairs Office, we have retained lobbyingfirms to advocate for our legislative interests on thefederal and state level. These activities and applicabledisclosure reports are regulated pursuant to federaland state laws. In 2014, we spent approximately$1.4 million in federal lobbying expenses, whichincludes those paid directly as well as indirectly (e.g.,trade associations). Our federal lobbying disclosurereports can be found at . Our state and local
	http://lobbyingdisclosure. 
	http://lobbyingdisclosure. 
	house.gov/index.html



	Trade Associations 
	Trade Associations 
	BNY Mellon is a member of various trade associationsthat represent the interests of the financial industry,as well as the business community in general. Thesegroups produce analyses or white papers on topicalissues as well as advocate on public policy issuesimportant to their members. Trade associations alsooffer opportunities for professional developmentand networking. While we regularly review our tradeassociation memberships to ensure they align withour priorities, it should be understood that we may not
	Some of the principal trade associations to whichwe belong are American Bankers Association,Investment Company Institute, The Clearing House,SIFMA (Securities Industry and Financial MarketsAssociation), Financial Services Forum, GFMA (GlobalFinancial Markets Association), AFME (Association for
	Some of the principal trade associations to whichwe belong are American Bankers Association,Investment Company Institute, The Clearing House,SIFMA (Securities Industry and Financial MarketsAssociation), Financial Services Forum, GFMA (GlobalFinancial Markets Association), AFME (Association for
	Financial Markets in Europe), EFAMA (European Fundand Asset Management Association), The InvestmentAssociation, The CityUK, ASIFMA (Asia SecuritiesIndustry and Financial Markets Association),New York Bankers Association and PennsylvaniaBankers Association. 

	During the course of this year, we will be requestingour principal trade organizations to not use ourmembership dues or fees for funding election-related activity at the federal, state or local level,including contributions and expenditures (includingindependent expenditures) in support or opposition ofany candidate for any office, political party committeeor political committee. 

	Political Contributions 
	Political Contributions 
	We also engage in the political process throughpolitical contributions. BNY Mellon has two politicalaction committees (PACs) funded entirely by voluntarycontributions from our employees. Employees are notreimbursed or compensated in any way for politicalactivities or contributions. In accordance withapplicable federal, state and local regulations, thePACs have the ability to make contributions to U.S.federal candidates, and/or state and local candidates,political party committees and other politicalaction c
	Our PACs are regulated by the Federal ElectionCommission (FEC), and file reports, as required, withthe FEC and relevant state election commissions.Reports filed with the FEC are available to the publicat . 
	www.fec.gov
	www.fec.gov


	Our PAC contributions totaled $364,200 in 2014. Inaddition to the summary below, a list of the 2014 PACcontributions is available. 
	here
	here


	BNY Mellon did not make any corporate contributionsin 2014. It has been our practice to disclose anycorporate contributions** that we make. When we domake such contributions, we will continue to disclosethat information annually in this report. 
	In addition, BNY Mellon does not use corporate fundsfor independent political expenditures in support of,or opposition to, any candidate for office. 


	Compliance and Oversight 
	Compliance and Oversight 
	Compliance and Oversight 
	Our Government Affairs Office is under the supervisionof the company’s General Counsel. The GovernmentAffairs Office is responsible for all political activity byor on behalf of BNY Mellon, including administrationof our PACs. When making specific contributiondecisions, the PAC officers, in consultation withthe Government Affairs staff, consider a number offactors, including the candidates’ views on issuesrelated to our business, their leadership positionsand legislative committee memberships, and thecommuni
	The Corporate Social Responsibility Committeeof our Board of Directors, which consists entirelyof independent directors, provides oversight ofour public policy advocacy, lobbying focus andpolitical contributions. 
	We encourage our employees to stay informed of

	Our Political Action Committee Contributions in 2014 
	U.S. House.U.S. SenateTotal


	$108,750 $60,250 $169,000. 
	$108,750 $60,250 $169,000. 
	Figure

	Republican. (51% Republicans) 
	Figure

	$92,000 $68,000 $160,000 
	$92,000 $68,000 $160,000 
	Democrat 
	(49% Democrats) 
	Total 
	Total 


	$200,750 $128,250 $329,000*
	$200,750 $128,250 $329,000*
	(61% House). (39% Senate) 
	*.Additional contributions include $27,700 made to Pennsylvania candidates, and $7,500 made to trade association political action committeesresulting in $364,200 total disbursements.
	**A corporate contribution is defined to include a state candidate committee, a 501(c)4, 527 or ballot initiatives. 
	political issues and candidates and to take an activeinterest in political affairs. Employees may participatein the political process by making voluntarycontributions on their own behalf to candidatesand related political entities, in accordance withapplicable federal and state laws and regulationsand company policies. In addition, employees mustcomply with the company’s Code of Conduct andcompany policy with respect to engaging in personalpolitical activities. 
	political issues and candidates and to take an activeinterest in political affairs. Employees may participatein the political process by making voluntarycontributions on their own behalf to candidatesand related political entities, in accordance withapplicable federal and state laws and regulationsand company policies. In addition, employees mustcomply with the company’s Code of Conduct andcompany policy with respect to engaging in personalpolitical activities. 
	Employees are not reimbursed or compensated inany way for attending political events, engaging inpolitical activities or making political contributions.Employees engaging in political activities must doso on their own time and with their own resources.Our Compliance and Ethics Department reviewsall individual employee contributions that may beaffected by federal, state or local “pay-to-play”laws. These laws limit the ability of corporations tocompete for business if certain employees have madecontributions 

	Our People 
	Overview 
	Overview 
	Overview 
	In 2014, we created a 3-year strategic roadmap toincrease and focus investment in our people globally.We developed a strategy with four major focus areasincluding: making talent a competitive advantage;cultivating a winning culture; and delivering integratedsolutions to employees and clients. We have madesignificant progress against these areas. 
	At BNY Mellon we are invested in our people and ouremployee value proposition is grounded in our world-class ambition that thrives on a global stage. Thisemployee value proposition is driven by three pillars: 
	•.Powering our collective purpose—We’ve beenrevolutionizing the financial services industry for230years, proving that innovative thinking andexceptional achievements arise when you putclients first, helping them to pursue their personalgoals and financial dreams. 
	•.
	•.
	•.
	Investing in success—As one of the world’s mosttrusted financial institutions, we provide uniqueopportunities for our employees to learn, grow andtake ownership of one’s career while deliveringnew investment solutions that will make adifference for investors everywhere. 

	•.
	•.
	Evolving to a high performance team culture—Our employees contribute to our inclusive,collaborativeculturesurrounded by colleagueswith diverse perspectives and a deep commitmentto achieving the best outcomes. 


	Excellent Talent Long-TermGoal 
	Be a high performing team-based culture that is drivento succeed via an inclusive culture that attracts,engages, develops and retains a talented team ofdiverse professionals, experts and leaders. 
	Notable 2014 Progress 
	•.
	•.
	•.
	Built a 3-year strategy map to achieve ourlong-term extraordinary talent goal aspirations 

	•.
	•.
	Aligned annual incremental goals with the 3-yearstrategy map starting with the CEO and theExecutive Committee and cascaded throughoutthe organization 


	•.
	•.
	•.
	Designed a global, integrated talent managementstrategy to accelerate our progress against ourLong-Term Goal 

	•.
	•.
	Continued to build out a business-driven,innovative and dynamic curriculum with high-impact learning experiences throughBK University (BKU) 

	•.
	•.
	Received two prestigious awards for technologyand innovation in learning and development 

	•.
	•.
	Heightened our focus on risk culture stewardship,including compliance training via BKU resultingin highly favorable employee engagement scores inunderstanding our risk framework 

	•.
	•.
	Overall employee engagement survey scores werelargely unchanged from our 2012 survey 

	•.
	•.
	Increased employee engagement on diversity andinclusion, risk management and client focus 

	•.
	•.
	Attracted senior-level diverse talent hires andincreased representation at those levels 



	Embedding Our Risk Culture 
	Embedding Our Risk Culture 
	Embedding Our Risk Culture 
	At BNY Mellon, managing risk is an expected norm,and is everyone’s responsibility and a core part ofeveryone’s role. As a globally important financialinstitution, we are held to a very high standard andwe take it extremely seriously. Our brand is ourreputation, and our reputation is built on trust. Thatis why we have been intently focused on continuingto strengthen our risk culture and framework at ourcompany at every stage of the employee lifecycle. 
	Throughout an employee’s career with BNY Mellon,we emphasize the importance of carrying a strongrisk culture. Our risk culture is embedded within everypoint in an employee’s career—including recruitmentand hiring, training, leadership development,advancement and mobility—as well as throughour compensation and performance management

	Integrating Risk Culture andthe Employee Lifecycle 
	PROGRESSION Serious consideration
	PROGRESSION Serious consideration
	for role placement 
	and advancement 
	Clear linkage to base pay,
	24Towers Watson (benchmarking data). 

	SELECTION Critical lens for hiring decisions TRAINING Ongoing developmentof skills in accordancewith role type REWARD incentive award andclawback provisions TRANSITION Part of everyexit interview 
	PERFORMANCEMANAGEMENT 
	PERFORMANCEMANAGEMENT 
	Robust component of 
	Performance Management Processdiscussion and rating 


	processes. Beyond compliance, employees are heldaccountable for being effective stewards of a riskexcellence culture, and how they carry the culture isevaluated and reinforced at each stage in their career.Results are continuously measured, reinforced andreported using multiple tools. Our 2014 employeeengagement survey revealed that Risk Managementhad the highest score (81 percent) of all categoriesin the survey and was 2 percent higher than the Ninety-six percent ofemployees reported that they were aware o
	processes. Beyond compliance, employees are heldaccountable for being effective stewards of a riskexcellence culture, and how they carry the culture isevaluated and reinforced at each stage in their career.Results are continuously measured, reinforced andreported using multiple tools. Our 2014 employeeengagement survey revealed that Risk Managementhad the highest score (81 percent) of all categoriesin the survey and was 2 percent higher than the Ninety-six percent ofemployees reported that they were aware o
	financial services benchmark.
	24

	We continue to refine our efforts and coordinateacross key areas to ensure that all employees, at everylevel, are engaged in our risk management efforts andemploy balance and judgment in everything they do.To learn more, see our  section on page 33.
	risk culture


	RECRUITMENT 
	Part of BNY Mellon’s Brand &Employee Value Proposition 
	ONBOARDING 
	ONBOARDING 
	Clear communication of importance andaccountability 



	Leadershipand Development 
	Leadershipand Development 
	Leadershipand Development 
	At BNY Mellon, we invest in the development of ourpeople so that they can reach their full potential,realize their aspirations and ambitions and help ourclients to do the same. We are invested in achievingbusiness success by: 
	•.
	•.
	•.
	Driving a winning, high-performance culture thatstems from great talent, high expectations andaccountability, leadership, learning and diversity 

	•.
	•.
	Partnering with employees to ensure they have thetools and resources they need to build successfulcareers and that they understand how the entiresystem is integrated. We cultivate a learning anddevelopment culture that builds leaders at alllevels. By providing employees with opportunitiesto learn, develop and receive ongoing feedback,we are helping them realize their full potential. Weare also focused on continuously increasing theeffectiveness and capabilities of our managersand leaders. 


	Key to building a high-performance culture is ourability to provide great leadership and developmentopportunities for employees at all levels. We havean integrated talent management strategy thatworks to develop the company’s future leaders andour standards of success. It encompasses rigoroustalent processes and ensures that the quality ofour management and leadership offerings aredifferentiating factors in the marketplace. 
	At BNY Mellon, we focus on not just “the what” ofworking, managing and leading, but “the how”. It isn’tonly about what you do to contribute to businesssuccess, but it is equally about how you do it.Through clear communication around expectations,our Leadership Competency Model defines ourstandards of excellence which include 20 skill sets,grounded in our values and that reflect four areasof leadership: Thought, People, Results and Self. Adiverse and inclusive set of stakeholders was involvedin the Model’s d
	BNY Mellon Competency Model.

	360° & Upward Feedback Engagement& Culture Diversity &Inclusion HR Systems, Tools &Solutions TalentAcquisition Career Mobility,Succession &Talent Planning BNY MellonUniversity(BKU) TotalRewards PerformanceManagementProcess WorkforcePlanning & Analytics INVESTED IN OUR TALENT BNY MellonLeadership CompetencyModel 
	relevance, including Board members, and ExecutiveCommittee and Operating Committee members fromall regions, businesses and functions. 
	relevance, including Board members, and ExecutiveCommittee and Operating Committee members fromall regions, businesses and functions. 
	In 2014, we defined what excellence “looks like”through these competencies and delivered aconsistent framework for all talent processes, alongwith a robust plan for communicating, measuringand embedding them into the 2015 talent processes.This includes: selection for Operating Committeeleaders; the Managing Director promotions process;Talent and Succession planning; the PerformanceManagement process; and our Executive Developmentprograms. In 2015, we will also begin to assess leadersagainst these capabiliti
	The entire talent management system is built toreinforce and integrate the right expectations forperformance, desired behaviors, rewards and learningto ensure we achieve a high-performance team-based culture. 
	BNY Mellon University (BKU) 
	Launched in 2013, BNY Mellon University (BKU) isat the center of a multi-year plan to transform andinnovate Learning and Development at the company.BKU houses and manages most of our learning anddevelopment curricula, which is specifically designedto continually enhance the knowledge, skills, careersand engagement of employees in the pursuit ofoutstanding service for our clients. The top prioritiesof the University include manager effectiveness,fostering a strong culture of managing risk andhelping all BNY 

	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	In 2014, we delivered a total of 1,051,000 hours oftraining, an average of 21 hours per employee, andfocused on two major themes: 
	In 2014, we delivered a total of 1,051,000 hours oftraining, an average of 21 hours per employee, andfocused on two major themes: 

	RISK MANAGEMENT:Ensuring that every employee understands and knows how to mitigate the risks inherent in their particular business or role 
	MANAGER DEVELOPMENT:Giving managers the skills that they need to manage people, results 
	and change 
	and change 
	BKU consolidated 24 separate learning organizationsinto a single, centralized learning and developmentcenter. Our internal teams streamlined the corecurriculum to focus on the delivery of key programs,reduce course durations in line with best practices,and implement processes to ensure that learnersdo not repeat courses on topics they have alreadymastered. This has resulted in a 53 percent reductionin classroom training hours while simultaneouslyallowing us to improve the quality of learning and theuser exp
	BKU by the Numbers
	21 
	Average number of training hoursper employee in 2014
	12% .
	Increase in the number of learningparticipants from 2013
	7% 
	Increase in professionaldevelopment and professionalexternal training hours from 2013
	5% 
	Increase in professionalqualifications training hours(UK and U.S.) from 2013

	Embedding Risk Through Learning and Development
	Embedding Risk Through Learning and Development
	Through BKU’s School of Risk & Compliance, we are creating a consistent and comprehensiveprogram of learning at both the corporate and business levels on the topic of risk management. 
	The Three Lines of Defense training launched in 2014 was highly effective in helping employeesunderstand their risk responsibilities and how the Lines of Defense work together. Employeeshave a critical role in managing risk—understanding which Line of Defense applies to themand their job, the risks of their particular roles, and how to communicate and cooperate withthe Risk and Compliance and Internal Audit teams.
	The Three Lines of Defense approach has become an industry best practice that bringstransparency and perspective on how employees manage risk within a company.
	•.
	•.
	•.
	The First Line of Defense is management and staff at the business or business partnerlevel. They own the risks associated with their business activities, and manage those risksand related control processes and procedures on a day-to-day basis.

	•.
	•.
	The Second Line of Defense includes our Risk Management and Compliance functions.They own the overall risk management framework and provide independent oversight ofthe First Line of Defense. The Second Line also includes Corporate Security, BusinessContinuity, Financial Management and Analysis within the Finance, Human Resources andLegal departments.

	•.
	•.
	The Third Line of Defense is Internal Audit, which maintains independence from the firsttwo lines and provides the Board of Directors and senior management with assurance ofthe effectiveness of governance structures, risk management and internal controls.


	In July 2014, we announced a partnership with the New York University Polytechnic Schoolof Engineering to provide an online master’s degree program in cybersecurity for eligibleemployees worldwide. Lisa Humbert, BNY Mellon’s Chief Information Risk Officer said,“BNY Mellon’s continuous focus and drive towards strengthening global cybersecuritycorporate controls is a necessity in today’s era of rapid change, increasing threats and fiercecompetition. We are proud to create this relationship with the NYU Polyte
	We continually assess the effectiveness andoutcomes of our training. Using a combination ofoperational reporting, advanced analytics andpredictive analytics, we can measure program uptakeas well as impact on individuals and the broaderbusiness. In 2014, we launched the first online,interactive BKU Efficiency Metrics Scorecard, whichenables the four BKU schools to understand theirimpact and manage their business more efficiently.We are also working to improve our measurement ofthe effectiveness of our traini
	We continually assess the effectiveness andoutcomes of our training. Using a combination ofoperational reporting, advanced analytics andpredictive analytics, we can measure program uptakeas well as impact on individuals and the broaderbusiness. In 2014, we launched the first online,interactive BKU Efficiency Metrics Scorecard, whichenables the four BKU schools to understand theirimpact and manage their business more efficiently.We are also working to improve our measurement ofthe effectiveness of our traini

	Recognition for BKU 
	Recognition for BKU 
	Recognition for BKU 
	BNY Mellon is proud of the recognition BKU hasreceived for its efforts and achievements in learningand development in 2014. 
	In 2014, we scored above the benchmark as a“high-impact learning organization” (organizationsthat are able to drive engagement, retention andother business-critical results), as part of a reportprepared by Bersin, the research arm of DeloitteLLP that specializes in enterprise learning anddevelopment. Bersin noted that high-impact learningorganizations of our maturity level take a morestrategic and business-driven approach to learning It observed that we are sufficiently
	In 2014, we scored above the benchmark as a“high-impact learning organization” (organizationsthat are able to drive engagement, retention andother business-critical results), as part of a reportprepared by Bersin, the research arm of DeloitteLLP that specializes in enterprise learning anddevelopment. Bersin noted that high-impact learningorganizations of our maturity level take a morestrategic and business-driven approach to learning It observed that we are sufficiently
	and development.
	25

	advanced by streamlining learning processes ratherthan expanding them, and by fostering a learningculture, not just individual programs. 

	 featured BKU in an articleabout corporations that are partnering with massiveopen online courses (MOOCs), such as Coursera andedX, to offer virtual courses to employees. The articlehighlighted our 2015 plans to develop and launchclasses through Coursera to educate employees onthe fundamentals of finance and capital markets. 
	The 
	Wall Street Journal


	Dave DeFilippo, Chief Learning Officer, and Alan Gray,Head of Instructional Design and Development forBKU, were each honored by Chief Learning Officermagazine with Learning in Practice Awards for BKU’saccomplishments in transforming the company’sworkforce development initiatives. Dave received theSilver Trailblazer Award, given to learning executiveswho have launched a new enterprise learning functionor overhauled existing workforce developmentinitiatives in the past year. Alan received the BronzeTechnology
	26
	27
	28

	While we are proud of the external awards receivedand the acknowledgement that we are building astrong learning and development foundation at thecompany, the most important recognition we receive

	Transforming Learning and Development to Drive Business Results 
	Within twelve months of operating under a new centralized organization, BKU had pared downits course offerings from 9,000 to 750, representing a decrease of approximately 90 percent.Our internal teams streamlined the core curriculum to focus on the delivery of key programs,reduce course durations in line with best practices and implement processes to ensure thatlearners do not repeat courses on topics they have already mastered. This has had a largefinancial impact, yielding more than $3 million in savings 
	BKU has transformed the company’s learning and development strategy, structure andinfrastructure over the past 18 months, leading to improved organizational alignment,operational efficiency and higher-quality learning solutions. These changes will serve as thebasis for continued innovation for BKU and are an integral part of the transformation of itsHuman Resources approach. 
	25High-Impact Learning Organization Maturity Diagnostic Report, Bersin by Deloitte, September 11, 2014..26Chief Learning Officer, Learning in Practice, 2014..27Chief Learning Officer, Learning in Practice, 2014. . .28Chief Learning Officer, Learning in Practice, 2014. . .
	http://www.clomedia.com/articles/5971-learning-in-practice-2014-trailblazer-award-division-1
	http://www.clomedia.com/articles/5971-learning-in-practice-2014-trailblazer-award-division-1

	http://www.clomedia.com/articles/5962-learning-in-practice-2014-technology-division-1-winners
	http://www.clomedia.com/articles/5962-learning-in-practice-2014-technology-division-1-winners


	is from our own employees, and this was reflected inthe 2014 Employee Engagement Survey results. Thisrecognition was indicated by our favorable Risk, andLearning and Development, scores of 96percent and76percent, respectively. 
	is from our own employees, and this was reflected inthe 2014 Employee Engagement Survey results. Thisrecognition was indicated by our favorable Risk, andLearning and Development, scores of 96percent and76percent, respectively. 
	Development Programs 
	Our success is built on the strengths of all of theindividuals who comprise our workforce. Our 50,000+employees across our global offices, businessesand functions each have unique skills and abilities.Individual development plans help employeesestablish goals and connect to resources and trainingfrom which they can benefit. In 2014, 77percentof our employees had documented individualdevelopment plans in place. In addition, we continuedto implement new and enhanced offerings intendedto help employees identif

	•.
	•.
	•.
	An online development management tool that allows employees and managers to formulate effective development plans and follow their progress.

	•.
	•.
	The Upward Feedback survey, an online tool that gives employees the opportunity to provide valuable feedback to their managers on behaviors aligned with the Manager Standards of Excellence.This tool was piloted in our Technology group in 2014 and was launched to the entire organization in early 2015.Thousands of managers received feedback from their teams against 12 management behaviors and BKU has shaped the curriculum offerings to support ongoing development in these areas.

	•.
	•.
	Design of an executive development planning process for deployment in Q1 2015—enabling 75 of our senior leaders to create customized, high-impact plans for their continued growth.

	•.
	•.
	A refreshed mentoring resource site intended to encourage greater adoption of effective mentoring practices and provide information on our corporate programs.

	•.
	•.
	The MyCareer Center, an online resource for developing and managing a career at BNY Mellon  and navigating available opportunities within the company. 


	For more information on positions within BNY Mellon, . 
	For more information on positions within BNY Mellon, . 
	click here
	click here






	Engagementand Wellbeing 
	Engagementand Wellbeing 
	Engagementand Wellbeing 
	Our ability to best serve client needs depends onmaintaining an engaged and motivated workforce. Webelieve that providing a workplace where employeescan learn and grow through meaningful work, aswell as care for the wellbeing of our people, leads tohigher levels of engagement. Engaged employees havegreater levels of productivity and innovation to driveresults, meet and exceed the needs of our clients, andultimately, help the company succeed. 
	In 2014, we continued to focus efforts on five keydrivers of employee engagement. 

	Employee Engagement Drivers and Achievements 
	LEADERSHIP Communicating our company’s strategic priorities through the Plan to Win andemphasizing the importance of risk management to long-term business sustainability•We revised our company-wide Plan to Win in 2014. To fully engage ouremployees, we have held educational forums for managers and supportedthem in aligning their planning efforts with corporate objectives. MANAGEMENT Enhancing overall management effectiveness through new BKU course offerings(see page 63) and improved performance management an
	Empowering Our People Throughthe Digital Workplace
	Empowering Our People Throughthe Digital Workplace
	Our business is global and so is our workforce. Working together across time zones andlocations, we deliver expert service to all of our clients, leveraging a seamless technologyexperience to facilitate communications, collaboration and efficiency. 
	Our Digital Workplace program serves an important role in empowering employees with thetools and information to harness their best thinking and to deliver optimum results. Throughinnovative technology solutions and enhanced service offerings—including desktop andcollaboration tools, support, archiving and compliance capabilities, messaging and mobility—the Digital Workplace keeps employees at BNY Mellon connected, informed and engaged. 
	MySource, the company intranet, provides employees with quick, easy access to companynews and information. In 2014, we added MySource Social, an internal social media site,to enable employees to have greater opportunity to collaborate and connect with internal experts. We encourage the use of virtual meeting software that allows employees to connect“face-to-face”, wherever they are located. Our enhanced Global Customer Service Deskprovides responsive service for all our employees’ technology needs. 
	Employee satisfaction is the metric of success for Digital Workplace. We measure engagementby analyzing a variety of indicators, including the fact that: 
	•
	•
	•
	77 percent of employees are generally happy with their technology 

	•
	•
	67 percent are satisfied with the Global Customer Service Desk, up 17 percent since 2013 

	•
	•
	•
	42,000+ unique visitors used MySource Social 



	In 2015, the Digital Workplace will roll out more than 150 individual enhancements to employeetechnologies, including an evolved MySource intranet, an easier-to-use wireless network,“follow-me” printing capabilities and virtual desktop computing. 
	Engagement Survey 
	Engagement Survey 
	We continue to measure engagement and solicitfeedback from our employees. We conduct a fullengagement survey every other year, with a “pulsecheck” survey in the interim to maintain a closeconnection with employee sentiment. In 2014,80percent of our employees shared their feedbackthrough a full engagement survey, reporting an overallengagement score of 76 percent, a positive result thatwas consistent with our last full-length survey. Ouroverall goal is to achieve continuous improvement inemployee engagement
	Although the overall engagement score was virtuallyflat from the 2012 full survey, we saw some indiceswith decreased scores around leadership and careeropportunities. We are invested in improving theseareas in 2015 by: 

	•.
	•.
	•.
	Establishing a new leadership competency model that specifies the attributes of being a leader of our company

	•.
	•.
	Creating a centralized talent profile database; enabling more purposeful career conversations,development actions and mobility

	•.
	•.
	Implementing upward feedback and 360˚ tools to create solid accountability for managers

	•.
	•.
	Emphasizing talent-review processes and tools to understand personal strengths, optimize 


	development and leverage talent 
	development and leverage talent 
	Our employees ranked our risk management focusamong the categories with the highest favorableratings, indicating that they feel engaged, empoweredand informed on this topic. Ninety-six percent ofemployees reported that they are aware of the keyrisks relevant to their work. This demonstratesthat our concerted efforts to embed a risk culturethroughout the company and across the employeelifecycle are succeeding and strengthening ourcompany in the process. 
	Our firm outperforms the financial servicesbenchmark on a significant diversity and inclusionindicator that measures how positively our employeesfeel the company supports diversity in the workplace.
	See more in the  section of this report. 
	Diversity and Inclusion
	Diversity and Inclusion


	While we are proud of what we have achieved, westrive to continually improve. Each year, we developaction plans within our businesses, businesspartner groups and regions to specifically respondto the survey data and other forms of employeefeedback. Based on insights derived from the survey,we will focus over the next year and beyond onimproving career development support, incentivizinggood performance and empowering leaders torapidly deploy good ideas from their action plansinto practice. 
	Retention 
	One of our success measures in employee engagement is strong performance and retention, which we track globally and regionally by gender and business segment. 
	Our company-wide retention rate in 2014 was 87.7percent,representing a 2.1percent decrease from 89.8percent in 2013. We view these results as reflective of theeconomic recovery that is underway globally and across the banking and financial services industry, and seeregional trends in line with market patterns. 
	Global Voluntary Retention Rates,2013 to 2014 

	Gender 2013 2014 Women 90.1% 87.8% Men 89.5% 87.6% Overall 89.8% 87.7% 
	2014–2013 Voluntary Retention Rates,by Region/Gender 
	2014–2013 Voluntary Retention Rates,by Region/Gender 

	2013 2014 Region Female Male Total Female Male Total Asia Pacific 83.7% 85.5% 84.9% 80.1% 84.0% 82.7% Europe, Middle East& Africa 90.2% 89.9% 90.0% 87.6% 87.5% 87.6% LatinAmerica 89.2% 87.8% 88.4% 87.3% 87.6% 87.5% U.S. &Canada91.6% 91.8% 91.7% 90.0% 89.6% 89.8% Total 90.1% 89.5% 89.8% 87.8% 87.6% 87.7% 
	Employee Healthand Wellbeing 
	Employee Healthand Wellbeing 
	Our Live Well program, launched in the U.S. in 2011,is committed to empowering employees and theirfamilies to enjoy healthy, happy and fulfilling lives.Live Well brings together a range of resources,including tools, information, professional guidanceand referrals to healthcare services, to helpemployees and their families make healthy choicesevery day. Services include on-site health clinics insome locations; Best Doctors, a free resource thatallows employees to get second opinions on healthdiagnoses and de
	We plan to expand the Live Well program and integrateit effectively with wellbeing initiatives offered ininternational locations. In 2014, we started providingon-site physical examinations in key locations andcreated a global Employee Assistance Program tohelp connect our employees around the world with theservices they need. 
	Varying by region, we have health and wellbeingprograms; leave policies and programs designedto assist with personal and family responsibilities;Employee Assistance Programs; and flexible workarrangements. In the U.S., our highly competitivebenefit programs include the following: healthinsurance, retirement plans, holiday and vacationtime, and commuter benefits; voluntary benefitssuch as long-term care insurance, pet insurance,homeowners insurance and legal services; and paidtime off to volunteer. 
	For the first time, the 2014 Employee EngagementSurvey included a question on the health andwellbeing program efforts, specifically askingemployees whether, “The health- or wellness-relatedinitiatives and programs offered by the companyhave encouraged me to live a healthier lifestyle.”We found that 56 percent of employees agreed withthis statement, which was 8 percent higher than the
	financial services benchmark.
	29

	2014 Health andWellbeing Results 
	31,400 
	Figure

	wellbeing assessments conducted 
	26,500 
	Figure

	biometric assessments conducted 
	17,300 
	Figure

	participants in wellness coaching 
	14,000 
	Figure

	participants from 33 countries inthe Global Activity Challenge
	29Towers Watson (benchmarking data). 
	Health and Safety 
	We invest in programs and policies to help ensure thehealth, safety and wellbeing of our employees andtheir families. This commitment is closely alignedwith the company’s goals of sustaining an engaged,high-performance work culture and offering a widerange of competitive benefits that are important toour people. Our commitment to protecting the healthand safety of our employees is presented in a . 
	Health
	Health
	and SafetyStatement


	Healthy Workspaces 
	Healthy Workspaces 
	Sustaining a safe, healthy and efficient workenvironment also requires investing in facilitiesdesign and maintenance. As of 2014, 35 of our globallocations are LEED certified, which accounts for23percent of our global footprint. Certificationmeans that these facilities demonstrate best-inclass environmental sustainability building strategiesand practices. The  rating system takes intoconsideration multiple aspects of a healthy andhigh-performance workspace, including a reductionin emissions associated with
	LEED
	LEED


	We have implemented LEED certification at many
	U.S. and international locations. Even though we donot pursue LEED certification for every design andconstruction project, all projects are implementedusing energy and environmental design principlesthat follow our Operations and Maintenance BestPractices program. 
	In buildings where we have operational control buthave not yet pursued LEED certification, we implementour Sustainable Operations and Maintenance programto ensure that all facilities provide safe and healthyworkplaces for our employees. As of 2014, we had100percent participation with our establishedsustainable best practices, including green cleaningrequirements, waste management, integratedpest management and other indoor environmentalquality measures. 
	At locations where we lease space but do not haveoperational control, we are engaging with landlordsthrough our Sustainable Leasing program to assess allof these spaces and to improve them where needed. 
	Read more about how we are working to minimize ourenvironmental impact in on page 111 and  on page 113. 
	Climate Change Leadership
	Environmental Efficiency

	Workforce Human Rights 
	We are committed to the protection and widerpromotion of human rights throughout our company,and through our global footprint. We make every effortto ensure that all employees are treated with fairness,dignity and respect in the workplace. Our commitmentto human rights is embedded in the culture and valuesthat define our company, and are reflected in ourpolicies, including: 
	•.
	•.
	•.
	Human RightsStatement 
	Human RightsStatement 
	Human RightsStatement 



	•.
	•.
	Equal Employment Opportunity/Affirmative Action
	Equal Employment Opportunity/Affirmative Action
	Equal Employment Opportunity/Affirmative Action
	(EEO/AA)policy 



	•.
	•.
	Notice of Affirmative Action Programs and Notice
	Notice of Affirmative Action Programs and Notice
	Notice of Affirmative Action Programs and Notice
	to Veterans and Individuals withDisabilities 



	•.
	•.
	Sexual and Other Discriminatory
	Sexual and Other Discriminatory
	Sexual and Other Discriminatory
	Harassmentpolicy 



	•.
	•.
	Drug- and Alcohol-Free Workplacepolicy 
	Drug- and Alcohol-Free Workplacepolicy 
	Drug- and Alcohol-Free Workplacepolicy 



	•.
	•.
	Health and SafetyStatement 
	Health and SafetyStatement 
	Health and SafetyStatement 




	Read more on how we work to protect (on page 103) and how we engage with (on page 106) around this commitment.
	human rights
	our suppliers





	Diversity and Inclusion 
	Diversity and Inclusion 
	Diversity and Inclusion 
	Our company operates in 35 countries and serves100 markets around the world. Our workforce isequally global, with nearly half of the workforcelocated outside North America. In this internationalmarketplace, we look to our workforce to providecreative insights and innovative solutions to meetthe wide-ranging needs of our clients. To serve ourstakeholders, we aim to have the very best talent andto provide an engaging and inclusive environment thatleverages diversity and differences, so that all of ouremployee
	Our goals call for continuous improvement indiversity trends for our management and leadershipglobally and for sustained positive trends in diversityand inclusion scores, measured by our EmployeeEngagement surveys. 

	Employee Engagement Survey Results Related to Diversity*
	2014 Change from2012 Survey Management of this company supports diversity in the workplace, recognizing and respecting the value of people’s differences 85%* 0% My immediate manager creates an equitable and inclusive work environment 75% +2% My immediate manager takes action to ensure the workplace is free of all kinds of discrimination  and harassment 79% 0% 
	* Employee Engagement scores related to Diversity and Inclusion are 3% higher than the financial services benchmark [Towers Watson(benchmarking data)] 
	Diversity by the Numbers Gender Diversity 
	Diversity by the Numbers Gender Diversity 
	43% 
	Of our total global workforceare women** 
	26% 
	Of employees at the Director levelor above are women
	37% 
	Of employees at the Vice Presidentlevel are women 
	A Global Strategy 
	A Global Strategy 
	In 2014, we deployed our refreshed global diversityand inclusion strategy across the company, using anew governance model and measurement frameworkto embed the approach across all regions. Our globalstrategy is grounded in five strategic priorities thatcome together to support our vision of promotingan inclusive and respectful environment. Our aimis to leverage diversity and differences, and torecognize and promote top talent through a cultureof meritocracy. 


	Hiring Diversity 
	Hiring Diversity 
	Hiring Diversity 
	41%
	Of new hires globally in 2014were women 
	37% 
	Of new hires in the U.S. were fromdiverse ethnic/racial backgrounds*

	*As of December 31, 2014.**As of December 31, 2014. 
	Strategic Priority 
	Strategic Priority 
	Enhance diverse talent acquisition capabilities 
	Continue to increase management awareness andtraining 
	Promote culture change 
	Support distinctive key talent development and experiences 
	Advance client relationships/ business development 

	2014 Highlights
	Diverse emerging and senior-level leadership forums sponsored by BNY Mellon were held in New York, Pune and London, and contributed to significant candidate pipeline development and talent acquisition.
	We launched VetNet, our newest , which is dedicated to recruiting, developing and supporting veterans at BNY Mellon and returning military service members.
	employee resource 
	employee resource 
	group


	Among the key programs supported by VetNet is Boots to Business and the UK Returning Military Program, which pursue two main goals:
	•.
	•.
	•.
	Facilitate the transition of veterans into the civilian workforce 

	•.
	•.
	Build the capacity of hiring managers to recognize and leverage the skills and capabilities of veterans 


	We rolled out Unconscious Bias, our first global diversitytraining program, through BKU. Unconscious Bias provides abespoke leadership module for Managing Directors, and anedition that is relevant to all employees. The goal of this coursewas to help educate employees on how to be aware of and avoidbias in the workplace. The company achieved a 94percentcompletion rate of the training among all employees. 
	Our Global Diversity and Inclusion Council was refreshed andconsists of over 40 leaders from around the company. Thiskey group convenes three times a year to discuss and shareleading practices and advance our five strategic priorities,with members serving as stewards and culture carriers ofour diversity and inclusion agenda. Additionally, regionalcouncils are fully operational in APAC and EMEA, along withlocal councils in nine other locations. 
	To improve the management of diversity and inclusion issues,we deployed dashboards for Executive Committee (EC)members that provide detailed diversity demographics anddata for each member’s organization area. This new tool ishelping EC members to better understand and manage diversityand to identify key talent within their businesses or areas. 
	We hosted an executive women’s symposium in London,attended by clients, industry professionals and prominentjournalists. The forum focused on the growth of womenin the investment sector and the impact of technologyon investors. 

	Diversity and Inclusion Governance 
	Diversity and Inclusion Governance 
	Diversity and Inclusion Governance 
	As of 2014, all diversity and inclusion efforts havebeen managed through new global, regional and localgovernance bodies. Within this enhanced structure,the role of Global Head of Diversity and Inclusion hasbeen appointed to the Operating Committee and isnow a direct report to the Chief Human ResourcesOfficer, providing increased visibility and access tothe Executive Committee. 


	Supporting Women in Technology 
	Supporting Women in Technology 
	Supporting Women in Technology 
	Our employee resource groups (ERGs) are animportant component of our diversity commitment.Read more about our six cross-company employee
	Our employee resource groups (ERGs) are animportant component of our diversity commitment.Read more about our six cross-company employee
	resource groups, which recognize the value of ourdiverse global workforce and serve as catalysts foradvancing diversity and inclusion across the companyby clicking . 
	here
	here



	In affiliation with WIN, our women’s network, and theAnita Borg Institute (ABI), the new BNY Mellon Womenin Technology group works to recruit, retain andadvance women in technology.
	In recognition of our efforts throughout 2014,BNYMellon was named the 2015 winner of theAnita Borg Institute’s Top Company for Women inTechnology. This is a national award that leveragesa rigorous statistical methodology to recognizecompanies who have advanced the development andsuccess of technical women at all career 
	levels.
	30 


	BNY Mellon Women in Technology: 2014 Activity Highlights. 
	LEAN INCIRCLES The company hosted Lean In Circles with participants worldwide,and a Circle of Circles event to celebrate the accomplishments of all teams. SPONSORSHIPINITIATIVE This program is designed to pair a technology executive sponsor with a high-potential woman protégé.Through this relationship,the sponsor helps develop the protégé with career leadership and development. In 2014, protégés were paired with executives for a 16-month period. COMMUNITYOUTREACH The company works with community-based organ
	30. 
	30. 
	http://anitaborg.org/awards-grants/top-companies-for-women-technologists/
	http://anitaborg.org/awards-grants/top-companies-for-women-technologists/




	Awards 
	Awards 
	Awards 
	We are proud to have been recognized with 26 awardsfor our corporate diversity and inclusion efforts aswell as the achievements of individual employees in2014. Individual highlights include: 


	Select Individual Awards 
	Select Individual Awards 
	Select Individual Awards 
	100 Influential Women—Financial News
	100 Influential Women—Financial News
	31

	Jeannine Lehman, Head of Global Collateral Services, EMEA Helena Morrissey, CEO of Newton Investment Management 
	Elaine Edmonds Award, Black Achievers in Industry—Harlem YMCA
	32

	Wanda Hill, Managing Director, BKU 

	Most Powerful Women in Banking—
	Most Powerful Women in Banking—
	Karen Peetz, President 
	American Banker
	American Banker

	33

	Outstanding Visionary Women Leadership Award—World Women Leadership Congress
	34

	Jyoti Chopra, Global Head of Diversity  and Inclusion 
	President’s Award for Leadership & Excellence—National Association of Black Accountants, New York Chapter
	35

	Lenny Singletary, Chief of Staff,Treasury 


	Top 100 LGBT Business Role Models—
	Top 100 LGBT Business Role Models—
	Top 100 LGBT Business Role Models—
	Top 100 LGBT Business Role Models—

	Jim McEleney, Chief Operating Officer, EMEA
	OUTstanding
	OUTstanding
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	31Financial News, October 27, 2014.
	32Black Achievers in Industry, Harlem YMCA, 2014.
	33American Banker, September 22, 2014.
	34World Women Leadership Congress, 2014.
	35National Association of Black Accountants, Inc., New York Chapter, 2014.
	36OUTstanding, 2014. 
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	Overview
	Overview
	Overview
	As a global investments company, we have a centralrole to play in supporting markets, empoweringthe communities in which we live and work, andpromoting sustainable practices. Our thinking, skillsand resources can help investors intelligently financesolutions for the world’s most pressing issues andmake our local communities better places to liveand work. 
	We work with corporations, institutions and investorsacross the investment lifecycle and can see social
	Responsible InvestmentsLong-Term Goal 
	Be highly focused on clients’ interests by providingsubstantive programs to support clients’environmental, social and governance (ESG) needs,and be mindful of ESG risks and impact when lendingand investing company funds. 
	finance’s full potential. As mainstream investors—from individuals to institution`s—continue to seekstrategies that allow them to better incorporate ESGrisk, maximize attractive risk-adjusted returns andprotect and generate long-term value, we believethere’s untapped market potential in social finance.We bring the breadth of our business to bear indeveloping and delivering innovative social andenvironmental solutions for clients, and our socialfinance capabilities in this space continue to grow. Ourcommitme
	Notable 2014 Progress 
	•.
	•.
	•.
	Launched two new boutique-led ESG products inInvestment Management and laid the groundworkfor 2015 penetration across the ESG platform 

	•.
	•.
	Developed ESG education materials forinvestment staff in select boutiques (e.g., Returnsto Issuer Engagement and Proxy Voting training tobe delivered in early 2015) 

	•.
	•.
	Maintained the number of clients using the ESGscreening service in Asset Servicing through2014 while increasing the number of screens by23percent and growing assets screenedby 34 percent 




	Social Finance 
	Social Finance 
	Social Finance 
	We believe that investments are key to enablingpositive change in society and for the environment.Investments will be needed in sectors from healthto education to agriculture to meet the needs of agrowing population as the world becomes increasinglyresource constrained. 
	With this need in mind, we have formalized a focus onsocial finance that leverages our collective knowledge,skills and resources to help attract mainstreaminvestors, unlock capital, and shift more financingtoward positive social and environmental outcomes.
	We define social finance as any investment activitiesthat include both financial returns and material socialand/or environmental impact. It covers areas suchas impact investing, socially responsible investing(SRI), environmental investing and developmentfinance. Our approach is intentionally holistic,reflecting our perspective and capabilities at everystage of the investment process. We believe thatthis comprehensive approach will help increase ourclients’ understanding of the breadth and depth ofthe market
	37


	Figure
	37The value of the global social finance market has been calculated using verified public data. For more information onour methodology, please see our . 
	37The value of the global social finance market has been calculated using verified public data. For more information onour methodology, please see our . 
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	Our Corporate Social Responsibility team is leadingthe company’s focus on social finance. Theyleverage their existing relationships throughout theorganization and with strategic oversight by executivemanagement and the Corporate Social ResponsibilityCommittee of the Board of Directors to facilitate acoordinated effort across the company. We have alsoestablished a Social Finance Business Council madeup of representatives from across the businessesthat ensures that our social finance activities aredriven by c
	Our Corporate Social Responsibility team is leadingthe company’s focus on social finance. Theyleverage their existing relationships throughout theorganization and with strategic oversight by executivemanagement and the Corporate Social ResponsibilityCommittee of the Board of Directors to facilitate acoordinated effort across the company. We have alsoestablished a Social Finance Business Council madeup of representatives from across the businessesthat ensures that our social finance activities aredriven by c
	Our Corporate Social Responsibility team is leadingthe company’s focus on social finance. Theyleverage their existing relationships throughout theorganization and with strategic oversight by executivemanagement and the Corporate Social ResponsibilityCommittee of the Board of Directors to facilitate acoordinated effort across the company. We have alsoestablished a Social Finance Business Council madeup of representatives from across the businessesthat ensures that our social finance activities aredriven by c
	leaders execute on social finance objectives to buildawareness and dialogue with clients, and to developand grow products and services. 

	With this structure, the social finance initiativefocuses on progress in three areas: products andservices, thought leadership and research, andpartnerships. The Social Finance Business Councilincreases awareness of results in individualbusiness lines across the enterprise, better allowingus to deliver the entire company in the SocialFinance arena. 

	INVESTMENT MANAGEMENT$80BAssets under managementexplicitlyscreened forESG factors ASSET SERVICING $559BAssets under custodyand/or administrationscreened forESG criteria INVESTMENT MANAGEMENT Boutique signatories toUN PRI: Insight, Meriten,Newton, Standish, SigulerGuff, Mellon Capital 
	INVESTMENT MANAGEMENT Offerings range from SRIfunds and ESG screeningto full integration, proxy voting and issuer engagement CORPORATETRUST Provides productsolutions forgreen bonds,environmental trusts andescrows, project financeand social housingbonds 
	CORPORATE TRUST Recognized trustee ofcatastrophe bonds with30% market share DEPOSITARYRECEIPTS Collaborates withSustainalytics to provide ESG advisory services tosecurities issuers 
	Social Finance Products and Services 
	Social Finance Products and Services 
	Social Finance Products and Services 
	This year, we are expanding and formalizing ourapproach to social finances at the firm, but arenot new to the field. We have expertise across ourbusinesses and our social finance portfolio continuesto grow. We provide social finance solutions includingenvironmental, social and governance (ESG) factorintegration; socially responsible investment funds;servicing of environmental trusts and escrows, greenbonds and insurance-linked securities; and globaldepositary receipt programs to a wide variety ofclients. We
	This year, we are expanding and formalizing ourapproach to social finances at the firm, but arenot new to the field. We have expertise across ourbusinesses and our social finance portfolio continuesto grow. We provide social finance solutions includingenvironmental, social and governance (ESG) factorintegration; socially responsible investment funds;servicing of environmental trusts and escrows, greenbonds and insurance-linked securities; and globaldepositary receipt programs to a wide variety ofclients. We
	Trust. Product development is a priority, and wecontinue to focus on understanding the changingnature of our clients’ needs, refining our offerings tobest serve them. 

	Learn more about our social finance productsand services: 
	•
	•
	•
	 on page 87 
	Investment Management


	•
	•
	 on page 90 
	Investment Services



	Investment Management 
	BNY Mellon’s Investment Management businessis a multi-boutique model with autonomousinvestment boutiques, each with its own style,strategy and management team. Beyond assetmanagement, Investment Management includes services. This model enablesour investment teams to offer a wide range of well-diversified and customizable investment strategies. 
	wealth management
	wealth management




	ESG Investment Strategies 
	ESG Investment Strategies 
	ESG Investment Strategies 
	ESG factors can significantly influence risk-adjustedinvestor returns. We offer clients a full set of SociallyResponsible Investing (SRI) capabilities, from ESGscreening to full integration, proxy voting and issuerengagement. With skilled, experienced investment
	ESG factors can significantly influence risk-adjustedinvestor returns. We offer clients a full set of SociallyResponsible Investing (SRI) capabilities, from ESGscreening to full integration, proxy voting and issuerengagement. With skilled, experienced investment
	professionals, we help clients to choose the solutionsthat meet their objectives. 

	We provide three primary types of ESG investmentstrategies: positive screening, negative screening,and full ESG integration. Positive screening allowsinvestors to proactively invest in companies thatdemonstrate values or practices that are consistentwith client ESG values. Investors that are interestedin avoiding or divesting from companies that engagein certain businesses or practices can choosenegative screening. Full ESG integration incorporatesenvironmental, social and governance risk factors andopportu

	Figure
	POSITIVE SCREENING
	POSITIVE SCREENING
	PROACTIVELY INVESTING INCOMPANIES WITH PRACTICESCONSISTENT WITH CLIENTESG VALUES 
	EXAMPLE:Only invest in companiesthat are actively addressing laborand human rights concerns in theirsupply chain.

	NEGATIVE SCREENINGFULL ESG INTEGRATION
	AVOIDING OR DIVESTING FROM
	EXPLICITLY INCLUDING ESG
	EXPLICITLY INCLUDING ESG

	COMPANIES WITH PRACTICES THAT
	RISKS AND OPPORTUNITIES
	RISKS AND OPPORTUNITIES

	CONFLICT WITH CLIENT ESG VALUES 
	INTO ALL ANALYSES
	INTO ALL ANALYSES

	EXAMPLE:Do not invest in utilities that rely heavily on fossil fuels. 
	EXAMPLE:Consider companiesthat have beneficial records inall areas of concern, such as human rights, climate change  and business ethics. 
	EXAMPLE:Consider companiesthat have beneficial records inall areas of concern, such as human rights, climate change  and business ethics. 
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure

	Assets Managed Accordingto ESG Criteria $80B 
	United Nations Principles forResponsible Investment (UN PRI)
	United Nations Principles forResponsible Investment (UN PRI)
	We continue to pursue a boutique-specific approachto the UN PRI, which ensures that each team owns therequirements of the Principles and is responsible fortheir management. This also provides our boutiqueswith the flexibility to evaluate the advantages andcosts of becoming a signatory and to enjoy thebranding and business benefits of UN PRI involvement,while also making certain that compliance andreporting requirements are met. 
	As of year-end 2014, six of BNY Mellon’s boutiqueshave chosen to become signatories to the UN PRI. Asof December 31, 2014, $645 billion or 38 percent of ourtotal assets under management are currently coveredby the Principles. This marks a significant increasefrom $148.5 billion in 2011.
	Assets Under ManagementCovered by the United NationsPrinciples for ResponsibleInvestment 
	$645B 
	40% 23% 11% 38% 2011 2012 2013 2014 
	Boutique Signatories tothe UN PRI* 
	Figure
	Figure
	*As of December 31, 2014.
	SRI Training and Educationfor Employees 
	Staff training is strengthening our expertise in sociallyresponsible investing (SRI), reducing environmental,social and corporate governance risks for our clients. 
	Key focus areas for 2014 included an analysis of ESGdata providers’ quality and coverage and a literaturesurvey of the evidence on shareholder ability toimprove returns through governance reforms in thecompanies they own. Our Investment Management
	Key focus areas for 2014 included an analysis of ESGdata providers’ quality and coverage and a literaturesurvey of the evidence on shareholder ability toimprove returns through governance reforms in thecompanies they own. Our Investment Management
	professionals and specialist consultants lead our SRItraining efforts. To supplement our ESG educationprograms, our businesses also have access toexpert consultants. 



	Wealth Management 
	Wealth Management 
	Wealth Management 
	Our Wealth Management group offers both internallyand externally managed equity funds for its clientsinterested in SRI and ESG integration, including theDreyfus Premier Third Century Fund and the DFAInternational Sustainability Core Fund. 


	Socially Responsible Investment Funds
	Socially Responsible Investment Funds
	BNY Mellon boutiques offer a wide range of SRI funds and other ESG products includingproprietary funds such as: 
	Dreyfus Premier Third Century
	Dreyfus Premier Third Century
	Dreyfus Premier Third Century

	$331 MILLIONOne of the first SRI funds on the market, this U.S. equity fund focuses on investments incompanies with business practices that protect and improve the environment, promoteoccupational health and safety, promote consumer protection and emphasize equalemployment opportunities. 

	Dreyfus Socially Responsible Growth Fund
	Dreyfus Socially Responsible Growth Fund
	Dreyfus Socially Responsible Growth Fund

	$284 MILLIONLaunched in 1993, this U.S. equity fund invests in companies that meet traditional investmentstandards, while also meeting socially responsible criteria related to the environment,natural resources, occupational health and safety, consumer protection and equalemployment opportunities. 

	BNY Mellon Sustainability Fund
	BNY Mellon Sustainability Fund
	BNY Mellon Sustainability Fund

	€43 MILLIONLaunched in 2012, this European equity fund invests in equities included in the STOXX EuropeSustainability Index. This index represents stocks of companies complying with highersustainability standards than companies with comparable revenues. 
	Investment Services 
	Investment Services 



	Asset Servicing 
	Asset Servicing 
	Asset Servicing 
	BNY Mellon has provided environmental, social andgovernance (ESG) screening capabilities to our AssetServicing client base for more than 10 years. Duringthis time, we have enhanced our capabilities to covera broad range of topics and insights sought by ourclients. By the end of 2014, 117 clients were using ourservice across 578 distinct rules or screens on ESGcriteria. Over the last 12 months the market value ofportfolios that we screen for ESG factors increased by34 percent to $599 billion. 
	Our ESG services meet an important need forinstitutional investors. Many use this service tomonitor the effectiveness of their investmentmanagers’ adherence to their investmentguidelines around ESG criteria. To promote theseproducts and our socially responsible investmentservices, we discuss screening with existing andprospective clients. 

	Common Client ESG Screens 
	Assets Under Custody and/ or Administration Screenedfor ESG Criteria $599B 

	Depositary Receipts 
	Depositary Receipts 
	Depositary Receipts 
	Our Depositary Receipts (DR) business plays a majorrole in helping securities issuers access the world’sfinancial markets. BNY Mellon served as depositaryto 1,279 sponsored American and global depositaryreceipt programs as of December 31, 2014, actingin partnership with leading companies from 65countries—an estimated 60 percent global marketshare. Depositary receipts facilitate cross-bordertrading, allowing non-U.S. companies to make theirshares available outside their home markets andallowing investors in 
	The DR Global Investor Relations Advisory (GIRA) teamhelps issuers elevate market visibility of their DRprograms and works with them to develop and executestrategic market outreach plans. One of GIRA’sareas of focus is ESG disclosure, as issuers benefitfrom understanding how investors and financialintermediaries view their sustainability and corporategovernance practices and performance. Learn moreabout our . 
	Depositary Receiptsbusiness
	Depositary Receiptsbusiness




	Corporate Trust Services 
	Corporate Trust Services 
	Corporate Trust Services 
	Corporate Trust offers infrastructure, technology andprocessing services to help financial institutions,corporations, insurers, governments and not-for-profitorganizations navigate the debt capital markets.Corporate Trust supports our clients’ ESG needs witha diverse range of product solutions, including: 

	GREEN BONDS We administer debt securities that raise proceeds to fund projects with specific environmental benefits, such as climate change mitigation and adaptation projects. We remain at the forefront of market developments through our engagement with associations that lead initiatives in support of green bond market growth.ENVIRONMENTALTRUSTS ANDESCROWS We help clients to comply with financial responsibility requirements enforced by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency and other commissions for envir
	 about how we contribute solutions toglobal ESG challenges. 
	 about how we contribute solutions toglobal ESG challenges. 
	Learn more
	Learn more


	Thought Leadershipand Research 
	Social finance has the potential to protect and createvalue for mainstream investors, while generatingpositive social and environmental benefits forcommunities, economies and people around theworld. Through thought leadership and research, we’recollaborating with leading thinkers and practitionersto better address the needs of mainstream investorswho invest primarily for financial returns. 
	Social Finance Thinking AcrossBNY Mellon 
	With our team of investment experts, we regularlypublish our perspective on social finance issues.Below we highlight a selection. To read more, visit the pages of our website. 
	Our Thinking
	Our Thinking


	Standish: U.S. Investor Interest Catching Upwith Europe 
	Mike Faloon, Chief Operating Officer, StandishMellon Asset Management Company LLC assessesthe changing nature of a market that is wakingup to the relationship between long-term growthand responsible investment. With more than$15.5billion in assets being managed using sociallyresponsible criteria by Standish, Faloon predictsstrong growth in areas such as green bonds, and heseeks to clarify some of the confusion around socialfinance terminology. 
	Read the full interview . 
	here
	here


	Newton Investment Management: Investingresponsibly: Unconventional gas in China 
	Ashim Paun, ESG Investment Analyst, Newton, sets out the challenges and opportunities for investors and international oil companies looking to transform China’s carbon-intensive energy production infrastructure.Using ESG risks as the framing, Paun describes the complexities associated with unconventionalgas exploitation, set against a rapidly expanding population, the reality of increasing pressure on water resources, and an evolving regulatory context. 
	Read the full piece .
	here
	here


	Corporate Trust: Contributing Solutions toGlobal ESG Challenges 
	BNY Mellon’s Jim Maitland, Caroline Cruickshank andSonia Chaliha from Corporate Trust and John Buckleyfrom Corporate Social Responsibility discuss how CSRis transforming the ways in which companies and theirstakeholders lead positive change in the world. Theyalso discuss how we contribute solutions to climatechange, and social housing infrastructure, throughour trustee and agency services across our rangeof products. 
	Watch the video . 
	here
	here


	Partnerships 
	Collaboration allows us to apply our investments andmarket infrastructure knowledge to help develop amore resilient global economy in partnership withleading organizations. In 2014, we continued todeepen our current relationships with some of theworld’s premiere non-governmental organizations anddevelop strategic partnerships that build our capacityand reach in the social finance space. We focusedon opportunities that would enable businesses andcommunities to flourish, such as promoting the ruleof law and d
	Supporting the Rule of Law with theUnited Nations Foundation 
	As the investments company for the world, webelieve that rule of law is a precursor to unlockinginvestment in developing economies and to achieving Rule of lawis the legal principle that law should govern a nation,as opposed to arbitrary decisions by individualgovernment officials. It limits criminal activityand protects human rights, enabling citizens andbusinesses to safely and honestly fulfill their goals. 
	global sustainable development goals.
	38

	When the rule of law is applied consistently to a highstandard, responsible businesses can trade andgrow, and risks are reduced for domestic and outsideinvestors, which in turn leads to new resources and

	38See also: World Bank, “World Bank Development Report 2014,” 2013, 15, 
	http://siteresources.worldbank.org/EXTNWDR2013/Resour 
	http://siteresources.worldbank.org/EXTNWDR2013/Resour 
	ces/8258024-1352909193861/8936935-1356011448215/8986901-1380046989056/WDR-2014_Complete_Report.pdf. 


	markets. With increased governance, investmentsin emerging markets and developing nationsbecome safer and more attractive, leading to much-needed development. 
	markets. With increased governance, investmentsin emerging markets and developing nationsbecome safer and more attractive, leading to much-needed development. 
	According to the United Nations (UN), live outside the scope of institutions that effectivelyuphold laws. To help address this, we have partneredwith the UN Foundation to launch a rapid-responseinitiative. We are providing $1 million over two anda half years to build a coalition of support from theprivate sector and civil society that will advance therule of law within the UN’s Sustainable DevelopmentGoals (SDGs). 
	4 billion people
	4 billion people

	39

	The SDGs will replace the Millennium DevelopmentGoals, which are due to expire this year, and set theglobal stage and norms for development from 2016to 2030. They will impact trillions in spending andbillions of lives between 2016 and 2030. Working withpartners from top-tier legal and consulting firms,and other field experts, we are seeking the inclusionof substantive and comprehensive rule of law inthe SDGs, as we believe it will greatly increase thelikelihood of achieving the global development goals. 
	Figure


	BNY Mellon Social Finance Fund 
	BNY Mellon Social Finance Fund 
	BNY Mellon Social Finance Fund 
	In late 2014, we contributed to a donor advised fund with ImpactAssets, a nonprofit financial services organization with a mission to increase the flow of capital into impact investment opportunities. This $5million BNY Mellon Social Finance Fund* will serve as a proving ground to inform our own program development and, in some regions, focus on developing local impact investing markets. 
	Impact investments made from the BNY MellonSocial Finance Fund are intended to catalyze thedevelopment of ecosystems that support impactinvesting. We are identifying market gaps and barriersto scale and, because of the flexibility of the fund, arethen able to deploy capital in a way that targets theunique needs of regional markets. 
	What we learn from these opportunities will deepenour knowledge of needs in the space, inform product
	What we learn from these opportunities will deepenour knowledge of needs in the space, inform product
	and service development to meet those needs, andinfluence our assessment of gaps in research andthought leadership topics.

	Figure
	*Any and all contributions to the BNY Mellon Social FinanceFund are made through charitable donations to ImpactAssets.These contributions are irrevocable, and ImpactAssetsmaintains exclusive legal control over the assets contributed.Contributions are non-refundable and do not pay dividends orinterest income. 
	UpPrize, BNY Mellon SocialInnovation Challenge 
	, the BNY Mellon social innovation challengepilot program launched in 2014, encourages impactinvesting activity in southwestern Pennsylvania.Pittsburgh, PA is home to a robust nonprofitcommunity and a growing technology sector. Thischallenge was developed to bridge the gap betweenthese communities and increase the supply ofinvestment-ready solutions targeted to addresscritical social challenges. 
	UpPrize
	UpPrize


	UpPrize submissions must meet a rigorous set ofcriteria that assesses both the feasibility of theirbusiness models and the impact potential of theirproducts. Finalists will pitch their solutions to apanel of expert judges who will evaluate their ideasin consideration for prize funding—a combinationof impact loans and grants—to bring their productsto market. 
	To read more about how UpPrize achieves communityimpact objectives, visit our Community on page 95.
	 Commitment
	section

	Figure
	Figure

	39“Making the Law Work for Everyone: Report of the Commission on Legal Empowerment of the Poor,” UN Development Programme, 2008, 1,. 
	http://www.unrol.org/files/Making_the_Law_Work_for_Everyone.pdf
	http://www.unrol.org/files/Making_the_Law_Work_for_Everyone.pdf



	Global Impact Investing Network 
	Global Impact Investing Network 
	In October 2014, we joined the , a leading nonprofit dedicated toincreasing the scale and effectiveness of investmentsmade for positive social and financial impact. Impactinvesting provides capital, such as incubating funds orearly stage investments, to address major challengeslike sustainable agriculture, accessible healthcareand clean technology. 
	Global Impact Investing
	Global Impact Investing
	Network GIIN


	Members include leading asset owners, assetmanagers, investment advisors, research centers andratings agencies. We look forward to connecting withmembers on the latest trends and resources relatedto social finance, and to developing new strategicpartnerships that deliver lasting change. 
	Figure


	Community Commitment 
	Community Commitment 
	Community Commitment 
	We are invested in our communities around the world.Operating in 35 countries, we support ambitiousinitiatives that are designed to have a positive, longterm impact in people’s lives. Our activities includestrategic philanthropy, community involvement,support for human rights and supplier responsibility
	Community CommitmentLong-Term Goal 
	Demonstrate a measurable positive impact in ourcommunities through philanthropic activity, employeecommunity involvement, environmental stewardship,diverse supplier development and humanrights advocacy. 
	UpPrize, Social Innovation Challenge 
	UpPrize, Social Innovation Challenge 
	As the investments company for the world, we believethat impact investments are key to enabling positivechange in our communities. In 2014, BNY Mellonlaunched, a social innovation challengepilot program in Pittsburgh, PA to connect regionalnonprofits to the private sector in pursuit of market-based approaches to advance critical social missions. 
	UpPrize
	UpPrize


	We partnered with the Forbes Funds and over 100local nonprofit organizations to identify key systemicchallenges that inhibit the effectiveness of regionalnonprofits. The entrepreneurial community was theninvited to develop and submit their products and ideasas solutions to these challenges. 
	Top contenders will enter an incubation phase inwhich they will receive targeted mentoring andsupport, including mini-grants, to develop their
	Top contenders will enter an incubation phase inwhich they will receive targeted mentoring andsupport, including mini-grants, to develop their
	efforts. Each plays a significant role, helping usempower the communities in which we live and work toreach their full potential and contribute solutions forthe world’s most pressing issues. 

	•.
	•.
	•.
	 on page 96 
	Global corporate philanthropy and community
	involvement


	•.
	•.
	 on page 103 
	Support for human rights


	•.
	•.
	 on page 106 
	Supplier responsibility



	Notable 2014 Progress 
	•.
	•.
	•.
	$38.1 million: Total company and employee cashdonations in 2014, a $3.7 million year-overyear increase 

	•.
	•.
	127,000: Total employee volunteer hourscontributed in 2014, a 20 percent year-overyear increase 

	•.
	•.
	Advanced our commitment to human rightsadvocacy through a partnership with the UnitedNations Foundation to support rule of law 


	concepts and prototypes. In the final pitch event,finalists will have the opportunity to pitch their ideasin front of a panel of expert judges and be consideredfor prize funding made up of a combination of grantsand impact investments. 
	UpPrize represents one of the innovative models weare pursuing as we explore opportunities in socialfinance. To learn more about our commitments in thisspace, visit the  section on page 85. 
	Social Finance

	Figure



	Philanthropyand CommunityInvolvement 
	Philanthropyand CommunityInvolvement 
	Philanthropyand CommunityInvolvement 
	We are invested in our communities around theworld. Our commitment to the wellbeing of thesecommunities is an essential part of who we are andhow we do business. Our firm’s global corporatephilanthropy program enables positive change throughphilanthropic donations and social investments, andwe empower our employees to use their skills andresources to make a difference. Our philanthropyprogram leverages corporate, foundation andemployee giving, and provides flexibility for regionaland cultural variations. It
	We identify and support initiatives that improvesocial and economic conditions in locations where thecompany does business and our employees live andwork. This is accomplished through our philanthropicfocus on , which directs asignificant portion of our corporate donations toproviding vital support and workforce developmentopportunities to those in need, with a specialemphasis on supporting vulnerable youth through ourPathways program. 
	Powering Potential
	Powering Potential


	In 2014, our total employee and company cashcontributions to charities in communities aroundthe world increased to $38.1 million, includingdonations to support Ebola relief efforts. In addition,participation by our employees in volunteerismincreased by 20 percent to 127,000 hours. As partof our Powering Potential philanthropic focus, wecontinued to work with our community partnersto provide basic needs such as food, clothing andhousing. We also expanded our support for job trainingand development programs t
	Learn more: 
	Philanthropy and Employee Community
	Philanthropy and Employee Community
	Involvement At aGlance 


	Major Areas of Focus in 2014 
	Social Finance was a new philanthropic.priority in 2014.
	Other Charitable .Support*. 
	18%
	Community Partnership 
	40% 

	Social Finance 
	15% 
	Sect
	Figure
	Powering Potential** 
	Powering Potential** 
	27% 



	*Includes BNY Mellon business managed giving; supportfor the arts, education and some support for diversityand inclusion.
	**Does not include employee giving. 
	Total Cash Donations
	Total Cash Donations
	($ millions) 
	$38.1 
	$33.8$33.8 $34.4 
	$33.8$33.8 $34.4 
	2011201220132014 


	Impact of Powering Potential in 2014 
	Impact of Powering Potential in 2014 
	•.
	•.
	•.
	Provided more than 15,000 individuals with job training

	•.
	•.
	Provided more than 15,000 individuals with education (i.e., tutoring, scholarships)

	•.
	•.
	Provided more than 8,000 young people with a mentor

	•.
	•.
	Provided $50,000 in company donations to the American Red Cross and Save the Childrento provide aid for the victims of the Ebola crisis

	•.
	•.
	Contributed $1.2 million, the equivalent of approximately 6 million meals* to provide foodfor those in need around the world 

	•.
	•.
	Provided 5,800 vulnerable individuals with emergency, transitional and permanent housing 

	•.
	•.
	•.
	Provided clothing to more than 14,000 people 



	*Conservative estimate based on calculation methodologies used by reputable charitable organizations including Feeding America. 
	VulnerableYouth Empowerment 
	VulnerableYouth Empowerment 
	In 2011, we launched the , a coordinated approach to help youth aging out offoster care, along with other vulnerable groups.The $6 million suite of projects is helping to equipindividuals with the academic, workforce developmentand life skills needed to successfully transitioninto adulthood. 
	Pathways program
	Pathways program


	The program also supports basic needs for theseyouth, who often lack access to core services and facehigh rates of food insecurity and homelessness. 
	BNY Mellon Pathways partners reported that, of theapproximately 678 U.S. and UK program participantsin 2014, 504 were either enrolled in educationor employed. 
	For information on the BNY Mellon Powering PotentialThought Leadership Summit, . 
	clickhere
	clickhere


	Pathways Program Highlights
	Since the program began in 2011, we’ve: 
	Supported more than




	2,000
	2,000
	2,000
	youth globally 
	Mobilized
	Mobilized
	900
	employees through volunteering,mentoring and events 


	Engaged
	Engaged
	Engaged
	10 
	executives through speakingopportunities, advisory roles andboard service 

	ACTION-Housing in Pittsburgh is BNY Mellon’s client. We provide the organization with construction financing and equity investments. One of the investments our company made was in Uptown Lofts, which included the construction of 47 apartments in two new buildings. Both of these buildings are of a similar scale and design.The North building features 24 apartments reserved for young adults aging out of the foster care system. Essential on-site support and programs for these youth are also available at this bu
	Diversity and Inclusion 
	Diversity drives innovation. The true inclusion ofpeople from different backgrounds, with alternativeways of thinking and varying experiences, is key to ahealthy society and new ideas. In addition to our ownefforts to recruit, develop and retain a  workforce, in 2014 we provided $2.9 millionin grants and sponsorships to support organizationsfostering diversity and inclusion in a variety of ways(see our report section on Diversity and Inclusionon page 78). Some examples of our support areas follows:
	diverse and
	inclusive

	• .
	• .
	• .
	BNY Mellon and our employees support Little Flower Convent for the Blind and Deaf in Chennai,India, a charity that provides free, full-time education, and trains teachers in modern methods of educating the deaf and hard-of-hearing.The charity integrates capable deaf and hard-of-hearing children into regular schools.

	•.
	•.
	We remained committed to supporting services for military veterans, many of whom are at risk for homelessness, struggle with poverty and lack adequate support networks. For example,we contributed to the  to support the Transition Training Academy,a hands-on program that trains participants for a range of jobs in the IT sector, adding more talented individuals to our recruitment pool.
	Wounded Warrior Project
	Wounded Warrior Project



	• .
	• .
	BNY Mellon received the Apollo Theater’s Corporate Award at the institution’s annual gala in New York’s Harlem neighborhood. Gerald Hassell, our Chairman and CEO, accepted the award, which recognized BNY Mellon’s philanthropic work and commitment to diversity.

	•.
	•.
	Boston PFLAG recently honored BNY Mellon with its 2014 Cornerstone of Equality award, which is given to “those who inspire love and acceptance of lesbian, gay, bisexual and transgender (LGBT) people.” BNY Mellon was honored for our commitment to equality and our history of creating and supporting programs that serve socially diverse populations.

	•.
	•.
	BNY Mellon supported  clubs that offer computer science education and technology industry exposure nationally throughout the academic year, the program expansion in New York for its Summer Immersion Program (SIP), and the recruitment and training of 13teachers and 45 teaching assistants to lead additional SIP students. 
	Girls Who Code
	Girls Who Code




	Community Partnership 
	Our Community Partnership program engagesemployees around the world in giving back throughindividual donations, fundraising, and individualand team volunteering. To encourage employeeparticipation, the company offers incentives thatinclude matching donations for financial contributionsand volunteer time, paid time off to volunteer, andemployee recognition programs. 
	Based on employee feedback, we made severalenhancements to our program this year. We increasedour support for volunteerism with a special focuson skills-based activities. We also launched a newprogram to support and recognize employees whoserve on the boards of eligible charities with a $1,000company matching donation. 
	In 2014, our employees volunteered 127,000 hours,up 20 percent from 2013. Since the program’s launchin 2008, employee and company matching donationshave increased by 54 percent. 
	Employee Community Involvement 
	2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 Employee donations and company match ($M) $9.9 $12.8 $14.0 $14.1 $14.5 $14.5 $15.2 Volunteer hours 18,900 26,100 43,000 71,000 84,000 105,000 127,000 
	Individual volunteering hours were not tracked before 2011. 

	Employee Community Involvement —ALS Ice Bucket Challenge 
	Employee Community Involvement —ALS Ice Bucket Challenge 
	Link
	Figure

	Gerald Hassell and his family participated in the ALS Ice Bucket Challenge to raiseawareness of amyotrophic lateral sclerosis, or Lou Gehrig’s disease, a progressiveneurodegenerative disease that affects nerve cells in the brain and spinal cord. During hisvideo, Gerald encouraged all employees to support the charities they care about throughCommunity Partnership. 
	He also participated in the Rice Bucket Challenge initiative, kicked off in September by theHong Kong Community Partnership Committee. The challenge concluded with more than2,700kg (2.7 metric tons) of rice donated by Hong Kong colleagues. The rice collected wasequally divided and donated to four local charity partners on World Food Day.
	Skills-Based Volunteering 
	As global needs mount, the resources of charities arebeing stretched like never before. The contributions ofskilled volunteers are invaluable in this climate. 
	A few examples of the ways that BNY Mellonemployees leveraged their business skills throughvolunteering in 2014 are as follows: 
	INVESTMENTS LITERACY:With the goal of illustrating how stock markets work and bringing to life the process of investing and trading, a BKU employee in the UK created an investments game.This game has reached more than 20 schools in Manchester, and several of BNY Mellon’s senior leaders have volunteered their time to help deliver sessions. 
	LEGAL:Our attorneys around the world have worked on a wide variety of pro bono projects to support groups such as senior citizens, military members, veterans, transgender people and low-income women. For this work, BNY Mellon’s Legal department was one of seven to receive an Outstanding Legal Department award from the New York Law Journal in March 2014.
	40

	JOB ACQUISITION AND MAINTENANCE:The Youth Villages Job Prep Training program in Massachusetts was developed in collaboration with volunteers from area businesses with a goal of preparing former foster care youth to find, secure and maintain employment.Through the program,corporate professionals serve as career coaches and are matched to a young adult enrolled in the program.Together with their career coaches, these young adults attend seven two-hour workshops over 10 weeks to learn how to apply for jobs, wr
	40New York Law Journal—2014 Outstanding Legal Department Awards: Pro Bono, March 10, 2014. 

	Human Rights. 
	Human Rights. 
	Human dignity is of high importance to us, and we work to preserve human rights throughout our company and our supply chain. For more information on our human rights policy, please read our . 
	Human RightsStatement
	Human RightsStatement


	We also look for ways to contribute to global initiativeson human rights, serving as a positive influencewithin our industry and beyond. In 2014, we entereda partnership with the United Nations Foundation tosupport the post-2015 United Nations SustainableDevelopment Goals (SDGs) and specifically, the rule oflaw. We believe the rule of law acts as a precursor toachieving many of the SDGs and strengthens humanrights broadly. Strengthening rule of law also leads todecreased business risk, making investments wi

	Advocating for the Rule of Law 
	Advocating for the Rule of Law 
	What good is building a school in a developing nation if a young girl is afraid to walk on the streetsto get there? If there are no strong contract laws in place, how can someone who received a loanfrom a microfinance institution make his or her small business a success?
	Around the world, violence and a lack of safety represent significant human rights challengesthat too often stand in the way of sustainable development. We believe that violenceand limited access to the rule of law are among the largest factors standing in the way ofalleviating poverty.
	Rule of law consists of efforts ranging from creating and enforcing just laws and buildingeffective judicial systems; to enforcing contracts and preventing violence; to combatting illicittransfers, trafficking and organized  Strong rule of law is necessary, in the words of theUN Secretary-General Ban Ki-moon, for “realizing the rights of every man, woman and child.”However, according to a UN study, a staggering 4 billion people live outside the scope of robustrule of law 
	crime.
	41
	42
	institutions.
	43 

	As the investments company for the world, BNY Mellon believes this is an important issue.Increased governance and strong rule of law decreases risk, which makes investing in theemerging markets and developing nations safer and more attractive. This helps drive economicgrowth, alleviate poverty, and promote empowerment and independence for the people ofthese nations.
	BNY Mellon has partnered with the United Nations Foundation to support a robust goal callingfor broad access to rule of law within the forthcoming UN Sustainable Development Goals(SDGs). BNY Mellon is a participant with top-tier legal and consulting organizations, and otherrule of law experts, to create metrics for measuring success in the implementation of ruleof law.
	Learn more about our  on page 93.
	partnership with the UN Foundation

	41“The Rule of Law and Transitional Justice in Conflict and Post-Conflict Societies,” UN Security Council: S/2004/616, 23 August 2004,.
	http://www.unrol.org/files/2004%20report.pdf
	http://www.unrol.org/files/2004%20report.pdf


	42Ban Ki-moon, remarks made during Contributions of Human Rights and the Rule of Law in the Post-2015 Development Agenda (conference),New York, 9 June 2014, . 
	http://www.un.org/News/Press/docs/2014/sgsm15918.doc.htm
	http://www.un.org/News/Press/docs/2014/sgsm15918.doc.htm


	43“Making the Law Work for Everyone: Report of the Commission on Legal Empowerment of the Poor,” UN Development Programme, 2008, 1,. 
	http://www.unrol.org/files/Making_the_Law_Work_for_Everyone.pdf
	http://www.unrol.org/files/Making_the_Law_Work_for_Everyone.pdf


	Non-Discrimination Policy Certificationfor Non-Profits 
	We are committed to fostering a culture of inclusionand to supporting the communities in which welive and work, and we expect any recipient of thecompany’s philanthropic funds to likewise havea commitment to these principles. Non-profitorganizations (e.g., charities, non-governmentalorganizations) applying for financial sponsorshipor donation support will be asked to certify theircompliance with BNY Mellon’s Non-DiscriminationPolicy Certification for Non-Profits. For moreinformation related to protected gro
	Equal Employment OpportunityStatement
	Equal Employment OpportunityStatement


	Supporting Marriage Equality 
	Supporting Marriage Equality 
	Our company and employees continue to provide theirsupport for human rights. As advocates for diversity,inclusion and equality, in 2013, we were a signatory toan amicus brief urging the overturn of a section of thefederal Defense of Marriage Act (DOMA) that deniedfederal benefits and recognition to same-sex couples.Most recently, we gave our support to another amicusbrief filed with the U.S. Supreme Court which arguedin favor of the rights of same-sex couples to marry. Webecame a signatory to these importan
	In addition, two important legal department probono projects grew. Our employees created acomprehensive, free to assist same-sex couples and their tax preparers innavigating state tax laws and reporting regulations.The site is updated periodically as state tax lawsimpacting LGBT couples change. Employees also ledan effort to expand The Transgender Legal Defenseand Education Fund’s Name Change Project, whichreduces the complexity of changing one’s name tomatch their gender identity. 
	In addition, two important legal department probono projects grew. Our employees created acomprehensive, free to assist same-sex couples and their tax preparers innavigating state tax laws and reporting regulations.The site is updated periodically as state tax lawsimpacting LGBT couples change. Employees also ledan effort to expand The Transgender Legal Defenseand Education Fund’s Name Change Project, whichreduces the complexity of changing one’s name tomatch their gender identity. 
	online tax resource
	online tax resource


	For more information, see our efforts to support on page 78. 
	diversity and inclusion




	SupplierResponsibility 
	SupplierResponsibility 
	We realize the impacts of our business extendbeyond our organization and into our supply chain.Our suppliers include both product and serviceproviders, and range in size from independentindividuals to large, multinational companies. Thesocial and environmental health, as well as the health
	Community CommitmentLong-Term Goal
	Demonstrate a measurable positive impact in our communities through philanthropic activity, employee community involvement,environmental stewardship, diverse supplier development and human rights advocacy. 
	Supplier Diversity 
	Our commitment to building a diverse and inclusiveculture not only includes , butalsoextends to our suppliers (see our reportsection on Diversity and Inclusion on page 78). OurSupplier Diversity program supports companiesowned, operated and managed by minorities,women, veterans, LGBT individuals and peoplewith disabilities; we also engage certain certifiedsmall businesses. This approach allowed us todrive 9.88percent of our total U.S. spend directlytodiverse suppliers. 
	our employees

	In 2014, BNY Mellon sponsored 54 and hosted 65supplier diversity events. Our presence helped buildthe capacity of these businesses and demonstrateour commitment to promoting diversity in ourlocal communities. 
	Our U.S. Supplier Diversity program has a strong andsignificant presence in the New York, Connecticut,New Jersey and Pennsylvania regions. The programprovides exposure and opportunities for small
	Our U.S. Supplier Diversity program has a strong andsignificant presence in the New York, Connecticut,New Jersey and Pennsylvania regions. The programprovides exposure and opportunities for small
	of our business, depends on that of our suppliers.Therefore, we actively manage these relationships,promoting responsibility throughout the supplychain. We demonstrate our investment in the valueof our suppliers in various ways. We work to improveour relationships, promote supplier diversity andinclusion, and provide opportunities for our suppliersto engage in our company’s priority areas, such as riskmanagement and environmental stewardship. 

	2014 Highlights 
	2014 Highlights 
	We published a Supplier Code of Conduct.By engaging our key suppliers in a dialogueabout our CSR practices, we confirmed that56percent of suppliers identified have agreedto comply with our Human Rights Standards. 
	business partnerships and interaction with localgovernment programs. It contributes to approximatelyone-quarter of the community service units underthe . To broadenthese positive impacts, we began developing a
	Community Reinvestment Act
	Community Reinvestment Act


	U.S. multiregional strategy and increasing ourunderstanding of the international context. In2014, we launched a new program to implementa restructured supplier diversity approach in theEMEA region. 
	We will combine our strong regional presence inthe U.S. and what we have learned from the EMEAprogram to construct a refreshed approach to aglobal supplier diversity platform. It will encompassprofessional service engagements, as well as supplierdevelopment and will align with our global diversityand inclusion strategy. 

	Supplier Management 
	Our Supplier Relationship Management programintegrates environmental, social and governance(ESG) concerns into the overall approach of workingwith our suppliers, including periodic reviews oftheir practices. 
	In 2014, we convened a diversified group ofrelationship managers and subject-matter expertswho helped define the criteria for being considered a“critical” supplier. 
	We also launched the Enterprise SupplierManagement (ESM) program. The objective of ESM isto design and implement a supplier risk managementprogram that complies with global regulatorystandards, is clearly communicated and routesall agreements through a centralized process forprocuring, reviewing and appropriately assessing risksof services and associated contracts. 
	In 2015, we will establish the ESM frameworkand a roadmap toward best practices and beginimplementing our enhanced processes. 
	Our initial supplier assessments and the ESMframework will help us structure a program thatenables us to not only fulfill our mutual businesscommitments, but also share and promote ourcommon ESG priorities. 

	Vendor Risk Management 
	Vendor Risk Management 
	Vendor Risk Management 

	Effective vendor risk management programs evaluate, monitor and measure external third-party risk to assess its impact to the business or enterprise, and drive the implementationof appropriate controls to help mitigate risks. It is important that the program reflects andenforces an organization’s internal controls framework and policies, ensures compliance withgovernment or industry regulations, and achieves consistency across vendors.
	BNY Mellon has a risk-based, centralized Vendor Risk Management (VRM) program that is designed to address the adequacy of information risk practices of external third-party serviceproviders. The VRM program establishes a set of minimum, risk-weighted due diligence requirements, to be completed when engaging external third-party service providers. Medium-and high-risk vendors are subject to enhanced due diligence related to their information risk practices. The program is managed by a central VRM team within
	Each vendor has a BNY Mellon relationship manager. Typically, those relationship managersreside in a business or business partner (e.g., Legal or Risk) (collectively, “business”) function.The central VRM team conducts information risk due diligence for vendors referred by abusiness or business partner. Our vendor risk assessment process is multi-layered andtailored to the specific risks that certain vendors represent. Initially, BNY Mellon uses aconcise mechanism to focus on the inherent information risk fo
	Once a vendor is on-boarded, the program demands periodic risk assessments. Thehighest-risk service engagements are subjected to a risk assessment annually, while themoderate-risk service engagements are assessed biennially. Findings resulting from riskassessments are actively managed and reported. High-risk providers are also subject toon-site visits at least once every three years. Site visits are in-person physical inspections ofthe vendor’s operating environments.
	2014 Assessments:
	2014 Assessments:

	•
	•
	•
	Remote (questionnaire-based) assessments completed: 579

	•
	•
	Remote (questionnaire-based) assessments in progress: 40

	•
	•
	•
	Site visits completed: 55 

	•
	•
	Site visits in progress: 9



	Supplier Code of Conduct 
	Our  clearly lays outour expectations for suppliers and their socialresponsibility commitments. As a practicing advocateof health and safety, labor and human rights, ethicsand other responsible business practices, BNYMellon holds our suppliers to the same standards ofexcellence. Beyond expecting suppliers to complywith all applicable rules and regulations, we alsoencourage the same in their next-level suppliers. 
	Supplier Code of Conduct
	Supplier Code of Conduct


	We recognize that the manner in which our suppliersaddress human rights issues, as well as business andenvironmental risks in their own operations, is vitallyimportant to their ability to deliver their products andservices—and in turn, our ability to serve our clients.By implementing a range of approaches, such asintegrating human rights provisions into our contracts,requiring disclosure of CSR activities in our RFPtemplates, and developing a Supplier RelationshipManagement program, our goal is to have ours

	EnvironmentalManagement 
	EnvironmentalManagement 
	We strive for the highest standards of environmentalperformance across our operations. Our strategicmanagement of environmental resources increasesprofits, helps manage risk, inspires ways to help ourclients succeed and supports our communities aroundthe world. 
	Fostering both business and environmentalsustainability means focusing on activities that enableour company to operate effectively while consideringfinancial and environmental responsibility. 
	•
	•
	•
	 on page 111
	Climate Change Leadership


	•
	•
	 on page 113 
	Environmental Efficiency



	Notable 2014 Progress 
	•.
	•.
	•.
	We continue to offset 63 percent of our globalelectricity consumption through investmentsin renewable energy and renewable energycredits. Our goals are to continue reducing ouremissions and waste as we endeavor to identifyopportunities to reduce water consumption andunderstand our sources of water. 

	•.
	•.
	We were included in the CDP Climate ChangeA List, which comprises the best-performing187global companies regarding issues relatedto combating climate change. 


	Environmental Impact 
	Environmental Impact 
	As part of our commitment to effectively manage ourenvironmental impact, including pursuing businessopportunities and mitigating risk, we formed a newBusiness and Environmental Sustainability groupin 2014. Our areas of focus include supportingsustainable business development and riskmanagement through programs that promotecost control, revenue generation, climate changemanagement, supplier diversity and inclusion andregulatory compliance. Some of our initiativesinclude the environmentally prudent management
	environmental
	investments and socially responsible products to
	clients

	•.
	•.
	•.
	We achieved a 32.4 percent reduction in our Scope1 and 2 carbon emissions, surpassing our targetof a 10 percent reduction by 2016, against a 2008baseline for our U.S.-tracked real estate portfolio.We have established a new goal to achieve a40percent reduction in global carbon emissionsby 2020, against a 2008 baseline. 

	•.
	•.
	We reached a total of 36 LEED certificationsglobally which accounts for 23 percent of ourglobal real estate footprint. We also achievedISO 14001 certification for environmentalmanagement at four new locations, for a total ofeight certified locations in the UK. 




	Climate ChangeLeadership 
	Climate ChangeLeadership 
	We strive for the highest standards of environmentalperformance across our operations. Our strategicmanagement of environmental resources increasesprofits, helps manage risk, inspires ways to help ourclients succeed and supports our communities aroundthe world. 
	Fostering both business and environmentalsustainability means focusing on activities that enableour company to operate effectively while consideringfinancial and environmental responsibility. 
	We strive to integrate climate change risks andopportunities into all aspects of our operations,products and services, and supply chain, and theseinvestments continue to return impressive results.To view our Environmental Sustainability Statement,. 
	clickhere
	clickhere


	Recognition by CDP 
	Recognition by CDP 
	We report our company-wide carbon emissionsthrough , the world’s leading environmentaldisclosure and performance rating system. This year,we were proud to be named to CDP’s S&P 500 ClimateDisclosure Leadership Index 2014 (CDLI) and its S&P500 Climate Performance Leadership Index 2014
	CDP
	CDP


	CDP Scores 
	Disclosure* 
	(CPLI) in recognition of our exemplary performance We are also the only U.S.financial company and one of only two S&P 500companies to receive perfect scores on both climatechange disclosure and performance two years in arow. In addition, we were included in the , which comprises the best performing187 global companies regarding issues related tocombating climate change. For our CDP disclosure, ourScope 1, 2 and partial Scope 3 emissions are verifiedexternally against ISO standard 14064-3. 
	(CPLI) in recognition of our exemplary performance We are also the only U.S.financial company and one of only two S&P 500companies to receive perfect scores on both climatechange disclosure and performance two years in arow. In addition, we were included in the , which comprises the best performing187 global companies regarding issues related tocombating climate change. For our CDP disclosure, ourScope 1, 2 and partial Scope 3 emissions are verifiedexternally against ISO standard 14064-3. 
	and levels of disclosure.
	44
	CDP Climate
	CDP Climate
	Change A List


	In 2014, BNY Mellon was also named to the Dow JonesSustainability World Index (DJSI World), and for thesecond consecutive year, to the . We are one ofonly two U.S. financial services companies included inDJSI World from more than 100 invited companies.Inclusion in DJSI World and North America is based onRobecoSAM’s in-depth analysis of economic,environmental and social criteria.
	Dow Jones 
	Dow Jones 
	Sustainability North America Index

	45



	Greenhouse Gas (GHG) Emissions 
	Greenhouse Gas (GHG) Emissions 
	Greenhouse Gas (GHG) Emissions 
	As global citizens, we take our commitment seriouslyto reduce our output of harmful greenhousegas emissions. 
	In 2014, we achieved a 32.4 percent reduction inour Scope 1 and 2 carbon emissions, against a 2008baseline for our global tracked operations (notincluding data centers). By 2020, we aim to achieve
	Performance 

	2014 100 A 2013 100 A 2012 90 B 2011 81 B 2010 66 C *Maximum score is 100.
	44.
	https://www.cdp.net/en-US/Pages/events/2014/cdp-leaders.aspx
	https://www.cdp.net/en-US/Pages/events/2014/cdp-leaders.aspx


	45“BNY Mellon Recognized as a Climate Change Disclosure and Performance Leader by CDP for Second Consecutive Year,” October 7, 2014. 
	a 40 percent greenhouse gas emissions reduction in.our global operations, excluding data centers, from a.2008 baseline.. 
	Our carbon emission reductions are largely due to.a decrease in energy use, resulting in reductions in.energy costs. Since the program’s inception in 2008,.approximately $62 million cost avoidance has been.realized through energy efficiency and other energy.reduction efforts.. 
	Global Scope 1 & 2 GHGEmissions % Reduction
	Global Tracked Operations;.Compared to 2008 Baseline. 
	30.6% 
	30.6% 
	28.5% 
	32.4% 

	15.6% 15.8% 

	1.04% 
	200920102011201220132014 

	Investment in Renewables 
	Investment in Renewables 
	As part of our investment in a sustainable future,BNY Mellon continues to offset at least 62 percent ofglobal electricity consumption through the purchaseof renewable energy, on-site solar generation andrenewable energy credits. We take our role seriouslyas an industry leader in this field, looking for waysto invest in the renewables market and encouragingother businesses to do so. Supporting developmentof renewable energy is good for our world and ourbusiness. We will continue to assess our commitmentsto r
	providing financial services



	EnvironmentalEfficiency 
	EnvironmentalEfficiency 
	Due to the nature of our business, the operationof our office facilities is among our greatest directenvironmental impacts. Our Sustainable Real Estateprogram works to drive continuous improvement atour sites throughout all lifecycle phases of an officespace—from ownership and leasing, to design andconstruction, to operations and maintenance. Weemploy best-practice sustainability frameworks,including the U.S. Green Building Council’s , as well as internationalprograms such as ISO 14001. These internationall
	LEED
	LEED
	certification program


	Building Operations 
	Our Sustainable Operations and Maintenance programoversees sustainability efforts and certifications withour owned buildings and collaborates with landlords inleased locations. 
	This year, we achieved 100 percent sustainableoperations compliance at our U.S.-owned andcontrolled locations and began to implement theprogram at international locations. To date we haveachieved 36 LEED certifications globally, whichaccounts for 23 percent of our global footprint,and we continue to pursue certifications whereappropriate through the United States Green BuildingCouncil. We also achieved ISO 14001 certification forenvironmental management at four new locations for atotal of eight certified lo
	Our Green Leasing program is also a key part of oursustainability program’s approach to managing theimpacts of our office locations. In 2014, 100 percent of
	Our Green Leasing program is also a key part of oursustainability program’s approach to managing theimpacts of our office locations. In 2014, 100 percent of
	all new domestic and international lease transactionswere subject to green leasing criteria. In 2015, weaim to increase the percentage of existing leasesand properties that we will engage on issues relatedto improving environmental impacts and designinghealthy workspaces. 

	Real Estate Optimization 
	Real Estate Optimization 
	In 2014, we identified real estate as a key area thatcould deliver excellence for our clients, enhance ouremployees’ wellbeing at work, facilitate operationaleffectiveness, and reduce company expenses andcarbon emissions. The goal is to increase office spaceutilization efficiency and workplace productivitywhile driving down real estate costs, energy use andcarbon emissions. 
	In 2014, we began relocating employees in ourNew York global headquarters, with an anticipatedcompletion of the move in 2015. This move willreduce our office space footprint by 700,000 squarefeet and result in a projected 7 percent reduction ingreenhouse gas emissions. Applying our SustainableReal Estate program principles to these new locationswill also produce significant cost savings and increaseoperational resiliency while providing a sustainable,healthy, modern office space that contributes to theovera

	* As of Q3 2014. 
	Data Centers and Energy 
	In our interconnected global economy, informationtechnology is closely linked to the effective andefficient flow of ideas, messages and capital. In thisway, BNY Mellon functions as both an investmentscompany and a technology company. Powering ouroperations and data centers requires large amountsof energy. In 2014, our data centers accounted forroughly 29 percent of the total electricity consumed atour global properties and produced roughly 28 percentof our total Scope 1 and 2 carbon emissions. 
	As our business services expand, so does our needfor data storage. Through our Enterprise Data CenterPower Usage Effectiveness (PUE) program, launchedin 2006, we work to use energy as efficiently aspossible while meeting our data storage needs. Byusing measures such as airflow management andimprovements to building envelopes and associatedancillary systems, the program saved 45 millionkilowatt hours (kWh) of electricity in 2014. Our totalelectricity cost avoidance since the program’sinception is nearly $23 
	570K sq. ft. enterprise data center building space 35.7 petabytes of data storage 24.6K servers 105M kWh used in 2014 Data Center Efficiency and Reliability 
	What is the scale of our data centers?. 
	What is the scale of our data centers?. 
	How do we site our data centers to minimize risk? .
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	Figure
	Available low-cost No potential Favorable outdoor Seismic safe zone power and bandwidth for flash flood temperature 
	What do we do to improve efficiency? Use raised floors for air delivery Seal all unmanaged openings and place perforated tiles only where needed Create contained cold supply air aisles Prevent unwanted mixing of hot and cold air and use blanking panels on equipment where needed Raise temperature set points within recommended limits to reduce energy usage Automate control of fan and pump speeds Optimize server utilization 70% 
	What are the results of our efforts? 
	Our program helps us to increase energy efficiency,save costs, and protect business continuity.
	Data Center Average Power Usage Effectiveness (PUE) 
	Data Center Average Power Usage Effectiveness (PUE) 

	Power entering a data center versus power used to run the computer infrastructure within it.Efficiency improves as PUE decreases. 
	2.94 
	2.94 
	2.34 
	2.03 
	1.92 
	1.82 1.76 1.75 1.73 1.75 

	2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014. 
	Cumulative Program Dollar Savings 
	Cumulative Program Dollar Savings 
	(In Millions) 

	$22.8 $18.1 $15.1 
	$10.9 $7.0 $4.2 
	$10.9 $7.0 $4.2 
	$2.7 
	$0.9 
	$0 

	2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014. 
	45M. 
	45M. 
	kWh saved in 2014, enough to power over 
	4,000. 
	homes in the U.S. for one year* 
	Zero. 
	downtime across enterprise .data centers in 2014. 
	Zero. 
	downtime at primary data centers for over 
	10. 
	years 

	*Calculated based on average annual electricity consumption for a U.S. residential utility customer in 2013, as 
	reported by the U.S. Energy Information Administration, http://www.eia.gov/tools/faqs/faq.cfm?id=97&t=3 

	We continued to develop our comprehensive waterprogram in 2014. We have made progress on trackingWater Use 2014 2013 2012 In gallons 103,850,649 108,697,628 79,920,383 In cubic meters 393,117 411,465 302,532 
	Waste Diverted from Landfills 
	Waste Diverted from Landfills 
	Combined Building Use Categories 

	our water use to include all U.S.-based and controlledlocations, and are introducing new systems to trackglobal locations and reduce water consumption wherefeasible. We are also working to continually understandour water sources, prioritize conservation efforts inwater-stressed regions and promote the responsibletreatment of water runoff. Our developing strategiesrelated to water management will help support waterreporting frameworks, such as , which are designed to increase transparency andperformance on w
	CDP’s Water program
	CDP’s Water program


	Waste and Recycling 
	As part of our commitment to minimizing waste andmanaging our consumable materials responsibly, wecontinue to invest in the expansion of our landfill-diversion efforts. Our objective is to provide higherquantities of higher-quality recyclable materials thatcan be reused to manufacture new products. Reinforced with employee education and engagement, we continue to implement binless deskside and central collectionprograms, collaborate with our technology groups torecycle our electronics, and work with our sup
	In 2014, we tracked waste and recycling rates in
	9.2million square feet of our locations, accountingfor 57percent of our global real estate portfolio and62percent of our employees. 
	In 2014, we diverted an average of 71 percent of ourwaste from landfills (our goal is a 60 percent diversionrate for office waste), recycled 146 tons of desktopPC items and decommissioned 61 tons of hardwareandmedia). 
	71%* 
	71%* 
	69%* 
	66% 67% 
	59% 
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	20102011201220132014 
	* Since 2013, our diversion number has expanded to includecompost and incineration.
	Figure
	Waste to energy Facility 
	Figure
	Figure

	Recycling center 
	Landfill 
	146
	Tons of desktop PC items recycledin 2014 
	61 
	Tons of hardware and mediadecommissioned in 2014 

	Paper 
	Our awareness of the costs related to printing is continually evolving. The PaperWise initiative, launchedin 2010, tracks and reports the amount of paper purchased as an indicator of actual paper consumption in order to encourage waste reduction throughout our operations. The program empowers employees to make informed choices about paper use by providing resources to evaluate process efficiency, including communication forums for sharing innovative solutionsand improvements. 
	The PaperWise program continues to track and reportcopy paper purchasing trends. By the end of 2014,we reduced office paper purchases in the U.S. by52percent, compared to a 2008 baseline, surpassingour goal of a 30 percent reduction. This translatesto a cumulative saving of approximately $2 million.Copy paper use in the EMEA region has been reducedby 34percent from a 2011 baseline, surpassing theregion’s goal of reducing use by 20 percent by 2016and our longer-term goal of a 30 percent reductionby 2019. 
	The ability to reduce paper use and overall print costsare driven by our technology capabilities. As thosecapabilities mature, we will gain insight into regional-,business- and even employee-level trends in terms ofcosts, as well as resources. Those metrics will provideessential details that will help us develop programs,
	Paper Use Reductions
	From 2008 Baseline (U.S. Only) 
	42% 52% 38% 28% 
	2011 2012 2013 2014 
	2011 2012 2013 2014 
	tools and trainings to improve our operationalsustainability and productivity. Read more abouthow our focus on the  on page 73 isempowering employees to make smart choices.
	Digital Workplace

	Healthy Workspaces 
	Sustaining a safe, healthy and efficient workenvironment also requires investing in facilities designand maintenance. As of 2014, 35 global locationswere LEED certified which accounts for 23 percent ofour global footprint. Certification means that thesefacilities demonstrate best-in-class environmentalsustainability building strategies and practices. The rating system takes into consideration multipleaspects of a healthy and high-performing workspace,including a reduction in emissions associated withtranspo
	LEED
	LEED


	We have achieved LEED certification at many U.S.and international locations. Even though we donot pursue LEED certification for every design andconstruction project, all projects are implementedwith energy and environmental design principlesthat follow our Sustainable Design and ConstructionGuidelines program. 
	In buildings where we have operational controlbut have not yet pursued LEED, we implement ourSustainable Operations and Maintenance programto ensure that all facilities provide safe and healthyworkplaces for our employees. As of 2014, we had100 percent participation with our establishedSustainable Best Practices, including green cleaningrequirements, waste management, integratedpest management and other indoor environmentalquality measures. 
	At locations where we lease space but do not haveoperational control, we are engaging with landlordsthrough our Sustainable Leasing Program to assesshow healthy these spaces are and to improve themwhere needed. 
	Read more about our programs to increase employee on page 71, leading to amore productive workforce. 
	engagement and wellbeing


	Sustainability Ambassadors 
	Our company’s most valuable assets are ouremployees. They produce results and create aculture of shared values. At BNY Mellon, our globalSustainability Ambassadors network is powered bysustainability minded employees who are committedto helping us make positive environmental impactsat our offices and within the communities where wework. Officially launched in 2009, the network includesmore than 300 BNY Mellon employees in 20 locations.The Ambassadors program empowers employees tocreate new initiatives, prov
	Our outreach efforts are centered on BNY Mellon’sEcoDays, the time period between Earth Day (April22) and World Environment Day (June 5). In 2014,the Sustainability Ambassadors hosted morethan 30events intended to encourage sustainablepractices among employees. Events includedenvironmental sustainability fairs, local communitycleanup efforts, on-site educational events, andglobal awareness celebrations, such as EarthHour and Cycle to Work Day. Since Ambassadormembership includes employees from businessesand
	skills-based and other
	volunteering efforts



	 GlobalReportingInitiative (GRI) Index 
	 GlobalReportingInitiative (GRI) Index 
	In preparation of the BNY Mellon 2014 CSR Report,we used the Global Reporting Initiative’s (GRI)G3.1 Sustainability Guidelines. This year, we are
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	Description of key risks, impacts andopportunities 
	Description of key risks, impacts andopportunities 

	ORGANIZATIONAL PROFILE 
	Name of the organization 
	Name of the organization 
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	BNY Mellon Factsheet 

	Operational structure of the organization,including main divisions, operating companies, subsidiaries and jointventures 
	2.4 Location of organization’s headquarters 
	BNY Mellon Factsheet 
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	2.10. Awards received during the reportingperiod 
	REPORT PARAMETERS 
	REPORT PARAMETERS 

	Report Profile 
	Report Profile 
	Report Profile 

	3.1. Reporting period (e.g. fiscal/calendar year) for information provided.
	3.2. Date of most recent previous report 
	3.2. Date of most recent previous report 
	3.3. Reporting cycle (annual, biannual, etc.) 
	3.4. Contact point for questions regarding the report or its contents 


	Report Scope and Boundary 
	Report Scope and Boundary 
	Report Scope and Boundary 
	3.5. Process for defining report content 

	3.6. Boundary of the report (e.g., countries,divisions, subsidiaries, leased facilities, joint ventures, suppliers) 
	3.7. State any limitations on the scope or boundary of the report 
	3.7. State any limitations on the scope or boundary of the report 

	3.8. Basis for reporting on joint ventures,subsidiaries, leased facilities, outsourced operations, and other entities, that can significantly affect comparability from period to period and/or between organizations 
	3.9. Data measurement techniques and the bases of calculations, including assumptions and techniques underlying estimations applied to the compilations of the Indicators and other information in the report 
	BNY Mellon Annual Report (p. 5)* 
	BNY Mellon Annual Report (p. 5)* 
	Select Awards (p. 27) 
	Overview (p. 5) 
	2014 
	Overview (p. 5) 
	CSR Statement (p. 5) .Overview (p. 5). 
	Overview (p. 5). 
	BNY Mellon Annual Report (p. 4)*. 
	Overview (p. 5) .The Investments Company for the World .(footnote–p. 7). 
	BNY Mellon Annual Report (p. 4)*. 
	Performance Data (footnotes–p. 25) .The Investments Company for the World .(footnote–p. 7). 
	3.10. Explanation of the effect of any re-statements of information provided in earlier reports, and the reason for such re-statement (e.g., mergers, acquisitions,change of base years/periods, nature of business, measurement methods) 

	3.11. Significant changes from previous reporting periods in the scope, boundary or measurement methods applied in the report 
	3.12. Table identifying the location of the Standard Disclosures in the report 

	Assurance 
	Assurance 
	Assurance 

	3.13. Policy and current practice with regard to seeking external assurance for the report. If not included in the assurance report accompanying the sustainability report, explain the scope and basis of any external assurance provided. Also explain the relationship between the reporting organization and the assurance provider(s).
	GOVERNANCE, COMMITMENTS & ENGAGEMENTS 
	GOVERNANCE, COMMITMENTS & ENGAGEMENTS 


	Governance 
	Governance 
	Governance 
	4.1. Governance structure of the organization,including committees under the highest governance body responsible for specific tasks, such as setting strategy or organizational oversight

	4.2. Indicate whether Chair of highest governance body is also an executive officer (and, if so, their function with the organization’s management and the reasons for this arrangement)
	4.3. For organizations that have a unitary board structure, state the number and gender of members of the highest governance body that are independent and/or non-executive members 
	4.4. Mechanisms for shareholders and employees to provide recommendations or direction to the highest governance body 
	BNY Mellon Annual Report (p. 14)* 
	BNY Mellon Annual Report (p. 14)* 
	Overview (p. 5) 
	GRI Index 
	Overview (p. 5) 
	 2015 Proxy (pp. 19–23)* 
	 2015 Proxy (p. 16)* 
	Corporate Governance (p. 54) 2015 Proxy (pp. 16–18)* 
	Employee Resources (p. 46) Engagement Survey (p. 74) 2015 Proxy (pp. 24, 70–72)* 

	4.5. Linkage between compensation for members of the highest governance body, senior managers, and executives (including departure arrangements), and the organization’s performance (including social and environmental performance) 
	4.6. Processes in place for the highest governance body to ensure conflicts of interest are avoided 
	4.6. Processes in place for the highest governance body to ensure conflicts of interest are avoided 

	4.7. Process for determining the composition,qualifications and expertise of the members of the highest governance body and its committees, including any consideration of gender and other indicators of diversity 
	4.8. Internally developed statements of mission or values, codes of conduct, and principles relevant to economic, environmental, and social performance and the status of their implementation 
	4.9 Procedures of the highest governance body for overseeing the organization’s identification and management of economic,environmental, and social performance,including relevant risks and opportunities,and adherence or compliance with internationally agreed standards, codes of conduct, andprinciples 
	Charter, Corporate Social 
	ResponsibilityCommittee 

	4.10. Processes for evaluating the highest governance body’s own performance,particularly with respect to economic,environmental and social performance 
	4.10. Processes for evaluating the highest governance body’s own performance,particularly with respect to economic,environmental and social performance 


	Commitments to External Initiatives 
	Commitments to External Initiatives 
	Commitments to External Initiatives 
	4.11. Explanation of whether and how the precautionary approach or principle is addressed by the organization 
	2015 Proxy (pp. 23, 25–26, 29–45)* 
	2015 Proxy (p. 72)* 
	2015 Proxy (pp. 6–12)* 
	Supplier Code of Conduct (p. 109) 
	Employee Code of Conduct.
	Employee Code of Conduct.
	Employee Code of Conduct.
	Directors Code of Conduct.


	Ethics (p. 43) .Human Rights (p. 103) .Proxy Voting and Issuer Engagement (p. 37) .Health and Safety (p. 77) .Workforce Human Rights (p. 77) .CSR Statement (p. 5) .
	Environmental Policy Statement. 
	Environmental Policy Statement. 
	Environmental Policy Statement. 


	2015 Proxy (pp. 33–39)* 
	Risk Management (p. 30) 

	4.12 
	4.12 
	4.12 
	Externally developed economic,environmental, and social charters,principles, or other initiatives to which the organization subscribes or endorses. 

	4.13 
	4.13 
	Memberships in associations (such as industry associations) and/or national/ international advocacy organizations 



	Stakeholder Engagement 
	Stakeholder Engagement 
	Stakeholder Engagement 
	4.14. List of stakeholder groups engaged by theorganization 
	4.15. Basis for identification and selection of stakeholders with whom to engage 

	4.16. Approaches to stakeholder engagement,including frequency of engagement by type and by stakeholder group 
	4.17. Key topics and concerns that have been raised through stakeholder engagement, and how the organization has responded to those key topics and concerns, including through its reporting 
	United Nations Principles for Responsible .Investment (p. 88)  .Community Commitment (p. 95) .Climate Change Leadership (p. 111). 
	United Nations Principles for Responsible .Investment (p. 88)  .Community Commitment (p. 95) .Climate Change Leadership (p. 111). 
	Employee Resources (p. 46) .
	Stakeholder Engagement (p. 20). 
	Stakeholder Engagement (p. 20). 
	Stakeholder Engagement (p. 20). 
	Stakeholder Engagement (p. 20). 

	Performance Indicators 
	# Description. Answer/Location 
	ECONOMIC 
	DMA Disclosure on Management Approach Market Integrity (p. 29) 
	Economic Performance 
	EC1 Direct economic value generated and Performance Data (p. 25) 
	distributed, including revenues, operating 
	distributed, including revenues, operating 
	costs, employee compensation, donations 

	and other community investments, retained 
	earnings, and payments to capital providers 
	and governments 
	and governments 

	EC2 Financial implications and other risks and opportunities for the organization’s activities due to climate change Climate Change Leadership (p. 111) 
	EC3 Coverage of the organization’s defined BNY Mellon Annual Report (pp. 192–198)* benefit plan obligations 
	Indirect Economic Impacts 
	EC8. Development and impact of infrastructure Corporate Trust Services (p. 91) investments and services provided primarily for public benefit through commercial,in-kind, or pro bonoengagement. 
	EC9 Understanding and describing significant indirect economic impacts, including the extent of impacts. Operational Reliability (p. 47) ENVIRONMENTAL DMA Disclosure on Management Approach Environmental Management (p. 110) 

	Energy 
	Energy 
	Energy 

	EN3 Direct energy consumption by primary energy source Fuel Oil—165,528 gigajoulesNatural Gas—2,892,154 gigajoulesPassenger Cars Gas—42,034 gigajoules Jet Fuel—1,114,121 gigajoules 
	EN4 Indirect energy consumption by Electricity—1,315,942,981 gigajoulesprimarysource Steam—119,294,658 gigajoules 
	EN5 
	EN5 
	EN5 
	Energy saved due to conservation and efficiency improvements 
	Environmental Efficiency (p. 113) 

	EN6 
	EN6 
	Initiatives to provide energy-efficient or renewable energy based products and services, and reductions in energy requirements as a result of these initiatives 
	Our approach to SRI allows us to offer clients a full set of capabilities, from ESG screening to full integration and issue engagement,allowing clients to choose the solutions that fit their objectives while enjoying the advantages of skilled, long-tenured investment teams.

	TR
	Investment Management (p. 87) Environmental Impact (p. 110) 

	EN7 
	EN7 
	Initiatives to reduce indirect energy consumption and reductions achieved 
	Performance Data (p. 25) Environmental Impact (p. 110) 

	Water 
	Water 

	EN8 
	EN8 
	Total water withdrawal by source 
	We continued to develop our comprehensive water program in 2014. We have made progress on tracking our water use to include all U.S. based controlled locations, and are introducing new systems to track global locations and reduce water consumption where feasible.

	TR
	Water (p. 118) 

	EN10 
	EN10 
	Percentage and total volume of water recycled and reused 
	Performance Data (p. 25) 



	Biodiversity 
	Biodiversity 
	Biodiversity 

	EN11. Location and size of land owned, leased,managed in, or adjacent to, protected areas and areas of high biodiversity value outside protected areas 
	EN12. Description of significant impacts of activities, products, and services on biodiversity in protected areas and areas of high biodiversity value outside protectedareas 
	EN12. Description of significant impacts of activities, products, and services on biodiversity in protected areas and areas of high biodiversity value outside protectedareas 
	EN12. Description of significant impacts of activities, products, and services on biodiversity in protected areas and areas of high biodiversity value outside protectedareas 
	BNY Mellon owns, controls and/or leases 225 offices with 16M sf of space in more than 30 countries. As a financial firm with only office based operations that are mostly located in dense, urban environments with limited biodiversity value and opportunities for protecting or restoring habitat. However,there are a few sites which BNY Mellon has operational control that do present an opportunity to protect and/or restore natural habitat. Where BNY Mellon has operational control over the land and there is an op
	2
	2
	2


	As a financial services institution, BNYMellon is not currently undertaking any activities on any owned or controlled sites near protected areas which could significantly negatively affect biodiversity or natural habitats.

	EN13 
	EN13 
	EN13 
	Habitats protected or restored 
	BNY Mellon implements measures to prevent 

	TR
	and redress the negative impacts associated 

	TR
	with the operations of its facilities on 

	TR
	local biodiversity, where possible and 

	TR
	appropriate. While much of BNY Mellon’s 

	TR
	physical footprint is contained in urban 

	TR
	office buildings, several sites do contain 

	TR
	protected and restored areas, which help 

	TR
	ensure the integrity of natural habitats.Two 

	TR
	such sites are in Oriskany, New York, and 

	TR
	Nashville, Tennessee. The Oriskany location 

	TR
	contains 0.18 km2 protected area of natural 

	TR
	forest and the Nashville site contains 

	TR
	0.13km2 of protected area with an ongoing 

	TR
	restoration project of 0.001 km2.This is being 

	TR
	implemented with the help of a local civil 

	TR
	engineer and landscapearchitect.

	EN14 
	EN14 
	Strategies, current actions, and future plans 
	BNY Mellon actively manages its impacts 

	TR
	for managing impacts onbiodiversity 
	on biodiversity in key areas of its operations 

	TR
	through various methods.The area in which 

	TR
	BNY Mellon’s activities directly affect 

	TR
	biodiversity is through the operation of its 

	TR
	physical facilities and office space. For all 

	TR
	potential new office space locations, BNY

	TR
	Mellon, as part of its green leasing program,

	TR
	issues a request for proposal which includes 

	TR
	questions pertaining to the biodiversity value 

	TR
	of the land associated with the building,

	TR
	if there are any significant impacts to 

	TR
	endangered species and proximity to water 

	TR
	bodies and parkland. All RFP responses are 

	TR
	reviewed by management and assessed 

	TR
	based on criteria including its effects on 

	TR
	biodiversity. Currently, all newly-leased 

	TR
	locations are evaluated for this criteria.

	TR
	The United States Green Building Council,

	TR
	the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service’s List of 

	TR
	Threatened and Endangered Species, and 

	TR
	the National Marine Fisheries Service’s 

	TR
	List of Endangered Species are all national 

	TR
	programs which have influenced the 

	TR
	company’s program.

	EN15 
	EN15 
	Number of IUCN Red List species and 
	N/A 

	TR
	national conservation list species with 

	TR
	habitats in areas affected by operations, by 

	TR
	level of extinction risk 



	Emissions, Effluents & Waste 
	Emissions, Effluents & Waste 
	Emissions, Effluents & Waste 
	EN16. Total direct and indirect greenhouse gas emissions by weight 
	EN17 Other relevant indirect greenhouse gas emissions by weight 
	EN18 Initiatives to reduce greenhouse gas emissions and reductions achieved 

	EN19 Emissions of ozone-depleting substances by weight 
	CDP Response 

	EN20 
	EN20 
	EN20 
	NO, SO, and other significant air emissions by type and weight 

	EN22 
	EN22 
	Total weight of waste by type and disposal method 

	EN23 
	EN23 
	Total number and volume of significant spills 

	EN24 
	EN24 
	Weight of transported, imported, exported,or treated waste deemed hazardous under the terms of the Basel Convention Annex I,II, III,and VIII, and percentage of transported waste shipped internationally 

	EN25 
	EN25 
	Identity, size, protected status, and biodiversity value of water bodies and related habitats significantly affected by the reporting organization’s discharges of water and runoff 



	Products & Services 
	Products & Services 
	Products & Services 

	EN26. Initiatives to mitigate environmental impacts of products and services, and extent of impact mitigation 
	EN26. Initiatives to mitigate environmental impacts of products and services, and extent of impact mitigation 
	We disclose our reductions (%) in direct and indirect greenhouse gas emissions, as well as our Carbon Disclosure Project scores.

	Performance Data (p. 25) Environmental Management (p. 110) 
	Performance Data (p. 25) Environmental Management (p. 110) 
	We disclose our reductions (%) in direct and indirect greenhouse gas emissions, as well as our Carbon Disclosure Project scores.
	Performance Data (p. 25) Environmental Management (p. 110) 
	Greenhouse (GHG) Emissions (p. 111) 
	CDP Response 
	CDP Response 
	CDP Response 


	Waste and Recycling (p. 118) Performance Data (p. 25) Performance Data (p. 25) N/A 
	N/A 
	Paper (p. 119) .Environmental Management (p. 110). 
	EN27. Percentage of products sold and their packaging materials that are reclaimed bycategory 


	Compliance 
	Compliance 
	Compliance 

	EN28. Monetary value of significant fines and total number of non-monetary sanctions for noncompliance with environmental laws andregulations 

	Transport 
	Transport 
	Transport 
	EN29. Significant environmental impacts of transporting products and other goods and materials used for the organization’s operations, and transporting members  of the workforce 


	Overall 
	Overall 
	Overall 

	EN30 Total environmental protection expenditures and investments by type 
	CDP Response 

	LABOR 
	LABOR 
	DMA. Disclosure on Management Approach 


	Employment 
	Employment 
	Employment 
	LA1. Total workforce by employment type,employment contract, and region, broken down by gender 

	LA2. Total number and rate of new employee hires and employee turnover by age group, gender,and region 
	N/A 
	N/A 
	Performance Data (p. 25) 
	Our World (p. 83) .Healthy Workspaces (p. 119). 
	Our People (p. 59). 
	We list retention by region, women in .Managing Director/VP level, and we state our .total employment (50,300)..
	Performance Data (p. 25) .Our People (p. 59) .Retention (p. 75) .Gender Diversity (p. 79). 
	Partial Answer. We disclose by gender .andregion..
	Retention (p. 75). 


	Occupational Health & Safety 
	Occupational Health & Safety 
	Occupational Health & Safety 

	LA8. Education, training, counseling, prevention,and risk-control programs in place to assist workforce members, their families,or community members regarding serious diseases 

	Training & Education 
	Training & Education 
	Training & Education 
	LA10. Average hours of training per year per employee by gender, and by employeecategory 

	LA11. Programs for skills management and lifelong learning that support the continued employability of employees and assist them in managing career endings 
	LA12. Percentage of employees receiving regular performance and career development reviews, by gender 

	Diversity & Equal Opportunity 
	Diversity & Equal Opportunity 
	Diversity & Equal Opportunity 
	LA13. Composition of governance bodies and breakdown of employees per employee category according to gender, age group,minority group membership, and other indicators of diversity 
	HUMAN RIGHTS 
	HUMAN RIGHTS 
	DMA. Disclosure on Management Approach 
	DMA. Disclosure on Management Approach 
	Health and Safety (p. 77) 

	During 2014, we delivered 21 hours on average of training per employee.
	Leadership and Development (p. 62) 
	BNY Mellon University (BKU) (p. 63) 
	We report the percentage of employees receiving regular performance development and career development reviews.
	We disclose the composition of governance bodies and breakdown of employees per employee category according to gender and minority group membership.
	Performance Data (EEOC1) (p. 25) Gender Diversity (p. 79) 
	Workforce Human Rights (p. 77) .Human Rights (p. 103) .Advocating for Rule of Law (p. 104) .Supporting Marriage Equality (p. 105) .
	Human Rights Statement. 
	Human Rights Statement. 
	Human Rights Statement. 





	Investment & Procurement Practices 
	Investment & Procurement Practices 
	Investment & Procurement Practices 

	HR1. Percentage and total number of significant investment agreements and contracts that include clauses incorporating human rights concerns, or that have undergone human rights screening 
	HR2. Percentage of significant suppliers,contractors, and other business  partners that have undergone human  rights screening, and actions taken 
	HR2. Percentage of significant suppliers,contractors, and other business  partners that have undergone human  rights screening, and actions taken 


	Child Labor 
	Child Labor 
	Child Labor 
	HR6. Operations and significant suppliers identified as having significant risk for incidents of child labor, and measures  taken to contribute to the effective  abolition of child labor 
	We incorporate language on human rights .in all new contracts and ask our suppliers .to sign a Human Rights Certification letter..We published a Supplier Code of Conduct..By engaging our key suppliers in a dialogue .about our CSR practices, we confirmed .that 56 percent of suppliers identified .have agreed to comply with our Human .RightsStandards..
	Human Rights (p. 103) .Supplier Code of Conduct (p. 109). 
	We incorporate language on human rights .in all new contracts and ask our suppliers .to sign a Human Rights Certification letter..We published a Supplier Code of Conduct..By engaging our key suppliers in a dialogue .about our CSR practices, we confirmed .that 56 percent of suppliers identified .have agreed to comply with our Human .RightsStandards..
	Human Rights (p. 103) .Supplier Code of Conduct (p. 109). 
	We have no operations with any risk of child .labor or forced/compulsory labor. We are .committed to fair employment practices and .compliance with local laws in all locations in .which we operate worldwide..
	Workforce Human Rights (p. 77) .Supplier Code of Conduct (p. 109). 


	Forced & Compulsory Labor 
	Forced & Compulsory Labor 
	Forced & Compulsory Labor 

	HR7. Operations and significant suppliers identified as having significant risk for incidents of forced or compulsory labor, and measures to contribute to the elimination of all forms of forced or compulsory labor 

	Security Practices 
	Security Practices 
	Security Practices 

	HR8. Percentage of security personnel trained in the organization’s policies or procedures concerning aspects of human rights that are relevant to operations 
	SOCIETY 
	SOCIETY 
	DMA. Disclosure on Management Approach 


	Local Communities 
	Local Communities 
	Local Communities 

	SO1. Percentage of operations with implemented local community engagement, impact assessments, and development programs 
	We have no operations with any risk of child .labor or forced/ compulsory labor. We are .committed to fair employment practices and .compliance with local laws in all locations in .which we operate worldwide..
	We have no operations with any risk of child .labor or forced/ compulsory labor. We are .committed to fair employment practices and .compliance with local laws in all locations in .which we operate worldwide..
	Workforce Human Rights (p. 77) .Supplier Code of Conduct (p. 109). 
	The security personnel companies providing .services to BNY Mellon in the U.S. are .required to provide training on use of .force, powers of arrest, workplace violence .and harassment, conflict resolution, and .demonstration or protest procedures..The current staff is more than 95 percent .compliant with this requirement; ongoing .training in these areas is also available to the .security staff..
	Strong Governance (p. 53). 
	Ethics and Transparency (LTG) (p. 43) .Ethics (p. 43) .Our World (p. 83). 
	Our Pathways program is a $6 million, five-.year initiative that provides education,.training and career development to help .vulnerable youths make the transition .to adulthood. Beginning in 2011, the .Pathways program has reached more than .2,000 young people around the world,.enhancing education, job training and career .development opportunities for populations .that are at risk and facing severe challenges .of chronic unemployment, poverty .andhomelessness..
	Vulnerable Youth Empowerment (p. 98). 

	SO10. Prevention and mitigation measures implemented in operations with significant potential or actual negative impacts on localcommunities 

	Corruption 
	Corruption 
	Corruption 

	SO2. Percentage and total number of business units analyzed for risks related tocorruption 
	SO3 
	SO3 
	SO3 
	Percentage of employees trained in organization’s anti-corruption policies andprocedures 

	SO4 
	SO4 
	Actions taken in response to incidents ofcorruption 



	Public Policy 
	Public Policy 
	Public Policy 

	SO5. Public policy positions and participation in public policy development and lobbying 
	SO6. Total value of financial and in-kind contributions to political parties, politicians,and related institutions bycountry 

	Anti-Competitive Behavior 
	Anti-Competitive Behavior 
	Anti-Competitive Behavior 
	SO7. Total number of legal actions for anticompetitive behavior, anti-trust, and monopoly practices and their outcomes 


	Compliance 
	Compliance 
	Compliance 

	SO8. Monetary value of significant fines and total number of non-monetary sanctions for noncompliance with laws andregulations 
	SO8. Monetary value of significant fines and total number of non-monetary sanctions for noncompliance with laws andregulations 
	Building Operations (p. 113) Real Estate Optimization (p. 113) 

	We have a zero-tolerance policy regardingbribery and corruption. Both our Code ofConduct and our Directors’ Code of Conductspell out detailed expectations regardinganticorruption. We help monitor potentialconflicts through our anticorruptioncompliance program, which covers businessdealings and transactions in countrieswhere BNY Mellon or our subsidiaries orassociates operate. It is designed to facilitatecompliance with national and internationallaws including the U.S. Foreign CorruptPractices Act and the UK
	We have a zero-tolerance policy regardingbribery and corruption. Both our Code ofConduct and our Directors’ Code of Conductspell out detailed expectations regardinganticorruption. We help monitor potentialconflicts through our anticorruptioncompliance program, which covers businessdealings and transactions in countrieswhere BNY Mellon or our subsidiaries orassociates operate. It is designed to facilitatecompliance with national and internationallaws including the U.S. Foreign CorruptPractices Act and the UK
	Employee Code of Conduct
	Employee Code of Conduct
	Employee Code of Conduct
	Directors Code of Conduct


	Risk Culture (p. 33) 
	Ethics, Risk and Compliance Training (p. 45) 
	Not Reported 
	Advocacy and Political Engagement (p. 56) 
	Political Contributions (p. 57) 
	GRI Index (see footnote–p. 137) 
	GRI Index (see footnote–p. 137) 
	PRODUCT RESPONSIBILITY 
	PRODUCT RESPONSIBILITY 
	DMA. Disclosure on Management Approach 



	Financial Services Sector Supplement 
	Financial Services Sector Supplement 
	Financial Services Sector Supplement 
	FS1. Policies with specific environmental and social components applied to businesslines 
	FS2. Procedures for assessing and screening environmental and social risks in businesslines 
	FS3. Processes for monitoring clients’environmental and social requirements included in agreements or transactions 

	FS4. Process(es) for improving staff competency to implement the environmental and social policies and procedures as applied to business lines 
	FS5. Interactions with clients/investees/business partners regarding environmental and social risks andopportunities 

	Customer Health & Safety 
	Customer Health & Safety 
	Customer Health & Safety 

	FS6. Percentage of the portfolio for business lines by specific region, size, and by sector 
	FS7. Monetary value of products and services designed to deliver a specific social benefit for each business line broken down bypurpose 
	FS8. Monetary value of products and services designed to deliver a specific environmental benefit for each business line broken down by purpose 
	FS9. Coverage and frequency of audits to assess implementation of environmental and social policies and risk assessment procedures 
	Ethics (p. 43). 
	Ethics (p. 43). 
	Strong Governance (p. 53) .Environmental Management (p. 110) .Ethics (p. 43) .Responsible Investments (p. 84) .Social Finance (p. 85). 
	Investment Management (p. 87). 
	Social Finance (p. 85). 
	SRI Training and Education for Employees  .
	(p. 89) 
	Asset Servicing (p. 90) 
	BNY Mellon Annual Report (pp. 33, 36)* 
	Performance Data (p. 25)—Assets specifically screened for ESG factors 
	Performance Data (p. 25)—Assets specifically screened for ESG factors 
	For our CDP disclosure, our scope 1 & 2 emissions are 100% verified externally against ISO standard 14064-3.
	Climate Change Leadership (p. 111) 

	FS11 Percentage of assets subject to positive and negative environmental or social screening Performance Data (p. 25)—Assets specifically screened for ESG factors 
	FS12 
	FS12 
	FS12 
	Voting polic(ies) applied to environmental 
	Proxy Voting and Issuer Engagement (p. 37) 

	TR
	or social issues for shares over which the 
	Responsible Investments (p. 84) 

	TR
	reporting organization holds the right to vote 

	TR
	shares or advises on voting 


	Customer Health & Safety 
	PR1 .Life cycle stages in which health and safety N/A impacts of products and services are assessed for improvement, and percentage of significant products and services categories subject to suchprocedures 
	PR2 Total number of incidents of non-compliance with regulations and voluntary codes concerning health and safety impacts of products and services during their life cycle,by type of outcomes N/A 

	Product & Service Labeling 
	Product & Service Labeling 
	Product & Service Labeling 

	PR5 Practices related to customer satisfaction,including results of surveys measuring customer satisfaction Stakeholder Engagement (p. 20) Social Finance (p. 85) 

	Customer Privacy 
	Customer Privacy 
	Customer Privacy 

	PR8 Total number of substantiated complaints regarding breaches of customer privacy and losses of customer data GRI Index (see footnote below) 

	Compliance 
	Compliance 
	Compliance 

	PR9 Monetary value of significant fines for noncompliance with laws and regulations concerning the provision and use of products and services GRI Index (see footnote below)
	*As a public company with securities traded on the New York Stock Exchange, The Bank of New York Mellon Corporation (the “Company”) is required
	to file periodic reports with the Securities and Exchange Commission (“SEC”), including a quarterly report for the first three calendar quarters on
	Form 10-Q and an annual report on Form 10-K. These reports are publicly available from the SEC’s website (sec.gov), and are also available on the
	Company’s . 
	website
	website


	Notes:
	Under the SEC’s disclosure rules, the Company must disclose certain legal proceedings in its quarterly and annual reports on Form 10-Q or 10-K..These rules require that the Company describe any material legal proceedings, other than ordinary routine litigation incidental to its business, to.which the Company or any of its subsidiaries is a party or of which any their properties is subject. The description must include the name of the.court or agency in which the proceedings are pending, the date instituted,
	The Company’s disclosures as to these legal proceedings can be found under the caption “Legal Proceedings” included in its periodic reports on Form10-Q or 10-K, as well as the “Legal Proceedings” section in the Notes to Consolidated Financial Statements accompanying the financial statementsincluded in those reports. 
	DISCLAIMER (referenced on page 39) 
	BNY Mellon is the corporate brand of The Bank of New York Mellon Corporation and may be used as a generic term to reference the corporationas a whole and/or its various subsidiaries generally. This material and any products and services may be issued or provided under variousbrand names in various countries by duly authorized and regulated subsidiaries, affiliates, and joint ventures of BNY Mellon, which may includeany of the following. The Bank of New York Mellon, in New York, New York a banking corporatio
	The information contained in this material is intended for use by wholesale/professional clients or the equivalent only and is not intended for useby retail clients. If distributed in the UK, this material is a financial promotion. 
	This material, which may be considered advertising, is for general information purposes only and is not intended to provide legal, tax, accounting,investment, financial or other professional advice on any matter. This material does not constitute a recommendation by BNY Mellon ofany kind. Use of our products and services is subject to various regulations and regulatory oversight. You should discuss this material withappropriate advisors in the context of your circumstances before acting in any manner on thi
	This material may not be distributed or used for the purpose of providing any referenced products or services or making any offers or solicitationsin any jurisdiction or in any circumstances in which such products, services, offers or solicitations are unlawful or not authorized, or where therewould be, by virtue of such distribution, new or additional registration requirements. 
	Money market fund shares are not a deposit or obligation of BNY Mellon. Investments in money market funds are not insured, guaranteed,recommended or otherwise endorsed in any way by BNY Mellon, the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation or any other government agency.Securities instruments and services other than money market mutual funds and off-shore liquidity funds are offered by BNY Mellon CapitalMarkets, LLC. 
	The terms of any products or services provided by BNY Mellon to a client, including without limitation any administrative, valuation, tradeexecution or other services shall be solely determined by the definitive agreement relating to such products or services. Any products or servicesprovided by BNY Mellon shall not be deemed to have been provided as fiduciary or adviser except as expressly provided in such definitiveagreement. BNY Mellon may enter into a foreign exchange transaction, derivative transaction
	Pursuant to Title VII of The Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act of 2010 and the applicable rules thereunder, The Bankof New York Mellon is provisionally registered as a swap dealer with the Commodity Futures Trading Commission (“CFTC”) and is a swap dealermember of the National Futures Association (NFA ID 0420990). 
	BNY Mellon (including its broker-dealer affiliates) may have long or short positions in any currency, derivative or instrument discussed herein.BNY Mellon has included data in this material from information generally available to the public from sources believed to be reliable. Any priceor other data used for illustrative purposes may not reflect actual current conditions. No representations or warranties are made, and BNYMellon assumes no liability, as to the suitability of any products and services descri
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